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REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ENQUIRY 
COMMITTEE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

APPOINTMENT oF THE CoMMITTEE. 

1. The Committee was appointed under the following Resolution 

No, 6745/33, dated the 28th November 1946, of the Bombay Government 

in the Finance Department :-

" The Government of ,Bombay is pleased to appoint a Committee 

consi8ting of the following members for t.he purpose appearing in the 

terms of reference :-

Chairman. 

1. Dr. Jivraj N. Mehta, M.D., 1\I.R.C.P., L.l\1. & S., F.C.P.S., 
M.L.A. 

' Members. 

2. Principal D. G. Karve, M.A. 

3. l\lr. S. B. Tyabji, I.S.E. (Retired). 

4. Sir Ivon Hope Taunton, C.I.E., I.C.S., Chief Secretary to 
Government. 

ll!ember and Secretary. 
-

~- l\lr. J. Santos, I.A.A.S. (Retired), Financial Adviser to 
Government. 

" 2. The terms of reference are as follows :-

(i) To recommend, with special reference to the Recon8truction 
and Development Plans of Government, the means of providing 

an efficient and economical administrative machinery, and, with that 
object:-

(a) to examine generally the growth of expenditure, temporary 

and permanent, on administrative machinery since 1938-39; 

(v) to enquire into the w0rh.-ing of such machinery; 
Mo-m Uk II 204-1 
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(c} to consider methods of curtailment of expenditure and of 
increaBe of efficiency ; 

(d) where measur~s of curtailment of expenditure involve 
retrenchment of staff, to examine whether and how the surplus 
staff may be absorbed in the requirements of the Reconstruction 
and Development Plans ; 

(e) to consider methods of recruitment of additional staff; and 

(f) where the field of recruitment is unduly limited by reasons 
<>f lack of facilities for training, to consider measures for the 
expansion of those facilities. 

(ii) The detailed revision of permanent.pay-scales v.'ill be a matter 
-Ior separate consideration by Government, but the Committee is not 
precluded from suggesting the broad principles of such revision. 

(iii) Questions of policy will be the concern of Government; but 
it will be open to the Committee to indicate the economies which 
might be effected if particular policies were abandoned or modified 
or certain other policies adopted. 

"3. The travelling allowance of tl:-·e non-official members of the 
'Committee should be regulated in accordance with rule 1(£) (b) in 
Section I of Appendix XLII-A to Bombay Civ'il Services Hules, 
Volume II. 

"4. l\!r. :rd. V. Tilve, Assistant Secretary to Government, Finance 
Department, should work as Assistant Secretary to the Committee." 

2. On his appointmeJ:!t as Director-General of Health Services in the 
Government ~ India, Dr. Jivraj l\Iehta went to Delhi on the 18th of 
August 1947, and Principal Karve acted as Chairman in his absence. 
Finding it increasingly difficult to spare time for the Committee's work, 
<>wing to preoccupation with his duties as Director-General of Health 
-services, Dr. l\Iehta tendered resignation of his membership of the 
Committee on the 13th November 1947. Government accepted his 
resignation, and appointed Principal Karve as Chairman of the Committee 
under Resolution No. 6745/33, dated the 6th December 1947. 

3. In the meantime, the detailed revision of pay-scales, which was 
entrusted to :Mr. Santos in his capacity as Financial Adviser to Govern
ment, had reached an urgent stage involving heavy work, and it was 
found necessary to relieve l\!r. Santos of his duties as Secretary of the 
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-committee. l\Ir. M. R. Yardi, M.A., I.C.S., was accordingly'appointed 
full time Secretary of the Committee on the 11th August 1947, 1\Ir. Sant~s 
.continuing as member. 

.. . 
SCOPE OF THE ENQUIRYJ 

4. We have conceived our task as embracing the whole . field' pf 
administration, and have approached it fr~m. three 'different ang)es; 
namely, efficiency, economy and association of the publiq with· tlie 
administration. In Chapter IV we have examined ;generally the growth 
of expenditure on administrative machinery since 1938-39. In 
Cl1apters VI, VII, VIII and IX we have sugge~ted changes' ~ithe~ o~ 
structure or of procedure in the presei:tt admiillstrative macbhtery so 
as to make it an efficient and economi~al instrument of Government 
policy. In Chapter V we have. 'reco~mended that nati~nalised 
indw;tries or public "utility concerns . shou,ld be operated through. th~ 
mrdium of public corporations. In Chapter XI. suggestions have bee!\ 
made regarding methods of recruitment,' principles. for the reabsor}:;~ 

' I 

tion of retrenched staff and provision of training. facilities for th~ 

st>rvices. In Chapter XII we have shown how, with adequate supervision 
'' •• • J \ 

and guichnce, the local bodies Cl}n be made an efficient instrument both; 
for dt>centralisation and for the associatio~ of. the nori.-official element 
with district administration. In an interim. report [Appendix D. (ii)]1 

we have indicated the principles on which the pay~scales 'sho~d b~ 
revised and allowances attached to them. As enjoined by term (iii) of 
our terms of reference, :we have eschewed ,questions of policy excep_t, in 
~~~ far as they affect administrative efficiency or inyolve measures of 
eeonomy. 

PROCEDL'"RE. 

ZJ. Xoturally, the first task to which we addressed ourselves was 
to formulate the procedure of enquiry. The Bombay Reorgl&isation 
ColllDlittce, 1933, popularly knoWn as the Thomas Committee, had 
taken as the basis for their enquiry RevieWs ·of Administration 
prepared at the instance of th~ then Governor, Sir Frederick Sykes, 
summarising the organisation and functions of each department. The 
new departments · which had come into being since ·the Thomas 
.Connuittee reported were requested to prepare fresh reviews, while the 
older ones were asked to bring their reviews up to date. As our terms of 
reference laid special emphasis on the reconstruction and development 

Ko-III Bk H 204-la 
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!'.:vgramme of Government, we obtained a copy of the Post-War
Reconstruction Plan as finally adopted by Government. In the course
of our enquiry we sought information regardipg the recruitment rules. 
to the various services under Government and the facilities provided 

• 
for training recruits. As our enquiry progressed, we found it necessary 
to obtain information on specific points not only from the departments 
of the Bombay Government but from some other Provinces as welL 
We are extremely grateful for the readiness with which the information 
called for by us was placed at our disposal. 

6. A Press Note was issued through the Director of Publicity inviting 
suggestions from public bodies and persons on the subject matter of our 
enquiry. Government also issued a circular permitting the heads of 
departments and officers to send us written memoranda suggesting 
improvements in the administrative machinery. As our terms of" 
reference were very wide, we thought it necessary to issue 
a comprehensive questionnaire, reproduced as Appendix A. About 5,000 
copies of this quest£onnaire were distributed among public men and public 
institutions. Special questionnaires were issued regarding the 
employment of lady medical practitioners and the organisation or 
Government grain shops. The total number of replies received by us 
was 385. They furnished us much useful information on the 
different aspects of administration and suggested fresh lines of 
approach. 

7. We started work in Bombay on the 4th December 1946 and held 
in all 102 sessions in Bombay and Poona, where we had moved with 
Government from the lOth September to 6th November 19-!7. 'Ye 
moved to J\Iatheran on the 15th of l\Iarch to draft and finalise our 

• 
report. 

8. In the course of our enquiry we examined in all85 witnesses, official 
as well as non-official, a list of whom is printed as .Appendix B. These 
included a number of officials holding responsible posts as secretaries, 
collectors and heads of departments ~ho supplied us with first hand 
information of the actual working of the several parts of the adminis
trative machinery. We are indebted to those who found time to send 
us written memoranda and replies to the questionnaires and to 
appear before us to give the benefit of their knowledge· and 

expenence. 
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INTERIM REPORTS. 

9. We were requested by the Finance Department on the 16th 
December 1946 to give priority to the Civil Supplies Department and 
submit an interim report on it. Meanwhile, Government had already 
sanctioned certain schemes of reorganisation which involved both 
structural changes and increased expenditure and thus came "'-ithin the 
scope of our enquiry. We had an opportunity to discuss informally 
with the Ministers the procedure to be followed in regard to the schemes 
which could not wait until the formulation of our final report. It was 
decided that the Committee should be consulted about all schemes 
involving structural changes at the appropriate· stage, that is, after they 
had been examined by the Secretariat departnients. But schemes 
entailing merely a quantitative expansion of staff within the existing 
structure of departments were not to be referred to us, unless they 
involved considerable expenditure and the Finance Department for that 
reason thought it necessary to seek our advice. We submitted to 
Government in all sixteen interim reports on various questions, a list 
of which is given in Appendix C. Those of the interim reports which 
could not be incorporated in the body of our Report have been 
added as Appendix D. 

POLITICAL CHANGES. 

10. Since the appointment of the Committee momentous changes 
have taken place in the political sphere. With the attainment offreedom 
public aspirations have been directed towards the improvement of 
administrative machinery and towards social and economic reforms 
calculated to ameliorate the condition of the masses. The time has 
never been so opportune for the introduction of major improvements in 
the administration of the country. "The Government of a democratic 
country can only be thoroughly reorganised at psychological ~oments 
when the political mood is one of reform and vested interests, govern
mental as well as private, are at their weakest. " * The present is, 
therefore, a good opportunity to overhaul the admini~:>trative machinery 
and refashion it so that it becomes an efficient instrument for the realisa
tion of the social aspirations of the people. 

* .-\rnolu Brecht and Comstock Glaser: The Art and Technique of Administration 
.in German llliniBtries, p. 30. 



CHAPTER II. 

ADMINISTRATION IN FRE~ INDIA. 

• INDEPENDENCE. 

11. When the national flag was hoisted over the 75-year old Bombay 
Civil Secretariat at midnight of 14th-15th August 1947, the citizens or 
Eombay, in common with their brethren in other parts of India, greeted 
the da-wn of independence with almost frenzied enthusiasm. The 
Prime Minister, :Mr. B. G. Kher, after hoisting the flag of Free India for 
the first time, uttered the following exhortation : " Citizens of Free 
India,-you are now free." In the capital city of India, at the same 
hour, India's £rst·Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, expressed 
the feelings of the whole nation when he said : "Years ago we made 
a tryst with destiny, and now the time comes when we shall redeem 
our pledge, not wholly or in full measure, but very substantially. At 
the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India will awake 
to life and freedom." 

12. Two significant steps of great constitutional importance 
accompanied these expressions of the joyous fe(ling of freedoin. Exactly 
at the hour when the national flag was unfurled in India, the office 
of the Secretary of State for India in Great Britain, the India Office, 
was closed. Not only the centre but the entire circle of governmental 
authority was thus transferred to India. Synchronously with the closing 
of the India Office, the Indian Constituent .Assembly passed its first 
resolution, of which the initial part reads as follows : 

"It should be intimated to the Viceroy that the Constituent 
Assembly ~f India has a·ssumed power for the government of India.'>-

pARLIAMENTARY GOVER).'NENT. 

13. In the field of administration these momentous developments 
in the political and constitutional spheres have produced a very vital 
change. For policy as well as for execution, for the structure of 
government as also for the organization of all administrative services, 
final power and responsibility now vest in Indian hands. ''na tewr 
may be the details ofthe Constitution finally adopted by the Constituent 
AssEmbly, three of its fundamental features stand out as governmg 
principles of the future administration of the country. By providing. 
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for adult suffrage as the mode of election to the legislatUres · in 
the provinces as well as at the centre, the democratic character of th& 
entire administration is emphasized. This means the end of bureaucracy, 
wherein servants of Government could claim authority which was not 
traceable to the people over whom it was e:tercised. The administrativ& 
Services at all levels for the first time became 'services' in the 
literal sense of the term. 

14. The second important feature of the Constitution is its composite 
character as a Union of Constituent States. Although in its purely 
federal organization this feature does not mark any fundamental 
departure from a prolonged process of decel!-t~alization, extending over 
at least thirty years, yet the new emphasis on 'Union ' is significant. 
While on the one hand it marks the separate individualities of 
constituent units, which are united for comruon purposes on the national 
evel, the character of a Union on the other hand emphasizes a degree 
of concentration which a mere federation would not so obviously imply . 
. In the functions of government, in the resources made available and 
in the organization of appropriate administrative machinery for carrying 
out the several functions, both their separateness as also the unification 
of provinces into the central Government must be recognised . ... ~ 

15. The third feature of constitutional organization, which 
tlominatcs the whole field of administration, is its essentially parlia
mentary character. Political thought and governmental experience 
in our country have been so closely linked with British modes in the past 
that almost unconsciously our judgments on the merits of governmental 
forms and on the propriety of administrative action come to be based 
on a comparison with British practice. This in.B.uence has been 
specifically acknowledged by our foremost leaders, an-i is indeed writ 
large in the constitutional provisions bearing on the authority of the 
provincial as well as Union Cabinets. And yet the federal character 
of our Government and its emphasis on social and economi; planning 
are factors which are imperceptibly but effectively in.B.uencing the 
gowrnmental structure in two directions not wholly consistent with 
parliamentary forms and British practice. One is the position of 
authority, as distinguished from mere in.B.uence, that is created for the 
Heads of the Provinces and of the Union. Restricted as the field of 
this authority is, it is an important feature of the constitution, and it 
has an unmistakable bearing on the whole organization of the 
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administrative machinery. Centralised planning, combined with an 
urge, towards non-statutory association of the people with important 
governmental organs, is another feature which, though not dependent 
on the constitution, has to be taken account of ib the future organization 
of governmental business. 

SociAL PLANNING. 

16. How very comprehensive and far-reaching are the tasks that the 
national Governments, in the centre and the provinces, are setting to 
themselves will be seen from the following resolution passed at the All
India Congress Committee meeting on November 16, 1947, in New 
Delhi: 

"Political independenc-e having been achieved, the Congress must 
address itself to the next great task, namely, the establishment of 
real democracy in the country and a society based on social justice 
and equality. Such a society must provide for every man and woma~ 
equality of opportunity and freedom to work for the unfettered 
development of his or her personality. This can only be realised when 
democracy extends from the political to the social and economic 
spheres. Democracy, in the modern age, necessitates a planned central 
direction as well as the decentralization of political and economic 
power, in so far as this is compatible with the safety of the State, with 
efficient production and the cultural progress of the community as 
a whole." 

17. While it is true that this resolution constitutes a declaration of 
objectives and methods on the part of only one political party, the 
biggest in the bnd, no government which is likely to commend itself 
to the support of the adult population of the country can afford to have 
any other objectives than social justice and equality of opportunity, or 
follow any other methods but those of central planning and decentralized 
administration. l\Ioreover, provisions based on these ideals have 
now been incorporated in the draft constitution of the country as 
directive principles of State policy. The objectives as well as the 
approved methods recorded therein must be taken to be all-pervasive, 
and it would be natural to expect that the machinery of provincial 
administration will be suitably reorganized to conform to these 
requirements. 
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TRADITIONS OF THE P:EOFLE. 

18. In contrast to the high ideals of such an active and creative 
<Organization of democratic life, the traditional habits of the Indian 
neople have been largely apathetic. But in the recent past, after long . . 
years of servility to their foreign rulers, the people at large developed 
a wry strong attitude of resistance, active as well as passive. Even 
though the reins of power now lie in the hands of leaders who 
themselves were the spokesmen of the movement of resistance, the public 
have not yet fully appreciated the thought that in obeying the law of the 
Government elected by and responsible to them, they are only obeying 
themselves, and in fact are administering and enioying self-rule. While 
experience will no doubt bring to the people a proper realisation of their 
new responsibilities and opportunities, there is in this sphere a positive 
scope for political education, to the need for which all responsible leaders 
are fortunately alive. 

19. Those who constituted the limbs of the administration under 
the old reginw, the Services, are also feeling the difficulties of the 
transitional period. They have, however, inherited such a strong 
tradition of loyalty to the State that suitable adjustments in their 
n ppn n,ch to duty under changed circumstances can be confidently 

I ' expected. In the palmiest days of indigenous rule, while public servants, 
i neluding the ruler, were always respected and looked up to, they were 
required to abide by the approved social law. It has been rightly said 
that the King is the most law-abiding citizen in England. No wonder 
that his servants, high and low, are put on their mettle, and the people 
of Great Britain have a perfect assurance that whatever law they make 
will be efficiently administered by the King's government. When they 
are dissatisfied with the Government of the day, they do not, therefore:;, 
go about challenging its authority, but make a constituti"nal move to 
put another government in power. In substance the ancient Indian 
tradition is the same, and there is valid reason to hope that the Govern
ment, the SerYices and the people, if their respective roles are properly 
emphasized in the day-to-day working of the administration, will soon 
1-iettle down to the fulfilment of those tasks to which reference has been 
made in the previous paragraph. 

PEOPLE's ExPECTATIONS. 

20. No doubt the endurance of the people has been sorely tried in 
the past, and now that they are masters of their own destiny, they are 
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showing signs of impatience at the performance of their 'servants ... 
On a crude and highly individualistic interpretation of popular
sovereignty, ~orne speaking for "their :Majesties the People" have 
begun to cha'lenge the parallel ·Majesty of la"'· "Rules are not 
sacrosanct." "N~tional•necessity knows no rules." These and similar 
declarati.;ns from reputedly responsible sources are by no means rare. 
A citizen's respect for the sanctity of law as such should not be dependent 
on his views as· to the merits of a particular enactment or rule. This is 
not so universally accepted as it should be. But here again experience . 
and timely direction will in due course restore that respect for law for 
which the Indian people have been well known through the ages. 
Political and constitutional changes are no doubt very important, but 
the average citizen is primarily concerned, here as elsewhere, with peaceful 
employment, with food, clothing and shelter. He will judge all measures 
of the administration by this standard. While this universal experience 
strengthens the hope that in due course the sovereign people will adopt 
a high standard of understanding and considerate mastership, it serves 
to emphasize the urgent need of instituting priorities in the objects of 
public administration. 

DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRATION. 

21. The All-India Congress Committee's resolution referred to earlier 
in this chapter enunciates the basic principles of a desirable system of 
administration as follows : " Our aim should be to evolve a political 
system which will combine efficiency of administration with indi\idual 
liberty." It goes on to emphasize the desirability of supplying an 
" alternative to the acquisitive economy of private capitalism and the 
regimentation of a totalitarian. state." The atmosphere was never so 
free from triditional attachments to administrative forms which have 
outlived their usefulness as it is now; nor were aspirations for a better 
and freer life ever higher than they are at present. In our survey of 
the administration of the province and in the recommendations that 
we have made, we have tried to take into account both the needs and the 
opportunities of the new age that has dawned on our country, and it is 
our earLest hope that administrative reorganization will lead and ass:st 
the general reorganization of society, combining social justice with 
equality of opportunity and efficiency of administration with individual 
liberty. 



CHAPTER III. 

EVOLUTION OF THE PRESENT ADl\IINISTRATIVE 
~L\CHINERY-WAR-TIME AND POST-WAR CIB.NGES. 

22. The tree of Indian independence, now mature, is of recent and 
rapid growth. Up to the first World War interest in politics was confined 
to a small portion of the population, estimated at the time ofl\Ir. Montagu's 
visit at not more than five per cent of the total. Eloquent and 
influential as were men like Tilak and Gokhale, their message reached 
only the intelligentsia, owing partly to the cleavage between them and 
the rest of the population created by the use of ~nglish as the medium 
of higher education. The hopes aroused by Lord. Ripon's Resolution o( 

1882, that the encouragement of local bodies would lead automatically 
to the development of political consciousness and a capacity for self
government, had not been fulfilled except in the large city corporations 
wllere men like Pherozeshah l\Iehta and Dada bhoy Naoroji acquired their 
training in public affairs. The Indian Councils Acts of 1861 and 1892 
aimed only at associating Indians with the administration and contained 
no direct elective principle, while the authors of the 1\Iorley-l\Iinto reforms 
in 190!) e::..'"Pressly disclaimed any intention of introducing parliamentary 
institutions in India. From timJ·fmmemorial the peasant and the trader 
haLl taken .more interest in the prospects of the monsoon and the ·price 
they could get for their wares than in political theory. The district 
structure of the administration was such that some representative of the 
" Sarka.r " could be found within a few miles of every village, and so 
long as requests and grievances could be preferred to him, it mattered 
little by what authority he was appointed ; while the idea of having 
a vote and using it to get grievances re!}ressed occurred to few besides 
those who had acquired "\Vestern" education. 

THE " MoNTFORD " REFORMS. 

23. \Vithin a year from the end of the first \Vorld War the scene had 
greatly thanged, and India had taken a long step on the road to indepen
dence. Several factors combined to promote this development· 
India had contributed materially to the victory of the Allies and, having 
acquired the status of a military power, could not be kept indefinitely 
in political tutelage. Moreover, the British Government and its Allies 
found themselves committed to the doctrine of self-determination as 
one of their war aims, expounded in President Wilson's Fourteen Points 
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and critics were not slow to observe that this doctrine was quite inconsis
tent with the then system of Government in India. Another 
factor was the emergence as Secretary of State for India of a liberal
minded statesman in the person of Mr. Samuel Montagu, endowed with 
.all the brilliant imaginative gifts of the Jewish race to which he belonged. 
It was during his term of office that the historic pronouncement of 
August 1917, in drafting which Lord Curzon, then Foreign Secretary, 
had a share, declared that the progressive realisation of responsible 
government in India was the goal of Government's policy. This waa 
rapidly followed by Mr. Montagu's visit to India and the publication of the 
Montagu-Chelmsford Report. Mr. Montagu's diary is eloquent of his 
.aagerness to disturb the "pathetic contentment" of the Indian masses, 
.and of his impatience ·with what seemed. to him the torpor of the Indian 
Government. He wi.shed that Fate would make him Viceroy for only 
six months, in which short space he felt he could sweep away half the 
ffifficulties which stood between Britain and India. At any rate by 
April 1918 the famous joint report of himself and the Viceroy Lord 
Chelmsford had been published, and by the following year the 
Government of India Act, embodying most of his ideas, was on the 
.statute book. 

24. A third factor was the appearance of l\Iahatma Gandhi as 
a. political leader. During the war he had returned from South Africa 
with prestige greatly enhanced by his successful use of the new weapon 
of Satyagraha. His transcendent personality had been recognised as 
early as 1909 by Mr. Gokhale, who spoke of him in words reminiscent of 
those used centuries ago by John the Baptist when he acclaimed in 
Christ's advent the coming of a leader greater than himself. )Iahatma 
Gandhi's message and his sairttly character made an instant appeal to 
the masses whom earlier politicians had failed to reach and created 
a. country-wide movement which the British Government neither could, 
nor indeed wished, to ignore. 

25. The Government of India Act, 1919, sought to introduce provincial 
autonomy by stages. The means by which this end was to be achieved 
was the system known as" dyarchy ". This word does not appear in the 
Act or in the Joint Report, but was popularised by :\Ir. Lionel Curtis, 
.aditor of the " Round Table ", who visited India and canvassed the 
scheme while it was under consideration. Its features are too well 
known to merit description here, but there is one aspect of it which needs 
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mention. Its authors expected that the road to complete provincial 
autonomy and indeed to self-government for India would be opened by 
gradually increasinp; the number of subjects transferred to responsible 
ministers until they embraced the entire field. of administration .. They, 
therefore, proposed that the list of transferred subjects should be 
prescribed, not by statute, but by rules to be framed thereunder, so that 
it could be expanded or, if need be, contracted from time to time. This 
feature remained in the Act of 1919, but the Act also provided that the 
political scene in India should be further reviewed after a period of ten 
years. The result was that before any material changes were made in 
the list of transferred subjects in any province~ the whole system of 
Government came under review. The Statu~ry Commission was 
appointed in advance of the due date and was followed by a Joint 
Parliamentary Committee and three Round Table Conferences. From 
these emerged the Constitution Act of 1935 under which (with amend
ments since Independence Day) we are still governed. 

THE MESTON SETTLEMENT. 

26. Another feature of the Act of 1919 was separation of central and 
provincial finances, which the legislature realised was an essential 

I • 
preliminary to provincial autonomy. No attempt was made to earmark 
funds for reserved and transferred subjects respectively. Such allocations 
were wisely entrusted to provincial governments, with final power to the 
Governor to decide in case of disagreement between the two halves of his 
Cotmcil. In Bombay this arrangement had the happy result that there 
was never any dispute regarding the allotment of available resources 
between voted and non-voted heads, and the Governor never had occasion 
to use his overriding discretion in this matter. But as between the 
centre and provinces, the authors of the Act of 1919 erroneously con
cluded that separate finances necessarily involved the abolition of 
divided heads of revenue, and that each source of revenue must be 
allotted in toto either to the centre or to the provinces. Under this 
arrangement, land revenue came to be wholly provincialised, while 
Customs and Income Tax were allotted to the centre on the grounds that 
in the last two cases the rates of tax must be uniform throughout India, 
and that the points at which these revenues accrued were not the same 
as the places of collection. This distribution left the Central Government 
with large deficits at the outset which had to be made good by provincial 
contributions, to be extinguished as soon as possible. They were in 
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fact extinguished in 1927-28. The details of the arrangement were 
worked out by the 1\Ieston Committee whose Award was made in 1920. 
This Award earned the distinction of being vi?lently attacked both by 
agricultural provinces like .the Punjab and the United Provinces and 
industrial provinces like Bombay and Bengal. The agricultural provinces 
objected to it because their visible contributions to the Centre, being based 
mainly on land revenue, were larger than those paid byt ndustrial 
provinces ; while the latter complained that their indirect contribution 
in the shape of Income Tax having been withdrawn from them as a source 
of revenue was out of all proportion to their size and population anrl 
left them with no expanding sources of income. They pointed out that 
being the home of industry, they should have been given a direct interest 
in the development of industry, and that while Customs and Income Tax 
being the only expanding ·sources of revenue had been taken by the 
Centre, Land Revenue which was left to the provinces was practically 
static. The whole period from 1920 until the arrival of the Indian 
Statutory Commission was spent in conferences and correspondence in 
which the Bombay Government vehemently protested against the in justice 
done to this province, but its complaints received little support, 
due perhaps to a lurking sympathy for agriculture over industry 
on the part of the Government of India and the authorities in Great 
Britain. Indeed the very basis of its contention was challenged. It 
was argued that even Income Tax could not be claimed as a source of 
revenue by an urbanised province, since the prosperity of big cities was 
not their own, but was derived from the agricultural hinterland which 
fed them. Ultimately it was decided that a share in the growth of 
revenue irom Income Tax collected in a province should be assigned 
to that province, so far as the increase was clue to an increase in the 
amount of in.come assessed. In fact no payment was made to this 
province under this arrangement, which was finally superseded by 
section 138 of the Government of India Act of 1935 and the Niemayer 
Award: The first payment under this Award was received by Bombay 
in 1937-38 and amounted to Rs. 25 lakhs. The assicrnment steadilv 

0 . • 

increased from year to year until in 19-ii-48 it exceeded Rs. 6 crores 
and in 19-!8-49 is expected to be more than Rs. 7! crores. 

DYARCHY. 

27. l\Iuch has been said in criticism of the system of dyarchy, the 
-era of which corresponded roughly to the period between the two world 
wars. But it should be remembered that it was never intended even 
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lJy its authors to be more than a transitional scheme. As a means ot 
.. developing a system of Government by ministers truly responsible to the 
legislature, it must be admitted to have failed in this province. This 
was due to the composition of the new legislatures elected under the 
Act of 1919. Owing to a number of unfavourable circumstances, the 
Indian National Congress, which was by then the largest political party 
in the country, decided to boycott the first elections held under the new 
.-\ct in 19:20. The Rowlatt agitation, the Afghan inva~ion, disturbances 
in the Punjab, the rise of the Khilafat movement, all contributed to this 
.unhappy atmosphere. "The dark shadow of Amritsar has spread over 
the fair face of India," said the Duke of Connaught, who came out to 
inaugurate the new legislatures. The result was that there was no proper 
party organisation in the Legislatiw• Council, and' ministers had to' be 
drawn from small groups who could neither support them nor criticise 
them effectiYely. For the passage of their measures relating to 
transferred subjects the Ministers therefore had perforce .to depend upon 
the official bloc and on the members from Sind, who, regrettably 
.enough, were cajoled into supporting Government . measures in this 
province by the grant of unmerited concessions in settlement questions 
and the like arising in Sind. Th? ,same state o£ affairs continued in the 
second Council after the elections ·of 1925. On that occasion .the ~wara
jists entered the Council, not however with the intention o£ working 
the reforms, but of compelling an early revision of the. constitution. 
Thus the ministers came to be identified with the . members of 
Conrnment in charge of reserved subjects, and no relation of true 
rrsponsibility between them and the members o£ the Legislative Council 
was ever established; responsibility under the Act of 1919 was in fact, 
to quote Prof. Berriedale Keith, " a hollow mockery". On the credit 
siLle in this Province it may be said that owing to the gooa sense shown 
by all parties, no budget w~s ever thrown out or deadlock otherwise 

created, and the Governor had no occasion to use his powers o~ either 
eertification or veto. 

~S. Another drawback was the severe financial stringency which 
prevailed throughout the period owing to the incubus of the l\Ieston 
Settlement above described and the acute trade depression of the early 
thirties. Adequate funds were never available for expansion of the 
nation-building activities in the ministers' charge. The failure of the 
Ba.ckbay Reclamation Scheme and the consequent burden of debt on 
provincial revenues formed another crippling handicap. 
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29. In spite of this, however, great progress was made in the fields-. 
of education, local self-government and the co-operative movement. 
The Primary Educathn Act of 1923 was a hold forward step taken by 
the first Minister for Education, Dr. (now Sir) R. P. Paranjpye and 
marked a distinct advance on a system which, with few changes, had 
held the field since 1860. The scheme of this Act was to transfer 
administrative control of primary education from the Director of Public 
Instruction to existing local bodies, i.e. the district local boards and . 
the larger municipalities. This control was to be exercised through 
school boards, under each of which there was to be an administrative 
officer, and it was expected that the new authorities would take over 
the trained staff of the Educational Department. The Act also provided 
full machinery for introducing compulsory education and for 
generous assistance from Government to that end. Unfortunately, 
the response to Government's plan was somewhat disappointing, and 
the administration of the local authorities was in many cases marred 
by intrigue and sectional interests, with the result that Government 
were obliged to make the 'administrative officers members of the 
Provincial Service, with a large measure of independence from the school 
boards' control; but the Act itself was a piece of liberal and progressive 

legislation. 

30. In the sphere of local self-government, the Bombay l\Iunicipal 
Boroughs Act of 1925 provided for a more efficient administration in 
larger cities than could be obtained under the District l\Iunicipal Act 
of 1901. It conferred on the larger municipalities the po-"·er of electing. 
their president and vice-president and increased the number of elected 
councillors, ~bile at the same time extending the franchise. It gave 
them certain powers of appointment which they had not previously 
enjoyed and required them to employ a chief officer with adequate 
qualifiootions and authority. The chief officer was protected from 
capricious treatment by the provision that a two-thirds majority would 
be needed for his dismissal. 

31. The Local Boards Act of 1923 made radical changes in the 
constitution and franchise of the district local boards which were still 
governed by an Act passed in 1884. Here again elected presidents and 
vice-presidents were provided for, and a procedure laid down for the 
appointment of a standing committee and other executive committees. 



32. Another landmark in the history of local self-government in 
this Province was the establishment of the Local Self-Government 
Institute, the first of its kind in India, in 1927. This Institute has done
useful work in co-ordinating the activities of local bodies and assisting 
them in their dealings with Government. It has also conducted & 

training class for executive officers of local bodies and educates public· 
opinion in matters of local self-government by literature and propaganda. 
In another chapter we have recommended that Government should give
legal recognition to this Institute and make use of it as part of the
machinery for controlling local bodies. 

33. On the introduction of the reforms, the .cQ-operative movement' . 
made immediate, and rindeed spectacular, progres.s. This was mainly 
due to non-official effort, but the Ministers in charge of the transferred 
departments largely contributed to it. In 1920-21 there were less than 
3,000 societies, with a membership of 2,72,000 and a working capital 
of ~s. 3,85,00,000. By 1926-27, the year preceding the appointment · 
of the Statutory Commission, the number of societies had risen to over 
5,000, with a membership of 4,83,000 and a working capital of no less 
.than Rs. 10,27,00,000. In 1925 the Co-operative Societies Act was 
passed, Bombay being the first Province to enact such legislation. 
Thi..<~ Act defined the functions of the Registrar as regards audit and 
general control of the societies in their relation to the State and the· · 
powers of the Provincial Co-operative Bank in matters of finance. ~t 

gave legal recognition to the Provincial Co-operative Institute, which 
hall been started in 191,8 and was in charge of all activities connected 
wit.h co-operative propaganda and education. · The . basis of the 
movement is of course the primary agricultuxal society, but in this 
Province housing societies were also very successful and enabled large 
numbers of the lower and middle classes to acquire residences m healthy 
localities. 

3-L Other important transferred subjects included public . ~eaith, 
medical relief, industries and forests (the last named only in Bombay 
of all the Indian Provinces). But enough has been said to show that 
whatever may be thought of dyarchy as a training ground for responsible 
government, the administration of the transferred departments was both 

progressive and ,efficient. 

35. The result was that, when the Statutory Commission, headed 
by Sir John (now Lord) Simon, reached India in February 1928, the 

uo-n Bk H 204-2 
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proposals submitted to it by the Government of Bombay were of 
a progressive nature. · This Government was prepared to see the whole 
administration transferred to responsible Mi~isters, with no greater 
safeguards-apart from the emergency powers vesting in the head 
of every State-than would be afforded by a second chamber, which 
could apply a brake to hasty legislative measures. It is unnecessary 
to trace here the prolonged deliberations of the Simon Commission, of 
the Joint Parliamentary Committee and the three Round Table 
Conferences. It was not till 1935 that the Government of India Act 
became law, and not till July 1937 that a popular ministry supported by 
a majority in the Assembly took office in Bombay. 

THE FrnsT CoNGRESS 1\IIN~STRY, 1937-39. 

36. The Government of India Act of 1935, while it abolished dyarchy 
in the Provinces, required Provincial Governors to take decisions in 
certain matters in their discretion or in the exercise of their individual 
judgment. These matters generally concerned service rights and the 
protection of minorities. But the Governors also had special responsi
bilities for peace and tranquillity, for discipline in the police and for the 
partially excluded areas. In such matters the Governor was not bounrl 
to follow the advice of his 1\finisters, and to that extent the Ministry's 
responsibility to the legislature was impaired. This caused the Indian 
National Congress, which had been returned in the first elections under 
the new constitution with a clear majority in Bombay and elsewhere, 
to hesitate before taking office. Bombay was made a test case, and 
when l\Ir. B. G. Kher was invited to form a l\Iinistry, he asked for 
an assurance that the Governor would not use his special powers of 
interference in regard to the constitutional activities of the cabinet. 
Lord BrabOlune replied that, as the terms of the Act were mandatory, 
it was not possible for. him to give any assurance in restraint of their 
operatii'n. Similar exchanges followed in five other Provinces, "ith 
the result that the Congress declined to take office, and interim Ministries 
had to be formed from minority parties. 

37. Fortunately, a ·way out of the dilemma was found before it 
became necessary for these minority Ministries to meet the legislature. 
The Viceroy pointed out that the special responsibiliti~s imposed on 
a Governor did not entitle him to interfere at random v.ith the work 
of the Ministers, and even when he was fulfilling these responsibilities he 
would always seek to carry the Ministry with him. These and similar 
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assurance.~ proving satisfactory, the Congress Ministries took office 
in the suxnrner of 1937. 

38. The Ministries were committed to a policy hostile to the new 
<:Olliltitution, and brought forward resolutions condemning it a~d the, 
whole scheme of federation. But at the same· time they embarked on 
a con.,tructive programme of social and economic improvement. The 
first stage of Prohibition was introduced, grazing fees abolished, funds 
provided for village water supply and cottage industries and . the 
activities of the Agricultural Department greatly expanded. Adult 
franchise was introduced for elections to th~ Bombay Municipal 
Corporation, a committee appointed to enquire into the adequacy of 
wages in the textile industry and a wide extensio.n and reorganisation 
of the existing system of public instruction begun. Tenancy legislation 
was also passed. 

SECTION NINETY-THREE. 

39. Unfortunately this beneficent programme was suddenly and 
unexpectedly interrupted within thirty months of its inception. In 
::.\larch 1939 Hitler occupied Prague, and it became clear that not~ing 
but a miracle could prevent war. The miracle did not occur, and in 
September of that year India, on ahbount of her constitutional position 
in the Empire, found herself automatically at war v.ith Germany. Once 
again, as twenty-five years before, the British Government stated that 
it was fighting for democracy, and once again the contrast between this 
ohj<'ctive and the system of government in India was noticed. But this 
time the issue was carried further. The Congress, while emphasizing 
that they had no sympathy with Nazism, insisted that the British 
Government shoul<l define its war aims and state clearly whether they 
applied to India. When no satisfactory response was forth(,'t)ming, the 
~Iinistrit>s in the Congress Provinces withdrew from office, and the 
Gowrnurs were obliged to suspend the constitution by a proclam~tion 
under section 93 of the Act of 1935. The effect of this was to concentrate 
the rntire administration in the hands of the Governor, assisted by 
senior members of the Indian Civil Service who acted as Advisers. At 
the outHet their attention was mainly occupied with war measures like 
the A. R. P. Services, civic guards, recruiting, war funds, the Civil Pioneer 
Foree and the National War Front. It was also thought that the 
tlill'crenccs between Government and Congress would be of short duration, 
and the Advisers, to begin with, worked as a caretaker Gonrnment, 

MO-ll Ilk II 20l--2a 
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avoiding maj(Jr decisions of any kind. In AugUst 1940 the Secretary
of State sought the co-operation of the Indian political parties in the 
war effort on the basis that, while no far-reachjng constitutional develop· 
ment was possible during the war, immediately after the war a conference 
would be held with a view to evolving a system of self-government for: 
India. No time limit was set for achieving self-government, and the 
Congress rejected Mr. Amery's overtures. 

40. It thus became clear that the proclamation period would continue · 
longer than had been expected, and finally the rejection of Sir Stafford· 
Cripps' proposals in 1942 and the events of 9th August in that year
August has often been a fateful month in recent lndian affairs-showed 
that responsible government would remain in abeyance until the end of· 
the war. Meanwhile, urgently needed social measures could not be 
indefinitely postponed, and the march of events at last compelled the 
Section 93 administration to take the initiative and function as a full
fledged Government. But wherever possible they endeavoured to follow 
the policy of the l\Iinistry. Thus Prohibition was continued so far as 
the unfavourable High Court rulings allowed. The experiment of basic 
education according to the W ardha scheme was carried on, and a special. 
officer was appointed for it. Effect was given in some districts to the 
Ministry's tenancy legislation, and annual contributions were made to 
the Special Development Fund which had been created in 1938-39 to 
finance a planned progranune of development in education, public health 
and other nation-building activities. The Ministry's scheme for subsi- · 
dised medical practitioners in small villages was developed and expanded .. 
The proposal for a regional University at Poona was pursued. 

41. Origi~al measures adopted by the Section 93 regime were chiefly 
those necessitated by war conditions. Thus increasing shortage of food 
and famine in Bijapur led to measures for land improvement and a 
grow-~ore-food campaign. By :May 1943 rationing had become 
necessary, and this Province gave a lead to the rest of India in introducing 
it. It was followed by other controls such as those on milk, fuel, build
ing materials and cloth, and a large supply organisation had to be created 
throughout the Province to operate the compulsory levy of food grains. 
When the tide of war began to turn in favour of the Allies, thoughts were 
directed towards post-war reconstruction, and a fund was created and 
a post-war reconstruction plan drawn up by the Bombay Government. 
which provided a blue print for other Provinces. The 1\linistry on return 
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to office revis£>d the plan by omitting the privileged position accorded to 
districts which had supplied the largest number of recruits and by giving 
a higher priority to education, village industries and village water supply ; 
but many of the individual schemes of the old plan find a place in the new 
one, which follows the other closely in its arrangement and design. In 
some directions the Section 93 Government made a beginning in carrying 
out the plan, e.g. as a means to the introduction of compulsory education 
new training colleges for primary teachers were opened and centres 
organised for the vocational training of ex-service men. A special officer 
was appointed for the electric grid, and plans were prepared for it. 

42. The Section 93 Government passed a much needed Beggars Act, 
which has not yet come into full operation. l3ut its general policy 
was not to embark on legislative or other measures which might distract 
att£>ntion from the war effort and to refrain from enacting legislation 
which would arouse controversy. Thus they declined to amend the 

:town duty schedule of the City of Bombay Municipal Act, although its 
revision was long overdue and would have afforded the municipality 

. a much needed increase of revenue, since each item evoked opposition 
from some interest or other. In some cases the Adviser Government 
prepared legislation in draft and I.q.ft it for the popular Ministry to adopt, 
revise or reject in their discretion on their return to office. The Sales 
Tax Act was one such measure: though passed into law, the date for its 
coming into operation was left for the Ministry to determine. Other 
measures related to public health, primary education and local bodies 
generally. 

THE SEcOND CoNGRESS MINISTRY. 

4:3. The year 1945, though it saw the end of the wa;, was one of 
frustration ana failure in politics. The talks which 1\Iahatma Gandhi 
had held with Mr. Jinnah in the previous year in the hope of resolving 
differences between the Congress and the Muslim League, had brJught no 
result, and the conference of political leaders convened by Lord Wavell 
at Simla in June 1945 broke down owing to Mr. Jinnah's refusal to admit 
the right of the Congress to include a Muslim in their side of an interim 
Government. However, the war being over, the original issue between 
the Congress and the British Government regarding war aims which had 
kept the Ministries out of office no longer survived, and accordingly, 
after elections had re-established the ascendancy of the Congress Party 
in this Province, the Ministry resumed office on 3rd April 1946. They 
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immediately set about tackling the mass of domestic problems which 

awaited them, and substantial progress has so far been made in their 
solution. The Ministry wa1 faced with the pr~spect of a grave shortage 
of foodgrains and gave top priority to increasing the food resources of 
the Province. But it also found time for legislation concerning industrial 
relations, rural indebtedness, control of money-lenders and consolidation 
of agricultural holdings. It introduced a programme of Prohibition 
free from the legal defects which marred the earlier scheme. It set up 
an Anti-Corruption Department to purify the public services. It improved 
the Tenancy Act of 1939 and extended it to the whole Province. 
It created a Bureau of Statistics attached to the Finance Department. 
With a view to intensifying the development of cottage industries, it 
appointed a Joint Registrar for Village Industries in the Co-operative 
Department. It revised the programme for compulsory education in 
order to achieve universal literacy in a much shorter period than the
forty years envisaged by the Sargent Plan. These are but a few of the 
matters which have engaged the attention of the :Ministry up to the time 
of writing this report. 

INDEPENDENCE. 

44. Meanwhile a Labour Government had Leen returned to power in 
England and in :March 1946 1Hr. Attlee, the Labour Prime Minister, who 
had been a member of the Simon Commission nearly twenty years before, 
announced in Parliament that the demands of the l\luslim minority, 
though deserving consideration, could no longer be allowed to hold up 
indefinitely the grant of home rule to India. Accordingly, in l\lay 1946, 
for the second time in history, the Secretary of Sate for India visited 
this country. He was accompanied by two Cabinet colleagues, and after 
much deliberAtion they evolved the three-decker plan of a Central 
Government at the apex, resti·icted to the three subjects of foreign 
affairs, ~.efence and communications, the Provinces ·with residuary powers 
at the base and optional groups of Provinces in the middle. The varying 
fortunes which attended this plan up to the time of its final abandonment 
are too well l-nown to need recapitulation. It was left to the new 
Viceroy, Lord l\Iountbatten, to accomplish in a few months of 1947 
what fifty years of strife and negotiation had failed to bring about. 
Lord Mountbatten may be said to have achieved a four-fold miracle. 
He induced the Congress to accept Pakistan ; he induced the l\luslim 
League to accept the.partition of the Punjab and Bengal ; he induced both 
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the Congress and the League to accept Dominion status ; a.ud finally he 
induced the Conservative opposition in the House of Commons to accept 
his scheme for Indian self-government. In fact l\lr. Churchill, the Leader 
of the Opposition, professed to see in the scheme no more than a revised 
t>dition of the Cripps offer which had been made by his own Gove~nment 
in 1942. The Indian Independence Act was hurried through Parliament, 
and the Governor-General was empowered to make such adaptations to 
the Government of India Act of 1935 as would bring it into consonance 
with Dominion Status until India should have framed her own constitu
tion. 

EFFECT OF THE..;E CHANGES ON THE SERVICES. 

45. For the purposes of this report, the chief interest in this narrative 
lies in the effec~ of these political changes and the impact of the two 
world wars on the administration of our Province and the Services 
through which it is conducted. These changes have had their effect 
on the t;tructure, the f'ize and the quality of the administration. The 
_general structure based on districts, prants, talukas and villages has 
come down from pre-British days. Such changes as have occurred have 
been at the top, afi'ecting the means by which the policy of Government 
is first e\·olved and then carrie:r• out. Perhaps the most important 
change in this part of the structure is the creation of the Finance Depart
ment as a resu:t of the Government of India Act of 1919, which emanci
pated the provinces from financial control of the Central Government. 
The position of authority of the Finance Department is ensured by th.e 
statutory Hules of Business and by the Instrument of Instructions to 
the Governor. Its powers, analogous to those of the British Treasury, 
were defined by the Devolution Rules, under which it supervises the 
preparation of the budget. In this capacity it scrutinis~s all schemes 
for new expenditure and will not include them in the budget until 
they have been so examined. Mter the budget has been pas~ed, the 
Finance Department is charged with the responsibility of seeing that no 
e:x:penditure is incurred unless sanction for it exists. Its general control 
over expenditure is secured by the requirement that no department can 
add any post to the public services or attach any special pay or allowances 
to a post without consulting it. It also examines all proposals for new 
taxation, and its sanction is required for any abandonment of revenue. 
It lay:> the Audit and Appropriation Reports before the Public Accounts 
Committee of the Assembly and brings to their notice any financial 
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irregularities. Thus, although the Finance Department has no power 
'Of compulsion and cannot either dictate or veto policy, as regards which 
in the last resort administrative considerati9ns must prevail, yet its 
functions are of the highest importance and safeguard both the executive 
and the public against waste or misapplication of funds. 

46. In one respect the Provinces have not yet achieved full freedom 
from financial control by the Centre, in that their accounts have not been 
separated from audit. The Provincial accounts are still kept by the 
Accountant General, but the ways and means operations of the Provin
cial Governments, which were formerly carried out by the Government of 
India on their behalf, are now a provincial function, each province being 
responsible for its own balances. If accounts had been separated from 
audit, it would have fallen to the Finance :pepartment to maintain 
them. 

47. As regards the size of the administrative services, their form i:~ 

such as to react easily to any demands, whether of retrenchment or 
expansion. Thus, during the twenties and thirties of this century, 
when Government were faced with the imperative need for economy, 
they appoint2d 'various committees and officers to suggest measures of 
-economy. The proposals of these authorities when accepted by Govern
ment were smoothly carried out. A ten per cent cut in salaries and 
allowances was enforced, two district3, Broach and Panch Mahals.were 
amalgamated and other economies effected, even at the cost of efficiency. 
Conversely, when war conditions led to vast expansion in the activities 
of Government, new departments and services sprang up, such as those 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, for A. R. P., Civil Supplies, and so on 
and were easily fitted into the existing framework. The reforms, both 
of 1919 and 1935, led to an enormous increase in the work of the Secre
tariat. New departments had to be created for the transferred subjects, 
while \he new legislatures threw a large burden of additional work not 
only on the Legal Department which was responsible for the Council and 
Assembly arrangements, but on all departments which were required to 
prepare material for replies to Parliamentary questions and for the 
formulation of Government's policy towards non-official resolutions as 
well as its own 'egislative programme. This extra work more than set 
·off the relief afforded by the separation of Sind in 1936, especially as 
certain personnel was transferred to Karachi to enable the new 
Government to establish its Secretariat there. Besides the Public Works 
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Department served both Provinces for the first five years after separation, 
and the Indian Civil Service, Indian· Police and Indian Forest cadres 
remained joint until the inception of Pakistan. 

ExPANSION OF GovERNME:NT's .\.CTIVITIES. 

·18. In the districts too the gradual association of the public with the 
administration through the three Constitution .Acts of 1909, 1919 and 
1935, leading to the finn.l control of popular representatives over it, 
caused the scope of Government's functions to widen in many directions, 
greatly increasing the contacts of its officers with the public and 
multiplying the points at which their activitie~ wuched the life of the 
ordinary citizen. The l\Iorley-l\Iinto Reform~ •. by enlarging the 
Lt•giH!a.tive Councils and admitting to them for the first time directly 
elected representatives, introduced into the administration an element 
which, though not at once conscious of its power, was destined to have 
a profound effect on the position of the district collector. In fact it 
signalized the end of what Professor A. B. Keith calls "the golden age 
of bureaucracy''. The Act of 1919 carried the process still further. The 
eolleetor, whose rule had up till then been almost unchallenged, now 
saw that there were private indiy}duals in his district who were in 
~~ position to criticise him, and if ~ot satisfied, to make their voice heard 
in the highest quarters. Simultaneously, the ambit of Government 
travelled beyond the essential functions of preserving law and order, 
dispensing justice and collecting revenue. It invaded the social sphere 
and, as we have seen, through the nation-building activities of the 
transferred departments of Co-operation, Agriculture, 1\ledical.Relief, 
Forests, Education, etc. and with regard to conditions of labour, began 
to exercise a more intimate influence on the people's life than ever before . 

• This was accompanied by the delegation of wider powers to local bodies 
and the withdrawal of the official element from their composition. Thus 
the collector, while relieved from direct participation in the a~J.irs of 
municipalities and local boards, found himself at the head of a district 
organisation more, complex and more comprehensive than in the past; 
and at the same time he was expected to show more deference to popular 
opinion and to justify his actions when criticised by the members of the 
legislature. As time went on, the growing importance of the technical 
departments caused their officers to chafe under the collector's supervision 
and finally to reject it. An era of water-tight departmentalism then set 

. in which was detrimental to Government's efforts to improve the lot of 
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the common man and indeed caused irritation and resentment among 
rural communities against the unco-ordinated and often crude approach 
of subordinates charged with the task of '.'village uplift". In our 
chapter on District ~-\.dministration we suggest means whereby the 
Collector's position as a co-ordinating authority over all Government 
activities in his district can be restored and strengthened. 

biPROV:ED CmniL'NICATIOXS. 

49. Another development of this period which cannot be overlooked 

was the great improvement in cominunications that occurred between 

the two world wars. In the actual construction and maintenance of 

roads this Province lagged far behind ·others owing to the crushing 
burden of debt inherited from the Backbay Reclamation Scheme and the 
inequity of the l\Ieston Settlement. These or other causes led the Finance 
Department to resist all capital expenditure on roads, wi.th the result 
that improvements were generally limited to works which could be paid 
for from current revenue. Nevertheless, the motor bus made its 
appearance and, undeterred by atrocious road surfaces, was soon as 
ubiquitous in this Province as elsewhere. This had a far-reaching effect 
in widening the outlook of the villager. He found himself within 
comparatively easy distance of his district town and also of the rail-head 
whence he could travel to the headquarters of Government. Thus the 
isolation of the remoter areas of the Province was broken down. Direct 
access to Government at the higher levels became possible, and the 
popular ministers, who were already easier to approach than their official 
predecessors had been,· were brought into close ?on tact with all sections 
of the public and enabled to keep a fum hold on the details of district 
administra ti~n. 

50. The advent of the motor car also changed the nature of 

the to~ing done by district and divisional officers. It permitted them 

to reach any part of their charges at short notice and to carry out 
. inspections on site without prolonged absence from their headquarters. 

This was a poor substitute for the leisurely touring of old days, which 
gave officers an intimate knowledge of the life and needs of the people; 
but that had in any case been made impossible by the complexity of the 
new order and the vogue of administration through committees on which 
officers were required to serve. 
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QuALITIES REQUIRED IN' THE NEw ERA. 

51. As regards the quality of the Services, the principal change 
introduced during the last thirty years has been the process of Indianisa. 
tion of the Indian Civil Service and the Indian Police. A programni.e of
gradual Indianisation of these Services was laid down by the Lee 
Commission in 1924: and was continued after the Act of 1935, while iii 
other Services European recruitment was entirely stopped. Since Indian
isation is now complete, this question is of academic interest only. 
Some change in the quality of the Services may be attributed to recruit
ment by nomination after interview which was found necessary after the 
first World War and to the institution of simultaneous entrance examina
tions in India and London, with reservation of po.sts for Muslims and 
backward classes and to the reservation of vacancies for war service 
candidates, which has been in force during the period of demobilisation 
after the second \Var. 

[/1 In all cases, however, the new system of government in India. 
requires from its servants a degree of responsiveness to the public which 
may have been lacking hitherto, a feeling of responsibility, a sense of 
duty and a recognition that a Government se~;vant is indeed a servant 
and not a ruler. These are the q~l,t"lities needed in the new era and the 
dea I,; envi,;aged in India's draft constitution are calculated to instil them 
in the minds of Government officials. 



CHAPTER IV. 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE. 

EXPENDITURE AND RESOVRCES. 

53. ·By one of our terms of reference we have been asked to " examine 
generally the growth of expenditure, temporary and permanent, on 
administrative machinery since 1938-39 ". Two circumstances make 
the need for such €Xamination·very obvious at this moment. 

54. The work of forging ahead with development and reform, which 
was suspended ten years ago by the outbreak of war leading to the 
resignation of the popular Ministry in the Province, has recently been 
resumed. It is only to be expected that the popular ~Iinistry which has 
been returned to power should have an extensive programme of 
reconstruction and development. Never was it more true than now to 
say that the demands of public expenditure are unlimited, but the 
resources at the disposal of the Provincial Government are limited by the 
economic condition of the people. The fact that the Provincial 
Governments are not the o:ply taxing authority but that the Central 
Government also have to rely on the same sources for their functioning 
makes a survey of provincial expenditure in relation to existing and 
prospective revenues all the more necessary. 

EXPENDITURE DURING INFLATION. 

55. Another reason why a systematic survey of the recent policy of 
expenditure is called for at the present moment is to be found in the 
continued inflationary trends even after the cessation of hostilities. It 
is a recognised principle of public finance that when inflationary trencls 
assert themselves, as during periods of war, the best policy is to mop up 
as much surplus purchasing power as possible by taxation and borrowing 

I 

and to create reserves which could be more effectively used on the return 
of more normal conditions which may threaten to develop into a period 
of depr-ession. In the light of this accepted principle, the policy of the 
Government of Bombay described in the following terms* was 
appropriate to the period of the War:-

(1) There should be no lack of financial provision for Provincial war 
measures, including civil defence, law and order and, last but not least, 
civil supplies ; 

*Refer to para. 10 of H. E. the Governor's Press Statement on the 1944-45 Budget aDd 
J>&ra. 14 of the Introductory Note in the Budget Memorandum for 1944-45. 
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(2) Subject to the foregoing consideration, and within the limitations 
imposed by scarcity of men and material, there should be no curtailment .. 
of current expenditure on the nation-building activities of Govern
ment; and 

(3) Non-essential, and therefore inflationary, expenditure should 
be severely scrutinised and extreme caution practised in committing 
the Province to permanent increase in expenditure. 

PosT-WAR SHORTAGES. 

56. The augmentation of the total revenue resources of the Province· 
from Rs. 11 · 81 crores toRs. 44· 07 crores during th~ last eleven years was 
obviously due firstly, to the boom conditions created by the war and 
secondly, to anti-inflationary measures of taxation including the levying 

of fresh taxes and the enhancement in the rates of existing taxes. The 
reserves which were created during the war and which have helped to 
strengthen the financial position of the popular Government were the 
direct result of the policy mentioned above. While all measures 
connected directly or indirectly with the prosecution of the war were 
vigorously pushed forward, and while the then existing activities of the· 
nation-building departments were not allowed to suffer, every attempt 

"'as made to curtail any additionaf·~xpenditure for which the satisfactory 
position of Government finances must then have offered every 
temptation. 

57. With the end of the war, the much expected restoration of stable 
economic conditions did not, however, come about, and inflationary 
trends created not so much by the circulation of new purchasing power 
as by an absolute shortage of goods have continued. The political 
preHsure for undertaking beneficent expenditure, which iq the case of · 

a. popular :\linistry must be considered almost irresistible, has coincided 

with a period of continued shortages and inflation. This contrast 
betwet>n what is considered politically necessary and what is !n fact 

economically desirable has produced some unfortunate results on public 
expenditure to which it is necessary to draw attention. The attached 
11ta.tement (Table I) will give an idea of the increase in public expenditure 

under various heads since 1938 to the present day.· 



HcadR of Expenditure. 1938-39 19:>'9-40 

2 3 

7, Land Revenue 66·8 66·7 

8, Provincial Exci~c 40·7 36·7 

9, StampR HI HI 

10, Fore~t 26·9 26·3 

II, H<:>i!i~tr~tinn .5·3 5·3 

12, Charges on account of 21·2 17·7 
l\Iotor Yehioll's AdR. 

13, Othr-r Ta:.•·~ and 13·7 13·2 
Duti<·R. 

17, Int .. rest on Works for 
whirh Capital arcount~ 
are kPpt.-

}r,igation \\'orkH .. 4l·7 11·7 

TABLE l. 

Provincial Expenditure, 1938-39 to 1948-49. 

(Figures in lakhs of rupees.) 

1940-41 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 1946-47 1947-4S 1948-49 
(Revised) (Budget) 

4 6 7 8 9 10 II . 12 

6;)·2 67·1 ll7·9 69·2 73·5 82·1 90·2 98·7 97•5 

38·3 41·1 41·8 48·9 53·1 89·0 78·8 1,04·3 94·9 

2·0 2·1 2·4 2·9 3·4 3·3 3·8 4·4 3·9 

28·1 34·3 61:1·1 1,16·9 1,9.')·2 1,39·7 1,08·2 1,02·2 1,01'11 

5·2 ii·6 6·2 7·0 7•3 7·8 9·1 9·8 10·1 

27·2 23·3 !!2·2 26·(J 3:!·8 41·3 50·1 62·() 51·0 

10·0 lli•4 9··1 4·1J 4·7 4·9 10•2 U·8 }(}·~ 

·il·7 ·H·8 41· 7 41"'7 41•7 41· 8 41·8 -1:?·0 43·9 

~ 
0 



18, Other Hen• nne 
Expt·Julituru tinanrpt) 
from Ordinary 

Ren•ntu's-

A-Irrigation Works 3·7 . !!·3 O·!J 0·8 (1·8 0•9 J •M !!·9 3·8 6·2 !1·4 
(P. W.) 

B-Xavigation, Embank-
rnent nne\ Drainage 0·4 0·4 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 
Works (P. W.) 

:\ and B.-Imgation 5·2 7·M 8·4 9·4 S·4 6·0 6·!! 2J·O 23·2 37·5 MS·7 
'rorks (Civil) 

18, (I) Other n~venuc 1·2 1·2 6·0 
Expenditure financed 
f:'Om Farn!nc Fund. 

22, IntcJcst on l>cht and 54·6 55•8 65·1 54·4 61·3 52•5 38·6 17•5 33·2 41·6 3!J·6 ~ 
t-

other oLligntionR. 

23, A ppropria tit n for 6·3 6·9 6·(\ 6·4 6·1 27·2 49·2 70•J 72·1 73 2 73 ·7 
Reduction or Avoid-
ance of Debt.. 

25, Gem•ral Administra- 80·9 78•3 75•2 87·1 ~8·8 l,UO·S . 1,21·1 t:5!J·4 2,01)·2 2,13·5 1,94·9 
tion 

2'1, Admmistraton of 66·5 66·4 65·6 67·2 70·0 75·5 8~·0 89·2 99·1 1,04·5 1,03·8 
Jn~tice. 

28, Jails and Convict 1'6·3 16·8 1S·6 21·2 31·6 55·6 41•6 41•4 48•5 52•5 40"7 
81o't.th·ment~. 

------------------· 



TABLE l-eonid. 
--- .. _ ----------------------

IT ends of Expenditur£>_ 19~~-3!) 1930--!0 1940-41 1941-42 19-!2-43j 1043--H 1944-45 19-W-46 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 
• (Revised) (Budget) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 !l 10 11 12 .. -----------------------------------

29, Pull<'£' 1,43·7 1,50·3 1,57·5 1,72·8 2,12·3 2,48·6 2,64·1 3,06·8 4,9.2·2 5,71•3 5,93·6 

30, Ports and Pilotage 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 0·1 

313. Scic•ntitie Depurt-mPntH 1·0 1·1 1·1 I· 1 1·2 1·1 1·3 1·6 1·7 2·2 2·3 

37, Eunc·ation 1,90·7 2,00·2 1,93·3 2,01)·7 2,00·3 2,19·3 2,37·7 2,79·9 4,52·0 6,20.7 7,93·7 
~ 
t-:1 

3K, Mc•clic·al 4ii·3 4fH- 54·4 fi3·2 1\0·3 7tH! £)1)·!) 1,02·0 1,1!)·2 1,40·9 1,57·0 

39, Pu !.lie Hon)j h 27·0 2~·1 28·1 :14·0 42·3 :lG·O 4ii·7 62·4 87•3 1,13·8 1,40·4 

40, Agl'icnlturP 14·8 12·0 11 ·S 19·7 30·4 1\4•6 1,14·2 1,flr.. 0 2,48·1 2,93·2 2,48·9 

41, Vct"l'innry i·l 4·4 4·4 4·6 5·1 5·0 7·9 9·3 ll·6 14·7 18·9 

4?., C:n.opPmtion 6·2 15·8 18·3 liH 12·2 0·9 12·1 10·5 29·5 50·4 63·4 

~- -----------------------



4:1, Indu.>hirs 8·9 i·G 7·0 8·8 !)·! 13·!) U·i 18·3 :!S·i 40·6 60·3 

~ 43, A-Capital Outlay on 1·0 1·8 o·8 
t:l Industrial Develo pmeut 

~ 47, l\J!scdlaneous Depart- 8·3 II ·i 9 7 10·9 20·7 3J·4 4!1·7 2,00·1 !19·4 1,25·6 2,19·4 
III ments. 
t-:> f 50, Civil Works 1,13 ·I ),12·8 1,02·1 1,-1.~·1 1,62·4 1,41·4 1,72·7 2,37·9 2,33·7 2,80·5 3,83·3 

c..:o 51, Bombay Development 10·0 9·8 8·1 8·0 10·6 8•6 8·5 9·!1 11•5 13·3 li ·7 
Scheme. 

52, A-Other Revenue I·O 4·7 1·5 8·S 1·0 
Expenditure, con-
nected with Electric-ity 
Schemes. 

53, Capital Outlay on 3·7 0·1 0·1 0•3 ~ 

El€chicity Schemes ~ 

met out of revenue. 

54, Famine-

A-Famine Relief 3·1 0·7 I·O 1•5 12·7 81·1 1•3 6·5 1,83·1 6·!1 12·0 

B--Transfers to Famine 1·7 2·4 .. 
Relief Fund. 

55-S u p e r a n n u a t i o n 1,15·1 1,20·4 1,?4·!1 1,28•9 1,30·6 1,31•8 1,42·2 1,52·0 1,58·6 1,63·!.1 1,65·0 
Allowances and 
Pensions. 

55-A-Commutation of 
pension a financed 
from ordinary revenues 



TABL1~ I-contd. 

Heads of Expenditure. 19~8-39 1939-40 1!H0-41 1 9-H-42 1942-43 1943-4t 1944-45 1945-46 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 
(Revised) ( BudgeL) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .. 

56-Stationery and 12·6 12·7 17·0 18·6 19·7 26·4 23·0 36·1 32·3 36·2 3;j·6 
Printing. 

57-Miscellaneous 6·0 10·6 10·2 29 9 21·8 32·0 41·5 57·5 61)·2 1,R3·2 2,85·4 

62-Misccllaneous Adjnst- 10·1) 0·9 
D;lents between Central 
and Provincial 
Governments. ~.:. 

~ 

63-Extraordinary charges .. 0·4 1·4 2·8 1·2 4·5 17·3 1·3 

64-A-Transfers to the 
Revenue RoMerve 
(Poijt-War Recon-
struction Fund). 

84-B-t:il'il D..Ccnce 73·6 74·6 72·9 49·4 34·4 1·3 0·9 

Total ex pcuditurc clmrgP<l ll,64·7 11,9;j. 7 
tu ReVCillll'. 

1~,00·6 13,40 ·5 15,64·3 18,37·2 20,88·0 2ii,37·7 31,68·3 313,37·3 41,65·6 
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58. It will be seen from the classified figures that whereas during the 
period of the war there were sizeable increases in expenditure under 
.almost all the administrative heads, few of these were out of proportion 
to the rise in prices. In substance, th~refore, these were only enhanced 
amounts necessitated by the rise in prices for the same level of activities 
as obtained before the commencement of the war. Expenditure under 
such heads as Irrigation, General Administration, Police, Agriculture, 
and l\Iiscellaneous Departments shows a real increase, indicating that 
the scope of activities covered by these heads was V\idened to an 
appreciable extent during the period of the war. Considering, however, 
the policy adopted by Government, referred to ~hove, these increases 
appear to have been inherently justifiable. They referred to either 
additional staff rendered necessary on account of war activities or efforts 
to augment supplies of essential articles such as food-stuffs. 

RECONSTRUCTION. 

59. A part of the increase in expenditure in the departments noted 
above and othPrs to which the reconstruction activities of Government 
<'Xtended was deliberately incurred with a view to preparing the ground 
for launching a development dr~~ on the return of peace. This• 
perhaps, explains also another feature of recent growth of expenditure 
in some of the nation-building departments, which is striking. Normally 
if the total expenditure of a department shows an increase, either because 
of a riRe in prices or because of an extension in the activities of the 
llepartment, the proportionate increase on account of the officer staff is 
expected to be not so marked as the increase in establishment and 
contingent charges. Actually, however, in several departments such as 
Supply and the group of departments coming unde\- the head 
' Reconstruction ' a very noticeable increase is recorded in expenditure 
<>n officer staff. In so far as this disproportion was due to the facj, that 
the stage of planning had not then been followed by a stage of execution, 
it may be considered natural. 'Ve have obtained statements of expendi
ture for almost all the departments of Government, and though no useful 
purpose would be served by commenting in detail on all of them, the 
following few samples of classified expenditure under the Departments of 
Afr!'iculture, Co-operation, Industries, Civil Supplies and Housing 
Organisation shown in Table II will serve to indicate th"e nature of this' 
tendency. 

MO·U Bk H 204-3a 
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TABLE II. 
(In thousands of Rs.) 

1938-39 1946-47 Percentage of 
increase of 

(Accounts) (Budget} column 3 over 
column 2. 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

40-Agriculture. 
Per cent 

Pay of Officers 203·3 345·9 +70 

Expenditure on Administrative 
Machinery 758·3 3,229·4 +326 

Major Head Expenditure 1,485·3 19,268·0 +1,197 

42-Co-o peration. 

Pay of Officers 96·5 322·6 +234 

Expenditure on Administrative 
Machinery 549•2 2,095·2 +282 

Major Head Expenditure 614·4 2,425·0 +295 

43-lnd~Utri€8. 

Pay of Officers 93·3 157·6 +69 

Expenditure on Administrative 
Machinery 482·2 1,518·9 +215 

1\Iajor Head Expenditure 892·0 3,292·0 +269 

41-Miacellaneous Departments. 

\11-ti Civil Supplies and H-6 Rationing Expenditure). 

1942-43 1946-47 

(Accounts) (Budget) 

Pay of Officers 6S·S 935·6 

Expenditure on Administrative 
l\lachinery 634·5 2,367·6 

. Major Head Exp~nditure 834·6 15,372·6 

+273 

+1,742 
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HoU8ing Organiaation. 

Pay of Officers 

Expenditure on Administrative 
Machinery 

Works Expenditure 

1947-48 

· (Re:vised) 

89 

412 

2.399 

(In thousands of Rs.) 

1948-49 

(Budget) 

181 

15,000 

Percentage of 
increase of 

column 3 over 
column 2 

+103 

+204 

+525 

60. Had the expectation of the restoration of stable economic 
-conditions referred to above been actually realised, not only would this 

I 

disproportion have been automatically corrected, but the good effect of' 
the reconstruction activities of Government would ha~e been seen directly. 
by augmentation of the resources P.f the people, and indirectly, 'by an· 
addition to Government revenues .. We have, however, noted'in almost 
all departments that, partly on account of a shortage of personnel, but 
mostly on account of a shortage of material, the reconstruction activities 
of Government could not in fact be proceeded with according to plan. 
Housing, minor irrfgation and building work of all ty.pes are only a few 
-examples. This unexpected situation has resulted in having som.e top 
heavy organisations in the so-called benefice_nt ,departments~ 

PROVINCIAL REVENUE. 

61. On the other hand, Government have vigorously· pursued 
their social reform policy which has seriously' affected the firs:tncial 
position. Attached table III gives the progress ofrevenue under various 
heads for the eleven years beginning from 1938-39: 



Heads of Revenue. 

1 

IV-Taxes on Income 
other than C'lrporat.ion 
tax. 

V-Salt 

VII-I,and Revenue 

VIII-Provincial Excise .. 

IX-Stamps 

X-Forest 

XI-Rrgi"t.J·ntion 

XU-Receipts undt•r 
Motor Vehicles Act. 

XTJI-OLhcr TltX('S nnrl 
Duti!'H, 

TABLE III. 

Provincial Revenues, 1938.:..39 to 1948-49. 
(Figures in lnkhs ofn1pees) 

.. 
1938-39 1939-40 1940-41 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 

(Revised) (Budget) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

30·0 55·8 83·2 1,47·8 2,18·0 3,90·0 5,31·2 5,75·0 5,97·4 6,2-t· 5 7,57·3 

... 
3,54·6 3,43·2 3,45·6 3,94·6 4,06·6 3,21·5 4,05·8 3,89·9 3,6.1·5 3,77·6 3,68·5 

2;89· 8 2,02·1 2,21·1 2,70·9 3,7.'i·3 !i,Sil·7 7,55·9 8,90·9 !),7-1·3 8,41·7 q,70·0 

1,4·1·4 1,38·9 1,46·5 1,62·1 1,70·2 2,44·8 2,72·5 2,66·!) 3,30·9 3,16·4 3,20·3 

·10·6 38·6 44·5 69·8 1,13 ·1 2,19·4 3,13·8 2,45·0 2,6!)·8 2,35·4 1,!)5·6 

14·4 13·8 15·0 16·9 20·9 !!(). 9 27·!) 27·5 30·2 30·6 2S·J! 

4u·4 41 ·8 4!)·7 45·2 43··! 48·4 55· I 62·} 78·0 !l!·O 77·6 

63·9 1,94·0 2,35·2 2,16·3 2,28·6 3,31·0 4,!l0·6 -i,29·2 5,3·1·7 8,1i8·8 !l,Ci6·4 

e.:~ 
(/) 



XYII-Irrigation, Navi
gation, EmlJttnkmPnt 
anr.l Drainage workR 
for which capital 
accounts axe kPpt. 

Tuta!Rewnnes 31·2 

Workingcxpcnscs -15·9 

Net 15·3 

XVIII-Inigation, Navi· 6·6 
gation, Embankment 
aml Drainage works 
for which no capit11l 
accounts are kl'pt. 

XX-InteiTRt 

XXI--Administration cf 
Justice. 

XXII-Jails and Convict 
Settlements. 

XXIII-Police 

XXIV-Ports and I'ilotsge 

XXVI-Education 

XXVII-Meclical 

XXVIII-PuLlic Health .• 

7·3 

15·3 

4·2 

9·3 

15·8 

19·9 

33·7 

-14·3 

19·4 

12·8 

8·4 

16·8 

4·1 

9·9 

..23·0 

15·1 

27·3 

41·3 

-14·7 

26·6 

14·0 

10·3 

18·4 

4·8 

25·6 

15·8 

29·5 

41·2 

14-·3 

11·1 

19·1 

Ci·2 

13·5 

21·0 

17·7 

36·5 

52·0 

-15·0 

37·0 

ll·6 

15·6 

21·5 

5·2 

17·3 

19·3 

45·9 

-15·4 

30·5 

11·3 

13·0 

29·5 

17·9 

19·6 

30·9 

39·9 

59·6 

-22·3 

37·3 

12·7 

9·4 

18·3 

0·1 

22·4 

4!·1 

59·8 

-25·9 

33·9 

18·8 

13·6 

36·7 

ll·5 

:n-3 
0·1 

24·6 

43·7 

52·1 

61·9 

37·3 

2!•0 

21·2 

38·8 

10·2 

22·6 

0·1 

29·3 

37•7 

62·6 

-30·7 

31·9 

8·2 

37·1 

49·1 

20•3 

0·1 

28·4 

48·6 

39•1 

62·4 

-27·4 

35·0 

8·6 

39·6 

43·7 

8·3 

20·9 

0·1 

36·5 

43·0 

39·3 



TABLE III-contd. 

Heads of Revenue. 19~8-39 1939-40 1940-41 1941-1:! 19l2-43 19!3-44 1!)14-4:3 1945-46 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

XXJX-Agriculture 3·5 4·2 4·6 8·8 14•7 23•1 84·6 1,41•2 

XXX-Veterinary 0·4 0·4 0·4 0·3 0•3 0 •5 1·1 0•6 

XXXI-Co-opemtion 2·0 3·3 8·4 5·5 9•8 4·6 3·9 9·2 

XXXII-Industries 5·0 4·4 4·2 5·3 (]•4 0·5 12·3 11•3 

XXXVI-llfiscella n eo us 1·9 1·8 1·9 2·1 2·4 12·1 35·2 52·6 
Departments. 

XXXIX-Civil Worl<s 40·1 37·1 31·8 64·2 64·8 30·8 3-!·5 40·1 

XL-BomLay Devl'iopment 8·3 11·9 14·3 15·2 15·4 15·9 16·3 16·6 
Scheme. 

XLI-Receipts from 0·1 
Electricity Schemes. 

1946-47 1947-48 1948-49 
(Revised) (Budget) 

10 11 12 

2,26·9 1,38•3 1,02•5 

0·9 0•5 0·5 

ll·4 3·0 6·5 

11·5 8·9 8·0 

54·9 76·5 61•0 

40·3 23·3 21·5 

17·7 16·6 16·5 

0·7 0·9 0·9 

~ 
0 



----
XT.III-Trnn~fers fmm 2·2 1·9 2•2 }o.'j :!•8 4•1 7·2 2·7 8•0 4·3 3·3 

Famiuc Heli£>f Fund. 

XLIV-RcceiptH iu aid of 8·G 7•8 7•4 0•7 11·0 7•6 7•4 li•3 8·-J 8·4 7·1 
l:iujK•ra.mlua.tion. 

XLV -Stationery and 3·6 3·3 4·2 5·8 5•7 5•9 8•3 6•9 7·2 7·9 4•!l 
Priuting. 

.X LVJ-)lisccllaueous 5·7 7·2 5·3 9·1 18·!1 13·3 14·7 14·6 18·1 16·0 12·3 

XLYI-A-Rercipts on 1·0 
account of Na.tionaliBa-
tion of RPad Trans-
port Scheme. 

.,.. 

...... 
L-~fiscellaneous allj uMt· 0·3 0·2 0·2 0·2 0·1 0•1 0•1 0•1 0·1 

ments between 
Central and Provincial 
Govl'rnments. 

LI-E x t r a o r d i nary R·8 3·1 2·9 1·1 0·3 4·1 0·5 80•4 3,48·0 4,74·8 
RecPipt~. 

LU-ll-Civil Defence 0·5 10·0 11·9 10·8 10·5 4·4 

Grand Tohl .. ll,';of)·7 12,51·6 13,88·0 11},28·8 10,15· 3 24,68·3 33,17·3 34,51·1 30,74·2 43,09·4 43,71·8 
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62. It will be seen that, whereas the period of abundant revenu~?s 

cannot yet be said to have come to an end, there are unmistakable 
signs of recession in many of the significant sources of revenue. In 
fact, as is well-known, a balance has been in.aintained in recent years 
either by imposing new taxes or increasing old ones. Even with this 
strengthening of the revenue structure, the shortagP, created by the 
gradual extinction of provincial excise is not likely to be easily met. 
In a note supplied to us by the Fimmce D.epartment on the finani)ial 
poaition of the Government of Bombay an average annual revenue· 
surplus of Rs. two crores has been expected during the five years after 
the end of the war. This average is base_d on an expectation of a 
higher surplus in earlier years followed by niore modest ones later on. 
As items of expenditure are distributed between revenue and post-war 
reconstruction heads the extent to which this expectation has actually 
been realised is not immediately apparent. That the position is not 
yet altogether disappointing will be seen from the fact that Rs. two 
crores have been provided for redemption of debt in the current budget. 
It is, however, to be noticed that no allotment has been made this 
year to the Post-"\Yar Reconstruction Fund, but a sum of Rs. 1,70 
lakhs from the Fund has been utilised for reconstruction items in the 
budget. In any case taking a realistic view of existing trends of 
taxation it will be unduly optimistic to expect not only that the loss 
of provincial excise will be made up, but that a substantial surplus 
can be created for meeting the recurring liabilities of Government. 

PROSPECTS OF REVENUE. 

63. While it is not our direct concern to examine in detail the 
revenue position of Government, it would obviously be impossible 
to think of any expenditure policy which is not correlated to the 
prm;pects o~ revenue. It is for this reason that we consider it necessary 
to examine, at least in a general way, the prospects of revenue, so 
that C:>oth the size and the distribution of provincial expenditure can 
be sa,tisfactorily organised. The principal sources of Provincial 
revenue are :-

(1) Provincial share of Income Tax, 
(2) Land Revenue, 
(3) Provir.cial Excise and 
(4) the newly introduced Sales Tax. 

OthN sources of revenue include Stamps, Forest, Electricity Duty, 
Tax0s on Motor Vehicles, and the Urban Immoveable Property Tax. 



fH. In view of the serious curtailment in inl:nstrial activity due 
to sewral causes, it would be unjustifiable to expect that the Provincial 
sharp in Income Tax will grow br·yor.d its pre::;ent size, unles~ the basis 
of distribution is rrYisPd to the advar..tage of Bombay. The attitude 
of the Gon•rnmpnt of Ldia t.:>wards the Provincial sharing of 
cPntrally collected taxes has not been very reassuring. !WcentJy, 
Bombay·~:~ share of the distributable rart of Income Tax has been 
increased from 20 to 21 per cent, and thl, proposal of the Finance 
Sub-Committee of the Constituent Assembly to give to provinces 
a GO per cent share of both Income Tax and Corporation Tax including 
Super Tax, has been shelved for a period of five years. This indicates 
that it would not be safe to underta.b:c Proyinci'al expenditure in the 
expectation of an increased share from the Income Tax. 

63. The traditional source of Provincial revenue, viz., Land 
Hevenue, which at present brings in approximately Rs. 370 lakhs can 
at bl'st be considered a stationary source. It is only by allowing 
loeal bodies to tax increased income on agricultural land that the 
Pro\·in.cial Government can indirectly receive any relief f;rom this 
sotuce. Actually &overnment have distributed 15 per ceD.t of this 
revenue among local bodies, thWJ . .reducing the amount at their own 
di.;posal. Excise will vanish ere . long, before the full burden of the 
various schemes of expansion has been reached. The general Sales 
Tax, which has recently been introduced, is no doubt a promising 
source of income, and it may in due course be expected to cover 
a large portion of the loss caused by prohibition. The other taxEs, 
such as Electricity Duty, Stamps and Entertainments Tax, are incapable 
of much expansion. Almost all of them, further, are of such a nature 
that they fluctuate with the level of economic activity and would show 
a definite decline. during a period of depression. In' view of the 
£>xpanding commitments of the local bodh,s, it is doubtful whether 
the Urban Immovable Property Tax is susceptible of much e:thance
ruent for the purposes of the Provincial Government without seriously 
impairing local finance. Recent representations madt' to the Govern
ment of Bombay by such important local bodies as the Bombay 
l\Iunicipal Corporation, whose needs had to be met by block grants 
amow~ting toRs. 80 lakhs during the last two years, would show that 
tht> benefit which the Provincial Government can directly derive 
from au extension and increase of the Urban Immoveable Property 
Ta_'\: is very limited. 



66. We dare say that some funher addition to sources of revenue and 
some readjustment of the rates of existing sources would be made by 
Government if the need arose; but tal{ing. ~to account the general 
level of economic activity in the country and the combined claims of 
local, Provincial and Central Governments on the citizen for the 
.financing of their respective activities, it would not be improper to 
suggest that before recurring expenditure of a considerable size is 
undertaken by Government, some correlation with the probable increase 
in the yield of existing and prospective taxes must be attempted. In 
this respect it is worth noting that an expected revenue surplus of 
100 crores of rupees in the Central budget has, on account of unforseen 
factors, been transformed into an uncovered deficit of a few c;rores. 
The provincial budget in respect of its share of Income Tax and of 
grants, capital and current, depends so vitally on the financial position 
of the Government of India, that these unexpected developments in 
<:entral finance cannot be ignored in planning provincial expenditure. 

PRIORITIES. 

67. Judging from the tendencies and inherent character of both 
principal and minor sources of Provincial revenue, we feel that it is 
necessary to exercise caution in the matter of launching large scale 
schemes of expansion especially those which saddle the Provincial 
Government with large recurring expenditure. In this respect we have 
two special points to urge on Government. 'Vhile, as stated at the 
commencement of this chapte;r, the demands for development and 
amelioration are almost unlimited, both the present and the prospective 
resources of Government are definitely limited, perhaps more limited 
than one would like to recognise. In this situation it is necessary to 
institut J some order of priorities in public expenditure. Internal 
security is the first priority for any Government. In this regard it is 
sigri:ficant that expenditure under Police, which even during the worst 
years !if the war never exceeded Rs. 3 cron•s, has in the latest budget 
very nearly reached a six-crore mark. As this is an expenditure wbich 
must have top priority with any Gove:r:nment, there can be little criticism 
about its necessity, disquieting though it be. If on such an essential 
and non-productive item of expenditure the amount spent has increased 
from Rs. 1 4 CI·ores in 1938-39 to nearly Rs. 6 crores in the budget for 
1948-49, this would necessarily imply that we cannot afford to go 
forward as enthusiastically with other items of expenditure as we 
might have done in different circumstances. 
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68. Next to internal security, high priority would naturally have 
to be accorded to food supply and generally to schemes of economic and 
indu:;trial development. On this account, the expenditure incurred on 
such subjects a.;; agriculture and industries must be considered desirable 
in principle, provided it can be met out of cur,:ent revenues. without 
serious harm to other essential expenditu;re. In our remarks on the 
\\orking of these departments we have indicated what we consider 
to be some of their short-comings. We ;recognise that expenditure which 
i~ designed to be productive takes time to make its beneficent results 
felt, but we cannot altogether ignore the fact revealed by the figures of 
production of food grains in. Bombay P;rovin.ce, to which attention was 
pointedly drawn in the speech of the Hon. the Finance 1\:linister when 
h13 introduced the budget estimates for 1948-49.'. He said that ·the 
peak year of production of food grains in the Province was 1943-44 
and that production had declined during 1946-47. Undoubtedly 
sea;;onal factors have a good deal to do with such results. But in view 
of the very heavy expenditure that the Provincial Government are 
now incurring on agriculture and allied subjects, it would be desirabla 
for G-overnment to make sure that all the expenditure incurred is 
on achemes which directly help either the extent or the yield of 
cultivation. 

G9. It i.;; only when security and food supply are assured that 
expansion in other items of expenditu;re can be considered. Among 
these education, and especially primary education, is by far the most 
important. Not only for the cultural, but also for the political and 
economic benefits of education, expenditure incurred on this subject 
must be considered both desirable and in a special sense productive. 
Considering, however, the revenue position, to which we have drawn 
attention, we feel that there is reason to doubt whether 'the recurring 
expenditure involved in any large-scale scheme to introduce 
universal and free primary education at an early date can be m'it from 
a likely increase in Provincial revenue. It is not necessary in the 
present context to go into the details of expenditure planned for the 
various other departments. The point that we wish to make is that 
while capital expenditure may be met either out of reserves already 
built up or out of ;revenues currently raised, the simultaneous 
accumulation of large-scale recur;ring burdens in all items of Govern
mental activity is likely to meet with a serious check in the course of the 
next few years. 
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70. There h an0ther angle from which also the direct increase in 
GovernTU~ntal activity in other than essential respects has to be viewed. 
As' we hwe ob3erved earlier, though the w~r is over, the period of 
shortages has not come to an end. Though in this respect any 
Government that looked hopefully to the future would have erred in 
good company, we feel that the time has come to recognise that the 
policy laid down for themselves by the then Government of Bombay, when 
faced with the inflationary situation referred to above in paragraph 55, 

<lannot be completely abandoned. Though this would be somewhat 

disappointing to a Government which is keen on achieving the maximum 

results in the shortest possible time, still it is a plain fact that G-overn

ment are adding to their own difficulties and to those of the people at 
large by competing in a market of short supplies for services and materials. 
·while we do not suggest that essential and productive expenditure 

.should on this account be suspended, we do feel that some delimitation 

of the field of reconstruction activities and some slowing down of their 
pace are necessitated by the revenue position and by the continuing 

inflationary trends. That in any case G-overnment have ultimately to 
recognise the inexorable logic of the situation is already clear from the 

serious handicaps in respect of the supply of materials under which the 

boming and the other developmental dep~rtments of Government have 
had to work. 

EXPEXDITURE OF LOCAL BODIES. 

71. survey, both of the revenue and expenditure policy of 
Government in recent years, suggests another important point. 

Either on ac,count of dissatisfaction and impatience at the inefficiency 

{)f local bo:Iies or as a re3ult of reformist zeal, there b a pronounced 

tencl.ency for the Povincial Governm~nt to take over direct respono;i
bility, ~dmini3trative as well as financial, for a large variety of functions 

which in their nature ought to belong to local self-governing bodies. 

Me:licine, public health, education and roads are some instances in poir.t. 
Even ignoring the administrative principle involved, viz., the need to 
fo3ter active centres of local self-government as a training ground 

for democratic gqvernment on the provincial and national level, on 
strictly fina:1cial grounds we feel that some reversal of recent policv in 

this respect is called for. For instance, it is probable that if the Provin-
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cial Government were to take over responsibility for medical relief and 
public health all over the Province, at least for the time being 
efficiency of the administration of these activities would improve. 
But it is doubtful whether the financial burden involved in making 
a pr<>gressive and satisfactory medical service available "over 
the whole Province could be continuously borne by the Provincial 
Government in the light of their own revenue prospects. Secondly, 
if the local population and their elected representatives in local 
bodies have little direct responsibility for the administration 
of what are eJsentially municipal services, it is doubtful whether they 
would be ready to tax themselves for their upke.ep. With a view, 
therefore, to evoke from the peopb the highest' measure of self-help 
in activities like these, a policy of maximum possible decentralisation, 
financial as well as administrative, should be followed. Incidentally 
this would make local services to some extent independent of 
the vicissitudes of provincial finance. 

PRODUCTIVE SPENDING. 

7:.!. In deciding priorities amo~g reconstruction items of expendi
ture, it is only proper that their productive nature should be taken note 
of. But it is likely that the meaPing of "productive "· may be 
differently understood in different contexts. Thus, while expenditure 
on wider training facilities for technical personnel is productive in 
the sense that those who have the benefit of such training may later 
become efficient agents of production, it is for consideration whether 
the capitai and running expenditure of training establishments set 
up in a hurry can be justified in relation to the number of students 
who can be absorbed by industry. We recognise that exp~nditure on 
training should have a high priority in reconstruction expenditure, 
but h~avy capital expenditure and any possible duplication of )rain
ing facilities should be avoided. 

73. The need for scrutiny of capital expenditure is all the greater 

in schemes which have definitely a commercial character. The elec

trical grid and the motor transport schemes are both intended in the 

long run not only to repay expenditure incurred on them but to 

contribute to the revenues of the Province. But if capital expendi

ture and staffing are proceeded with under present inflated condi-



tions of prices and wages, the chances of these enterprises proving 
remunerative are small. It is common knowledge that in the private 
sector of industrial activity business ~en have been extremely 
unwilling to incur capital expenditure in present inflationary 
conditions. They are, and have been, laying up reserves which they 
hope to utilise for schemes of expansion when conditions become more 
favourable. Both on grounds of normal business calculation, and even 
more so on grounds of the proper place of public spending in relation to 
th~ trade cycle, exp~nditure by Government on commercial investi!lent · 
should be undertaken in times of incipient depression, and certain1y 
not in time of continuing inflation. 

A:\IELIORATIVE SPE.1'·4'1H~G. 

74. Another item on which expenditure has latterly been under
taken by Government is the Bombay 1\Iilk Scheme. So long as the 
element of subsidy with a view to make cheap milk available to the 
poorer sections of the community was a feature of the scheme, it could 
be regarded as justifiable, being a subsidy on consumption of an 
essential article of diet for the less fortunate sections of society. But 
with the removal of the subsidy element, and with the present relatively 
high rate at which milk is being sold, it is difficult to understand in 
whose interest, either from amongst the consumers or from amongst the 
producers, continued direct expenditure by Government is justified. 
We are far from suggesting that improvement in the supply of milk 
to the community is not a desirable activity on the part of Government. 

We only desire to point out that if some logical or just priorities are 
to be instituted with regard to the urgent needs of the population, 

I 

a scheme which can at best help the upper sections of the inhabitant;; 
of a big urban centre would have a much lower priority than many 

other' schemes which cannot be undertaken for want of funds. 

GoVERNMEN'T BuDGET A...~D Eco~o:r.rrc AcTIVITY. 

75. It is a· common pra4ltice with modern Governments to arm 
themselves with a survey of the sources of income and pattern of 

expenditure of the pe~ple whom on the one hand they have to tax 
and on the other they. seek to benefit. In India such a survey would 
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c~rtainly be b~tter undertaken by co-ordinated effort of the Central 
and the Provincial Governments. But if .for some reafmn the Govern
m-:lnt of India do not see th~ir way to undertake this very desirable 
activity at an early date, the Government of Bombay should lose. no 
tim~ in providitlg them3elves with this necessary information for their 
own purpo3es. The extent of available taxable capacity of the people 
of th'3 Province a~ a whole and of the different sections amongst them. 
as also the libly incidence of any tax or of an increase in the same 
on various classes cannot be reliably judged except with the help of 
such statistical information. The Labour Department already ,has 
vJ.lu'1ble exp~rience of enquiring into family budge.!s· The Industries 
Department and the Agricultural Department have al.so occasionally 
undertaken special enquiries into industrial and agricultural production 
respectively. The time has come when, under the direction of the 
Statistical Bureau and with proper expert advice, the . plan and 
mechanism of an initial enquiry of this type ~hould ·be finalised 
and Rhould bP put into operation. It would he then possible for 

Govr>r'1-n.ent to present along w-ith the annual budget a statement . 
of the economic condition of the Province as a whole, as is done, for 
instance, by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in Great Britain.". ·It 
woulcl. inrle('(l be necessary, once 't"he initial enquiry· is made; to 
m:.Lintain its results up to date, so that long-term budgetary planning 
would b~ rendered possible. It is now realised that we can no longer 
be content with following the established practice of , preparing a 
Relf-eontain<>d budget from year to year and ~hat . it is :n,ecessary to 
supp1ement it by long-term forecasts of the commitments am~ resources 
of Gov<>rnment. That being so, the need for . such a survey as is 
indicated alJOve, is obvious. 

REDUCTION L..,.. EsTABLISHMENTS. 

7G. We append a statement (Table IV) which indicates the progress 
of expenditure on temporary staff in the various departments. It will 
be seen from this table that both the amount and the proportion of 
expenditure on temporary staff have considerably increased. during the 
war period and still continue to be on an unusually high level. In so 
far as the purpose of the employment of temporary staff has e1ther 
already vanished, as in the case of a large part of the activities of the 
Civil Supply Department, or is likely to be curtailed, as in the case of 

XO·I Bk H 204-4 
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· several reconstruction activities, which according to the policy of 
priorities herein suggested inay have to be ro:~adjusted and reduc'.'d, it 
is nece"sary that a sy'!tematic plan for reducing the burden of temporary 

staff should be laid down. For this ptiTpose it would be necessary to 

in'ltitute departmental enquiries into the tota] volume of work whi~'h is 

now und9rtaken and which actuall} is likt!ly to b~ unde1taken in the 

near future. Such an inveo.tigation can be fruitfully carried out 

-only by persons having a detailed knowledge of the organisatiou and 

plans of each department. Any resulting termination of services now 

b~ought about would be preferable to any -iudden action which may at 

a later stage be forced on Government. If an employment programme 

is systematically planned, the rate of reduction in staff as also the term'! 

of any special compensation that may be thought of could be more 

'Satisfacto1ily <>ettled. As yet the expenditure policy of Government 

seems to be under the influence of a desire to go on expanding its 

.activities on almost all frontc;. Fresh posts are being created 

continuously in almost all departm.mts. In this atmosphere there 

can be no room for suggesting any overall retrenchment. It is only 
by studying the present working and the immediately pr)spective 

-plan of activities for each department that the requirements both of 
-€fficiency and of economy can be satisfactorily met. 

77. As our purpose, as outlined in the terms of reference, is that of 
,suggesting an economical and ~ffi.cient system of administration, we 
have ventured in the following chapters to outline general as well as 

departmental suggestions which, in our opinion, are calculat2d to 
achieve phis objective. But for the constantly pressing need of timely 

adjustment between work undertaken and staff employed, an internal 
<:heck is called for. It would be possible to combine this check with 
at least the initial operations of the Office Procedure Enquiry which 
we have recommended in paragraph 395. The need of a timely 

adjustment of the strength of the staff to changing requirements of 
functions actually undertaken and of enauring a high standard of 

individual and collective efficiency will be obvious if we take into 
.account the increasing total of the expenditure on establishments 
including grant-in-aid establishments, which now amounts to 18 crorea 

<>f rupees. 



TABLE tV. 
~ Statement slwwing tlte J>rogress of expenditure on temporary csu,Uislonet~ts from D1e year 1938-39 to 19M-.J7. 
~ (Figures in thousands of rupPes). 
Oj-
Pi" A c c 0 u N T s 1946-47 
~ lludgoL Head~. (Budget). 
·~ HJ3S-39 1S39-40 1940-41 1941-42 1942-43 1943-44 1944-4;) 1!145-46 0 ..... _ 
i 
o: 7-Land Revenue 65·4 60·0 53·4 56·3 6!)·8 92·4 2,48·7 3,85·7 3,61·5 

8-l'rol'incial Excise 2,59·3 3,99·5 4,38·8 4,77·9 4,87·1 4,87•1 6,32·1 6,66·1 6,59·2 

10-I•'orest 24·1 24·9 23·1 37·1 61·7 83'0 77·8 1,18·2 1,22·4 

25-Gcn!lral AdminiHtrntion 
(Entire Budget Head) ••• 65·4 1,02'4 1,39•3 1,68·2 3,60·0 5,86 17 9,93·2 l!J,OO·ll 14,14·9 

tl1 
25-G"ncral Administration- ..... 

l:iccrctariat Departments 
only (excluding C.S.D.) 45•2 80•3 1,03·1 1,13·4 1,89·5 2,17·4 2,68·6 2,68·0 4,19·9 

2!1-Police 23·4 33·4 2,95·6 1",85 ·9 l1,38·5 14,51·1 12,l1·9 8,!13·9 6,55·7 

38-Mo<lical 13•5 29•6 57·0 61)·9 68·3 1,06·3 1,20·8 1,45·3 1,53·4 

40-Agriou!Lure 37•7 55·9 69·1 1,67·6 2,27·6 3,87•9 7,68·3 12,37 ·3 10,19·7 

42-Co.oporation ... 9·8 82·6 1,46·8 1,88·1 2,68·8 1,55·2 2,02·5 3,01 ·4 5,36·4 

43-lndnstriL'S 55·9 29·5 13·4 16·8 40·4 1,92·8 1,79·4 1,63·8 4,42·8 
4 7-l\I iMcelhmeous Departments .. 

(exclusive of H-5 Civil 
Hupplios ·and H~ 
Rationing) ... .... 20·0 39·6 61·2 80·0 91·0 1,00·5 3,08·9 6,04·6 6,88•1 

57 -Misccllanoous 1·4 0·9 65·1 5·4 7·0 42·4 6·9 78·8 
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F~ANCIAL INTEGRI1'Y OF THE PROVINCE. 

78. Since the Gowrnnwnt of Ind!a Act, ~93;) was passed. and even 
more so since the attainment of independence, it seems that the 
Provinces as constituent States would be more and more required to 
stand on their own legs, both for their current administration as also 
for their financial credit. While, thNefore, we might always hope for 
the best and continue to urge on the Government of India the legiti
mate claims of our Province, a more ~>elf-reliant and purposeful 
policy on the part of the Provincial Government is now called for. 
The performance of the Bombay Province in this respt•ct, as th~ Hon. 
the Finance :Member said in his last Budget speech, is very creditable, 
and w~ trust that, in chalking out both their immediate and future 
expenditure policy, Government will be guided more by the r·~ar 

prospects ·)f continuing resoarces than oy the somewhat hypothetical 
figure3, on which a few ye&.rs ago it was justifiable tQ base aU 
reconstmction plans. 



CHAPTER V. 

STATE TlU.DIN'G. 

STATE AND INDUSTRY. 

i!.l. Hecent year3, especially since the end of the first world wa.r, 
have witnt•ssed a profound change in the relationship of the State to 
..-conomio activity. No more than ·about thirty years. ~go any 
s U!:!gestions of State control ovE>r industries would have been.,. considered 
h~~r•~tical. A striking example of this policy of non-intervention is to 
Ll' found in the fact that the s~cretary of State for ~ndia did not permit 
th·~ ~blras Government to undertake a small pioneering industry 
«'Vt•n on an ''~-perimental basis. The Bombay overiuri.ent took long to 
re1~ogni"o that lPgi...'>la.tion protecting the agriculturist debtor from the 
ruL.-;orupu.lous practic~s of the money-lender ";as a per~issible part of 
its ftmctions. Yet the idea of public ownership of industries is not 
n1•w to India. In fact, long before similar action was contemplated in 
the more advanced countries, including Great Britain, tho· railV.·ays, 
the irrigation system.<J and the ordnance factories were directly 
.controlled by the Inclian Government. But such instances were . ·' . 
rPga.rdecl as exceptions, and for the most part, Governments, both 
{·.mtral and provincial, di-;owned ariy direct respo~ibility for the 
development of industries. 

!"0. Irn•sistible social and economic trend.-; have howev.er changed 
th•• attitude even cf (iovern,m£>nt'! not committed to a socialist 
pro:~ramme. f:ta:rtiPg from a purely humanitarian interest in regula
tin.~ the conditions of employment in factori£>s, progress towards . the 
assumption by the State of full ri'sponsibiliy for industrirl develeip
mPut has . bPPU .rapid. The conditions crea.ted by the world wars 
UPCessitated the intervention of the State in the trade and commerce of 

tlw country. By variow~ devices, such as the regulation of tradiu~ by 
m•~anq of the licence syst<'m, price co~trol and rationing, Governments 
have attempted to check the ri. ing spiral of prices and to il.i::;tribute 
equitably essential commodities that were in short supply, In: the 
post-war period consid£>rations of defence and the urge to industrialise 
thP COWltry in the shortest possible time have ,rapidly tra~sformed 
Statt' policy in the sphere of trade and industry. The nature of thi~ 
change can be. best illustrated ·by a ~eference to the threefold classifi
Cation of ind11stries contained in the re~olution on industrial policy 
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recently adopted by the Ind,ian Parliament. The three categories were 
(1) industries which should he exclusively the monopoly of the State,. 
(2) industries over which Government would· exercise control and 
(3) industdes which would be left to private enterprise. \Vhile speaking 
on this resolution, the Prime Minister of India said in effect that 
though the complete nationalisation of industry was inevitable, it was 
necessa;ry to move gradually so as not to impair the productive structure 
of the nation and to institute priorities for the most efficient use of the 
limited resources of the country. Though major industries would be 
a concern of the Government of India, it is inevitable that in their own 
sphe;re the Provincial Governments should follow a similar policy and 
seek to influence industry by direct operation, eocial ;regulation and 
tolerated freedom as each case may require. 

G-oVERNMENT's BusiNEss UNDERTAKINGS. 

81. The Government of Bombay have already undertaken two 
schemes of major importance, the generation and distribution of 
electric supply on a regional basis through an el~ctric grid and the 
nationalisation of ~otor transport. The advantages of an electric grid 
are obvious. Inefficient, isolated local power stations are thereby 
eliminated, and the economic production of electricity on a large scale 
at a few selected stations and its distribution over urban and rural 
areas at cheap rates are made possible. Government also propose to
run passenger bus services in the rural areas, so as to co-ordinate 
road transport with the railways and to utilise the profits of such services 
for public benefit. 

82. We note that Government have already decided to entrust these 
schemes to jltatutory provincial boards. As the creation of a trading 
corporation is a central subject, this required legislation by the Indian. 
Parliament, which has already been introduced. In the meantime 
Gover~ent have started developing the electric supply at Ahmed· 
abad thermal station under the Electrical Commissioner, and they 
dropose to run passenger services in the central division under the 
direction of the Provincial Motor Transport Controller. It appears to· 
us that the initiation and management of these schemes departmentally 
are likely to p;rejudice the future working of the autonomous boards, 
which are proposed to be set up. In such matters as selection and 
status of staff and the ensuring of a business-like organisation and 
direction, conditions created by State initiation are not likely t(}-
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conform to the standards and requirements of a corporation._ More
over it is necessary that the finances of these undertakings should be 
kept separate from the outset. We therefore recommend that no new 
schemes should be started on departmental lines and that those already 
started should be transferred to appropriate statutory corporatiOns 
without delay. 

1\In.K SCHEME. 

83. The mill{ programme of GoverDJllent consists of dairv develop
ment, which includes the construction of dairy farms and the collec
tion of milk on a co-operative basis, and the distribution of milk in 
urb~n areas. The milk distribution scheme has bee.p. in operation in 
Bombay for some time under the Milk Commissioner. ·We have recom
mended in paragraph 239 that encouragement to production of milk and 
the working of the dairy section should form part of the activities of 
the Agricultural Department. But we hold the view that the distri
bution and marketing of milk should be ·organised on a self-support
ing basis and should be entrusted to a public corporation. Thus- a 
statutory milk board should look after the purchase and distribution 
of milk in Greater Bombay. Similar boards should be set up for other 
big cities and should function in close

1 t~-operation with the dairy develop
ment section of the Agricultural Department, so as to ensure that 
enough milk is left in the districts for the needs of the rural 
population. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MJl:THO:OS OF INDUSTRY 
AN"D GoVERNMENT. 

8-t. There is a fundamental difference between the working of 
G-overnment and methods of business which is apt to be cwerlooked. -
The former is regulative and is concerned with the administration 
of the law and rules, while the latter are productive, in that they 
produce and distribute goods or render services on payment. Whlle 
Government departments have to confine their activities within set 
limits prescribed by ~egislation, departmental rules and treasury 
control, business concerns have to conduct their affairs with an eye on 
the balance sheet. The qualities requirPd in a Government officer 
are integrity, honesty and sound judgment, while a businessman must 
possess, in addition to these, drive, energy and quick responsiveness 
~o changing 1 circumstances. The technique and procedure evolved for 
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the transaction of governmental business are thus unsuitable for a 
commercial undertaking. The method of pay and promotion also 
in a . business concern has to be such as to maintain a high standard 
of individual efll.ciency and to stimulate ambition rather than to ensure 
.security and contentment. 

85. For these reasons we feel convinced that a public co,rporation is 
the best instrument for conducting State trading activities. 

THE PuBLIC CoRPORATION. 

86. The idea of the public corporation to conduct publi.., enterprise:; 
wa~ evolved so as to combine the independence and flexibility of private 
busin.ess with the necessity of public control. . It has two advanta6u; 
over departmental management of industry. Firstly, the industry is 
in the hands of a board which is subject to ministerial control only 
in matters of general policy; and secondly, it operates as a self-sufficiPnt 
unit, balancing its i~come again'lt expenditure over a given period. 
The public corporation is thus assured freedom from political inter
ference and treasury control in its day-to-day administration. Respon
sibility to the public is maintained by the appoin~ment ·of the 
g?verning board of the corporation by the Minist~r, who is answerable 
to the . Legislature. We have given considerable thought to the 
question whether this board should be deliberative or functional. 
Since matters of general policy are laid down by the Minister, the 
balance of advantage seems to lie in favour of having a small fmlC
tionl board, so appointed as to cover the basic pattern of the industry 
brought under public control. The members of the board should be 
selected on the basis of competence and ability to administer the 
industry efficiently in the public interest. Subject to the above quali-. . . . . 
fications being satisfied, represt>ntation may be given to the . various 
interests concerned in the indm;try. We suggest that the members. 

. . . . 
of the board should, retire by rotation so as .to maintain continuity vf 
experience_. It may b~, 'de~irable in some. cas~s to form advisory commit~ 
tee~ through which the several interel:ltS affected by the operations of 
th~ corporation en.~ J;t>present their views~ 

. . 

si. The chief post-war ·aevelopment of the public corpor::.tion in 
Great Britain and elsewhere has been that it is made· subject to a · 
greater uegree of ministerial direCtion .. Previously, a . Minist~r's .. 
powers arid respon8ibilities v•ere in 'effect confinrd to the appointmmt 



of the board and to acting as its spokesman in Parliarn('nt. Though he 
was answerable for its general policy, the principle of non-inte!Vention 
was interpreted so widely as to exclude discussion in Parliament of any 
subject other than very gPn~>ral questions of policy. So long as the 
nationalisPd industri£'11 could work as sf"lf-containf"d and self-supporting 
units and wen• not required to fit in with thr. national economic plan, 
the absence of ministerial direction was not felt. But the position 
was altered when key industries such as coal, tran~>port and electri
<·.ity bf"gan to be nationali::;ed, and the need arose for a unified, 
<~o-ordinated and planned din•ction. On the whole we feel that the 
public corporation should be subject to ministerial control only in 
matters of general policy, and that interference iU:.mattcrs of internal 
Mganisation or administra.tiw details should be avoided. We would 
furth<>r recommend that before issuing directions to a public corpora
tion the l\Iini~>ter should con~;ult the governing board on the points 
im·olvf"d. Public accountability can be <>nforced by questions to tht> 
.Ministt>r on gen~·ral matters, occasional debates and discussion on the 
presentation of annual rt-ports and accounts in the legislature. In 
the case of a subsidised industry a furt.her opportunity will be provid:>d 
at the budget stage. 

b8. As we have already stated, the main advantage of a public 
corporation is that the industry operates as a self-contained unit, 
bal<lJlcing its budget, if not annually, ove;r a period. The degree of 
financial independence of public corporations has varied from the 
complete autonomy of the p;re-war self-supporting corporations to the 
post-war treasury controlled subsidised boa;rds. N£verthelcss there are 
ct·rtain financial principh•s which are applicable to all public enteJllrises 
administered through public corporations. A public corporation 
should be given the benefit of cheap borrowing on Government account 
or with Government guarantee. It should have a free hand in the 
financing of the industry so as to enable it to cover the cost of its 
opPrations by its recf"ipts and to lay by sufficient surplus to meet such 
financial obligations as interest, sinking fund and depreciation and 
oLsolescence charges. But this does not rule out State assistance 
which may be required by a nascent industry, at any rate in its initial 
stacres. But even in such cases treasury control must be kept to the 

0 

minimum, consistmtly with the protection of public monies. Until 
the finances of a public corporation are placed on a sound footing, its 
surpluses should not be raidt-d by the treasury, but should be allowed 
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to be ploughed ba.ck into the undertaking to increase its reserve fund,.. 
to improve the working conditions of the staff and the standard 
of service to the community or to lower the c_harges to the public. 

89. As a public enterprise partakes of the character of a monopoly 
concern, even though under public control, it is desirable that neither the 
corporation nor the Minister should have the power to make price or 
rate variations without consulting some outside agency. There should, 
therefore, be a statutory provision for previous consultation with the 
advisory committees before the limits of rate variations are alte;red. 

CORPORATION SERVICE. 

90. It should be made perfectly. clear that service under a. 

co:rporation is not Government service. The conditions of service ill 
a corporation should be similar to those in a business concern. The 
selection of technical officers should be made not through the Public 
Service Commission but through ad hoc committees appointed by the 
board consisting of experts, if necessary, taken from outside. These 
officers should be recruited by preference from the trade so that 
they possess the requisite business acumen and experience. 



CHAPTER VI. 

SECRETARIAT ORGANISATION 

91. The existence of a Secretariat in a Government organisation 
arises from the need for separating questions of policy from current 
administration, so that the latter is entirely handed over to a separate 
agency which enjoys a certain amount of freedom in the field of 
execution. Such current administration could not be dealt with in the 
Secretariat without considerable expansion of staff and . the 
accompanying evil of over-centralisation. Accordingly, three types of 
agency have been devised for handling current admlnistration: (ll offices, 
or bureaux attached to the Secretariat; (2) detached offices or departments 
which transact the current business of Government under the 
direction and supervision of a Secretariat department; and (3) public 
corporations which enjoy considerable autonomy and independence in 
administration and finance. All these three types are, or will shortly 
be, found in this Province. The attached bureau is best suited to the, 
handling of routine business which does not involve field work. Such. 
an entity is the Bureau of Statistics attached to the Finance Department,_ 
and if our proposals are accepted, a.~imilar bureau for legislative drafting. 
will be attached to the Legal Department. The second type of agency,. 
viz., the detached office or department is employed for conducting the 
great mass of Government business and relieves the Ministries of the 
details of administration which would otherwise come to them, enabling 
them to confine t~eir activities to policy, planning and general 
supervision. Public corporations, which form the third type of agency, 
are most suitable for the management of public utility concerns or 
nationalised industries. These require a special degree of initiative and , 
enterprise and have to be conducted as financially self-contained business 
units. 

92. By thus separating policy from execution, the business of the 
Secretariat is kept within manageable proportions, and the whole 
organisation can be centrally located, making inter-departmental 
collaboration easy. 

PRESENT STRUCTURE. 

93. The Secretariat of the Bombay Government is divided into 
departments, each of which is in charge of a secretary, whose functions 
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·correspond with those of a permanent under secretary in the British 
-administration. General administration IS carried out through 
-eollectors of districts· 1mder the supervision of divisional commissioners, 
who are answerable to the Revenue and Home departments. For every 
important activity other than general administration there is a provincial 
department separate from the Secretariat, reaching its apex in a single 
officer, who is known as the " Head of the Department. " He transacts 
the routine and executive business of his department subject to the 
policy-making control and supervision of its corresponding Secretariat· 
department. This general description of the Secretariat departments 
is not applicable to the Finance and Legal Departments. The former 
gives financial advice to the other departments and exercises budgetary 
control over them, while to the latter the departments look for legal 
<>pinion and the drafting of legislation. 

94. Except in the Public Works Department, in which both the chief 
engineers act also as secretaries to Government, and the newly created 
Department of Agriculture and Rural Development which has a 
technical secretary, it has been the practice to appoint secretaries drawn 
irom the Indian Civil Service. · The head of a department generally 
deals with a single secretary and a single M:.nister, but a secretary has 
often to deal with more than one head of a· department and with more 
than one Minister. According to the volume of business transacted in 
each Secretariat department, the secretary is assisted by gazetted officers 
of the rank of joint, deputy or under secretaries . 

. 95. The present structure of the Secretariat is thus generally well 
suited to perform its functions. In the light of past experience and 
changed circumstances however it requires to be modified in certain 
respects as ifl.clicated below. 

REGROUPING oF SECRETARIAT DEPARniENTs. 

96. The grouping of departments under the various secretaries does 
not follow any common plan. The charge of a secretary should, as far 
as possible, be so constituted that it embraces one homogeneous and 

. distinct activity of Government. A case in point is the General 
Department, which till ve-ry recently comprised Education, Health, 
Industries and Local Self-Government, so that the Secretary to the 
General Department had 'to submit files to four. Ministers.· The 
considerations which determine the distribution of port-folios among 
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the Ministers are mainly political, and therefore outside our purview_ 
Moreover the distribution of portfolios among Ministers is likely to vary 
from time to time. The grouping of Secretariat departments should'. 
be in accordance with the principle of homogeneity, i.e. that activitie~= 
which have common objectives or which employ common . agenci~ 
should he grouped together. An exception should he made only in the 
case of minor departments or of a new activity of Government which is 
yet in an experimental stage or not so fully developed as to constitute· 
a department Ly itself. 

97. A multiple eharge which leaves little t~e to the secretary to. 
discharge his cluties satisfactorily should be · split up. In such 
a department the secretary is not able to cope with the work and assume 
full responsibility for it, as is evidenced by the fact that a deputy 
!!ecretary, and sometimes even an under secretary, is permitted to submit 
papers direct to the :Minister. Accordingly we recommend that the 
present Departments of Health and Local Government, and Education, 
and Industries should be split up, and should be reconstituted into four 
departments, namely, Local Government, Public Health, Education 
and Trade and Industries. 

98. Applying the principle of homogeneity, and looking to the 
~rowing importance of some of the activities of Government, we suggest 
the following redistribution of functions among the old and reconsti

tuted departments: 

(1) The Department of Trade and Industries should take over 
industries ar.d fisheries from the present Education and Industries 
Department ant! also deal with all the trading activities of Govern
ment. The following subjects should also be transferreq to it :-

(o) Electric Grid from the Public Works Department. Electrical\ 
inspection should, however, remain with the Public Works 

Department. 

(b) !t1otor Transport arid the administration of the Bombay Motor· 
Vehicles Act from the Home Department. 

(c) Distilleries from the Revenue Department. 

(d) Government Printing Presses from the Health and Loca~ 

Government Department. 

(e) Distribution of Milk. 
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(f) If some of the Civil Supplies activities are later on placed 
on a permanent footing, they should also be transferred to this 
department aftf'r the closing of the Ciyil Supplies Department. 

(2) M:inor Irrigation should be transferred from the Agricultural 
and Rural Development Department to the Public Works Department. 

(3) Forests should be transferred from the Revenue to the 
Agricultural Department, as the principal function of the latter is 
the maximum utilisation of the land resources of the Province. 

( 4) Sales Tax should be taken away from the Finance Department, 
·which, by its nature, is not an administrative department and should 
be transferred to the Revenue Department, whose normal duty it is 
·to attend to all revenue collections. 

(5) As a corollary to the proposed separation of the judiciary from 
the executive, Justice should be transferred from the Home Depart
ment to the Legal Department. This will make the Department of 
Law and Justice a fairly heavy charge, and the Secretary Legal 
·Department will require some relief. We recommend that opinion and 
litigation should continue to be dealt with in the Legal Department 
as at present, but that a separate Bureau of Legislative Drafting 
under an officer who has specialised in drafting should be constituted 

.and attached to the Legal Department. A suitable pay scale should 
be fixed so as to attract the best type of man and make it worth his 
while to stay in that office for a fairly long period. We have been told 
that when matters are referred to the Legal Remembrancer for his 

·opinion by the departments, the initial spade work of summarising the 
facts is often neglected. With a view to ensure that the facts are 
-presented in a convenient form, we recommend that three posts of legal 
assistanU!, borne on the cadre of the Legal Department, should be 

·sanctioned in the Revenue, Home and Local Government Depart-
ments, from which most of the references to the Legal Department 

• come. In simple cases these assistants themselves may be able to 
.give the advice needed by the department and thus obviate a formal 
reference to the Legal Department. As this would involve some 
reduction in the work of the Legal Department proper, it should be 
possible for it to surrender some posts of assistants. 

(6) We find that the work of allotting housing accommodation 
"Under the Bombay Land Requisition Act, 1948 is being done by the 
Health and Local Government Department. In view of the sound 
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general principle that no executive function should be transacted 
in the Secretariat, this work should be entrusted to an executive 
officer under the control of the Housing Commissioner. The Acco
modation Branch should then be transferred from the Local 
Government Department to the Labour and Housing Departme~t. 

99. There will thus be thirteen Secretariat departments as a result 
-of the redistribution of functions suggested by us :-

(1) Political and Services. 
(2) Home. 
(3) Revenue. 
(4) Finance. 
(5) Local Self-Government. 
(6) Public Health. 
(7) Education. 
(8) Trade and Industries. 
(~) Law and Justice. 

(10) Agriculture and Forests. 
(11) Labour and Housing. 
(12) Public Works. 
(13} Food and Civil Supplies (temporary). 

100. Apart from imparting substantial homogeneity to the working 
-of each Secretariat department, the simplification and augnl.entation 
of Secretariat departments suggested by us will, we expect, help 
individual Ministers to maintain a closer and more continuous contact 
with the administration r of subjects in their respective portfolios. 
In view of our recommendations regarding the pay scales of secretaries, 
the increase in the number of Secretariat departments ,will not throw 
any additional cost on Government. · 

CHIEF SECRETARY. 

101. We find that no arrangements exist at present for the 
~a-ordination of the important activities of the Secretariat departments. 
In a Cabinet syst~m of Government this work of co-ordination of 
business devoh-es upon the Prime ~linister, and we feel that in this 
important matter he should not be without secretarial assistance. 
The officer who can appropriately render it is the Chief. Secretary. 



Though cases affecting· even indirectly the gazetted personnel of aU 
departments are referred to him, the Chief Secretary's advice is not 

always sought by the secretaries on other important matters of 
administration. We suggest that the office of the Chief Secretary should 
be utilised for the co-ordination of all important matters originating in 
other departments. For this purpose he should have timely l"D.owledge 
of the movement of important .business in other departments and 
an opportunity to contribute his own views on matters where he may 
feel it necessary to do so. 

102. The Chief Secretary is at present in charge of the Political 
and Services Department and also works as Secretary to the Cabinet. 
In th~ latter capacity, howeYer, his duties are confined to the preparation 
of agenda for Cabinet meetings and drafting the Cabinet minutes, with 
or without the assistance of other secretaries. This work is mainly 
clerical, and the office of the Cabinet Secretary has not developed on 
the same lines as in Great Britain for instance, or we believe, in some 
other Indian ProvinceR where the Secretary of the Cabinet is in full 
charge of the business which comeR before it and as a nlle himself 
presents the cases for consideration. Here this work i::~ left to the 
Secretaries concerned, who attend the Cabinet meetings when any 
business from their departments is on the agenda, and the Chief Secretary 
is not required, nor indeed has he the time, to grasp the details of any 
cases which do not concern his. own department. We think it would 
be desirable for the Chief Secretary to become &>cretary of the Cabinet 
in a really effective sense and take charge of all its business; in that 
case he would automatically function as a co-ordinator of departmental' 
activities. But to give him time for this new duty it would be necessary 
to relieve hilp. of a large number of miscellaneous affairs which he has 
to handle at present. His work and responsibility will decrease with 
the constitution of a separat~ Labour and Housing Department, but 
to grant him further relief it is suggested that the following subjects 
15honld be transferred from his department :-

(1) Branch A-1 (with the exception of subjects 64 and 67 relating 
to consular officers and foreigners) and subjects 31, 57 and 58 which 
deal with exhumations, explosives, petroleum, etc. to the Home 
Department ; 

(2) Subject ~ 49 Ancient l'Ionuments, etc. to the Education 
Department ; 



(3) Subjects 2;) and 52 relating to maritime shipping, and 54 and 
55 regarding light-houses and copyrights to the Trade and Industries 
Department ; and 

(4) Parks and Gardens to the Agricultural Department. 

APPOI:li.,.~IE:ST OF HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS AND TECHNICAL 

OR PROFESSIONAL OFFICERS AS SECRETARIES. 

103. Almost all heads of departments have stated before us that in 
their view it is expedient that they should be made secretaries or joint 
secretaries to Government for their respective depa.rtments. The reason 
given for this suggestion is not that it would brin~ them into close~ 
contact with their l\linisters, Regarding this there is no complaint ; 
on the contrary, it is clear that even now very close contact exists 
between Ministers and the bends of all departments. This, we consider, 
to be most desirable and in no way inconsistent with independent scrutiny 
and tendering of advice by secretaries to 1\linisters. The demand by 
heads of departments for a footing in the Secretariat arises from a wish 
to eliminate one stage in the channel of official correspondence and to 
prevent the uelay which must in~)'itably occur during examination of 
proposals in the Secretariat. The head of one department, while 
explaining to us with evident satisfaction the technique which he had 
evolved for getting orders from his Minister without the intervention 
of the secretary, added that this procedure, besiJes hastening disposal, 
avoided leakage of information regarding postings and transfers and 
thus prcventecl the officers affected from protesting or intriguing in 
aclvance to get the orders changecl. 

10-1. We sympathise with the impatience felt by ener~;etic officers 
at what seems to them intolerable delay in the issue of orders by 
Government, and we realise that in times of real emergen~y or 
crisis procedure must give way to the needs of the moment. But we 
cannot in general support the demand of the departmental chiefs for 
secretarial status, and our opposition to it is based on principle, on facts 

and on expertence. 

10:3. The principle involved is the one propounded in the opening 
paragraph of this chapter, where the basic function of the Secretariat_ 
is shown to be to scrutinise departmental proposals so as to bring them 
into line with Government policy or to evolve a new policy to meet 

J;k II 204-.:i 
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a new situation. A Secretariat department over a long period of years 
acquires a mass of data and precedents which are probably not available 
in the head office of the department, and this often enables it to approach 
a given pr?blem from a new angle. Officers who have worked in the 
Secretariat know that proposals coming up to Government which seem 
prima facie to be in order frequently assume quite a different appearance 
after being noted on in the light of the accumulated experience of 
a Secretariat depa1tment. New aspects of a problem are pointed out 
and probable repercussions suggested which may not have occurred 
to the departmental officer. In any case, financial issues must be 
referred to the Finance Department, and proposals for appointments 
must be submitted to the Public Service Commission when the regulations 
so require. It is impossible for the head of a department, however 
experienced, to foresee in all cases how his schemes will impinge on 
Government's policy or affect other departments, and therefor:e we feel 
that, provided there is no unnecessary delay caused by inefficiency or 
overwork, the period devoted to scrutiny in the Secretariat is time well 
spent. 

106. But it is argued that all these advantages could be retained if 
the departmental chief is made a Secretary to Government and actually 
works in the Secretariat building, thus eliminating one stage of 
correspondence. We shall explain later on why we think that the 
Secretary should always be a non-technical and a non-professional man. 
But even if this were otherwise, it is, in present circumstances, 
physically impossible to bring all the heads of departments to Bombay 
and accommodate them in the Secretariat building. Besides, we think 
there is much to be said for locating the head offices of departments 
outside Bombay, ~s most of them are at present, so that the needs of 
the Province may be seen in due perspective, and not be overshadowed 
by the claims of the capital city. 

107. Experience has shown that to make the head of a department 
secretary without integrating his office with the Secretariat leads only 
to waste of time and effort. The experiment was tried in 1939 when the 
Director of Public Instruction was made Joint Secretary to Government 
and spent a certain number of days each week in Bombay. But he 
continued to correspond with himself as Director of Public Instruction 
at Poona, and files were tpoved to and fro as before. It sometimes 
happened that as Direct.or of Public Instruction he was obliged, at the 
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instanc-e of his office, to rebut the views which he himself had earlier 
expressed in the light of noting in the Secretariat. Thus, while there 
was no improvement in the disposal of work, there was created the 
absurdity of the same officer expressing divergent opinions m different 
capacities, and the experiment was abandoned. 

108. We are glad to note, therefore, that the Commissionership of 
Agriculture which was held by the Secretary to Government, Agricultural 
and Rural Development Department, has been abolished. When dealing 
with the Labour Department we shall advise that the Secretary in that 
Department should no longer be Commissioner ·of Labour, and ;in 
paragraph 116 of this report we recommend that th~ chief engineers 
should not be secretaries, and that the Secretary to Government in the 
Public Works Department should be a member of the Indian Civil 
Service or Indian Administrative Service. 

109. But some witnesses have favoured the appointment of technical. 
men as secretaries, quite apart from the theory that heads of departments 
should have secretarial status. We are however firmly of opinion that: 
secretaries should be drawn from the Indian Civil or Administrative 
Service with their background of g~eral education and administrative, 

' 
experience, and that technical and professional officers should not be 
appointed to such posts. The reasons for this view are expanded in the 
succeeding paragraphs, and in paragraph 115 we deal with the particular 
case of the Public Works Department. 

LDliTATIONS OF A SPECIALIST. 

110. A serious objection to the appointment of the head of a department 
as secretary to Government is that this would involve Gove1'D.ment's : 
depending on a professional or technical man for final advice in the . 
Rhaping of policy. A specialist, by reason of his preoccupation wi~h. 
a single problem or activity, is likely to press for the adoption of his 
own technical schemes, regardleRs of their administrative repercussions·· 
or financial implications. He has seldom opportunities of coming into · 
dose contact with all the facets of public administration or all phases· 
of public opinion. An apt description of the limitations of an expert. 
is contained in an article of the same name by Professor Harold Laski 
in Harper's Magazine, December 1930: 

"Expertise, it may be argued, sacrifices the insight of common 
sense to intensity of experience. It breeds an inability to accept new 

ilk H ::!IJ4-5u 
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views from the very depth of its preoccupation with its own conclusions. 
It sees its results out of perspective by making them the centre of 
relevance to which all other results must be related. Too often also 
it lacks humility; and this breeds in its possessors a failure in 
proportion, which makes them fail to see the obvious which is before 
their very noses. It has also a certain caste spirit about it, so that 
experts t~nd to neglect all evidence which does not come from those 
who do not belong to their own ranks. Above all, perhaps, and 
this ~s most urgently where human problems are concerned, the 
expert fails to see that every judgment he makes, nut purely factual 
in nature, brings with it a scheme of values which has no special 
validity about it. It tends to confuse the importance of his facts 

. with the importance of what he proposes to do about them." 

111. The specialist is likely to develop a limited outlook and miss the 
wood for the trees. To quote Ramsay l\iuir, * " When a body of able 
mim spend the best part of their working lives in the service of a single 
department they are very apt to lose the sense of proportion, and to 
regard their own work, not as a part of a single great labour of national 
service, but as an end in itself, of supreme importance ., . They are 
likely to be led away by a feeling of departmental loyalty which makes 
them either blind or tolerant to the defects of the department. 

NEED oF INDEPENDENT ScRUTINY. 

112. That the work of an expert should be controlled by a lay 
Minister, who as the representative of the public is the best judge of 
its interests and needs, is by now a commonly accepted principle. But 
the- need for an independent scrutiny of the technical proposals of 
an expert by an experienced administrator, who can be expected to take 
a broad and general view, is not so readily appreciated. Some of the 
wi1nesses have affirmed that such an independent non-technical scrutiny 
should be the function of the l\linister and that since in a majority of 
cases a balance is to be observed between the rival claims of departments 
for funds, examination by the Finance Department should constitute 
a sufficient independent check. Whether an already overworked 

Finance Department could exercise such a check without a preliminary 
scrutiny by the administrative department is a moot point, but in any 
case its scrutiny would extend only to the financial aspects of the case 
and not to its administrative effects. 

•Ramsay Muir," How Britain is governed'', page 74. 
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113. Those who pin their faith to the adequacy of Ministerial control 
over the ramified activities of a department are generally guided by vague 
constitutional ideas and very often ignore the practical realities. Though 
the distribution of portfolios among the Ministers is made with due 
regard to their personal aptitudes or their special interest in any 
particular hranrh of administration, it is more often decided on political 
con~iderations. It is, therefore, not unusual to find that a Minister has 
little experience or prior knowledge of the activities of his department. 
It should, therefore, be eYident that though he is able to determine 
policy and direct the conduct of administration in its broad a8pects, 
the extent to which he can exereise control over the details of 
administration is limited by his ad~ninistrative · . experience and 
the time factor. l\1. Poincare's description* of the daily round of 
a French Minister is characteristic of all l\1inisters in a democracy. 
A great part of the Minister'!'! time is swallowed up by party and cabinet 

discussions, in steering party bills through the Legislature, in election 
activities, an .-I by social engagements of all sorts. It is, therefore, 
necessary to give him the assistance of an experienced administrator, 
who can advise him in the formulation of policy on the basis of the 
11roposals made by the head of a depattment and discover from time to 
time with what fidelity and success the policy laid down by the Minister 
is carried out. 

WAST£ oF PROFESSIONAL ExPERIENCE. 

114. Another important objection to the system of appointing the 
hearl of a department to work also as secretary is that it involves 

a waste of professional talent and experience without any compensatory 
advantages. The <lualities which go to make an efficient secretiry and 
a professional expert are not generally correlated and are seldom 
combined in a single individual. The system is, therefore, wasteful in 

• two ways: first, that the head of the department is not generally able 
to supervise departmental activities by reason of his preoccupation 
with secretarial duties, and serondly, the secretarial work is done by 
an officer who has, more often than not, no special aptitude for it. 
Sufficient evidence was laid before us to show that the head of a depart
ment working also as secretary has seldom enough time for his 
professional duties, including supervision ove!, and guidance to, 
llUbordinates, which must involve a certain amount of touring. Such 

• Raymond Poincare," How France is Governed" (New York 1913), pp. 198-199. 
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a system obtains at present in the Public Works Department, and we 
had an opportunity to discuss the qu.estion with three chief engineers 
who had worked as secretaries to Government. It was found that the 
preoccupation of chief tnginens with Secretariat work left them little 
time or inclination to undertake any duties outside their headquarters, 
either for supervision of works or for establishing contacts with junior 
officers of the department and the general public. "\Ve are of opinion 
that such a complete withdrawal of the head of a department from the 
functioning of his department in the mofussil is not desirable, and we 

are con:fi~med in this view by the observations of one chief engineer i~ 
support of urgent reform in this respect. He observed, " With the 
foreshadowed increase in special engineering works, the importance of 
inspection, of solving difficulties at the site, of getting to know personally 
the projects at site, of exercising control over the tour activities of the 
Public Works Department staff, of taking an opportunity to come into 

contact with the public and subordinate staff cannot be over-emphasized. 
These and similar functions of a chief engineer cannot be properly 
carried out if he is tied down in his office in carrying out duties of a 
secretary to Government. In professional work the eye ·which has 
developed by experience counts a lot. The possibility of the 
highest techr.ical officer coming to the site and giving·a surprise visit will 
improve the tone of the whole department. In such tours the c·hief 
engineers will get an intimate knowledge of their own subordinates 
and· their grievances, and the subordinates in turn will receive useful 
instruction and advif'e. Many matters like contractors' claims and 
ex-gratia payments can be settled quickly by personal discussion on 
the spot." 

PuBLIC "\VoRKs DEPARTMEXT. 

115. We are aware that the question whether the chief engineer 
should be secretary to Government has been raised several times in the 
past, and a change has always been stoutly resisted by the department 
on various grounds. These_ mostly take the form of contentions that 
could be urged with equal show of validity by other technical depart
ments such as Medical Relief, Education, Agriculture and Forests. The 
Public 'Yorks Department, however, claims support for their argument 
from the discouraging results of an experiment carried out sixty years 
ago, from 1888 to 1892, when a junior engineer specially selected for 
his administrative abilities was selected to be S€cretary to the Public 
Works Department, the chief engineers being only the heads of their. 
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departments. The failure of this temporary' departure .from the 
procedure followf.'d both before and after is quoted as a clear 
demonstration of the need for the departmental head to be also the 
secretary. It appears to be forgotten that the one peculiarity in the 
Helection of the secretary at that time which was considered.to be its 
strong point was really the chief caune of its failure : the secretary was 
an able but junior officer of the Public Works Department. Such an 
arrangement was foredoomed to failure, as a departmental officer, and 
particularly a capable one, could not be expected easily to foreget his 
professional interests and confine himself to the purely administrative 
duties of a secretary. And if for this reason his technical tatents tended 
to as:>crt themselves in spite of the restrictions p.laced upon him, he was· 
exposed to criticism from senior officers of hi~ own service. If .this 
experience proves anything at all, it proves that the chief engineer as 
secretary ought to be replaced not by a technical but by an 
administrative man. 

116. Accordingly, we feel strongly that the Public \Yorks Department 
should be brought into line with all other departments in this matter and 
with the principle of Secretariat administration as we have stated it, 
and that in common with several other Provinces (Bengal, Madras, the I.. . 
United Provinces, the Central Provinces) the Secretary in the Public 
Works Department should be drawn from the Indian Civil or 
Administrative Sen·ice. We feel that this change might strengthen 
the position of the Chief Engineer aa the head of his technical 
department, and it is obvious that an officer with high technical 
flualifications whom Government might wish to appoint as their ~hief 
engineer might be totally lacking in aptituda for Secretariat work. 
~loreover, no important financial issue is involved. 1he pay of 
Secretaries under the new constitution will be less than in the past, 
and the pay of a civilian secretary in the Public Works Department 
unless he happens to be very senior, might well be less than t:hat of 
the chief engineer himself. In any case, the cost of a separate secr<Jtary 
will be more thEm counterbahmced by the economies suggested in the 

Public Works D(-p::.rtment Section of Chapter X. 

bTERCHANGE OF DISTRICT AND SECRETARIAT OFFICERS. 

117. If a secretary is to be capable of seeing his department as 
:1 whole, and in its proper relation to other departments, it is essential 
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that he should have had a good grounding in district experience and 
watched the working of all departments in the districts. To preserve 
continuity and provide time for increased specialisation, the need of 
which is self-evident in a periodically changi.r:g popular government, 
our first idea was to give the Secretaries a much longer tenure than is 
the case. at present. Our attention was drawn to a recommendation 
of the Bengal Administration Enquiry Committee 1944-45*. The scheme 
adumbrated by that Committee was to confine the selection of 
secretaries to district officers of twelve to fifteen years: standing who 
possessed previous Secretariat experience and then to retain them in 
the Secretariat until the end of their career. The evidence of the 
secretaries and district officers examined by us was overwhelmingly 
against such a course. Stress was laid by them on the desirability of 
periodical interchanges so as to enable the Secretariat officers to renew 
contact with district conditions periodically and prevent them from 
working in a vacuum. District conditions are now-a-days changing 
so fast that if a secretary or deputy secretary remains in the Secretariat 
for more than five years, his district experience is liable to be 
outdated. 

118. We accordingly recommend that the posts of secretaries, 
deputy and under secretaries should be held on tenure of three years 
as at present. ·we can conceive of special occasions in which short 
extensions of this tenure would be justifiable. Such extensions would 
be in order to avoid a simultaneous change of l\Iinister and secretary 
or secretary and his deputy or if the secretary is engaged on a particular 
task which his Minister wants him to see through. ·we have noticed 
an increasing tendency towards continuing Secretariat appointments 
beyond their normal tenure, which does not in all cases find an explana
tion in the :tbove reasons. This is mainly attributable to the system 
of higher pay in the Secretariat, the attractions of city life and the 
comfoJis of a non-touring post ; and the proposals made elsewhere to 
scale down the salaries of the secretaries to time scale and a special 
pay and to. provide amenities in the districts are, apart from their 
i"nherent justification, calculated to balance the above attractions and to 
make an interchange of officers between the Secretariat and the districts 
much more easy and regular. We would further propose that the term 
of a secretary should on no account be extended beyond five years and 
that no secretary or deputy or under secretary (except those promoted 

· • Report of the Bengal Administration Enquiry Committee, HJ44·45, paras. ~0 1·~03. 



from the Secretariat establishment), who has completed his tenure in 
the Secretariat should be re-employed therein in any capacity unless 

he acquires fresh district experience for nt least a period of three 

years. 

119. Some witnesses expressed a view that such district experience 

would be useful even to a<;sistant secretaries and superintendents, who, 

it is felt, note on the reports of the district and departmental officers 

without a full comprehension of facts. We do not accept this suggestion, 

since the main work of the subordinate staff in the Secretariat is only 

to submit the· reports of the district and departmental officers with 

1mggestions for action in the light of past orders an~ precedents. 

120. But we agree with the view that some deputy collectors should 

be given training in Secretariat work and procedure. This practice 

will <·reate a nucleus of provincial service officers holding " listed'' 

posts and having Secretariat experience, and these may ba considered 

eligible for appointments to higher Secretariat posts along with members 

of th<' Indian Civil and Administrative Services. We accordingly 

rPcommend that 25 per cent of the posts of under secretaries should be 

earmarhd for deputy collectors. 

pAY OF SECRETARIES. 

121. When new Governors' Provinces were formed after the Act of 

1919, the pay of Secretaries was not kept at the figure of Rs. 3,000 which 

had prevailed in tl1e three Presidencies, but was based on grade pay pl11S 
Rpecial pay. Out of the three Presidencies, 1\ladras accepted the new 

basis, and Bengal also readjusted the salaries of its secretaries. The 

fixed pay of Rs. 3,000 was, however, retained in Bombay •Province 

owing to representations made by the officers concerned. The grounds 

on which this pay was held to be justified were the special qualitjes 

needed for Secretariat work, the extra responsibility assumed by 

secretaries, and the great expense of living at the headquarters of 

Government. In our opinion, these grounds are no longer tenable, and 

though srcretarics may be entitled to some special pay as sugges~ ... 

later, the great disparity betwern their pay and that of district 

officrrs should not continue. That special aptitude is needed for 

&•rretariat work cannot be denied. Clarity of thought and expression, 

with ability to draft official correspondence in precise and tactful 



ianguage, are obviously needed, but these qualities differ in kind rather 

than in degree from those required by district officers, and some, 
>ndeed may think that the latter are more important than the former. 

In present day conditions a district officer m11st possess energy, initiative, 

readiness to accept responsibility and take decisions in emergency, 

and this must be combined "ith a new responsiveness to the public and 
the power to endure criticism which may often be ill-informed, if not 

actually malicious. Compared with the rough and tumble of district 

life, a Secretary may be said to lead a sheltered existence, and although 

he no doubt has a share in shaping policy, the final responsibility for 
it is not his, but the Minister's. In the matter of amenities too he is at 

a great advantage over the district officer. ·we are recommending in 

paragraph 397 that increased comforts should be provided in districts, 

though with the present dearth of materials it must be some time before 
these can be made available. But in any case life in the districts can 

never compete with that at headquarters in cultural amenities and abovo 
all facilities for education. As regards the cost of living, under 
present conditions there is little difference in this respect between city 

and district life. Thus it might plausibly be argued that if any special 
pay is available, it should be given to those who bear the burden and 

heat of the day in the districts rather than to their more favoured 
colleagues at headquarters. 

122. The existing wicle difference between Secretariat and di.,trict 

pay is a source of embarrassment to Government wben appointing 

Secretaries. Owing to the special qualities required for the Secretariat, 
Government must have the freest possible hand in selecting offi~ers for 
Secretariat duties and should be in a position to appoint officers 

possessin~ these qualities irrespective of their seniority. But when this 

involves, as it does now, granting a junior officer serving in the 

Se~retariat pay far in excess of that of his seuiors in the districts, 
a semblance, if not the reality, of supersession is created and gives rise 

·to great discontent. When senior officers have protested against being 
passed over for Secretariat Hppointments, Government have always 
emphasized that the latter are special posts which no one can claim by 

virtue of seniority. But it is difficult to reconcile this proposition with 

the p1·esent policy of giving precedence to seniority unless definite unfitness 
for a higher post is proved, and in any case constant clamour from 

senior officers cannot fail to influence GoYernment and may interfere 
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with their choice of the really Inost capable men. In the preceding 

paragraph we have recommended the frequent i~terchange of secretaries · 
and district officers. This, if adopted, would involve the appointment 

of ser:retaries of varying degrees of seniority and would in itself make 

any pronounced difference in remuneration undesirable. Accordingly 

we recommend that secretaries' posts should no longer be outside the 

time &cale and that officers appointed as secr3taries should draw the 

pay to which their seniority in the service entitles them .. We feel; 

however, that some special pay for work in the Secretariat is necessary, 

though not on the scale hitherto followed. Such special pay would find 

justification in the fact that though secretaries ruay not ·legally be 

responsible for policy they have a share in frart1ing it, and the principle 

that special pay should be attached to posts iri·head offices is followed 

in all departments. Accordingly, we recommend that secretaries should 

l1e gi,·en a special pay of Rs. 250. This, while adequ,ately rewarding 

them for their particular talents and for the admittedly heavy strain of 

f'euetariat duty, would not we hope excite the envy of district officers 

to the same extent as the high puy of Secretaries has done in the 

past. 

123. We realise tJ1at full effect to this recommendation cannot be 

given in the case of Indian Civil·~ervice officers who are prote.ct.ed by the 

Government of India's guarantee. I~ terms of this guarantee these 

officprs will be entitled to the present pay of secretaries up to the 

number of such posts which were reserved fnr them before the transfer 

of power. The anomaly will be unavoidable so long as Indian Civil 

Service officer:s remain in service and are appointed to the Secretariat. 

Its effects will he minimised to the extent to which more senior 

amon~ them are !':elected as secretaries. 

RELATIONS BETWEE~ THE SECRETARY AND THE MINISTER. 

12!. Having dwsen the most eligible officer for appointment to a 

secretarial post, it is in the hi~hest degree necessary and desirable that 

his st>rvices should he utili~ed in such a manner as to be most helpful 

to the Minister on the one hand, and to the departmental awl district 

officers on the other. This may hest be achieYed by the l\Enister, who,. 

though a responsible political chief, is not a profe:o;sional administrator, 

!raving a wide field for final di~posal to the secrt>tary after assuring 

himself that the line of action to be followed by the secretary is such as 

£:onforms to Ministerial policy. 



125. \V e realise that the extent to which authority may be delegated 

by a Minister to his secretary is largely a matter of personal equation. 
A provision for such delegation exists in instruction 2 (2) of Instructions 
regarding the Business of Government, issued under rules made under 

section 59 of the Government of India Act, 1935. It is not possible to 
prescribe any hard and fast rules for the delegation of such authority, 
but we suggest that in addition. to the cases mentioned in the instruction 

referred to above, routine matters and matters governed by set rules 
should be disposed of by secretaries, unless for special reasons the 
Minister desires to see any particular case or class of cases before 
disposal. Such a dele~ation of administrative functions would strengthen 
the sense of responsibility and initiative among the secretaries and 
would help to remove that bugbear of modern administration, red tape. 
Both speed of disposal and efficiency of administrative direction will 
thus be secured. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SECRETARY AND 

HEAD OF A DEPARTMENT. 

126. On their part the secretaries must also exert themselves ~o foster 

the same feelings among departmental heads and district officers. 
As a general working rule, we would lay down that executive functions 
should not be transacted in the Secretariat ab initio and that the 
technical advice tendered by the head of a department should not be 
questioned by the secretary or his deputies on technical grounds. The 
secretarv should confine himself to a broad administrative scrutinv of " . 
the technical proposals of the head of the department and should not 
initiate schemes without consulting him. We have heard complaints 
that orders issued in the Secretariat do not show a full comprehension 

• 
of the technical issues involved or of the practical difficulties likely to be 
encountered in executing them. The head of a department has. the 
r·ight to •demand that he should be consulted in all matters affecting his 
department, but neither he nor the secretary is entitled to claim that his 
advice in the field of policy should be acted upon. Both function as 
advisers to the Minister, and to that extent their duties are 
complementary. The system can work successfully only if they evince 
a desire to reach agreement and frequently resort to personal discussion 
to iron out their differences. In min~r matters their agreed conclusions 
should issue as Government orders, but in all in1portant matters and in 
cases of disagreement the secretary should submit the file to the 

:Minister and obtain his instructions. 
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JoiNT, DEPUTY AND UNDER SEcRETARIEs. 

127. We have already made a reference to the unsatisfactory practice 
of allowing the deputy and even under secretaries to submit papers 
direct to the l\Iinister. To the extent to which this has been rendered 
necessary by increased work and the desire of the Ministers to satisfy 
themselves on the smallest details, our proposals for the reconstitution 
of the Secretariat departments and for proper delegation of powers to 
the secretaries should improve matters. We also feel that the secretary 
of each of the Secretariat departments as reconstituted should be able 
to manage with the help of only one under secretary. The only possible 
exceptions to this arrangement would be Finant)e and perhaps Revenue . . 
which may need a deputy secretary. But in any.case it should no longer 
be necessary to have joint or additional secretaries. The deputy and 
unrler secretaries should receive a special pay of Rs, 200 and Rs. 150 
respectively as at present. 



CHAPT .ER Vll. 

SECRETARIAT PROCEDURE. 

128. A Secretariat department is, for its internal working, suh
divilled into branches, each in charge of a superintendent, who is assisted 
by a senior noting assistant, one or t'vo junior assistants and a general 
duty clerk. The work of two or three sup<>ri~tendents is supervised by 
an assistant secretary, who is an officer promoted from the permanent 
establishment of the department. The department as a whole is 
served by an issue and filing section, also under a superintendent, where 
the work of registering receipts and issues, filing, typing etc. is done. 
The procedur~ of receipting, filing and noting is laid down in Secretariat 
Instructions and the Manual of Office Procedure, generally known as 
"Maxwell's Manual". 

REPORT OF 1\IESSRS. IBCON LTD. 

129. In our examination of the Secretariat procedure we have been 
a~sisted by Messrs. lbcon Ltd., a firm which has specialised in the 
investigation of working methods of business and government 
organisations. The services of Messrs. Ibcon Ltd. were employed by 
Government at our instance for a period of two months, and they were 
asked to confine their inquiry to what then was the General Department 
of the Secretariat as a sample. A superintendent of the General 
Department was associated with this enquiry in order to explain to the 
representatives of the firm the main features of the Secretariat procedure 
and the limitations under which Government offices had to work. 
Th.e purpose of this inquiry was to discover by analysis of work load and 
of the moven;ent of files if disposal in the Secretariat was expeditious 
and to ascertain wh')ther the creation of an Organisation and l\Iethods 
Departl'll.ent would be advantageous. The report of l\Iessrs. lbcon Ltd. 
is reproduced as Appendix E. Benefiting by the broad outlines of the 
:findings of the Report and after a careful scrutiny of the Secretariat 
Instructions and l\Iaxwell's Manual, we suggest the following 
reorganisation of office procedure. 

Co:\IMITTEE oF AssiSTA~T SECRETARIES. 

130. It is apparent from the Secretariat Instructions that the duties 
of assistant secretaries were intended to be managerial but in practice we 
find that the'y are given considerable noting work. This somewhat 
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irregular practice seems to have originated either with the conversion of 
some under secretaries' posts into posts of assistant secretaries due to 
retrenchment, or with the tendency of newly appointed officers of 
a department to rely more and more on the experience of their assistant 
secretaries. Promoted from the subordinate ranks, the assistant 
secretanes are well conversant with secretariat business and procedure. 
They are indispensable under a system in which the higher officers of 
a department are birds of passage and are often ignorant of 
departmental traditions at the time of their appointment. We suggest 
that the assistant secretaries should primarily attend to office 
supervision, control of staff and accounts and shol:J.ld not ordinarily do 
any noting work unless specially requested by a higlier officer to note on 
a particular subject. But ·with their prolonged. -acquaintance with 
actual departmental business, they should be able to assist in the 
1lisposal of routine cases and sign fair copies of letters already approved 
by higher officers as at present. Equally important is their work of 
receiving mail, giving proper instructions to the superintendents 
regarding its disposal and marking urgent references. 

131. One of the main recommendations of Messrs. Ibcon Ltd. was 
the setting up of an Organisation ,_nd Methods Department in the 
Secretariat, charged with the work of improving procedure. We 
however feel that both on account of cost and the paucity of trained 
p~rsonncl it will be some time before such an organisation is set up. 
1 n the meantime we recommend that the assistant secretaries 
of all departments should form a Committee for handling the 
Organisation and Methods work of the Secretariat. A suggestion book 
should be maintained in each department in order to encourage the 
departmental staff to offer suggestions regarding improvements in 
procedure. The suggestions of each department, approved by its 
assistant secretary, should then be considered by the committee. of 
assistant secretaries, who should submit its recommendations to the 
Chief Secretary for approval. The approved modifications in procedure 
should then be introduced. 

WHITLEY COUNCILS. 

13~. Government have approved the establishment of joint councils 
and committees on the plan of Whitley Councils for all the departments 
and larger offices in the province. We think that these bodies might 
abo be invited to suggest improvements in office procedure. 
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SIZE OF BRANCHES. 

133. While the intention of Secretariat Instruction 66 is 
definitely to make t~f' duties of the superintendent supervisory, even as 
his designation shows, a practice has grown up under which 
a superintendent deals originally with complicated cases. This fact 
was independently noticed by Messrs. Ibcon Ltd., whose report 
mentioned that the proportion of superintendents to clerks in the 
dealing branches in the General Department was 12 : 38, that is, 
approximately one superintendent for every three clerks. This practice 
in our judgment not only interferes with the effective supervision of the 
superintendent over the work of his noting assistants, but also deprives 
the latter of opportunities of training and guidance from the 
superintendent. Instruction 66 perniits an assistant to submit his 
papers direct to a higher officer, unless the superintendent requires their 
submission through him, thus diminishing the extent of his supervision. 
We accordingly recommend that the superintendent should have only 
supervisory functions and that as a rule noting assistants should send all 
papers through him, unless some of the senior assistants are specially 
permitted by a higher officer to submit cases direct to him. As the 
superintendent would then be relieved of original noting work, he should 
be able to supervise the work of five to six assistants. It is therefore 
suggested that any two branches of a department which dea.I 
with allied subjects should be amalgamated and placed under one 
superintendent. It would perhaps be necessary to strengthen the 
combined branch by the addition of one or more senior assistants' posts 
in place of the superintendent released Ly the amalgamation, 

DELAYS. 

134. We have heard frequent complaints that the working in the 
Secretariat, and for that matter in any Government organisation, is 
extremely dilatory compared with business methods. We concede that 
Government offices have to work under obvious limitations which make 
it impossible for them to attain anything like the prompt methods of 
commercial concerns. A businessman has full discretion to act so long 
as the balance sheet shows a profit. But the actions of a government 
officer can be challenged in the Legislature, in the Courts and by the 
Auditor-General. He has, therefore, to be careful that some written 
record is kept of his decisions and the reasons underlying them. In 
order to maintain consistency in departmental action, he must rPfer 
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to old files and take his decisions in the light of precedents. Some 
amount of delay IS therefore unavoidable, but the finding of 
~Iessrs. lbcon Ltd. that the average period of disposal of a. receipt is 
as much as 127 hours, equivalent to 18 full working days, clearly indicates 
that there is room for improvement. Several of the suggestions in this 
and the preceding chapter are designed to reduce to a minimum the 
delay complained of. At the iame time we would emphasize that no 
amount of improvement in the structure or procedure of an organisation 
can increase efficiency or quicken disposal unless the staff pulls its weight 
and works as a team·. 

NoTING. 

135. l\luch of this delay is due to the prolix and sometimes pointless 
noting which takes place in the Secretariat inspite of the Instructions 
31 and 32, which lay down that no unnecessary summaries of correspon
dence should be included in the notes which should supply in the most 
concise form the material immediately necessary for a decision. In the 
preceding chapter we have indicated the different yet complementary 
spheres within which the secretary and the head of a department should 
work and have recommended that there should be no. technical scrutiny 
in the Secretariat. The noting in the Secretariat should, therefore, begin 
where the proposal of the head .ef a department ends. It should be 
confined to the. administrative and financial implications of the propOiilals 
without going into too many details. Conciseness and a direct style 
should be encouraged. In this as in several other respects the Secretariat 
Instructions are designed to ensure both speedy and efficient disposaL 
If the officers concerned comply with these instructions themselves and 
insist on their subordinates doing so, most of the defects in Secretariat 
procedure that have come to our notice will be remedied. 

13G. There is scope for improving the method of noting when 
a reference has to be seen by more than one branch in the same depa~ment 
or hy more than one department in the Secretariat. 'Vhen a case 
is to be noted upon by more than one branch in a department, it is the 
praetice to send a pencilled note to tbe branches concerned, which make 
a<lditions to it. The original branch then sends a consolidated typed 
note to the superintendents of the branches consulted for their initials. 
in tukPn of having seen it. This practice results in considerable delay 
and waste of effort. It should be possible for the initiating branch t(} 
~end a typed note to the other branches, inviting reference to the points 
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on which their opinion is required. After the case is thus no\ed upon 
by all the branches concerned, it should go to the initiating branch, which 
can then present it to a higher officer after reviewing the whole position 
and, if necessary, removing any inconsistency. 

137. A similar procedure should be followed when a reference concerns 
more than one department or a case is referred to another department for 
its opinion or advice. In such a case the original department should give 
a brief statement of facts, specifying the points on which the other 
departments are expected to note as required by instruction 81. We 
.h we had evidence that this practice is not followed and its absence is 
particularly marked when a case is sent to the Finance Department for its 
concurrence to the expenditure proposed or to the Legal Department for 
its opinion on a point of law. Whenever a proposal is referred to the 
Finance Department, its financial implications should be clearly 
indicated. In particular the administrative departments should not 
-shirk their responsibility for rejecting proposals which are clearly un
acceptable and thus avoid unnecessary references to the Finance 
Department. Similarly when the Legal Remembrancer is to be consulted 
on a point of law, he should be given a clear statement of the points on 
which his opinion is sought. In fact instruction 104 enjoins this 
procedure, but it seems to have been lost sight of. In the previous 
chapter we have already recommended the appointment in each of the 
Revenue, Home and Local Self-Government Departments of a legal 
assistant whose duty it will be to present the facts in a suitable form 
unless he can himself supply the necessary legal advice. ·when a case 
-concerns two departments and their first noting discloses a difference of 
<>pinion, personal discussion between officers of the departments should 
be more fre~uently resorted to in preference to continued noting as 
advised in Secretariat Instruction 86. 

URGENT J ... ABELS. 

138. Another cause of urgent references being delayed is that the 
~·urgent" and "very urgent" labels are affixed to too many files, 
{lepending in many instances upon the sense of importance which a clerk 
attaches to a particular case. We have also been told that sometimes 
labels once attached to files remain there long after the urgent reference 
has been disposed of. Urgency loses its significance, if too many files 
have urrrent labels attached to them. Instructions 19 and 20 fi.""r the ,.., 
resp:msibility on the assistant secretary for seeing that these flags are 
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prop 'rly attached. But the a<>sistant secretary is not able to supervise 
thi:i \\·ork properly, as files are not generally submitted to higher officers 
through him. We therefore recommend that the superintendent of 
a branch, through whom all the ca<>es will now pass as proposed by us, 
~houlJ. be held responsible for seeing that these labels are attached and 
removed at proper stages. These labels should have the name· of the 
department printed or stamped on them, and every officer attaching an 
·'urgent" or" wry urgent" label to a case should initial and date it, so 
that it may be p'),;sible to fix responsibility in case of misuse. 

Issu-E AXD FILIYG SECTIOY. 

1:3!). Another p')tent cause of delay is the large number of stages 
through which a receipt p<1sses before final dispo·sal. The track of a file. 
is kept by two agencies : the movement clerk ·lj.ttached to the filing 
-;Pction, who records every mo\?ement of the file from the dealing branch 
to the registry or to another department and the general duty clerk, who 
notes its movement when the file pa<>ses through the branch to a higher 
officer or ''ice versa, or when it goes .to the filing section. We feel that 
thrse unnecessary movements from the dealing branch to the registry 

· could be eliminated if the duty of keeping track of a file is entrusted to 
a di<1rist working in the branch itself. The Maxwell system, while 
separating the purely mechan!t:al work from case dealing, tended to 
{)entralise all routine in the filing section. By this division of work the 
time of the more intelligent and highly paid assistants is not wasted in 
performing routine duties. But it is no essential part of the scheme 
that the clerks who do the routine work should be concentrated in the 
filt> s:>ction. In fact we understand that even now in some departments 
th·~ gen<>ral duty clerk who is attached to a dealing branch keeps entries 
of ca,.;;es and their subsequent movements. "'e therefore recommend 
that while the mail received in the registry will continue to be registered 
by the reeeipt clerk in a skeleton diary, the work of indexing and keeping 
record of m:lwments of cases should be done in the branch itself. \Ve 
thin\:: that the general duty clerk should be able to attend to.this work in 
a<hlition to his own duties. He would then receive mail, make necessary 
t>ntries in the regist.ers and distribute the mail among the noting assistants. 
Hr alone would be responsible for keeping a record of the movement of 
tiles. It s~ems necessary to note the movement of a file only when it 
goes to or comes from a higher officer or )linister, when it is serit to 
.another <lepa.rtment unofficially or when it is retur~ed to the filiu~ section. 

MO·II l3k H :?0~-6a 
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But if it is found that in any particular branch the work is so heavy that 
the general duty clerk is not able to cope with it, an additional post o[ 
lower division clerk may be created. What entries of a receipt 
should be kept and whc~.t movements of ,a file shoulcf be recorclerl. 
are matters which should be decided by the Committee of assistant 

secretaries. 

140. Under our system the filing section would be concerned only 
with the custody of files when they are not required in the branches. 
The filing section should then be able to carry on with one receipt c~erk,_ 
two filing clerks and one general duty assistant-cum-librarian. The 
receipt clerk will receive the mail for the whole department, open it in 
the presence of the assistant secretary and then distribute it among the 
branches aftflr stamping each paper ·with the date and entering it in the
skeleton diary. The filing clerks will be responsible for issuing files to the
branches or receiving them for custody. This work can be facilitated 
if the practice current in libraries is adopted. Every file should have 
a card attached to it, so that there is either a file in the filing rack along 
with its card or the card is found in its place showing an entry of its 
issue to some branch. No further entry need be kept. The general 
duty assistant will be in charge of the library of the department. The 
i-;sue section of the department should be manned by two examiners and 
two despatchers. There is no need for separate posts of issue clerks,_ 
whose work should be distributed among the examiners. The registry 
should have in addition one cashier and a confidential clerk. We are 
aware that the post of head of the registry branch has been up~:,rraded to 
a superintendentship, but now with the changes suggested it may be 
placed under a senior assistant as before. 

NUMBERING OF FILES. 

141. Th~ necessity of maintaining card indiees and file registers
under the l\Iaxwell system can be obviated by the following method. 
In each department there should be a systematic classification of 5ubjects 
carefully thought out in advance, so as to leave room for any further 
additions to the list. The subjects should be divided into major 
classifications, groups, sub-groups and individual topics. Each file 
should then be marked according to this classification by a number 
consisting of four digits, the first digit corresponding to the major 
classification, the second to the group, the third to the sub-group and the
fourth to the individual topic. This file number would serve not only
as a symbol for the subject and a reference nnmber on correspondence. 
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:but would also indicate the location of the file in the record room. This 
method is essentially similar to that adopted in libraries for the numbering 
and location of books. 

GENERAL DUTY CLERKS • 

.142. As we stated earlier, every branch is served by a general duty 
derk, commonly known as a searcher, whose duties are purely routine 
such as searching for previous references and bringing necessary fi.l~s. 
The usual practice seems to be not to give these clerks any noting work, 
and this causes difficulty in making a selection from them for every 
fourth vacancy reserved for them in the Upper Divi~ion. We accordingly 
recommend that they should be given simple notii:g work and tried in 
officiating vacancies, so that their ability in noting and drafting can be 
tested before they are considered for promotion. 

143. In an interim report,* we have already drawn attention to the 
invidious distinction made between general duty clerks .and typists; 
·which debars the latter from promotion to the Upper Division. 
Matriculate typists seem to have a reasonable complaint that they are 
.in effect penalised for possessing the additional qualification of knowing 
typing. To remove this grievance ;~e have proposed that there should 
be a combined cadre of matriculat~ typists and general duty clerks and 
that knowletlge of typing should be made a preferential qualification 
for it. 

EsTABLISHME~T PROPOSALS OF THE FINANCE DEPARTMENT. 

144. At present the establishment proposals relating to all the 
·(h•partments of the Secretariat are referred to the Finance Department 
where they und.ergo careful scrutiny before adoption by Government. 
Establishment cases pertaining to the Finance Department may 
however escape that objective and impersonal scrutiny which the 
Finance Department bestows on similar cases from other departments. 
'rith a view to bring the establishment proposals of the Finance 
Dt'partment in line with such proposals of other departments, they 
should be referred for scrutiny to the Political and Services Department. 
"\Y e trust that the Finance Department will readily appreciate the 
inherent justification of our recommell:d~tion, which is in conformity 
with the practice of several other governments. 

•}'or detaihl, 10ee Interim Report in App,.ndix D. 
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REJ.'ERENCES OUTSIDE THE SECRETARIAT. 

145. We have been told that Secretariat Instruction HII 
regarding the removal of notes recorded in departments other than that. 
mak-ing an unofficial reference outside the Secretariat was not generally 
followed. We are of opinion that unless a secretary feels that 
there is a definite advantage in letting the head ofa department outside 
the Secretariat see the noting of other Secretariat departments, it 
should be removed before sending the £1e outside the Secretariat. This 
precaution should especially be observed with regard to the notes of the 
Finance Department. 

AccmntoDATIO:X AXD EQUIPME:YT. 

146. We believe that one of the factors contributing to the decline in 
efficiency is the overcrowding in the Secretariat buildings. The main 
building was constructed about 75 years ago v.·hen the departments were 
few and the personnel manning them was small. With the advent of" 
the popular ministry accommodation for ten Ministers in place of the 
former three Executiv-e Councillors, their Parliamentary Secretaries and 
personal staff had to be found. The multiplication of the Secretariat 
departments and the increase in the size of the staff required to carry 
out the development programme of the Ministry have taxed the resources 
of the administration to find suitable accommodation for all. No less 
than six departments, viz~ Finance, Revenue, .Agriculture, Law, Civil 
Supplies and Education and Industries have been housed haphazardly 
on different floors and verandahs of the main building and the four 
temporary hutments in the compound of the Secretariat and Royal 
Institute . of Science. In the Finance, Legal and Education and 
Industries Departments officers sit on floors different 'from those on 
which their offices are iocated, with the result that they are not able to 
exercise adequate supervision over the staff. In many places three or . 
four officers are huddled together in one small room, which hardly gives 
them enough breathing space and privacy. l\Iany rooms, especially 
those on the ground floor, have insufficient light and ventilation. 'Ye 
have pro~osed thirteen departments in all, for which suitable 
accommodation has to be found. The present building can 
conveniently accommodate, in addition to the ~linisters, the 
Parliamentary Secretaries and their personal staff, not more than six 
departments, two on each of the ground, second and third floors. It is 
essential that another building should be constructed for housing the-
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other departments. '"' e feel that sooner or later thP time must come 
when Government should construct a modern . building for its 
departments. But since this obviously cannot be done in the near 
future, the Elphinstone College, for which the present location is 
unsuitable, should be housed elsewhere and its building should be 
utilized for the Secretariat. A department ought to be located as 
a homogeneous unit on a single floor of the building, and its layout 
should be such that the assistant secretary is able to supervise the 
working of the staff. 

14 7. If funds permit, there is great scope for improving Secretariat 
working by the use of mechanical devices, Inter-departmental 
telephone connections will save time and reduce messenger service. · 
Messrs. Ibcon Ltd. have proposed centralisation. of despatch for all 
departments with a view to facilitate the use of such instruments as 
envelope sea ling machines and franking machines. Though we are not 
in favour of any further centralisation of despatch, the possibility of 
using franking machines should be further explored so as to eliminate 
the labour of accounting for service stamps. Further as pointed out by 
Messrs. Ibcon Ltd., the active and pending cases within the branches are 
stored in old wooden almirahs. Steel filing cabinets of modern design 
should be introduced so as to .f"cilitate searching and improve the 
appearance of the offices. 

SECRETARIAT LIBRARY. 

148. In the course of our enquiry we have felt the want of a central 
library in the Secretariat, well organised and well stocked with books on 
administration. The need for such a central library cannot be 
over-emphasized, as it is necessary to keep the Secretariat officers 
abreast of the latest developments in administrative technique and to 
enable them to remain in touch with the efforts made in other provinces 
in India and elsewhere to cope with analogous problems. At present 
each department maintains its own library of books and periodicals 
which are required for reference in its day-to-day working. In addition 
to these there is under the Director of Publicity a library, which is 
intendt'd for the use of officers in the Secretariat and the heads of 
departments. This library is also open to the members of the 
legislature and the public as a reference library. We propose that in 
addition to the libraries maintained by each department, the Secretariat 
should have a central library in charge of a trained librarian. The 
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library under the Director of Publicity and any surplus books which the 
individual departments can transfer to it will form the nucleus of this 
central library. AS a preliminary step the Publicity Department and 
individual departments of the Secretariat should be asked to prepare 
lists of books which their libraries contain at present, the latter 
indicating the books which could be transferred to the Central library. 
The departments' libraries will then be confined to such books and 
periodicals as they consider to be essential for their day-to-day 
functioning. But even these should be included in the combined 
catalogue maintained by the central library. The books and perio:Jicals 
in the Record Office should also be included in this combined catalogue. 
There should be a central reading hall, which will be easy of access to all 
the officers of the Secretariat. This library should be generally 
available only to the Secretariat officers and members of the Legislature. 
The general public should have acce~s to it only by permission when 
they require books of special interest which are not available elsewhere. 
The library should be administered by a Library Committee of three or 
four secretaries with the Chief Secretary as its Chairman. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

DIYISIONA.L COl\BliSSIONERS AND BOARD OF RF.VENUE. 

CONTINUITY OF ADMINISTRATION. 

l-19. In a previous chapter we have recounted the impact of British 
1;onstitutiona.l' theories and system of administration on the national 
lt'<l.tlership of India. Both the central and the provincial administrations 
have been modelled on the British system, which for its successful working 
tlt•p,'nds on co-op~ration between its constituent elements, (1) the lay 
and popularly elected ministers and (2) the expert and non-political 
permanent officials. The first elemeat introduces vigour and drive into 
the administration and brings it in line with the social and economic 
ureds of the time, while the second makes for stabili.ty and continuity. 
In our exa.mination of the provincial administration w~ have been struck 
by the absence of a p~rma.nent body of officials comprising the best 
administrative experience, whose main function is to ' assist the 
Government in formulating policy and in supervising general administra
tion. The necessity of constituting such a body of expert administrators, 
in order to secure continuity and uniformity, cannot be over-emphasised, 
PRp?cially under a system of Government by popular representatives 
who are primarily political leaders and may not in all cases possess 
administrative experience. At present continuity and expert advice are 
partially secured by a system under which the divisional commissioners 
nwet in conference every quarter and advise Government on questions 
:-;pr•cifically referred to them. Valuable as they are, such periodical 
nwPtings can hardly fill the need for continuous a'>sistance felt by 
Gowrnment. l\loreover as detailed below, after a careful study of the 
t>vid('nce before us, we have come to the conclusion 1!hat the system of 
tf'rritorial commissioners has long been outmoded and that for both 
atlvisory and supervisory functions it is necessary to replace them by 
a Boa.rd of Revenue. 

THE WANING IN~'LUENCE OF THE CoMMISSIONERS. 

150. Replies to our questionnaire have disclosed a substantial majority 
in favour of the abolition of territorial commissioners, as serving no 
t•ssf'ntial functions in relation either to district administration or to 
provincial government. This has not come to us as a surprise, in view 
t1f the fact that for a long time the influence wielded by the divisional 
t;ommissioners over the district administration has been only formal, 
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and their value as co-ordinating authorities for other departments has 
been practically non-existent. This dwindling of their influence as. 
regional heads of administration was notice~ as early as 1908 by the the 
Royal Commission upon Decentralisation in India appointed in the year 
1907. The Royal Commission advocated their continuance as a. 
necessary link in the chain of administration and made specific recom-
mendations to invest them with wider powers in revenue and establi:,;h
ment matters, and of co-ordination and control over the activities of 
provincial departments*. Successive Committees appointed by the 
Government of Bombay have proposed changes in the system, thus 
bearing testimony to the reduced power and prestige of the Commissioners .. 
The Bombay Retrenchment Committee of 1923 suggested that their work 
should be redistributed on a subject basis and that they should function 
as Secretaries to Government for the several subjects allotted to them. t 
On the other hand, a contrary recommendation was made by 
the Re-organisation Committee, Bombay, 1933, viz. that a Board oi 
Revenue consisting of two members should be constituted, but that it 
should work on a territorial basis, each member attending to cases in 
a particular region.! We feel that it is not a practical proposition to 
suggest at this late stage that the waning influence of the commissioners 
should be revived and that they should be restored to their former plac~ 
as local heads of administration. 

IN DEFENCE OF THE SYSTEM. 

151. As is usual in the case of old historical institutions which have 
outlived their usefulness, the system has been defended by some 
protagonists, mostly drawn from the officer class. The arguments in 
favour of the retention of divisional commissioners are generally founded 
on the basis of what they should be rather than on what they are. It is 
maintained that owing to the size of the province it is .essential to have· 
officers of this rank and seniority to supervise district administration, 
to train and guide junior collectors, to co-ordinate the work of district 
officers of other departments and to advise Government on questions of 
policy and general administration from their personal knowledge of 
district conditions. It has also been suggested that they can render 
useful service 'in framing divisional plans of reconstruction and in 
supervising their execution. 

*Report of the Royal Commission upon Deremralisation in India, 190fl, parngraphs. 
487-503. 

tRe port of the Bombay Retrenchment Committe£>, 1923. page 19. 
t Report ofthe Bombay Reorganisation Committee, 1933, paragraph 3::?4. 
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GnoANCE TO THE CoLLECTORs. 

152. It appears to us that the chief utility of the comllllsswners 
should be gauged by the extent to which their guidance to the collectors 
and advice to Government are considered useful and essential. It .has 
Leen stated in evidence before us that as touring officers they can obtain 
first-hand k11owledge of officials in the districts and conditions prevailing 
there, and that their guidance and help should be found useful by 
collectors, especially in dealing with disturbances and in supply matters. 
The necessity of such guidance, it is argued, will be more keenly felt 
during the next few years as most of the collectorates are manned by 
junior Indian Civil Service and provincial service offiGers. It is admitted 
by these witnesses that the value of any .such guidance is considerably 
reduced by the fact that two of the three commissionerships have been 
recently filled by judicial officers, whose experience of revenue 
administration has been practically nil. But it is maintained that with 
their mature judgment and experience, even though related to another 
field, they should be able to adapt themselves to their new duties in 
a short time. In any case, it is argued, this is a transitional phase, 
occasioned by the premature retirement of British personnel and should 
not detract from the intrinsic merits of the system. 

153. We examined some district officers and a senior ·officer of the 
Indian Civil Service who had considerable' experience as Commissioner 
in all the three divisions of the province regarding the value and the extent 
of guidance received by. the district officers from the commissioners. We 
have it on their authority that this largely depends on personal factors. 
We do not dispute the point that it is still open to an energetic and tactful 
collllllissio~er to influence district administration by useful and timely 
advice to the district officers, especially if he can inspire COI}fidence in 
them and encourage th'em to bring their difficulties to him. But a system 
which depends so largely upon such personal factors is doomed 
to failure. Various causes have contributed to the gradual elimination 
of the commissioners' personal influence on the district· administration, 
such as the development of provincial departments, loss of their
discretionary authority due to the codification of law and the increasing 
tendency on the part of Government to deal directly with the district · 
officers. Not the least of these causes is the growing inclination of the 
public, helped and encouraged to some extent by improved communica
tions and telegraphic facilities, to appeal to Government direct from the 
decisions of di~trict officers. This inclination is further accentuated by 
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·the fact that the local representatives in the legislature have direct access 
to the Ministers and are ab1e personally to air the grievances of their 

·constituents. The commissioners have therefore acted in the past on 
many occasions merely as channels of communication between 
Government and the district officers, and this has given rise to the 
criticism that they are little more than post offices. 

As ADVISERs TO GovERNMENT. 

154:. We have already referred to the practice of the commissiOners 
meeting in conference every quarter to thrash out questions of 

·common interest. This occa'!ion is availed of by Government to seek 
their collective advice on matters affecting general administration or 
involving any new departurea of policy. When the points under 

·discussion involve other departments, it is customary for the 
commissioners to co-opt the head of the Department concerned 
and obtain his views. Up to the year 1890 the commissioners used to 
stay in Poona during the rains, and this permitted them at least during 
that period to be in frequent session for discussing questions referred 
to them by Government. Such frequent conferences have been 
rendered impossible now that the commissioners stay throughout the 
year within their divisional charges ; and though there is nothing to 
prevent special conferences being called to deal with urgent references, 
such conferences have rarely been held. The result is that questions on 
which their advice is necessary have to be held over until the next 
conference, or in cases which can brook no delay their joint opinion has 
to be dispensed with. The conference system therefore as a possible 
alternative to a Board of Revenue is open to the objection that the 

·-divisional commissioners consistently with their local duties cannot be 
e.xpected to be in continuous or frequent session and that consultation 
with them by Gowrnment cannot be placed on a statutory footing. 

REGIONAL OuTLOOK. 

155. It has also been represented to us that the commissiOners 
supply a valuable regional outlook and represent to Government the 
local needs of their divisional charges. We have been told for instance 
that a major problem of l\Iaharashtra is irrigation, that of Karnataka 
afforestation and that of Gujrat development of sea and river transport, 
each region thus requiring a different approach and treatment. It is 

.. argued that a headquarters organisation like a Board of Revenue may be 
out of touch with local needs and may tend to doctrinaire uniformity 
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and rigidity of outlook. It is also argued for this reason that the posts 
of divisional commissioners should be continued pending the settlement 
of the question of linguistic provinces. These are no doubt important 
considerations, but we feel that they should not prevail over the obvious 
ineffectiveness of the commi~sioners as they are and the great advantages 
affordrd by a. Board of Revenue. We see no difficulty in the different 
local needs being represented to Government by district officers who are 
in more direct contact with the public, and the dangers of uniformity 
and rigidity will be avoided to the extent to which the experience of the 
members of the Brard is drawn from the different parts of the Province. 

BoARD oF REVENUE RECOMMENDED. 

15G. In recommending the establishment of a Board of Rc venue we· 
have hePn guided by the following considerations:-

(1) It is not advisable to do away altogether with the link between· 
Government and district administration. Any proposal to establish 
a dirPet relationship between the two would inevitably result in 
further f'ntralisation of funct:ons in the Secretariat, wh'ch is not 
tll'sirahle from the points of view of efficiency and despatch. In 
faet we have already recommencl~li. that the functions of Government 
shouhl he so distributed that the Secretariat departments should 
he responsible for direction of policy and general supervision, while · 
excrution and day-to-day administration should be left to the 
executive. The Revenue Department is the only department 
without a single Head, and we propose that this defect be remedied 
by the constitution of a Board. 

(2) As the composition of Government is now non-official, it is 
Pssentinl to keep at headquarters a body of experts in administration 
whose collective advice will be available to Government at short 
notice. 

(:3) A Beard readily lends itself to functional specialisation, 
Paeh member devoting his attention to the subjects allotted to him. 

(4) Government will have at its disposal an organised agenry to 
frame and put into effect any new taxation policy. 

Col\IPOSITIO~ AND Fu~cTIONS. 

157. The Board should consist of three members drawn from 
the administrative se1 vice, who will act collectively for certain important 
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subjects and individually for routine and day-to-day administration. 
It will be for Government to decide which. functions should be dealt 
with by the members individually and which as a Board after 
consideration of the relative importance of the several subjects allotted 
ro it and the practice followed in other provinces where such a BoarJ 
exists. The Board in its collective capacity will also advise Government 
m matters involving changes . of policy or affecting general 
administration. When question:> connected with any. department 
other than those under the direct charge of the Board are referred to it, 
it should invite the head of the department concerned as a counsellor 
or assessor in order to have the benefit of his first hand experience. 

158. We contemplate that this Board will be the chief executive 
authority of the revenue earning departments of the province. All the 
revenue powers and functions at present vested in the commissioners 
under the Land Revenue Code, Court of Wards and other allied .-\cts 
should be transferred en bloc to the Board. It will also exercise the 
powers of appointment of mamlatdars and of supervision over the 
district staff. The inspection of collectorates and prant offices will he 
~onducted by the Board with the help of an inspecting staff. The Board 
will also act as a Revenue Tribunal, displacing the present Revenue 
Tribunal constituted under the Bombay Revenue Tribunal Act, 1939. 
We are aware that this would mean the substitution of an official body 
for a quasi-judicial tribunal consisting of a chairman who usually has 
previous experience as a High Court Judge, one non-official member and 
one commissioner. \Ye have also been told that this proposal would 
offend against the spirit, if not the letter, of section 296 of the 
Government of India Act, 1935, the object of which was to set up 
an impartial tribunal to decide disputes involving revenue between the 
State a:nd the subject. But we do not apprehend that it would 
seriously affect either the impartial character or the practical utility of 
the Board as an appellate body in revenue matters, especially in view of 
the fact that the aggrieved party has, in the last resort, the right of 
appeal to the High Court. If Article 201 in the Draft Constitution of 
India, which lifts the former restriction on the original jurisdiction of 
the High Court in revenue matters, is adopted, the rights of an aggrieved 
party to redress in a civil court would be further secured. 

159. The administration of all provincial ta..'\.es including excise and 
;;ales tax should be entrusted to the Board, 'vhich will also work as the 
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rin.d app~llate tribunal in taxation matters. \V e·recommend in particular 
that the Board should replace the Bombay Sales Tax Tribunal. 

DI,;TRIBt:TIO~ or- Co~niiSSIONER's DenEs. 

1 fiO. .-\.part · from revenue and general administration, the 
t·urmHi~"iunrrs exercise a. mPa.<;nre of supervision and control over the 
P"Ji,a• .md also local self-governing bodies. 'Ve now proceed to indicate 
tlw manner in which the above duties could be performed, when the 
eom.ni.~.'lioners cease to exist. 

IGI. The Bombay District Police Act recognises the traditional status 

of the di\·isional commissioner as the local head of administration. He 

is inwstetl under this Act with the same powers as a d.istrict magistrate. 
He ha.s the power to point out to the Inspector General of Police any 

tlf'f··cts in the police system or of personal competence in the establishment 
arul to make inter-district transfers of the police force within his division 

in times of emergency. Under the Police ~Ianual he has to be consulted 

n·ga.rding modification of rules and regulations affecting general police 
aflministration or changes of location of police stations and outposts. 
TitPse ~lwPrs have rarely been used, and we clo not conceive that their 

laps'' would make any differenee , to the efficiency of the police 
administration. 

I (i2. But in the pa.-.;t the commissioner used to perform an important 
.•l'rvieP in timPs of emergency \\·hen Government expected him to 

intt>n·ene p<>rsonally and give guidance to the district magistrate in 

tlealing with outbreaks of disorder. But in this respect too the unmis

takable tPndency ha.s been to shift responsibility directly to the Provincial 
Gowrnment. In any case such occasions are exceptional, and we do not 

forPsPe any inherent difficulty in sending a member of the Board of 

Hevenue to a<h·ise am~ support a district magistrate in an emergency. 

In fa.ct ti1is is done in the province of ~Jadra.s. 

I G:3. The supervision which the commissioner exercises over local 

bodies ha.s also tended to become formal in proportion to the direct pull 
which the members of a. loc.al body have with Government. ·we 

reconunentl in a la.ter Chapter that the composition of the Local Self
Governnwnt Institute, Bombay, should be so altered and its functions 
so enlargPd as to inwst it with certain powers of supervision and control 
owr the loca.l bodies. The powers of the di\;sional commissioners in 

.rc•spect of the local bodies C'an then be suitably bandltd by the C'hief 
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Executive Officer of the Institute, except in cases where Government 
finds it advisable to exercise control either through the Collec.tors or the 
Board of Revenue. ·Under the Bombay District Local Boards Act and 
the District and Borough :\lunicipal Act~ the commissioner has to keep 
constant watch over the expenditure oflocal bodies and prevent extrava
gance, and his prior sanction is necessary for the sale of immovable 
property or its lease or transfer by a local body for a period exceeding 
seven years. Wnile the former function should be delegated to the 
Local Self-Government Institute, the latter should remain with the
Board of Revenue. 

LIMITATIONs or A BoARD. 

164. In recommending the constitution of a Board of Revenue, we 
have not been unmindful of the chief objections to which such a system 
would be open. It Calllot be denied that a headquarters board will tend 
to be out of touch with local conditions and needs and that its authority 
will be confined only to matters of revenue and will not embrace the 
larger powers of co-ordination which the divisional commissioners ha.rl, 
in theory at least, over such important branches of administration as the 
Police, Public ·works, and Local Government, except in so far as questions 
relating to the above departments are specifically referred to the Boar!l 
by Government for joint advice. The first defect can be overcome to 
some extent by requiring the members of the Board to tour frequently. 
There will not be much difference as regards the second point, as we ha H 

already seen that the co-ordinating influence of the commissioners ha~ 
been much reduced in practice, and a better agency has been suggested by 
us for the supervision of local self-governing bodies. On balance the 
advantages of a Board are so considerable that we advocate its cre2.tion 
with coup.dence. 



CHAPTER IX. 

DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION. 

DrsTRrc·r As THE UNIT oF ADMINISTRATION. 

IG5, In this pro"i.nce, as in the rest of India, the district is the unit 
of administrati )n, and at i.ts head is a district officer who combines 
in himself the functions of collector of revenue and distrLt mE>gistrate. 
Though the district ha.i now a body of executive officers of specialised 
departments, the centre of gravity has ever r~mained with the colLctor. 
In a rather undefined way Go\'ernment expects li.i.m to guide and co· 
ordinate the acti\.ities of other departments in the distnct, other district 
officers them:;ehes look to him for help and advice, and the public 
seeks his intervention even in matters which are not his dir~ct 

rc'lpomibility. This conception of his office was established as early 

as 1872, when Sir George Campbell, Lieutenant-Governor of · Beugal, 
wrote, "It is the Lieutenant-Governor's wish to render the heads of 
districts no lon.ger the drudges of many departments and masters of 
none, but in fact the general controlling authority over all departments 
in each district .................. He hal:l~ therefore, striven to make the 
magistrate-collector of a great Bengal district, generally compriPing 'I! 
to 2! millions of inhabitants, the real executive chief and administrator 
of the tract of the country committed to him and supreme O\'er e"ery
one and C\erything except the proceedings of the Court of J ll.SticJ.'" 

1G6. The growth of Go"ernment functions, which demanded 
opccialisPd dil":'ction and trPatment, necessitated the establishment of 
S•'parate departments at the provincial head-quarter'> and the appoint
ment of an army of executive officers in the districts. This had the 
ine\'ita.ble result of red:ucing the authority of the collector in regard to 
those departmental activities. But the first set-back to his position 
as the co-ordinator of district activities came with the introduction 
of "dyarchy" in 1921 under the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms 
Seheme, which, whib resening the Revenue and Home portfolios, 
transferred the control of nation-building departments to :Ministers. 
This dichotomy of provincial administration encouraged a tendency 
on the part of othPr di,.trict officers to take their difficulties to, and seek 
guidance from, their departmental heads instead of referring them in 
tLe first instance to the collector. It is a reassuring sign of the times 

~~ Dk H 20-t-7 
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that with the establis~ment of joint responsibility of Ministers ov<?r 
the whole range of provincial administration the leadership of the 
-collector as the chief agent of Governll\E'nt is in process of 1eing 
restored. Government have already issued orders to all the district 
{lepartmental officers to keep the collector in touch with the progress 
<)f rural development scheme~, and he now functions as chairman of 
a council of district offic~ors, which is charged with the task of co
ordinating the development plans of Government. 

Co-ORDINATION OF ExECUTIVE PLANNING. 

167. With the expan-.ion of Government activities in the develop
mental field, the duties of the collector, as director of social and 
economic reforms will come into -.~rcater prominence. This is as it 
.should be. The influence which he wield~ in the district should be 
harnessed to the task of development. The present orders of Govern
ment are that the collector should hold meetings of district officers 
-of the Co-operative, Agricultural, Industries, and Public Health 
Departments, the deputy educational inspector, rural developm~nt 

impector, executive engineer, civil surgeon, divisional forest officer 
and prant officers, whenever he thinks that such meetings are necessary, 
.and also six-monthly meetings of the district or divisional officers of all 
departm~nts mostly above the rank of the officers attending the former 
meetings. We have had evidence to show that frequent calls on touring 
officers to attend th~se meetings interfere with their movements, and 
that there are hardly any points to be discusaed after the first two or 
three meetings ; but we feel that if the collectors properly utilise the 
discretion left to them in the matter of convening meetings, both in 
uspect of freq u.:ncy and the officers to be invited, there should 
be no cause for complaint on the part of officers of other depart
·ments. 

168. At the same time we feel that informal contact between the 
·collector and the departmental officers is more likely to develop team 
spirit and co-operative unity than committee meetings with a formal 
agenda. It would also be wasting the time of touring officers to call 

. all of them to a meeting, when the questions at issue concern only 
one or two departments and can be informally discussed by the collector 
with the departmental. officers concerned. The necessity of sl;ch 
informal contact aud discussion was emphasized by Government in a. 
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."Revenue Depa:ctment c~cular in 1940, asking,the.district officers of all 
departments to ;rem.a~ in. 'regular touch with the collector and keep 
him po3ted with important .activities in the~ departments. As it is 

~ . - ' 

_p033ible that this circular might have been lost sight of, we recommend 
that Government should remind officers of its existence. 

169. Non-official advice is at present secured through rural develop
·ment boards, the abolition of which we have recommended in the 
chapter'on,. Local S~lf-Government. We suggest that the district local 

'board should be the principal agency for the association of the non
-official element with district administration, as it has a representath·e 
character which i& lacking in the rural developmertt boards. We accord
-ingly ;recommend that some members of the distr1€t local board should 
be invited to the periodical meetings of the district officers. 
A representative of the municipality concerned may be invited when 
.questions relating to a municipal area are to be discussed. 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR LAw AND ORDER. 

170. · Ou~ ~mphasis o:o. d~velopmental activities in the district should 
··. not be taken to mean that we regard the normal duties of the collector 
:as any the less· important. Hd -*orks in a dual capacity: as collector 
he has to collect not only Ian~ ~evenue but also all kinds of Government 

· dues which a;re ;recove;rable as ;revenue a.r;rea;rs and controls the district 
· treasuey ; as district magistrate he is responsible for the control and 
supervision of the subordinate magist;racy and for the preservation 

--of peace and o;rder in the district. As the maintenance of peace and 
-order is the primary function of any . civilised State, it has precedence 
-over all other Government wo;rk. _ Moreover, what with labour 
troubles, agrarian discontent and communal disturbances, which have 

· become far more frequent and widespread than before, the responsibility 
of the district magist;rate for law and order is bound to increase and claim 

· his first attention. In this respect the district superintendent of 
-police acts as his assistant, and has to keep him fully informed of all 
matters of importance concerning the peace of the district and the sta~e 
of crime. 

171. One or two witnesses have suggested to us that with a view to 
·preventing delay in an emergency, the district superintendent of police 
-:;hould be invested with the emergency powers of the district magistrate 
under the District Police Act and the Criminal. Procedure Code, supject, 

:r.tO•l Bk H 204-ia 
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if necessary, to the revisional authority of the district magistrate. We· 
have been told by the collectors examined by us that such an arrangement" 
would undermine pulolic confidence in the ·administration and would 
not work smoothly in practice. We also feel that the collector with his 
wider contacts is in a better position to judge a situation and to curb,_ 
if necessa;ry, hasty police action. It is not by virtue of his powers as 
district magistrate alone that he can prevent or suppress breaches of 
the peace; it is also because as the chief administrative authority of
the district, he has numerous sources of influence at his command which 
he can bring to bear in the right quarter. 

172. Of late there has been a growing demand for the transfer ot 
original criminal jurisdiction and con:trol of the magistracy from the 
district magistrate to the High Court. This demand is based on the· 
well-known and undisputed principle that the prosecutor should not 
be a judge in his own cause and that judicial decisions should not be 
influenced by extra-judicial considerations such as administrative 
expediency or anxiety aa to promotion or future prospects. The· 
Committee on the Separation of the Judiciary from the Executive, 
appointed by the Government of Bombay, has already submitted 
its report, and we have had the opportunity of seeing a copy of it. 
The practical solution offered by this committee is to separate 
p;reventive justice from the purely judicial functions of holding trials 
and hearing criminal appeals and ta place the latter functions in charge 
of a judicial magistracy under the control of the sessions judge_ 
Preventive justice under their scheme would remain with the executive 
magistrates under the control of the district magistrate. 

173. But thera is one recommendation of the Lokur Committee 
which is likely to weaken the authority of the district magistrate in 
dealing effectively with breaches of the peace. It is that while executive 
magistrates alone can initiate security proceedings under sections 
107, 108, 109 or 110 of the Criminal Procedure Code and conduct 
them up to the stage of issuing preliminary notices under section 112, 
subsequent judicial inquiry is to be held by a judicial magistrate. 
Evidence before us emphasizes that" chapter" proceedings are essenti
ally of an emergency type and that speed in their disposal is of the 
first importance. In such enquiries it is not possible to obtain the 
s'l.me standard of judicial proof as in regular trials, as people are 
generally reluctant to give evidence for fear oi subsequent harassment 
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from the party proceeded against. That these proceedings are more 
by way of executive actions than judicial enquiries, is borne out by the 
fact that evidence of general repute of the person proceeded against 
.is admissible, though it is excluded in a regular trial. It is therefore 
for the consideration of Government whether, even after the sepa:ration 
of the judiciary from the executive, " chapter " proceedings should 
not be disposed of by executive magistrates. The final orders are in 
.any case appealable to the sessions court, and this should constitute 
a sufficient safeguard against their ni.isuse by the executive. 

THE DISTRICT TREASURY. 

17 4. One or two collectors have objected to the system under which· 
they have to sign numerous treasury forms and returns which they cannot 
·possibly find time to study or scrutinise and have suggested the t;ransfer 
of control over the district treasury to some separately organised techni
·cal department. While we are unable to accept this suggestion, we 
feel that there is scope for ;reducing the collector's t~easury functions 
by delegation to the treasury officer, so that the former is only respon-

. sible for general control. In the districts where the Imperial Bank 
has a branch, treasury transactions are entrusted to it, and we have 
been told that this makes for gl\neral convenience to the public and 
gives confidence to the collector. We therefore recommend that the 
Imperial Bank of India should be approached to open branches in those 
-districts where they do not exist at present, and if they are unable 
to do so, Government should recognise approved bank~, wherever such 
exi,t, for carrying out treasury transactions. 

17:3. The district treasury has long been the Cinderella of the 
Rtweuue Department. For a long time the staff of the collector's 
office and the treasury has been interchangeable except to the extent 
mentioned below. The practice of sending the less efficient clerks 
in the collector's office to the district treasury was generally responsible 
for the dislike of t:reasury work among revenue subordinates, who regarded 
their transfer to the treasury as a mark of official disfavour. This dislike 
was further promoted by the fact that since 1941 clerks qualified in 
accounts are not transferable to the revenue side, so that the highest 
post to which they can expect to be promoted is that of a huzur mamlat
dar. At present only two posts of huzur mamlatdars are reserved 
for the accountants, so that the prospects of an accounts. qualified 
.clerk of becoming a huzur mamlatdar are considerably lower than those 
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of a revenue qualified clerk of becoming a mamlatdar. It was not 
possible to rese:rve more posts of huzur mamlatdars for the accounts
line, as the huzur mamlat.lars, in addition to their treasury duties, were 
also entrusted with magisterial and city survey work. 

176. With the proposed separation of the judiciary, treasury· 
officers will no longer be required to do magisterial work. It should. 
then be possible to constitute a separte accounts service from top to. 
bottom. In making recruitment to the clerical cadre of this service 
preference should be given to persons holding accountancy quali
fications. Initially, however, clerks of the Revenue Department who 
have shown aptitude for treasury work should be given the option 
of going into the accounts service. Posts of treasury officers should_ 
have senior and junior grades corresponding to the importance of the 
treasuries and should be controlled by the Board of Revenue. These 
officers should be required to undergo, in the office of the Accountant 
General, a course of studies, the curriculum of which should be made
more varied than now so as to cover all the duties of head accountant 
and treasury officer. 

AssiSTANCE To THE CoLLECTOR. 

177. If the collector is to be able to devote sufficient attention to
development work in the district, it would be necessary to relieve 
him of some of his less important duties or give him some assistance 
in the disposal of routine business. 1\Iost of the collectors examined 
by us stated that there was an all round increase in the district work, 
even excluding supply which was of a temporary nature, and that their
compulsory attendance at the meetings of committees of various 
sorts detained them at headquarters and took much oftheirtime. They
did not expect any relief from the proposed separation of the judiciary 
from the executive, as ordinarily a district magistrate did not try any
original cases and heard only a few appeals against the decisions of 
second and third class magistrates and as under any scheme of separa
tion he would retain his responsibility for preventive justice. The 
termination of the civil supplies acthities would, no doubt, reduce his: 
work considerably. But it is also true that as fast as old responsibilities. 
are le'lsened, some new extension of Government activities such as 
tenancy legislation place'! a fresh burden on the collector. The evidence 
showed that the collector would not obtain much relief by shedding: 
some of his less important duties such as registration which, in. any 
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case, it would be difficult to transfer to any existing agency. An alter
native suggestion made by some collectors to reduce the size of the 
districts does not, in our opiillon, offer a real solution of the collector's. 
difficulties, which seem to arise not only from the size but even more so · 
from the variety of his functions. We think that the purpose in vi~w 
could be achieved more fully and more economically by giving assistance 
to the collector. · 

173. The type of assistance which will be needed in a partir.ular 
district will obviously depend upon its size and problems. While in 
the smaller districts the appointment of a personal assi 3tant should suffice 
in bigg~r districts like Poona and Ahmedabad where'·the city problems 
make a heavy demand on the collector's time, the ·~ssistance of an 
additional collector would be necessary. We understand that the 
appointmnent of an additional collector exercising all the powers of the 
collector is not provided for in the Land Revenue Code, which will 
have to be amended if Government accept this suggestion. ·Even 
when an additiJnal collector is appointed, we think that the collector 
should himself hear revenue appeals, so that he may have a means 
of &.ssessing the work of his sub-divisional. officers. The personal assist
ant can be conveniently entrusted with;.the following classes of work :-

(1) Duties which are not a statutory obligation of the collector; 

(2) Duties in regard to local bodies; and 

(3) Routine and establishment matters 

179. As the interposition of an officer of the deputy collector's grade 
as personal assistant between the collector and the sub-divisional 
officers is likely to prove irksome to the latter, we suggest that the 
personal assistant should obtain the orders of the collector in all cases in 
which he difiers from the advice of a senior sub-divisional officer. 

PoWERS OF CoNTINGENT ExPE:NDITURE. 

180. There seems to be a real need for increasing the limits within 
which the collecto~ can sanction contingent expenditu~e, so that he be 
not ;required to seek sanction from a higher authority eve.,:y now and 
then. 1\Ioreove,: such an increase has become necssary in view of the 
general ;rise in prices and the more independent position which the 
collector will occupy after the abolition of divisional commissioner~; 

proposed by us. 
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SuB-DIVISIONAL OFFICERS. 

181. Each district is divided into two or three sub-divisions, and 
each sub-division is placed in charge of a 'p;tant' officer, who is either a 
junior membe:r of the Indian Civil (now Administrative) Service o:r 
an office:r of the Bombay Provincial Service. Though he is expected 
to spend seven. months of the year on tour in his sub-division, he 
resides in the district headqua:rte;rs town during the rest of the year. 
We recommend that every prant officer should reside within his own 
charge, so that he may be easily accessible to the public there and be 
brought into more continuous and intimate contact with them. If 
the sub-divisional centres have telephonic communica.tion with the 
district headquarters, the sub-divisional officer will be able to obtain 
the advice and guidance of the collector in times of need. We are 
informed that this system is in vogue in Madras and the Central 
P;rovinces. The prant officer's permanent residence within his sub
division will not only bring him within easy reach of the public but also 
will give him independence, and by teaching him to assume responsi
bility, will enable .him to cultivate sound judgment by the handling of 
a varied ;range of affairs .on a small scale. If the sub-divisional offices of 
other departments are also located in the sub-division, there should 
be no complaint of isolation or lack of society, and the officials 
concerned will be kept in touch with each other's activities. The 
prant officer will then be to these sub-divisional officers of departments 
what the collector is to other district officers. 

182. The sub-divisional charge, besides providing a training 
ground fo:r the new recruits of the Indian Administrative Service, 
se:rves as an effective instrument of decentralisation. Under the Land 
Revenue Code the p;rant officer exercises all the powe;rs of the 
collector except such as are specifically reserved by the collector to 
himself and relieves him of much original revenue work. We agree 
with the Retrenchment Committee of 1923 that the;re is more of 
"a division ;rather than a duplication of work between him and the 
collector."* We. therefore do not accept the view that the sub
divisional officer is merely a post office between the collector and the 
taluka officers. This description could only apply in cases where the 
collector has :reserved too many powers to himself. What powers should 
be so reserved depends upon the experience of the sub-divisional 
<>ffice;r and the confidence and trust which the collector can repose in 

*Report of the Bombay Retrenchment Committee, 1923, page 53. 
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him. But l!-n experienced sub-divisional officer should be able to deal 
with much mo;re work than he does at present, and we recommend that 
the collector should not normally reserve to himself any powers unless 
particular circumstances so require. 

183 .• From the evidence before us it appears that the wo;r~ of the 
assistant or deput:y collectors will not be ;reduced to any considerable 
extent by the separation of judicial from executive functions, and 
that there is nee.: of two sub-divisional officers in every dist;rict. 
It was, however, stat:::d that with the cessation of supply work those 
.districts which have three sub--divisions can very well manage with 
two, and we accordingly suggest that this economy may be effected. 

VILLAGE ADMINISTRATION. 

18!. We do not feel that any change is called for in the met od of 
·either recruitment or appointment of the pa.tils and tala this or kulkarnis. 
But since thin village agency is responsible for the collection of primary 
data for revenue, agricultural and vital statistics, it is necessa;ry to give 
them training in the collection of accurate information and its correct 
tabulation. 

185. We find that the remuD.iration which the village watchmen 
receive is inadequate fo:r the services they rende:r. They are partly 
remunc;rated by the grant of watan, the nuksan (loss of revenue tQ 

Government) of which amounts to round about Rs. 25 toRs. 30 per year, 
and partly by cash :remune;ration which seldom exceeds Rs. 5 per month. 
Our information is that though their wages are fixed for part-time wo;rk, 
in practice they are employed a goodly part of the year in connection with 
revenue and tagavi recoveries, c;rop inspection etc., so that they have 
not much spare time to eke out a living by agricultu:ral pursuits. 
These hereditary watchmen generally belong to the scheduled castes 
and consent to work on low wages as they feel great attachment to their 
watan, however indequate, and co:p.sider their hereditary office as 
a privilege. But some district officers have deposed that it is becoming 
increasingly difficult to secure the services of able-bodied persons of the 
community for this work as they are attracted to more remunerative 
agriculutural and other employment. To p;reserve village economy it is 
necessary to protect this system of hereditary servants, which otherwise 
may not survive for long under present conditions. We acco~dingly 

recommend that the grant of more ;reasonable wages to them should 
.be conside-red by &overnment. 



CHAPTER X. 

PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENTS. 

!-Education. 

PROPOSED AMALGAMATION OF THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTIO~'g-. 
OFFICE WITH THE SECRETARIAT • 

. 186. We have had the opportunity of seeing a copy of Mr. Nurullah's 
report on the re-organisation of the Education Department in. 
which he has recommended a complete amalgamation of the Directo'r of 
Public Instruction's office with the Secretariat, and its transfer to· 
Bombay. In our chapter on the Secretariat we have explained what 
we consider to be the functions of the Secretariat and of the 
administrative departments and the great difference which exists 
between them. We have also shown that there are serious objectioll3 
to the appointment of the head of a department as secretary 
to Government, and indeed of any technical officer as secretary. It 
follows therefore that we cannot endorse 1\Ir. Nurullah's recommenda
tion and we consider that in the case of education particularly, where 
important decisions of policy have to be taken almost from day to day, 
a strong and independent Secretariat department is essential. We 
should be equally opposed to any scheme whereby the Director of Public 
Instruction's office was formed into an attached office of the 
Secretariat like, for instance, the Posts and Telegraph Department of 
the Government of India or the Statistical Bureau attached to the 
Finance Department, or the Bureau for legislative drafting which we 
propose should be attached to the Legal Department. These attached. 
offices are strictly limited in scope, and to some extent perform 
mechanical functions ; whereas the Director of Public Instruction is. 
in charge of a vast administrative machine, and just as the Education 
Department in the Secretariat must be a strong and independent organ 
for the formulation of policy, so must the Director be given a free hand 
in the execution of Government's policy with:plenty of scope for initiative 

· and independent action. 

187. Since we are opposed on principle to the amalgamation of the 
Director of Public Instruction's office vd.th the Secretariat, it is 
unnecessary to emphasise the difficulty of finding accommodation for 
him and his establishment in Bombay. This would involve an extensive 
building programme which Government could not undertake in. 
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present circumstances. Besides, there are positive advantages, to· 
which we have referred elsewhere, in locating the head offices of 
departments at Poona, where the claims of the mofussil districts can 
receive due attention. This is particularly true of the Education 
Department at the present time, when it is faced with a new 
responsibility for primary education and a province-wide programme of 
expansion. Incidentally it may be remembere~ that it was in this very 
department that the disastrous experiment of making the departmental 
chief joint secretary was tried and speedily abandoned. 

EDUCATION OFFICERS IN THE SECRETARIAT. 

188. In the light of the principle that technical officers should not be 
appointed in the Secretariat, the presence of two education officers in 
the Education Department seems to us open to objection. We 
understand that these posts were created under special circumstances 
connected with some programme of expansion, but as a normal practice 
such appointments are undesirable. What little advantage there may 
be in having such technical men in the Secretariat departments is far 
outweighed by the disadvantage that the departmental head's expert 
advice is subjected to scrutiny by persons of less experience than himself. 

I ' • If these officers have been selected on account of then general 
qualifi.catiollB and entrusted with duties unconnected with · education 
there is of course no objection ; but even so their presence in the 
Secretariat is likely to be misunderstood and regarded as a breach of the 
principle we have enunciated. 

EDUCATIONAL ADVISER. 

189. An unusual feature in the Education Department is the recent 
appointment of an Adviser for Basic Education who has also, we 
understand, been given administrative charge of visual instruction and 
adult education. It appears to us that the appointment of advisers· 
outside the department is open to question, and particularly so when the 
adviser is given an administrative charge. Such an arrangement breaks 
the integrity of the department and undermines the sense of responsibility 
of the Director, apart from its effect upon the interest and prospects of 
members of the service. If Government have to undertake special 
activities regarding which the existing staff has not the necessary know
edge, and if the matter is so urgent that there is no time to depute an. 
cfficer of the department to acquire that knowledge, then the appointment.. 
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of an· outsider with purely advisory duties for a strictly limited 
period may be justifiable. But in the ordinary way we feel that such 
appointments are undesirable, and in no case should the adviser be 
given administrative duties. The head of the department and even 
the l\Iinister can obtain advice from the various committees that have 
been established ; but if an expert from outside is considered necessary, 
it would be best to make him the head of the section concerned-in 
this case basic education-under the Director and permit him direct 
access to the :Minister, if the latter so desires during the initial 
period. 

APPOINTMENT oF PRoFESSORS. 

190. A matter which has caused considerable difficulty to Government 
is the system of promotion to Class I appointments in the collegiate 
branch. The number of professors' posts is naturally limited to the 
requirements of the various subjects and the standard up to which they 
are taught in Government colleges, and when a professor's post falls 
vacant, it can obviously be filled only by a lecturer who is qualified 
to teach the same subject, though he may not be the most senior member 
of Class II due for promotion. One would expect that those who enter 
the teaching profession would realise this fact and would be content to 
pursue the subject they have chosen for its own sake, without regard to 
the pay and status they may or may not reach. But such is the tradition 
of public service that even the members of the Education Department 
watch each other's progress with a jealous eye, and if a junior advances 
more rapidly than his senior owing to a vacancy of professor in a parti
cular subject, the senior feels himself to have been superseded even 
though he may be quite incapable of performing the duties of the higher 
post. 

191. This has frequently happened in recent years, and several 
attempts have been made to find a solution of the problem. It was 
first considered by a conference of principals, who suggested the creation 
of one more professorship in Class I, to satisfy the claims of the officer 
then concerned. The suggestion was not adopted on account of the 
expense involved in accepting the underlying principle. Another proposal 
made during the time of the first Congress Ministry was .that the three 
classes in the collegiate branch should be abolished and replaced 
by a running scale from the bottom to the top. This proposal was 
examined in the Finance Department and rejected on account of the 
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repercussions which it was expected to have on other departments •. 
Latterly Government appointed a committee under the Chief Secretary, 
which included an ex-Vice Chancellor of the Bombay University among 
its members to examine the problem. But the only solution which they 
could offer was the creation of a number of floating Class I posts, so that 
whenever a Class II officer who was fit by seniority and merits for promo 
tion was superseded for want of a vacancy in his own particular subject, 
he could be given one of these floating Class I posts in order to preserve 
his seniority. Government accepted this suggestion, and three such 
floating posts have been created and are distributed from time to time 
as circumstances require. 

192. We feel that this arrangement is at best a palliative and cannot 
be regarded as a logical or satisfactory solution of the problem. It 
involves waste of money, in that higher posts ;are created not because 
the duties to be performed require them, but for the benefit of Govern
ment officials. We feel that the opportunity may be taken not only 
of finally settling this problem in a way that will do justice so far as 
possible to the claims of Government servants in the department, but 
also at the same time of improving the quality of the personnel occupying 
these important professorial posts hi' Government colleges. A professor 
should be an inspiring teacher and one· who has not only kept himself 
abreast of modern research, but also has some original work to his credit. 
We fear that owing to the system of promotion by seniority, these qualities 
are not so common as they should be. The suggestions which we 
make below are designed to remove this reproach from the Government 
colleges and at the same time place the system of selection on a con
sistent and satisfactory basis. 

193. The first step is to decide which subjects require professors 
as well as lecturers, and then to fix the number of professors needed for 
each. The present allocation may be scrutinised in the light of the 
importance of the subjects taught and the number of students likely 
to adopt them. This scrutiny would probably lead to a reduction in 
the number of Class I posts. Looking to the conditions which prevail 
in other colleges in the Province it seems that a number of departments 
in Government colleges could be managed by lecturers in Class II. We 
have however been supplied by the Director of Public Instruction with 
a copy of decisions arrived at by a conference of principals of Govern
ment colleges held on 20th March 1948 on the subjects (1) qualifications 
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:·necessary for appointment to Class I professorships and (2) the number 
· · of such posts in .several subjects that it would be desirable to provide. 

As the qualifications proposed consist mainly of high academic and 
research attainments, we consider them to be satisfactory as the basic 
minimum. In regard to the number of posts suggested, while we agree 

· that staffing of colleges should be decided on some principle, we do not 
· approve of the specific number of professors suggested in all cases. The 

: information supplied to us does not contain any enunciation of principle 
· on which the suggested number is based. As far as we can make out, the 

main principle seems to be that except in special cases such as Arabic 
and Persian, for which a single professorship is suggested, in all important 
subjects professorships, for which the minimum prescribed qualifications 
would be as high as noted above, should be provided in all Government 

··colleges. Even assuming that, if the prescribed minimum qualifications 
. .are enforced, a sufficient number of qualified persons would be found 
·to fill .all the posts, we feel that provision of professorial posts on the 
. scale suggested would be clearly wasteful of public funds. It would not 

be incorrect to say that the prescribed qualifications are such as would 
·.be required for appointment to a university professorship, where research 
work is principally attended to. If on this level Government undertake 

· to provide for almost all subjects, it would mean that they are providing 
• staff for four or :five universities.· The work done in colleges as at present 
·-organised clearly does not require staffing on this scale at all colleges 
. in all important subjects. The normal work of colleges in all subjects 
· ~an be satisfactorily done by Class II teachers. Their scale of payment 
· compares so favourably with scales prevalent in non-Government colleges 
. that satisfactory recruitment can always be expected, provided of course 
that qualified persons are available. Our idea of a professorship is 
·quite different. While we desire that the staffing of Government colleges 
should conform adequately to the requirements of the work done in 

- each college, according to the resources available to Government and 
··. pending the establishment of Iiew universities, they should maintain 

a few high posts for distinguish.ed scholars in the more important subjects. 
·All these should not be in one and the same college, nor is there any 
need or justification for having them in all colleges. They should be 

· limited in number and should be distributed among colleges. If this 
is done, the total number of Class I posts (professors' posts) instead 
of having to be increased from 35 to 54, as is suggested by the 
Principals' Conference, could actually be reduced to about ~0. Such 
a timely reorganisation of the teaching staff of C'n:>vernment colleges is 
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urgently required in the interest of public economy and as a step towards 
facilitating the establishment of teaching universities, which may, for 
their appropriate field, draw upon the academic talent available i.1 all 
colleges, Government as well as others. 

194. We realise that the importance of subjects and their popularity 
among students may change from time to time, but it should be possipl e 
to leave the allocation of Class I posts undisturbed over a fairly long 
period after it has once been settled. Having decided in what subjects 
and at which colleges professors are required, Government should make 
it clear to the members of the department that only these posts are 
available, and that those who have, for whatever. reasons, selected sub- . 
jects in which men of the distinction of professors are not considered 
necessary, must be content with Class II appointments and make no 
complaint of supersession when others are promoted to Class I. 

195. In fact we think it would be better to abolish Class I as such in 
the collegiate branch altogether. Officers of the branch should regard 
_the top of Class II as the highest appointments to which they can aspire 
-on the basis of seniority and merit and understand that in order to 
become professors they will have to compete with candidates drawn from 
outside t4~..§ervice in the manner1described below. 

196. ,tiftt future all Class I professors' posts as at present understood 
should be filled by direct recruitment and be held on contract for a period 
of five years. Lecturers in Class II should be eligible to compete for these 
posts, but will have no claim to them by seniority. If selected they will 
be deemed to have been directly appointed. Their pensionary rights 
will continue, whereas direct recruits would subscribe to a contributory 
provident fund ; but in all other respects there would be no distinction 
between a professor taken from outside and one who happened to be 
serving in the department already. 

197. As regards the authority which should submit names to Govern
ment for these appointments, we have considered whether in view of the 
abstruse nature of some of the subjects involved a special committee 
should be formed consistinrr of members of learned societies and 

0 

profel"sors in other colleges. This would involve withdrawing these 
posts from the purview of the Public Service Commission, a course which 
we are reluctant to suggest. On the whole we feel that the Public 
Service Commi>'sion should make the selection as at present, but it should 
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avail itself of the help of a carefully chosen assessor, who should be· 
qualified to advise on the academic merits of the candidates as well as. 
their ability as teachers. 

198. The five years' appointment of a professor who has rendered 
satisfactory service should be renewed without meticulous scrutiny 
on the recommendation of the Director of Public Instruction. Such 
renewal would require the concurrence of the Public Service Commission, 
which generally follows the salutary principle that every vacancy to 'be 
filled by direct recruitment must be advertised fur open competition. 
But we feel that the Commission would consent to make an exception 
to this principle when it is merely a case of renewing the appointment of' 
a professor whose work has been certified by the head of the department 
to be satisfactory. In other cases the appointment would cease on 
expiry of the contract and be advertised as before. 

199. A professor who was previously in Bombay Educational Service 
Class II and whose appointment as professor is not renewed would revert 
t.o his old post. 

200. This a:rrangement will not of course provide a Class I post for 
every aspirant in Class II, particularly for lecturers who have adopted 
subjects which are not so important or so popular with students as t()· 
require a professorship in Government colleges. Such men. must confine 
their ambition to Class II of the service and may be expected to find 
satisfaction in pursuing and imparting, even at a lower level, that branch 
of knowledge which they have deliberately chosen. 

201. This is the solution we offer to the vexed question of 
professorial appointments. The same problem arises in the Agricultural 
Department where vacancies such as those of Horticulturist and professors. 
at the Agricultural College occur and can only be filled by officers who 
have specialised in the subjects concerned. The method of appointment 
which we have suggested for the Education Department cannot be adopted 
here since these professors are also executive officers ; they do not enjoy 
vacations and have field work to do in addition to teaching. In our 
paragraphs on the Agricultural Department we are proposing that 
seniority in such cases should be calculated from the date of substantive 
appointment in Class II, and not from confirmation in Class I. 

.APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTOR. 

202. Somewhat akin to the above problem is the question of selecting 
an officer as Director of Public Instruction and of reconciling the claims. 
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of the administrative and collegiate branches to the highest post in the 
department. Here again it is clear that seniority alone cannot prevail. 
The Department of Public Instruction has now become a huge adminis
trative organ with a budget of about six crores (which . will 
constantly increase), and the head of it has to arrange for supervision 
and inspection on a vast scale, not to speak of contacts with local bodies, 
preparation of reports to Government and service on committees, both 
at the Centre and in the Province. It is obvious that a man who has 
spent the greater part of his life in the sequestered haunts of a college 
would be quite unable to cope with such a mass of administrative detail. 
One would expect him to be appalled at the prosp.ect. Yet so strong 
are the tmditions of promotion by seniority in Gove~ent service tha~ 
college principals consider themselves superseded if one of their juniors 
in the administrative branch becomes Director. So long as the Indian 
Educational Service was in existence and consisted mainly of European 
officers, the question did not attract much attention. These officers 
occupied teaching posts and were promoted to the administrative grade 
when due for it by seniority without much inquiry into their competence, 
though in one case a director was brought from another pro~ce. While 
such a lack of selective promotion cai\Ilot be defended, its effects were not 
so serious as they would be to-day,' since the department was then on 
a smaller scale and did not greatly concern itself with primary 
education. 

203. No doubt the Director of Public Instruction should have some 
acquaintance with collegiate affairs, but in regard to the purely teaching 
work of the colleges the controlling authority is not the Director but the 
University. Apart therefore from the extra emoluments of the post~ 
college principals need not regard themselves as superseded if for want 
of administrative experience they a,re passed over and a junior adminis
trative officer becomes Director. In recent times, however, an attempt 
has been made to meet the claims of the senior members of the collegiate 
branch by bringing one of them over to the administrative side and 
posting him as Deputy Director, so that he may receive the necessary 
training in administration and ultimately become eligible for appoint
ment as Director. But experience has shown that this period of training 
is not long enough, and the collegiate officers at that stage are too senior 
to acquire any zest for administration or adjust themselves to a totally 
different kind of work. Collegiate officers must make up their minds 
after about ten years of service whether they wish to continue in the 
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teaching line and relinquish all claim to the director's post, or whether 
they would give up the profession of teaching and tum to administration. 
In the latter case they could apply for transfer as educational inspectors 
or even assistant educationa.l inspectors, and if selected the path to the 
headship of the department would be open to them, of course along with 
other officers of the administrative branch. 

204. It would not be possible to give effect to this arrangement 
immediately owing to the impending retirement after a few years of the 
present deputy directors, but we recommend that Government should 
look ahead and realise, when recruiting the assistant educational inspec
tors, that from these the future head of the department would be 
drawn and with this end in view select a certain number of officers 
with previous collegiate experience. 

CoLLEGE AccoUNTS. 

205. It has been suggested that for the maintenance of accounts in 
Government colleges a separate service of accountants is necessary, 
one of whom would be appointed to each college under the title 
of " Regist~ar ". We cannot agree to this suggestion. In the first 
place the number of posts is too small for a separate service to be 
organised, and in the second place the accounts of a Government college 
are not so complicated as to require such highly trained men to look after 
them. The principal of a college must, in the last resort, be held 
responsible for the accounts, and if in some of the larger colleges it is 
felt that he needs more clerical assistance, this may be provided. The 
clerk in charge of the accounts may also be given training in the 
Accountant General's office if thought necessary. Even in the case of 
the Forest Department, where a larger cadre of divisional and circle 
accountants could have been formed, we have not thought it necessary 
to make any such recommendation. 

CoLLEGE PRINCIPALS. 

206. The principalships of Government colleges are generally 
awarded to the most senior professors in the department because, apart 
from the dignity attached to such appointments, they carry free 
quarters and a special pay of Rs. 100 which counts for pension. The 
posts are therefore attractive and must be given to the senior claimants. 
This often means that a professor appointed principal of another college 
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·takes with him th~ ClaRS I post that he holds, and in exchange· 
the Class II officer whom he diRp1aces in the new college is transferred 
to the vacancy ,.,-hich he l1as left behind. This has to be done regardless 
of the real teaching requirements of · the two colleges and must 
clearly involve. waste of talent in the one case and loss of efficiency in 
the other. Very often these moves necessitate further manipulation 
of appointments and a whole chain of superfluous and unwanted 
transfers follows. This seems to us very undesirable. If, the senior 
professor in the department can be appointed to a vacant principalship 
without undue dislocation, there is no objection to doing so. But rather 
than Racrifice the interests of the colleges in general for this purpose, 
we think that the senior professor of the college concerned should be 
appointed principal, and if there are men senior to him in other colleges 
they should not regard this as supersession. The free quarters provided 
for a principal are given to him not for his own benefit, but in 
the interests of the college. As regards the special pay, we recommend 
that this l:lhould be converted into a compensatory allowance to 
reimburse the Principal for the expenditure incidental to his position. 
It would not then count for pension. With this change the principalships 
t-~hould cease to be re6arded as necessarily superior to purely . ·' profpssorial posts and may be allotted with more regard to academic 
convenience than to seniority. 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS. 

207. It is evident that under the new Primary Education Act, the 
whole responsibility for this kind of education will rest with Government 
and the local authorities who were at least in partial control 
since the Act of 1923 was passed, will have practically no concern with 
it. \Y e agree with this reversal of policy in the special circumstances 
of the time. When Government is providing almost the whole of the 
fuwls neelle.u for compulsory education, they must obviously retain in 
tlwir own hands the direction and fulfilment of the programme. And 
this bPcomes all the more necessary when a concerted drive for the 
removal of illiteracy throughout the Province has to be completed within 
a fixed period. But when this goal lias been reached, or even at an 
Parlier stage when the path towards it has been clearly defined 
aJHl obstacles overcome, we feel that primary education should again 
be Pntrustcd to local control and that sufficient sources of revenue should 
Le maJe available to local bodies to enable them to bear the cost. 

Mo m Bk II 204-8a 
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Such decentralisation would accord with modern. thought and practice-·· 
in other countries and would relieve Government of a burden which
there would then be no need for them to carzy, besides encouraging local 
enthusiasm and sense of public duty. 

208. Meanwhile, however, so long as the participation oflocal authorities.. 
in primary education is practically in abeyance we can see no reason why 
the a~trative officers' posts need continue. It appears that they 
are to be kept in existence in deference to local sentiment and as a kind 
of pledge to the local authorities that their control over primary education 
will one day be restored. We do not think that such considera
tions warrant the retention of unnecessary posts. The duties of an 
administrative officer run parallel to those of the depu'-y educational . 
inspector and a_re thus redundant. The School Boards cost nothing and 
may continue with such functions as the Act allows. But expenditure 
on the unnecessary duplication involved in retaining the administrative 
officers' posts appears to us waste of money, and we feel that these posts . 
should be abolished. Their disappearance should cause no hindrance 
to the return of control over primary education to local authorities if 
and when Government decide that this should be done. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

209. The position regarding secondary education in relation to both. 
finance and admnistration is becoming more and more acute. Secondary 
education by imperceptible st.eps is passing under Government control 
and becoming a charge on provincial revenue just as primary education 
has done. If Government take upon themselves the responsibility for · 
prescribing scales of pay for secondary teachers, this will naturally be 
followed by a demand for incrased grants, since the propose<! scales are 
such that no school management could meet them with the existing grants. 
even by raising fees to any feasible limit. Increased grants would mean 
increased control by Government, and from there it. is a short step to . 
direct responsibility. The first fruits of this process are already to be 
found in the Ghate-Parulekar Report. In this report not only have new 
scales been proposed, but suggestions have been made on such matters . 
as the appointment of headmasters, acCBlerated promotion and a few 
other ordinary administratiYe points which, it is suggested, should be 
referred to the educational inspectors for orders. We feel, therefore, 
that before assuming control of secondary schools in too much dt>tail,... 
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Government should decide whether they are in' a position eventually 
to meet a larger proportion of the cost of secondary education. Increased 
grants will be necessary not only for existing schools but fot· new ones, 
and looking to Government's vast commitments in many other directions, 
coupled with the loss of excise revenue, we feel that they should count 
the cost very carefully before assuming this additional burden. In 
our chapter on Public Expenditure we have emphasized the need for 
laying down a scale of priorities, to be prescribed in the light of the finan
cial resources available; and it seems clear that in such a scale secondary 
education cannot find a very high place when essential needs like public 
security, food production and primary education have to be met. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

210. The Sargent Report advises that technical education should be 
placed under the Director of Public Instruction. Presumably this 
recommendation does not apply to medical and agricultural colleges in 
which the teachers are whole-time Government servants with executive 
duties to perform. The Poona Engineering College already conforms.to 
the Sargent plan, and we are glad to note the very close liaison which 
exists between the Director of Publi~.Jnstruction and the Public Works 
Department in the management of this institution. But in the lower 
grade of technieal education, dual control by the Director of Public 
Instruction and the Director of Industries exists and is leading to some 
owrlapping and waste of effort. The two technical high schools are 
controlled by the Director of Public Instruction, but the Director of 
Industries is in charge of the Victoria Jubilee Technical Inst!tute, the 
Ranchodlal Chotalal Technical Institute at Ahmedabad and all industrial 
schools. We feel that this duality should cease and that all control of 
techincal instruction should be unified and placed in the hands of 
a deputy director of public instruction, thus preserving the link between 
general and technical education. Pure trade schools, where no other 
subjects are taught besides the craft concerned, may remain with the 
Industries Department. 

211. But in making this recommendation we would emphasise that 
there should be close co-operati~n between the Deputy Director in charge · 
of technical education and the corresponding technical department of 
·Government, so that both the technical instruction and the technical 
.J>ractice of the schools and institutes may conform to requirements. 
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With this object we consider that the Board of Technical and lndU8trial' 
Training should continue and that some supervision of these schools etc
should be carried out by an officer of the technical department concerned, 
not in regard to their organisation, but to ensure that the teaching of: 
both theory and practice is kept at a proper level. Similarly we think 
that the agricultural schools should be inspected by an officer of the 
Agricultural Department. 

IT-Co-operation. 

· 212. For several years the Co-operative Department has been looked· 
upon as an important agency for the all-round improvement of the people 
of the Province. Especially in agriculture and handicrafts this depart
ment has always sought to further the interests of the small-scale farmer 
as well as of the artisan, by making available to him agencies of cheap 
credit, profitable marketing and technical advice, which in his individual. 
capacity he was not likely to obtain. Recently the Congress has adopted 
the establishment of a co-operative commonwealth as its ideal. In this 
context it is only to be expected that the importance of co-operative 
organisations will grow with time. 

ORGANISATION OF THE DEPARTMENT. 

213. \Vhile therefore we recognise that the Co-operative Department 
will continue to play an increasingly important part in the organisation 
of Government, we feel that the time has come when the whole structure 
of the department should be put on a systematic basis. The principal 
fact about co-operation is that it is a method of organising several, in fact 
all, activities of the individual and of the group. By itself it is not 
a.separate activity. This fact has a bearing on such enterprises as 
co-operative farming, co-operative fishery, co-operative industry and so 
on. We feel that the actual organisation and conduct of societies belong
ing to these separate groups should be under the appropriate 
technical departments. The Co-operative Department should be 
concerned only with reg_istration, audit, financial supervision and bye-laws. 
We have made a recommendation that co-operative farming societies 
should be the concern of the Agricultural Department. We feel that
village industries also should normally belong to tAle lndastriea 

Department. 

' 214. · We recognise, however that either because it is felt that in the
initial stages of organising some new activity direct co-operative sponsor--
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ing is necessary, or for some other special reasons, it may be. found 
temporarily desirable to put some technical activities under the direct. 
charge of the Co-<lperative Department. This, however, should as far 
as possible be always treated as a passing phase, and at the earliest 
opportunity the societies so formed should be transferred for their 
technical direction to the department concerned. 

HAPHAZARD GROWTH. 

215. In recent years this department has grown considerably, but it 
has not grown either according to any approved pattern of departmental 
org::miRation or according to any easily intelligible principle governing 
its proper scope. This haphazard growth has on. the one hand led to a 
multiplication of agencies at all levels of organisation, and on the other 
resulted in making the Registrar responsible· for several activities which 
neither directly belong to his proper function nor are administered princi
pally through his own department. An instance in point is the existence 
in almost each district of six district officers of varying rank, attending 
to different aspects of ~o-operative organisation and responsible ro 
different official and semi-official superiors. The following are the 
ofilcers who represent co-operative organisations, directly or indirectly 
financed by Government in each 'dtstrict. 

216. First, there is the district co-operative officer who, through the 
assistant registrar and the deputy registrar, owes allegiance to the 
Registrar. Then there is. the marketing inspector who, through the 
assistant marketing officer for each division, is under the Chief Marketing 
Ofilcer who is attached to the Registrar~s office. The newly ~tarted 

Village Industries Section of the Co-operative Department is represented 
in almost every district by the district village industries officer and is 
placed directly under the Joint Registrar in charge of Village Industries. 
Besides these ofilcers belonging directly to the Co-operative Department, 
Govermnent are also represented in several districts by an officer of the 
Industries Department. On the semi-official side the Provincial 
Co-operative Institute has its own district education officer, who attends 
to the training activities now undertaken by the Institute in respect of 
botli official and non-official staff. And. lastly there are the district 
officers appointed by the Provincial Industrial Co-operative Association 
which claims to act almost entirely in the same field which is supposedly 
the co.ncem of the Joint Registrar, Village Industries. 
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217. Such a multiplication of agencies in the districts, as also at 
higher levels, is obviously an avoidable waste both of money and talent. 
It is, therefore, necessary in our opinion to reorganise all activities 
in the co-operative field, in so far as they are -dependent on Government 
:finance and direction. 

OFFICIAL STATUS OF THE REGISTRAR. 

218. Before going on to an outline of what we consider to be a proper 
organisation for this department, it is necessary to refer to the position 
of the Registrar himself. So long as the Registrar is an officer of the 
Indian Civil Service his status and pay do not depend directly on the 
Tanking of his post. In view however of the possibility of the Regis
trar's post being held in future by a non-Indian Civil Service officer, and 
also in view of the growing importance of the duties that are now allotted 
to him, we feel that the time has come when the Registrar as the head of 
a department should be placed on a footing of equality with the Director 
of Agriculture and the Director of Public Instruction. In assessing the 
pay scale of the post this equivalence should be taken into account. 

MULTIPLICITY OF OFFICERS. 

219. The present organisation of the Co-operative Department is 
neither properly reduced to the principle of departmental unity, nor 
does it conform to the usual principles of organisation of junior and 
.subordinate officers within the department. Thus the Registrar, though 
technically responsible for all the activities that normally go with co
operation, is now principally concentrating 'his attention on matters 
.almost entirely separate from co-operation. He has been made the 
Registrar-General under the new Money-lenders legislation. He 
supervises the effects on co-operative activity of the execution of the 
Bombay Agricultural Debtors' Relief Act. He supervises the formation 
of regulated markets and the setting up of licensed warehouses. These 
last two activities are yet in a very initial stage of development, and 
primary responsibility in regard to them is vested in the marketing 
.section of the department, which is in a way organised on parallel lines 
with the main department. Besides these activities we are sure the 
Registrar attends to general questions of policy regarding co-operation, 
.and perhaps several other activities in respect of which reference is made 
. to him by Government. But the most obvious feature of the present 
position of the Re~strar is that for normal. co-operative work he can 
spare very little time for direction or guidance. 
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220. This work, which properly belongs to the Registrar, is handed 
over to a Joint Registrar, who, in almost all routine matters, would be 
directly communicating with Government. The Joint Registrar's post 
does not really. fit in with the organisation of a provincial department 
which must be placed under a head directly responsible for all the normal 
activities of his department. Parallel with the Joint Registrar in charge 
of general co-operation, there is an almost independent organisation for 
village industries set up under a Joint Registrar who, as a rule, is in 
direct communication with Government over matters affecting his section. 
Then there is the Chief Marketing Officer who, though technically subor-· 
dinate to the Registrar, i'> in virtual charge of marketing activities 
throughout the Province. Besides these three provincial officers, the 
Registrar is assisted by a Chief Auditor and Financial :Adviser, who is the 
head of a large group of special and assistant auditors who conduct the 
audit of co-operative societies . 

. 221. On the divisional level the Co-operative Departmelit proper is 
represented by three deputy registrars, one in charge of each division. 
The divisional representation of the marketing section is found in three 
ass~stant marketing officers. Besides the divisional marketing officers, 
there is one assistant marketing officer who is attached to the office of 
the Chief Marketing Officer. There is~ research section of the marketing 
organisation located in Bombay, having three assistant marketing 
officers who do survey work as part and parcel of an all-India marketing 
organisation. The village industries section has no divisional officers 
at present. 

222. In the district there are firstly the assistant registrars who are 
mostly allotted on the basis of one for every two districts, some bigger 
districts having an assistant registrar to themselves. Each district 
however bas a district co-operative officer working under the assistant 
-registrar. The village industries and the marketing sections also have 
their own district officers and inspectors respectively, as already men
·tioned. 

REORGANISATION NEEDED. 

223. We suggest that this loosely jointed and multifarious organisa
tion should now be reduced to the same principles of organisation as 
obtain in other similar provincial departments. We suggest there
fore the following scheme of reorganisation. We consider it most 
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undesirable that the Registrar should be so far out of direct touch with 
normal co-operative activity as he seems to be at present. To enable the· 
Registrar to devote himself to his proper duties, it is desirable to relieve 
him of work in connection with the Money-lenders Act. This function 
not only does not naturally belong to him, but in carrying it out he· 
has to depend not on the staff of his own department, but either on a 
separately organised staff or on revenue officers like collectors and 
mamlatdars who have been made the appropriate authorities under that 
legislation. We therefore recommend that at the earliest possible 
opportunity this work should be transferred to some other officer specially 
appointed for the purpose and put under the Board of Revenue. Pend
ing the adoption of this recommendation, such work under the Act as 
falls to the lot of the Registrar should be incorporated in the total work 
of the Co-operative Department and should be distributed between him 
and his immediate subordinates. 

224. 'Yhatever may have been the circumstances in which the posts 
of Joint Registrar in the Co-operative Department proper and of another 
Joint Registrar for Village Industries were created, we feel that in the 
normal organisation of the department both these posts should be placed 
on the level of deputies to the Registrar. As, however, there are already 
deputy registrars in charge of the three divisions, it may be necessary 
to change the description of these deputies at headquarters, who, it i~ 

our expectation, will not only carry out the decisions of the Registrar. 
but will directly share with him the responsibility for tak-ing them. 
While the designations of the several officers are for Government to 
decide, we suggest as a workable scheme the following change in the 
names of the officers at the top of the department. 

225. The Registrar himself may be designated Chief Registrar, and 
the officers placed directly under him at headquarters may be styled 
deputy chief registrars. In this capacity the latter will naturally be 
entitled to the special pay tha.t is usually given to such officers. So 
reorganised, the Chief Registrar's office should have in our opinion only 
two officers attached to it. All the work referring to marketing, village 
industries, co-operative organisation proper, and such activities as 
Money-lenders legislation and the Bombay Agricultural Debtors" Relief 
Act should be distributed among the Chief Registrar himself and his two · 
deputies. We would leave the actual distribution of funetions among 
these three officers to the convenience of the depa:rtm.eni itself, and in. 
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any case this distribution is bound to vary acc~riling to the special' 
aptitudes and experience of the persona" who for the time being happen. 
to hold the chief posts. 

226. While we have recommended that in due course the activities 
of the Village Industries Section should be put under the Industries 
Department, we feel that so long as the marketing organisation is within 
the Co-operative Department, it should also be the agency for giving 
effect to the weights and measures law of the Province. At present 
this function is allotted to the Industries Department, which does not. 
command the same extensive organisation in the districts or the 
same close contact with trade as the marketing organisation possesses. 
With the transfer of this function to the marketin~ organisation, part 
of the staff now employed for it by the Industries Department, especially 
in the bigger cities,. will be taken over by the marketing organisation, 
and the rest will be rendered superfluous. Eventually, it may be possible 
to separate the whole marketing organisation also from the Co-operative 
Department and to put it on a provincial basis under the new Secretariat. 
Department of Trade and Industries, the creation of which we have 
already suggested. 

DIVISIONAL AND ~~TIUCT OFFICERS. 

227. f In a department like Co-operation, which is represented. in the 
districts usually by Class II officers, and in some cases even by officers 
of a lower status, it is essential to provide supervision and direction on 
a divisional basis. We therefore recommend the continuance of the 
three deputy registrars' posts in Class I. But we suggest that the 
responsibility of the deputy registrars should not be confined only to. 
general co-operative work, but should extend to all the sections placed 
under the Chief Registrar and his immediate deputies. The divisional 
deputy registrars will continue to have for this purpose the assistance 
of the three assistant marketing officers, wh.o act on a d.ivisiona1 basis. 
and: will continue to do all the normal work connected with marketing. 
But it is essential that the divisional co-operative office should work 
as a unified organisation under the deputy registrar. There are at 
present no officers between the Joint Registrar a.nd the. district village 
industl·ies officers to attend to village industries. This is undesixable,. 
as the district staff in that section is left without illY continuous 
supt'Tvision. If all the activities in: the dietJ:i.et~ belengiug to wha.tever 
section are brought under the depu.ty registra.rs, there will be oormal 
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supervision, supplemented no doubt by the final superVIsiOn of the 

-deputy chief registrar in whose charge the particular function may fall. 

228. As regards the districts we have already drawn attention to 
the multiplicity of officers operating in the area. It seems desirable 

·that some decisions of policy should be taken by Government with regard 
to the agency that they desire to employ for the furtherance of 
their plans. For instance it appears that between the functions and 
organisation of the village industries section of the Co-operative . 
Department and those of the Provincial Industrial Co-operative 
Association there is some avoidable duplication. As Government give 
. a grant to the Provincia] Association to cover almost all the expenditure 
on its staff, it is for Government to decide whether such a duplication, 
which, aparh from being wasteful, may also lead to loss of efficiency, 
should be continued. Confining ourselves to the staff under 

·Government, we suggest that the present interposition of the assistant 
registrars between the deputy registrars and the district Co-operative 
officers should be done away with, and each district should be put under 
.a district co-operative officer, who may belong either to a senior or a 
junior grade according to the importance of each district for co-operative 
purposes. These district co-operative officers should continue to receive 
such assistance from subordinate officers as is judged to be necessary 
for their purpose. 

229. The marketing inspectors and the district industries officers, 
wherever they exist should be brought under the official supervision 

. of the district co-operative officers. While we assume that general 

. co-operative activity is sufficiently developed in all the districts to need 
the direction of a district co-operative officer, we are not sure that the 

. actual and prospective progress of marketing and village industries 
is so uniformly developed -over the whole province as to justify the 

. appointment of marketing and village industries staff in all districts. 
In districts where these activities are sufficiently important, the special 

. officers will certainly be needed, but they should be under the general 
.. supervision of the district co-operative officers. In other districts the 

district co-operative staff should continue to give as much attention to 
marketing and village industries as is possible in the circumstances. 
Unless the entire organisation of the department is so integrated and 
systematically organised, we feel that wastefulness and inefficiency may 

-develop. The reorganisation that we have suggested will in our -opinion 
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not only help immediately to overcome these defects, but will also provide· 
an easy way of separating the marketing and the village industries 
sections from the Co-operative Department proper, when at some later· 
stage this course is found to be desirable and feasible. 

SuPERVISION OF URBAN SociETIES. 

230. Besides these recommendations regarding the organisation 
of the department, there are some matters affecting its activities in 
respect of which we feel called upon to make some suggestions. We 
feel that the. stage has now arrived when, at least for the urban societies, 
the responsibility for audit and supervision now borne by the Co-operative 
Department could well be transferred to some non-Official co-operative 

• 
organisation. We had evidence on this subject both from the officials 
of the department as also from some eminent co-operators. We also 
learn that there is a proposal to entrust to the co-operative organisation 
the very responsible task of making credit available to all creditworthy 
agriculturists. With a view to release the agency of the Co-operative 
Department for the more important work of audit and supervision of· 
the increasing number of rural societies, it would be opportune to relieve 
it of responsibility in regard to urbitn societies. Either the Provincial 
Co-operative Bank in a reorganised form or the Co-operative Banks'· 
Association would in our opinion be quite competent to undertake 
the work at present done by the Co-operative Department in relation. 
to the urban sector of the co-operative movement. 

FINANCE OF RuRAL INDUSTRIES. 

231. We notice that the village industries section of the Co-operative 
Department is directly administering financial assistance to village 
industries. While the extent and manner of direct and indirect 
assi<;tance to village industries are ma.tters of policy for Government to 
decide, we feel that the agency through which such financial assistance 
is given should be some other than the department. Loans for such 
fairly long periods as five years, recoverable in six-monthly instalments, 
are an activity which, in the interest of financial soundness, ought to be 
placed in the hands of some banking institution. Whether it be in 
assessing the needs or creditworthiness of the artisans or in making 
regular recoveries a banking institution could be relied upon to a greater 
extent than a departmental agency. We therefore recommend that· 
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Govei'Illllent should -explore the possibility of rendering financial 
assistance, especially by way of loans to village industries, through 
some exigting or newly established institution. 

0RGA.."HZATION OF NEw SociETIES. 

232. In view of the emphasis that is now being placed on the co-
- operative method of regulating social and economic life, it is necessary 

that the organisation of co-operative societies should be carried out 
through experienced and responsible agencies. In the past it has been 
found that when official propaganda on the subject is alone relied on for 
the formation of new societies, the necessary caution is not in all cases 
exercised. This leads no doubt to an immediate quantitative expansion, 
but the inherent soundness of the movement thereby suffers. ". e 
therefore recommend that in organising new co-operative societies the 
assistance of such re·cognised non-official bodies as the Provincial 
Co-operative Institute should be relied upon to a greater extent than at 
present. We understand that the Provincial Co-operative Institute has 
already been entrusted with the organisation of the training programme 
of the co-operative movement. The Institute has branches in the 
districts and is in close touch with aU the co-operative "Workers in a gin•n 
area. In appointing organisers and in }'l'Omoting the formation of 
co-operative bodies, it would be desirable for the Co-operative Depart
ment to act in consultation with the Co-operative Institute. So directed, 
we feel that the development programme of the Co-operative Department, 
suitably reorganised as suggested by us, will achieve more assured 
success than would be the case otherwise. 

III-Agriculture. 

DIRECTORATES OF AGRICCLTl.RE. 

2:3:3. When the ~Iinistry addressed themselves to the reorga:roi: aticn 
of the Agricultural Department, they retained the post of Agricultural 
Commissioner which had been created by the Section 93 Goverl'.ment, 
to provide suitable employment for Sir William Jenkins on his return 
from America. Sir Willil}m Jenkins was also Additional Secretary 
of the Agricultural and Rural Development Department attached to the 
Revenue Department, and when these two departments were bifurcated 
and a separate secretary was appointed for the Agricultural and Rural 
Development Department, he continued to hold the Commissioner's 
post. The reorganisation scheme also provided for four directors of 
agriculture under the Commissioner in place of the single dir.octl'r·s 
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which we had with the Cabinet on 18th June 194:7 we voiced our objections 
of principle to the headship of an executive department· being held 
by a. Secretariat officer, and we are glad to note that since. then the post 
of Commissioner bas been abolished. · But there continue to be three 
directors instead of the four originally provided for in the reorganisation 
scheme. Thus while the directorate of agriculture has . been f;reed from 
any technical control in the Secretariat, the dispe;rsai of the tota 
agricultural charge among several directors still continues. There is 
one director f~r animal husbandry, anothe;r for agricultur~l engineering, 
and the director of agriculture proper combines in ~is own charge the 
duties of research as well as extension. It is clear. from the evidence 
before us that the whole work of the Agricultural Department, whether 
it relates to animal husbandry and cattle breeding or land development, 
or agricultural engineering such as lift irrigation, well sinking or bunding, 
or agdcultural education is so integrally bonnd together that to place 
these activities nnder different directors will cause loss of efficiency and 
uniform control. We therefore recommend that all the activities of 
th'=l Agricultural Department should be under the nndivided control 
of a single director as before. 

~3-1. As regards animal husbandry, we feel that it is so ·closely 
connected with general agricultural activity that it must be placed 
in charge of agricultural officers at least at the district level. But as 
there i3 a close connection between animal husbandry and the fnnctions 
of the Veterinary Department, although the latter are in a way independ
ent of normal agricultural activity, the two together, i.e. the animal 
husbandry and veterinary services, might be placed under the control 
of a joint director. For land development and agricultural engin~ering, 
which at pr:esent fo:rm the third directorate appropriate officers should 
be appointed under the Director of Agriculture. 

235. The relationship between the director and joint director would 
then be that the latter would be given full freedom of action with 
reg<.Lrd to the special functions in his charge, but his general activity 
would. be integrated with that of the main department. For instance, 
while the joint director would control the veterinary college, there 
shouM be close collaboration between it and the agricultural college, 
so that the services of the staff of one college may b~ available to the 
other when needed. 
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236. In ou:r parag:raphs on training we have emphasized the need. 
for the post-recruitment training of officers, in view of the shortage 
of personnel now being experienced as a.result of the war and have 
recommended that where necessary officers should be sent abroad' 
for special studies. In view of the lack of facilities for higher veterinary. 
training in India, the Veterinary Department seems to be pre-eminently 
one in which such foreign training is desirable after officers of suitable 
general qualifications have been recruited. 

237. We feel that the present arrangement whereby •land dewlop
ment and minor irrigation ha"e been entrusted to the Agricultuar 
Department is unsatisfactory and have referred to this matter in our 
recommendations regarding the Public Works Department. As there 
explained, we consider that the design and construction of minor 
irrigation works should be returned to that department. ~:1'ficulturar 

engineering which covers lift irrigation, well sinking and mechanical 
cultivation, and land improvement including bunding and the like, 
may remain under the Director of Agriculture. For the former there 
would be an agricultural engineer with mechanical qualifications and 
special training in the handling of agricultural implements including 
pumps and tractors. For land development, so long as the work requires 
it there would be a deputy director, who might have the assistance of 
a civil engineer to attend to the design and construction of bunds. 

DEPUTY DIRECTORS. 

238. Under the Director of Agricultural Research and Extension_ 
there are at present six deputy directors. Two of these deal with potato
experiment and supply and with vegetable development, and we presume 
that their posts will be abolished as soon as the emergent need for them
has ceased. The other four deputy directon are iB. charge of research, 
education, seed extension and manure, and rural de"elopment. In 
our opinion, the work under these four heads could well be superviRed 
by three deputy directors on a territorial basis, one for each revenue 
division, the functional distribution of these duties being abandonrd_ 
Such an arrangement would have the additional advantage of ensuring; 
direct supervision over the district agricultural officers wh'J, unlike 
the district officers of the R!_'venue and Public Works Departments, 
belong to a lower grade of sen ice and. possess littla by way of an 
established departmental tradition. In these circumstances, thde · 
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is a definite advantage in keeping the supervising and inspecting officers 
of the department in their respective territorial charges and not at 
headquarters. At headquarters, however, there may be one more 
deputy director to assist the director in administration as well as co
ordination of research. 

DAIRY DEVELOPMENT. 

239. When the proposed milk board comes into existence, it will 
be necessary to define its sphere of action in relation to the dairy section 
of the Agricultural Department. In paragraph 83 we have shown 
that the purpose of the statutory milk boards should. be to procure and 
distribute milk in Greater Bombay and other larga, cities. But the 
responsibility for developing the production of milk should belong to 
the Joint Director of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Services under 
whom the dairy development officer should work. The dairy develop
ment centres in the districts, however, must be an integral part of the 
general agricultural organisation. There should be no separate and 
wasteful appointments of subordinates for this or other special functions 
in the ta.lukas or sub-divisions. It would be for the Director of Agricul
ture to ensure through his own subprdinates that the entire pro
gramme of Government is properly ·attended to. While· the district 
agricultural officers are in Class II, we understand that there is a. 
proposal before Government to appoint an agricultural officer of the 
subordinate service in each sub-division· and an agricultural assistant 
or kamgar in each taluka. We approve of this arrangement, provided 
that the district agricultural officer remains responsible for all the work 
carried on in the district, the subordinate agricultural senice officer 

'for all work in the sub-division and the kamgar for all work in the t.aluka. 
As already stated, there should be no multiplication of subordinate 
officers for separate kinds of agricultural activity. 

Co-OPERATIVE FARMING. 

240. We consider that the Agricultural rather thim the-Co-operative 
Department should carry out the co-ope;rative fa~ming prog;ramme 
of Government. This p;rogram.m.e should riot be · ~eparated from 
agriculture simply' bec~use the method employed: is th~t of co
operation~ It is p:rimarily an agricultural activity, and in so far a~ it 
requires o:rganisation and ~upervision it must be the responsibility __ of 
the Agricultural Depart~ent: · The registration of societies, sanction to 
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their by-laws and audit will naturally be the functions of the Co
<>perative Department, but the promotion of societies and supervision 
<>ftheir farming methods should rest with p,gricultural officers who are 
in a better position to convince the farmer of the advantages of co
operative farming than officers of the Co-operative Department. 

PROMOTIONS TO CLASS I. 

241. In our section on Education we have dealt with the method of 
.appointing professors in Class I service where seniority and me:fit 
eannot be followed in the absence of knowledge of the particular subject 
in which the professor's vacancy has occurred. The same problem 
arises in the Agricultural Department where professorships in various 
subjects at the agricultural college have to be filled, and specialist 
·posts exist like those of horticulturist, botanist, agricultural chemist, 
and so on. But all these posts in the .Agricultural Department including 
those of professors are whole time appointments carrying executive 
.as well as teaching duties. So the method of selecting incumbents 
which we have suggested in ;regard to professorships in the Educational 
Department will not be appropriate." Thus if a specialist post in Class I 
<>f the Bombay Agricultu;ral Se;rvice falls vacant and the Class II 
-officer who is next due fo;r promotion by seniority and merit cannot be 
appointed to it for want of qualifications in the subject concerned, it is 
dear that an officer qualified to hold the post must be appointed to 
it, even though he be junior to the other, but the latter's seniority 
need not be permanently prejudiced thereby. He will of course lose the 
-emoluments of the Class I post until such time as a vacancy in his 
<>wn subject occurs. That is unavoidable, but as regards seniority 
we recommend that in such cases the seniority of officers promoted to 
"Bombay Agricultural Service Class I should be determined according to 
their seniority in Class II irrespective of their length of service in 
<Jlass I. This would, of course, apply only as between officers of 
:sufficient merit, and the principle would not operate to the benefit of 
.an officer who had been definitely superseded as unfit for promotion 
to Class I should he be promoted to Class I at a later stage. The 
-eonfirmation of the junior officer promoted to Class I need not be 
postponed beyond the usual period of probation, but if and when the 
<>fficer who was senior to him in Class II is promoted to a Class I 
vacancy in his own subject, he will resume his position above the other 
.ofticer, although the latter was confirmed before him. It seems to us 
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tlnt th~re is not much importance in this problem, since after Class I 
tl1 ~re J.re no high'lr p.Jst~ to which officer:; could aspire by. seniority except 
tlut of director, and the director would always be chosen on merit 
r~~J.rdless of seniority. However, since members of the department 
sncm to attach somJ value to seniority inter se for its own sake, the above 
i:; the solution that we recommend. 

IV -Forests. 

242. The first point which drew our attention in the case of the 
F~rest Department was its organisation under t~e Chief Conservator 
into c:rcles, each under a conservator with a ter~itorial charge. The 
position of th2'se conservators seems to us comparable to that 'of 
:mperintencling engineers in the Public Works Department, where we 
have recommended the complete abolition of superintending engineers 
and their territorial circles, to be replaced by two deputy chief engineers 
with province-wide jurisdiction in regard to their own functions. 
After carefully considering whether a similar recommendation should be 
made with regard to the Forest Department, we have come to the 
conclusion that it is et~s·~ntial that conservators of forests should 
continue to direct and supervise the work of the divisional forest officers 

' .• 
and be located territorially as at present. The forests of the province 
a.re a valuable asset of such a nature that if they do not receive proper 
care and expert attention, the results of neglect might easily escape 
notice if higher officers of the department were stationed at head
quarters. In this respect, forests differ from roads, for example, any 
large scale deterioration in which at once evokes an outcry from .. the 
public and is brought to the attention of higher authorities. For this 
reason we advocate the retention of conservators of forEst circles, but 
we are of opinion that by a reallocation of work the number of 
conservators could be reduced from four to three. It seems to us that 
the Chief Conservator himself could assume charge of one circle in 
addition to his own duties. This might be the utilisation and research 
circle, or if he prefers a territorial charge, then it would have to be the 
central circle. 

243. It has been urged that the forust accounts in the division and 
circle offices are sufficiently elaborate to justify the creation of a service 
·of accountants similar to the divisional accountants in the Public 
\Works Department. Alth{)ugh it is no doubt true that large commercial 
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transactions take place in the more important divisions and circles, 
the number of accountants' posts which these offices would require 
is not large enough to form a separate sen1ce, nor do we think that the 
accounts are really of such complexity as to justify it. We think it 
should suffice if the account clerks receh·e special trainin5 in consultation 
with the Accountant General. 

244. We note with satisfaction that the department is now alive to 
the need for the fullest exploitation of forest pr'lducts in the interests 
of the industrial development of the country. A complete survey of 
all availabh resources is in our opinion very desirable. No doubt 
this is costly, but we feel that it should be made as soon as possible and 
maintained up to date, so that every facility may be availabb to 
industrialists who are interested in the manufacture of ~arious forest 
products. 

245. We were told that the department is about to undertake 
afforestation schemes in some parched and denuded areas of the 
Province. Such schemes will be watched with interest, and if successful~ 
cannot fail to be of great benefit to the public. As an ancillary branch 
of this project, the department might explore the possibility of increasing 
the growth of road-side trees on Public 'Yorks Department and local 
board roads, where for some reason tree-planting has practicslly
ceased. Near villages the progress of afforestation will be much_ 
accelerated if the co-operation of the villagers can be secured. Help 
could also be taken from the taluka committees of the district local 
boards proposed in our Chapter on Local Self-Government. To educate 
villagers in forest matters, we recommend that simple lessons on forest 
protection and management should be given as part of the adult educa
tion programme in rural areas and also in primary schools. 

246. Tb~ proper col"trol of grazmg is an urgent necessity. 
Research connected with grasses suitable for growing in forest areas 
should be carried out in consultation with the Agricultural Department, 
if not in fact entrusted to the latter ·department with its scientific 
resources at the Poona Agricultural College. In either case, liaison 
between the two departments is desirable. We have been told that 
there is much waste of fodder grass in certain areas, owing to the 
apathy of the neighbouring villagers who will not take the trouble to 
eut and remove it in time. Since shortage of fodder is a provincial 
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problem and an important factor in the cost of milk p;roduction, we 
feel that no waste should be allowed to occur even in those areas which 
.are aot so productive of fodder as to be of interest to grass contractors. 
In these areas we think that if the local villagers fail to take advantage 
of the fodder available to them in neighbouring forests, Government 
should theDl3elves cut and store this grass and remove it to centres 
{)f consumption as and when transport can be obtained. 

24 7. The Forest Department is one of the few departments which 
has prope;rly organised institutions for the post-recruitment training of 
its staff and officers. The arrangements for the t;raining of superior 
staff either at Debra Dun o;r abroad appea;r to be. satisfactory, but 
it seems that for want of accommodation at Debra Dl;ID the training of 
rangers has suffered and in fact been suspended altogether. While 
we r.•cognise the high standard of tuition imparted at Debra Dun, we think 
it would be better that the Province should not be entirely dependent 
upon the facilities available there for the training of forest rangers, since 
the Provincial Government have no voice in the question whether the 
institute can be sufficiently expanded to meet the requirements of all 
parts of the Indian Dominion. It seems that the attempt to train forest 
rangers at the Poona Agricultura\ .• College was not successful, but 
considering the abundant and varied forest resources of our own 
Province, we see no reason why an efficient training· school for rangers 
should not be established at some suitable place within our own 
borders. Such a place might be Dharwar in the south or one of the 
towns in the forest areas of Gujarat. It could perhaps be combined with 
one of the exkting foresters' training centres or with one of those which 
Government may establish as a result of 1\Ir. Divekar's report. The 
provincial arrangements for the training of foresters appear to be satis
factory and, if amplified as recommended by Mr. Divekar, will, we 
feel, yield excellent results. 

V -l'ublic Works. 

CHIEF ENGINEER. 

248. At present there are two Chief Engineers, one for Roads ·and 
Buildings, and the other for Irrigati{)n, who in addition to their depart
mt•ntal work also act as secretaries to Government. We have already 
proposed that the Secretary for the Public Works Department should 
not be a technical officer, but sh<>uld be drawn from the Indian Civil 
or Administrative Service. With the separation of Secretariat work 
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we think that it should be possible for one Chief Engineer to attend 
to all construction and maintenance, whether of roads and buildings 
or irrigation. We ·believe that such a unifie,d direction of the depart
ment is essential to greater efficiency. The need for specialisation~ 
which has been emphasised by some of the witnesses, can be met by 
the appointment of two deputy chief engineers, one for road3 and 
buildings, and the other for irrigation. These officers should have a 
status somewhat higher than that of tha present superintending engineers. 
The Chief Engineer's office would be organised as a single unit, but 
divided into as many sections as there are specialised activities in the 
department. One deputy chief engineer would be in charge of the roads 
and buildings section, and the other in charge of irrigation. The time 
in our opinion has not come for any further specialisation at the top, 
as for instance separating roads from bridges. Tha bridge building 
programme of this Province will not attain such large proportioM 
in the near future as to justify the appointment of a separate deputy 
chief engineer for bridges. l\Ioreover, we expect that in this, as in 
several other spheres demanding the highest technical skill, the services 
of the specialist staff of the Government of India, where it exists, will 
be available to the provinces. It would be wasteful for each province 
to maintain highly specialised staff for activities, however important, 
which are not so regularly or extensively undertaken as to provide full 
employment for the advanced specialist. Provision of such service 
would be a proper function of the Indian Government, as it is of the 
Federal Government in the United States. The Electrical and Public 
Health Engineers may either work directly under the Chief Engineer or
be attached to either of the two deputy chief engineers if such a course 
is found convenient. 

SUPERINTENDING ENGINEERS. 

249. In view of the superior status of the executive engineers, we 
have come to the conclusion that the posts of superintending engineers 
are unnecessary and should be dispensed with, since their duties are 
more or less of a routine and formal character. Such supervision, sanction 
and direction as are needed by the executive engineers should be
supplied by the appropriate deputy chief engineer. 

250. After the closing of the office of the Chief Engineer, Post-War 
Reconstruction, Government have reorganised the superintending: 
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engineers' charges under Public Works Department Resolution 
No. 8974/36, dated the 19th December 1947, into six territorial circleP. 
and a Special Investigation Circle. We have it on the evidence of experi
enced officers of the department that the main duties of a superintend
ing engineer are the distribution of funds among the divisions on the basis 
of his knowledge of local conditions, supervision of new major works 
and inspection of executive engineers' offices. It has been maintained 
that his inspection of worka under construction is instructive to the 
subordinate staff and that his technical guidance is found helpful 
by the more junior executive engineers. But from the evidence before 
us it is obvious that the supervision of the superintending engineers 
has tended to be more administrative and fonnal than technical. An 
important function which the superintending engin~ers perfonn is 
the distribution of grants for construction of small works and for repairs 
to roads among the divisions in their circles. Under our scheme this 
work would devolve on the deputy chief engineers. We contemplate 
that the Chief Engineer and his two deputies will do the necessary amount 
of touring and remain in continuous touch with general conditions 
in the Province ; this will enable them to assess at their correct value 
the demands for funds made by the executive engineers. It should be 
possible to arrange for more frequent _i,.nspection and closer guidance to 
the less experienced officers. 

251. The abolition of the supe;rintending engineers' posts will remove 
a source of delay in the sanction and execution of projects by elimina
ting the intermediate stage of technical scrutiny of plans and estimates. 
Under the system we advocate, the plans and estimates prepa;red by 
the sub-divisional officers would be first examined in the offices of the 
executive engineers, who would then submit their proposals to the Chief 
Engineer's office. These proposals would be scrutinised by the deputy 
chief engineer concerned, who would pass the p;roposals or modify 
them on his own responsibility, consulting the Chief Engineer only 
in important cases. 

252. We do not see any reason why the post-war :reconstruction 
programme of the department cannot be planned and executed within 
its no,_-mal framework as outlined by us. We admit the necessity of 
appointing an officer with special qualifications for special investigations 
or surveys or for the preparation of projects :requiring special knowledge. 
But we feel that even such an officer will have to draw upon the 
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accumulated experience of the regula:r staff in the formulation of 
plans, and to work in close co-operation with them. The necessity 
of taking the regular departmental staff into confidence at the stage 
of planning cannot be ove:r-emphasised as these ve:ry officers will have 
to execute and maintain those projects. Only when special and extensive 
activities outside the competence of the regular staff are undertaken 
by the department should it be necessary to strengthen the office of the 
deputy chief engineer conce:rned by the addition of a special engineer. 

l'tfiNOR IRRIGATION. 

253. Recently "minor irrigation works "have been taken away from 
the Public Works Department and integrated with the Agricultural 
Department. We consider that this action has led to waste of effort 
and personnel. Better results can be obtained, if the whole work of 
surveying, designing and executing minor works is carried out by the 
Public Works Department which should be suitably expanded for the 
purpose. Where the projected works are isolated and scattered over 
a wide area, it is definitely more economical in cost and effort to have 
them dealt with by the executive engineers in charge of divisions. If 
the works are urgent and the normal strength of the divisional establish
ment is unable to cope with them, then the first step required is to open 
a special new sub-division under the local executive engineer. Only 
when in any one district or in adjoining districts three or four new sub
divisions are thus found necessary, should a new executive engineer's 
charge be opened. The same kind of argument would apply to any 
proposals for adding to the administrative and supervising posts. The 
Deputy Chief Engineer for Irrigation should be able to direct a normal 
amount of designing and construction work in the whole Province. 
Should the work increase abnormally, his hands can be strengthened 
by the appointment of a special engineer in charge of minor irrigation, 
but only to the extent that actually becomes necessary owing to rush 
of work. In this scheme the fullest use would be made of the existina . 0 

staff of executive engineers and sub-divisional officers both in the collec-
tion of local information, in designing and estimating and in the execu
tion of works, whereas with the setting up of an entirely new parallel 
organisation the newly appomted men have often to seek the co-opera
tion of the existing staff which is usually better placed than they are to 
perform such duties. 
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254. The principles governing the design and execution of all 
engineering works are common, and there is no essential difference 
between irrigation works which may be classed as minor and those that 
are major. Sometimes undesirable delay may occur when a promising 
irrigation work which appears to be capable of irrigating say 5,000 acres 
at a cost of ten lakhs turns out on investigation to be still more promi
sing and capable of irrigating 15,000 acres at a cost of thirty lakhs. 
It is then no longer "minor", and so the whole of the work must be 
tra.a'>ferred to another set of engineers in another department before 
any further action can be taken on it. 

INTENSIVE IRRIGATION. 

255. The Irrigation Inquiry Committee appointed by the Govern
ment of Bombay in 1938 submitted its report in May 1938, and Govern
ment passed orders on the Committee's recommendations under Goyern
ment Resolution 2488/36-Pablic Works Department, da"ied 23rd l\Iarch 
1939, accepting a great part of the recommendations, but not those relat
ing to equitable distribution of irrigation facilities on exil'lting canal">~ 

vi(le chapter V of the :J:eport-on which the Committee had laid great 
stress. They had recommended measures necessary to effect concentrated 
intensive irrigation in place of the..' existing diffused irrigation which 
leads to great waste of water, to water-logging, to difficulties and 
expenses in effecting proper regulation of the water supplied and so to 
<·orruption in t.he lower grade staff. It appears to us that whilst the 
cOtmtry is faced with shortage of food, and when we are planning to _extend 
irrigation facilities · by constructing new works costing anything 
between Rs. 300 and Rs. 1,000 per irrigated acre, it is necessary to 
adopt every pos'3ible means of utilising the stored water supplies already 
at hand to the best advantage. There seems to be no doubt that the 
saving in water that could be effected by better distribution over the 
commanded areas under a single major canal would be of the order 
of hundreds of cusecs or, in other words, of tens of thousand of acres of 
irrigated crops. For this reason we strongly recommend to Government 
that the measures recommended by the Irrigation Inquiry Committee 
of 1938 in chapter V of their report and summarised in chapter XIV, 
paragraph 124, may now be taken very seriously into consideration. Since 
t-.xchange of holdings is involved, it will no doubt be necessary 
in the first place to explain to the irrigators the full implications of the 
policy by intensive and carefully planned propaganda through lectures 
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to allot water f.:>r intensive irrigation under certain distributaries of' 
the Nira Right Bank Canal and perhaps the Nira Left Bank Canal 
in accordance with the new suggestions. 'Then once a start is made, it 
will be easier to extend the process with increased pressure on cultivators 
who may be unwilling to co-operate. The force of public opinion is 
bound to work in favour of the scheme as soon as its beneficial results in 
freeing supplies for extended irrigation and in shaking off the incubus OI 
the patkari begin to be realised. Such a policy of con:;olidating the 
area under irrigation would be consistent with the more active steps 
that Government are now taking to reorganise agriculture for the full. 
utilisation of the natural ;resources of the Province. 

PowERS oF SANCTION. 

256. Our pictu;re of the depa;rtmental st;ructure is now complete,. 

and we proceed to define the powers of sanction of the highe;r
offi.ce;rs. As the Chief Engineer is the chief technical adviser of 
Government in his department, we propose that there should be no 
limit to his power of technical sanction. His powe;rs to accord 
administrative approval in respect of irrigation and public health 
wo;rks should also be augmented to the limit of Rs. one lakh, and he 
should have full powers to accept tenders without any limit and 
sanction the sale of surplus articles at their full value. If the deputy 
chief engineers are to render effective help to their Chief and give him 
;relief in the transaction of routine duties, it would be necessary to 
invest them with the same powe;rs as the Chief Engineer, to be exercised 
subject to his general control and supervision. A special engineer,. 
though working under the deputy chief engineer conce;rned, should have 
considerable scope for independent action, and his powers of sanction 
should be intermediate between those of a deputy chief engineer and 
an Executive Engineer. In pa;rticular we recommend that the powers 
of technical sanction of the Special Enginee;r for minor irrigation 
should extend to Rs. ten lakhs, which is a fairly high limit for this class 
of works. Incidentally we feel th:::.t it would be desirable to raise the 
sanctioning powers of executive engineers and sub-divisional officers 
by about 50 per cent in view of the increased cost of labour and 
materials, and in order to prevent too many refe;rences coming to· 
headquarters for sanction on the abolition of supe;rintending engineers~

posts. 
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VI-Police. 

NEED FOR !~PROVED SERVICE. 

257. While we are fully appreciative of the great importance and the 
general efficiency of the Police Departrr.ent, we cannot help being struck 
by the high proportion of undetected crime to offences registered as 
"true" (A summaries). The average percentage for the five year 
period 1942-46 was as high as 60 both for the City of Bombay and the 
rest of the Province. We are not impressed by the assurance of the· 
Inspector General of Police who stated that the proportion of detected 
cases to registered offences compared very favouraoly with that in any 
other civilized State in the world. Even assuming t~at the comparative 
judgment of the police Chief is correct, considering ·that many cases 
go unreported for fear of the unpleasant consequences of prosecution 
and even of complaint, we feel that th~ dice are very mu<:h loaded in 
favour of the criminal. It is an accepted rule of criminology that it is 
not so much the severity but the certtainty of punishment that deters. 
Detection at present is so uncertain that it has really no deterrent 
Elffect on the potential offender, while the unpleasantness and expenses 
of prosecution do deter the sufferer from seeking the help of law. In 
our opinion the police administration requires to be improved in 
three directions. In the first place the police should, as suggested by 
us in paragraph 262, be relieved of some of the4' routine duties so as 
to enable them to concentrate on sedous crime ; secondly more scientific 
aids to detection should be ad~pted ; and thirdly the general standard 
of the police orce should be progressively raised by the recruitment of 
persons with higher educational qualifications, provided they are 
suitable for police ·service in other respects. The proposals of the 
Inspector General of Police that matriculates when recruited as 
constables should be given three years' seniority and that candidates 
who ha.ve passed the First Year course or Intermediate examination 
should be recruited straightway as head constables merits se,r10us 
consideration by Gove,rnment. 

!~SPECTOR GE:NERAL. 

258. In conformity with the general principle fo,rmulated by us in 
paragraph 104: of chapter VI on the Secretariat that the head of 
a department should not be saddled with secretarial duties, we do not 
approve of the proposal to make the Inspector General secretary 
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to Government. In the case of an executive force like the police it is 
~ssential that the head of the department should be able to tour 
adequately so as to :remain in di:rect touch with the force and influence 
them by example and criticism. At the s~me time we are of the view 
that the Inspector General should be the administrative head of the 
Bombay City Police also as the principal adviser to Government in 
police matters. The only arguments which were urged in the past to 

justify a separate charge of the Bombay Police are that police work in 
Bombay requires different technique and severer discipline than in the 
districts, that the Commission':lr of Police should Ire free to take prompt 
action in sudden emergencies and that his magisterial powers make 
it in9xpedient to place him under the control of the Inspector General. 
We believe that al police work is essentially similar ard tbat unity of 
direction would make it possible to utilise the experience gained and 
tech:'l.ique evolved in one field for the detection of crime in the other. 
We do not expect that the discretion of the Commissioner to act 
d_ecisively in emergencies would be in any way fettered by this proposal, 
and he would continue to be directly under the control of the Home 
Department in his capacity as Presidency :Magistrate. The provi
sional order of Government placing Bombay City Police under the 
a~ministrative control of the Inspector General is therefore a step in 
the right direction and should be confirmed. 

RANGE DEPUTY INSPECTORS GENERAL. 

259. In addition to the Deputy Inspector General in charge of the 
special department of criminal investigation, there are two deputy 
inspectors general in charge of two ranges, norther.a and southern. 
The range deputy inspectors general assist the Inspector General in 
the inspection of the police head quarters and offices and in super
vision over the investigation of crime, in the. inspection of parades and 
in the disposal of appeals in disciplinary matters. We have been told 
that it has been the practice to depute them to places where subversive 
movements assume serious proportions. Although in general for such 
departments as have Class I officers in the districts we prefer 
functional to regional organisation of the supervisory staff, there seems 
to be in the case of the police a real need for direct inspection and 
guidance especially on the technical side of the police work in the 
districts. The morale and discipline of the force can be kept at a high 
level only by personal contacts with the superior officers, and this 
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cannot be achieved merely by giving assistance to the Inspector General 
at head quarters. Moreover improved communications have changed 
the whole character and method of crime, which is now seldom 
confined within the limits of a single district. Criminals migrate from 
one dil3trict to another and carry on their operations over larger areas 
in order to elude the police. Combined action and close co-operation 
on the part of officers of diffdrent districts are therefore essential for 
successfully tackling such crime and can be achieved only by a deputy 
inspector general working in close contact with such officers. We 
accordingly advise the retention of these posts, as they supply an 
essential need. With a view to relieve the Inspector General of work · 
in respect of disciplinary inquiries, we would suggest that final powers of 
sanctioning prosecutions and hearing appeals from.· non-gazetted ~taff 
of the department against the orders of the district Superintendents of 

police should be delegated to the deputy inspectors general for their 
respective jurisdictions. 

SPECIAL POLICE. 

260. There are special branches ~)police at Ahmedabad and· Bombay 
dealing with problems like gambling and prostitution. We were 
asked by Government to submit an interim report on the Control 
Orders Branch, which was 13pecially constituted for enforcing price 
control orders and which would be closed with the cessation of civil 
supplies work. In our opinion when a special police force is constituted 
for a class of offences which demand special technique or reqUire more 
concentrated attention than the regular police are able to give, the 
ordinary police should not be relieved of their duties of detection and 
investigation in respect of such crime. The appointment of a special 
police force to deal with a special class of offences has developed in the 
past an undesirable tendency in the ordinary police to regard the 
detection of such special crime as no part of their normal duties. 
This leaves the entire work to the special force, which being limited 
in size, is more easily corrupted by vested interests. · 'Ve were therefore 
glad to be assured by the Inspector General that the ordinary police 
are not absolved from dealing with vigilance cases and the like and 
13uggest that this may be made clear to the whole force by the· issue of 

a circular. 
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PROHIBITIO~ PoLICE. 

261. Wh<ln the prohibition policy of Governm3nt becomes fully 
effectivz, ex:che will cease to be a source Of revenu0 to the Province and 
there will no longer rem1in any justification for a parallel organisation 
Qf ex:cise p::>lice. The main duty of the ex:cise police is to prevent 
.evasion of ex:cise rennue by bringing to light illicit distillation and 
illicit impJrt of liquo~ into th3 P . .:ovince. After total prohibition this 
revenue side of the problem will disappear, and drinking alcohol and 
illicit di~tillation will bJcom3 tw-J mne special offences on the police 
ealen:lar in the sam3 way a3 ga:nbling. Wa thin6. that the prohibition 
p~licy of GJnrnm3nt will be better promoted, if the work of detecting 
and innstigating prohibition offences is entrusted to the Police Depart
ment, wil.ich already does this work in the city of Bombay. While agree
ing with tbe Imp ector General of Police that this would require a larger 
staff than the Police Department has at present, we do not think that 
a post of additional Inspector General for prohibition work would be 
necessary, provided the Inspector General is relieved of hearing discipli
nary cases as suggested by us in paragraph 259. In that case an 
additional Deputy Inspector General for prohibition should suffice. As 
the police may have to evolve a different. technique to apprehend 
offenders against prohibition, it would be desirable to organise and 
maintain a sep::trate branch of prohibition police at least during the first 
few years. It may be necessary to constitute special prohibition 
districts in plac3s wil.3re illicit distillation is prevalent and is likely to 
·cause trouble on .a large scale. Later on, when the technique of detect
ing prohibition offences is standardised, it should be possible to transfer 

·the whole W.lrk to the rgular police under the range deputy inspectors 
general. 

MUNICIPAL PoLICE. 

262. Both with a view to relieve the district police of their no;rmal 
routine duties so as to leave them free to concentrate on serious crime, 

:and to extend the sphere of action of th3 local authorities, it is desir
.able that such of the borough municipalities as are ready to organise 
a local police force should be encouraged to do so. Enforcement of local 
-by-laws, regulation of traffic, keeping order in public places and preven
tion of public nuisances are strictly municipal functions and would be 
better administered by a municipal police force. We ex:pect that 
the municipal police would command greater confidence and co-opera-
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tion of the public, and the provincial police would find in it a local ally 
and a mcful intermediary in its dealings with .the public, The. duty 
oi serving court process within the city limits, which also takes a larcre 

. 0 

p:ut of the time of the ordinuy police, may be suitably transferred to 
the municipal police. Night watch, which generally. tends to: be 
nJgloctcd by the regular police owing to pther :more pressing ~uties, 
e..1.n also be conveniently entrusted to the municipal police, wherever ~t 
i:i organised. But it is not our intention that the provincial . police 
~>hould be divested of any responsibility for patrolling 

1 l~alitics, where 
crime is rife or where events of a suspicious nature have been noticed 
or reported by the mwicipal police or of watc~g the movements of 
bad characters. The municipal police force would have to conform to 
-certain minimum standards of efficiency prescri'bed by' thE{Provincial 
Government as regards organisation, training and discipline and would 
be subject to the general supervision and inspection of the Provincial 
Police Department. Subject to the maintenance of this minimum 
standard of emciency, Government should contribute a part of the 

•expenditure incurred on the force by the borough municipalities.: 

VILLAGE PoucE. 

·' 
263. The contact of the police organisation with the villages does 

not appear to be sufficiently close at present. Absence of the poli~e 
from the villages not only causes inconvenience to the ; law-abiding 
-citizen but impairs the efficiency of the force. But the cost of.expanding 
the regular police so as to cover all rural areas would he 

, . 'I 
prohibitive. Apart from this, the location of a police constable ,in 
.a village where he has no interest and no affinities would probably be 
vexatious to the people. A possible alternative would be to develop 
the system of village police, which has come down from ancient times 
.and with which the villagers are familiar. Where the hereditary system 
exists, the remuneration of the village police officer is made up partly 
by cash remuneration and partly by his hereditary watan of rent free 
land which, while giving him a common interest with the cultivators, 
provides spare time occupation for him and his family. On account 
-of changed economic conditions which have opened prospects of better 
-employment, it has become extremely difficult to find able-bodied 
persons to carry out thP duties of village policemen. H village economy 
is to be properly organised, it would be necessary to grant them adequate 
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cash remuneration in addition to their watan. Where there is no 

hereditary system, a locally recruited village policeman may be appointed 

on suitable pay. 

264. These village policemen should be trained and provided with 

a uniform. It would not be difficult for Government to decide how th& 

dutbs and powers of these village policemen should be correlated with 

the provincial police administration. 

SELECTION AND TRAINING. 

26:S. The professional skill of a policeman depends not only on his 

educational qualifications, but also on his mental capacity and 

temperament. The services of a well qualified and experienced 

psychiatrist would therefore be found useful in making selections t() 

appointments in the police force. In the Police Department, more than 

in any other, it is important that the higher posts should be ~nned 

by officers who have given proof of their aptitude in lower positions. 

A suggestion has accordingly been made to us that selection to higher 

posts should not be by direct recruitment, but by promotion of officers 

who joined service at a lower level. We agree and recommend that 

direct recruitment to posts of deputy superintendents should be

stopped. Recruitment should first be made to sub-inspectors' posts. 

and the more promising among the sub-inspectors and inspectors should 

be selected later on for undergoing higher professional training 
for the deputy superintendent's grade and appointed as deputy 

superintendents if they pass the necessary test. The quality and 

efficiency of the police force can be enhanced only if promotion is based 

on rigorous selection. Promotion should therefore be made on the basis 

of positive selection and a test which should be administered by 

departmental boards. This practice is followed in making promotions 

to the grades of deputy inspectors, inspectors and superintendents of 

the Bombay City Police and should be made applicable to all grades of 

police officers. Police training facilities seem to be adequate, but we 
suggest that the Training School at Nasik should be so expanded as t() 

afford training to all head constables and a tefresher course to sub

inspectors. 
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VII-Medical and Public Health. 

AMALG~IATIO:Y. 

~GG. Acting on a recommendation of the Health Survey and 
Denlopment Committee (1946) of the Government of India, the 
Government of Bombay have recently proposed to take the first step 
towards amalgamation of the ~leuical and Public H~alth Departments 
by abolishing the post of Director of Public Health. In fut.ure there 
will be a single head for the activities of both the older departments, 
anti he will be styled Director of Health Services. He will have the 
a~sistance of a deputy director, whose primary function will be to look 
after the activities of the Public Health Department. In our opinion 
tl!is first step requires to be followed up by progress towards 
a full amalgamation of all the health services, preventive as well as 
curatin. While we recognise that a transitional period from separate 
to joint organisation will create some passing difficulties, we recommend 
that these should not be allowed to stand in the way of a very 
early amalgamation of all health services of Government. 

JOINT 0RGA~'1SATION • . · 
2G7. As we visualise it the organisation of a Department of Health 

SC'rvices should be as fo!lows. The Director. who ~Yould be the head of 
the department, should have the assistance of two deputies. In the 
initial stages it may be advantageous to allot "Public Health " duties 
to one and "Medical" duties to the other. But as the process of 
combined administration of all health services develops, the work of the 
two deputies may be allotted on some other principle, or if a province
wide organisation develops as suggested below, it may be possible to 
dispense with one of the two deputy directors and retain only one, who 
would perform such functions of the Director as might be delegated 
to him. ' 

2G8. At present, while the Public Health Department has a divisional 
stafT for supervision of district activities, the medical department's 
activities in the districts, including the hospitals, are without any super
vision, except mch as the Surgeon General may himself undertake. 'Ye 
find that for several reasons this supervision has been very inadequate. 
In the interest of efficieni and economical administration of all the 
activities of the departwnt, it is essential that regular supervision at the 

MO·m Bk H 204-10 
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divisional level should be enforced at any rate for some time to come. 
Later on it may be possible to arrange for such inspection from the Direc
tor's own office. We accordingly suggest fur the present that below the 
Director and deputy directors, three assistant directors of health services 
should be appointed. These should be selected from senior members of 
the Bombay Medical Service, and they should be responsible for all 
.activities of the department within the districts comprising their respec
tive divisions, except the working of divisional hospitals about which we 
bave made detailed recommendations below. In addition to the three 
divisional assistant directors there will continue to be assistant directors 
in charge of Malariology and Epidemic Diseases. The number of these 
posts of functional assistant directors will of course depend upon the 
-extent of Government's programme for combating special diseases from 
time to time. 'Ve do not contemplate any immediate increase in 
them. 

THE DISTRICTS. 

269. In the districts we propose that as a general rule all health service 
activities should be under the control of the district officer of health 
services. In the districts where as suggested in the succeeding para
graph divisional hospitals are established, it will be necessary that the 
dean in charge of such a hospital and the college attached to it should 
be independent of the district officer of health services and be responsib Ie 
to the Director. But all the other activities of the department within 
these districts should form part of a single organisation under the district 
<>fficer. 

DiviSIONAL HosPITALS. 

270. The provision for medical relief made in our district hospitals 
is not in keeping with modern standards and requirements. We therefore 
recommend that in each division a well equipped and competently staffed 
hospital should be maintained by Government. The recent establishment 
of medical colleges at Poona and Ahmedabad and the proposed establish
ment of a medical college at Dharwar will in any case need such modern
isation and expansion of hospital facilities, and even otherwise we 
feel that provision of satisfactory medical relief in at least one place in 
each division is an urgent necessity. The staff of these colleges and 
divisional hospitals would have to be chosen for their special aptitude 
.and qualifications rather than by seniority. Hence it would be advisable 
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to place them directly under the Director, and not the assistant director 
'(If health services. The administrative control of the college and hospital 
would remain in the hands of the dean, so as to ensure proper co-ordina
tion of hospital and collegiate activities. 

TRAINIXG. 

271. In the process of amalgamation of the staffs of the two separate 
-departments of Public Health and Medicine as they exist at present, 
special provision for training and refresher courses will have to be made. 
'The need for imparting public health instruction to the staff of the 
present Medical Department will be speciallY. urgent. These courses 
will have to be moderate in duration, not excee~ng one year, so as 
not to withdraw the officers concerned from their· duty for too long 
a period. \Y e suggest therefore that the present arrangements in 
Bombay for instruction in public health should be reorganised into 
an Institute of Public Health, at which both serving officers and post
graduate students may be trained. Refresher courses in medicine will 
also have to be arranged for officers of the present Public Health Depart
ment. The colleges in the three divisions should be used as centres for 
the training of subordinate personnel of the Department of Health 

Services. 

CoxDITIOxs oF SERVICE. 

272. With the amalgamation of the two departments, the conditions 
·of service for the staff should be brought on a uniform basis. This can, 
be (1one without any extra cost. Smaller and less important chargea 
shouH be given to officers of Class II or to junior Class I officers, the 
more important charges and specialist posts being entrusted to senior 
men and to officers of Class I. In our scheme there is a sufficient number 
and variety of posts to facilitate suitable appointments of officers of 
different classes and of varying degrees of seniority. But uniform 
conditions would mean either elimination of private practice or general 
permission for it. We recommend that private practice should be 
abolished, but regulations may be made to enable medical officers to 
visit patients at their homes in places where there. are no other registered 
practitioners. The regulations should specify the scale of fees to be 
(·harrred for such visits and the proportion to be credited to Govern-

o 

ment. 
:r.ro-m Bk H 9.04--lOa 
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HoNORARY STAFF. 

273. In making recruitment to the medical service and in applying: 
the efficiency bars in the scale for medical officers, Government should 
place increasing emphasis on post-graduate training. In future recruit
ment possession of a public health qualification should be insisted upon_ 
We recognise the value of the system of honorary appointments on the 
staff of medical colleges and hospitals, as it brings to these institutions 
the services of highly qualified and experienced doctors who would not 
accept regular Government employment. The Public Service Com
mission is not consulted regarding such appointments; but they should 
be distinguished from posts which are sometimes called "honorary •• 
but are really part-time, in that their holders have such limited quali
fications and experience that the honorarium paid to them is in effect 
only a salary for part-time service. The latter posts also have their 
place in the staffing of colleges and hospitals, but in making appointments 
to them the normal rules and procedure for recruitment should be 
followed. 

SuBSIDISED l\IEDICAL PRACTITIONERS. 

27 4. In the course of an interim report submitted by us we hav~ 

supported Government's proposal to raise the honorarium and other 
allowances granted to subsidised medical practitioners. This scheme 
is however essentially temporary in character and will have to be re·v-iewed 
from time to time so as to ensure that the public revenues are not being 
burdened to an unnecessary extent. The need for such a periodical 
review will be obvious when it is remembered that the monthly hono
rarium paid to a subsidised practitioner is actually higher than the 
salary of a Subordinate l\Iedical Service officer. Other lump sum 
allowances as well are given to these practitioners and though they 
have to find their own premises, medicines and assistants, the total 
cost to Government is sufficiently large to justify a periodic review. 
It is to be hoped that the normal expansion of medical education and 
medical facilities, through official as well as non-official channels, will m 
due course render the scheme of direct subsidies unnecessary. 

AIDED HosPITALS. 

275. One of the methods in which Government may help the 
expansion of medical facilities without assuming direct responsibility 
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is to give grants-in-aid to private hospitals. At present Government 
make grants to several charitable hospitals, but there does not seem to 
be any systematic arrangement for assisting hospitals with conditional 
grants under a grant-in-aid code such as is followed when awardinu 

. 0 

bl'ants to private educational institutions. The grant-in-aid system has 
fully justified itself by making education available to a far larger number 
of students than would have been possible under a mainly state-directed 
system. There is reason to hope that if Government declare a similar 
policy with regard to hospital service, especially in· rural areas, the 
results may be equally good. 

LADY DocToRs. 

276. The need for the State to encourage expansion of health 
services, especially in rural areas, is nowhere greater than in the case of 
women. We sent out a Special Questionnaire to all registered lady doctors 
.and registered associations of medical men to ascertain the special 
-difficulties of lady doctors. The replies received show that if women 
take to practice half-heartedly and abandon it prematurely, one reason 
is that condition& in rural areas are unsatisfactory. We have in 
paragraph 353 suggested some remedies for this state of affairs, which .. 
should lessen the reluctance of women doctors to work in rural areas. 
Even in respect of premature discontinuance of pra.ctict;~ we feel that 
~·onditions are improving, and the proper way to foster this improvement 
is to increase the facilities for medical education of women rather than 
restrict them. 

SurrLY OF DRuGs. 

277. .At the Haffkine Institute, Pa.rel, Government. are undertaking 
the manufacture of essential drugs, sera and vaccines. This is a very 
desirable activity, as it is neither safe nor economical to leave the supply 
of such Jrugs entirely to the local trade. It is necessary that the 
lnanufacture of drugs should be carried on in the closest co-operation 
with the research staff of the Institute. But the production and 
distribution branch, in view of its nature and importance, should be 
placed under a carefully selected head, who need not necessarily have 
very high scientific qualifications, but must be a competent manager. 
We therefore recommend that the production and distribution of drugs 
should be organised separately from the research activities of the 
Medical Department. Close liaison should be maintained between 
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the two sections, and the general supervision of the Director of Health! 
Services should extend to them. But the business side of the production 
section should be subject to the addjtional supervision of the 
Director of Industries or any other officer who may be indicated by the
Trade and Industries Department of the Secretariat. This same 
principle of separating scientific direction from business direction may 
with advantage be followed in any other department where business. 
activities are conducted side by side with research. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF LOCAL BODIES. 

278. While our recommendations regarding the organisation of the
Department of Health Services are independent of the extent to which 
local bodies are called upon to proVide such services, we cannot bu~ 
record here a recommendation, to which we have alluded in more than 
one context in our report, that ameliorative and social services such as. 
these cannot be offered with the maximum economy and effect unless 
local initiative and responsibility are developed. Without surrendering 
the final responsibility of the Provincial Government, it is possible and 
desirable to seek the , co-operation of local bodies in the conduct 
of de;partments established for the welfare of the public. While the 
response from all local bodies may not be equally encouraging, the benefit 
to be derived from local health units of all types is so obvious. 
that the Provincial Government should bring home to local bodies their 
responsibility in the matter. To the extent to which the latter are 
ready and able to shoulder these responsibilities Government should 
withdraw from this field and content themselves v•ith giving grants 
conditional on the maintenance of minimum standards of efficiency 
Our detailed recommendations on this aspect of activities suitable t<> 
local bodies are given in Chapter XII. 

VIII--Labour. 

279. One of the earliest matters to claim the Ministry's attention after 
they took office in Aprill946 was the need for expanding and reorganising 
the Labour Department. The new Labour Minister had long experience 
of labour problems and had been Parliamentary Secretary for Labour 
in the previous Ministry. It was only natural therefore that Govern
ment, with their programme of general social improvements, should be 
anxious to extend this programme into the sphere of industrial relations 
which had been in a state of turmoil since the end of the war. ~Ioreover-
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it had long been realised that some reform was needed in the machinery 
of Government's labour Department, which had for several years past 
been responsible for serious delays. In fact although Bombay is the 
premier industrial province of India, the case of Bombay had sometimes 
gone by default through failure to furnish the Central Government in time 
with their views on prospective legislation and the like. Accordingly 
after due consideration Government sanctioned re-organisation of the 
Labour Department in February 1947. Under the new arrangements. 
which took effect from 1st March 1947, the independent post of the 
Commissioner of Labour, which was created in 1933 in pursuance of the 
recommendations of the Royal Commission on Labour, was abolished, 
and its statutory functions as well as control over tbe Factory and Steam 
Boilers Departments were entrusted to a Deputy Secretary in the 
Political and Services Department who had been specially appointed to 
deal with these matters. This post was subsequently upgraded to one of 
Joint Secretary, and the Labour Department has now been finally 
bifurcated from the Political and Services Department and has become 
a fullfiedged department under an independent secretary, whom we 
presume Government intend to appoint ex-officio Commissioner of 
Labour in due course. The Commissioner's administrative functions 
were distributed between two new,. directorates, one for administration 
and the 'other for information. 'Labour welfare, which had hitherto 
been in charge of an officer independent of the Commissioner, was on his 
retirement formed into a third directorate, and thus, under the new 
arrangement, there were three directorates of administration, informa 
tion and labour welfare responsible to the Secretariat officer who was 
ex-officio Commissioner of Labour. The assistant commissioners were 
renamed deputy directors. They had been six in number, and at first it
was thought that this number could be reduced, but when the reorganisa
tion was finalised, it was found that eight were needed, and we understand 
that the department is still demanding more. 

280. While we have no criticism to make regarding the quantitative 
expansion of this department to deal with the ever growing complexity 
of industrial relations, we cannot approve of the arrangement whereby 
a Secretary or Joint Secretary has been made ex-cffido head of the execu• 
tive department. This arrangement offends against the principle so 
often emphasised in our report that the Secretariat should confine itself 
to policy and leave administration to a separate departmental head. 
In our chapter on the Secretariat we have given at length the reasons 
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why, _in our opinion, heads of departments should not be secretaries to 
Government, and there is no need to recapitulate them here. In our 
section dealing with Education we have pointed out that this principle 
is particularly important in the case of -departments in which major 
decisions of policy haye to be taken almost from day to day. This 
applies equally to the Labour Department. In the case of Labour there 
is also the further consideration that a large part of the Commissioner's 
work consists of interviews and informal discussions with representatives 
of labour and management and the public generally. \Yhen industrial 
disputes occur, their handling rests with the Commissioner up to and 
including the stage of conciliation, and it is only when arbitration or 
adjudication becomes necessary that Government as such have to inter
vene. Thus it is a great advantage that the commissioner should be 
able to speak freely to members of the public without committing 
Government to any particular course of action. We find it hard to believe 
that a secretary who is also commissioner could, when functioning in the 
latter capacity, so completely divest himself of his Secretariat position 
as to ignore whatever tentative conclusions he might have already forn1ed 
regarding the advice which he would offer to the Minister if conciliation 
failed and the matter came before Government officially. Nor would 
the public, when dealing with a single officer, appreciate the nice distinc
tion between his dual personalities. It has been suggested that, if the 
commissioner is not also secretary, he could not know the mind of Govern
ment in regard to matters that are pending with him. It may be 
definitely advantageous that he should not know the mind of Govern
ment at that stage and should have untramelled freedom of action 
regarding all questions so long as they remain within his competence. 
But in any case there would be nothing to prevent him from maintaining 
the closest contact with the Minister, and we know that in fact such 
contact does exist between heads of departments and Ministers. The 
Commissioner of Labour had an advantage over other heads of depart
ments in this respect in that his personal office was in the Secretariat 
building. If the independent post were restored, this arrangement could 
also be revived, though it was only an accident which brought it into 
being, and it should not be interpreted as meaning that the Commissioner 
'of Labour is in any sense a Secretariat officer. 

281. Accordingly, we are constrained to advise that Government 
should retrace their steps in this matter and reconstitute the post of 
Commissioner of Labour as independent head of the executive depart-
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ment. He would naturally take with him those branches which have 
been created in the Secretariat for the performance of these functions. 
The directors would then become deputy commissioners, as we feel that 
the term " Director " should be confined to officers who are heads of 
drpartments. The deputy directors could be styled assistant commission
ers. In our opinion it is only thus that the department can be 
provided with an effective head able to ensure unified control and internal 
co-ordination of its various activities. 

282. We see no reason why this arrangement should give rise to 
any of the delays which used to occur. If adequate staff is provided 
.at the proper levels and due attention paid to organiS!lotion and method, 
there is no reason why this department should not function efficiently 
-on the same pattern as the others. In fact we feel that the Commissioner, 
when free to attend to his own duties and not saddled with any Secretariat 
work, could deal directly with the information side of his office and 
need not have a separate deputy commissioner .for that activity. We 
feel that with the assistance of one deputy commissioner he should be 
abte to deal adequately with administration as well as the compilation 
of statistics and issue of the Labour Gazette, etc., which are now 
(•nh u,;ted to the information directorate. The fact that for want of 

• . a suitable officer the director of administration was for a long time also 
hollling charge of the information directorate lends support to this 

view. 

283. There would be another deputy commissioner for welfare. 
'The Labour Welfare Department has an ambitious programme of expan
Hiun, and its schemes occupy a conspicuous place in the post-war develop
ment plans of Government. We feel very doubtful whether so much 
expenditure on amenities for only one section of the tax-paying public 
is a leaitimate use of Government funds. Industrial labour is of course 

e> 

entitled to a full share in Government's social welfare activities and 
should enjoy the benefit of such institutions as child welfare centres, 
maternity homes, adult education classes and the like, conducted by the 
appropriate Government departments. But when the Labour Depart
mrnt in its welfare section embarks on costly projects like recreation 
centres, cinemas, swimming pools, holiday homes etc., we feel that it is 
undertaking rt>oponsibilities which properly belong to the trade unions 
..and employers, and the money spent on which could be utilised for the 
Lenefit of agricultural labour and poor people in the rural areas generally. 
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It IWem" thu.t the Labour Welfare Dep~ntment aims at ult.imatdy 
embracin~ a~ricultural labour also, but in the nature of things this aim 
l.an harclly be achieved in any foreseeable future. Meanwhile we fetu· 
tl1at thiK activity, so far from accomplishing Goveornment's purpose of 
improvinJt industri"l relations by ameliorating the condition of the 
workers, is having exactly the opposite result. It tends to separate 
hLhour from management and leaves the trade unions with no functions 
hut to fight for thP rights of lnhour, real or imaginary, and it means 
that OovPrnment themselves occupy a field which could have been used 
for bringing luhour and management. to/};ether in a ·common effort for 
a high('r st.u.ndarcl of living. The provision of minimum amenities is 
tht> duty of employers, and this could be secured if Government in due 
courNe take power to issue welfare orders as recommended by the Royal 
CommiRl-lion, somewhat on the lines of the rules under the Factories Act. 
Amt>nitiNI above this minimum would be willingly provided by the 
more t'lllightl'ned employers, and the trades unions themselves should be 
t>nt·ourag«'cl to tnke a hand in the prot•e:<;s of self-betterment. Of course 
no RtHhl«'n action is possihlt', but we feel that Government should 
pmduu.lly '9dt.hdraw from this field, and by a process of negotiation with 
lJOth partit•s tranNfl't' t.he responsibility for labour welfare to the hands 
of lnhout• and mana~ement. The Labour "'elfare Department could 
thl'n bt> mueh reduced in size, and the duties of the deputy commissioner 
in duugc> would be confined to st>eing that any welfare orders issued by 
Government wc>re complil'd with and to fostering the provision of further 
nm<>niti<>s by co-operation on both sides. 

2~4. The functions of the Industrial Court and the Labour Courts 
a•·e judi<•inl in t.be fullest sense, and yet we find that appointments and 
oth('r direction!! relating to th._,.m are dealt with by the Labour Depart
lllt'Jit.. We fl•t.'l t.hnt to prf's<'rve the independl'nce of these courts in 
appt•nrnnce as well as in fact., it would be desirable to place them. under 
the St'<'tt•tnrint dt•pnrt.mt>nt in charge of Justice. At present this is the 
Homl' Dt•part.nwnt, but in our Secretariat chapter we recommend that 
Jnl"tice ~hould be trnnsferrl•d to the Legal Departmf.'nt. Recently there 
hu~ bt•t•n <'OllSi(lt~rnble criticism from labour quarters agninst the Labour 
Courts and even the Inrlust.rial Court. Allegations have been made that 
tlwy nre nwrt'ly limbs of the labour administration. \Vhile of course 
'\\'l" nttnch no credence to tht>se allPgotions and tl'alise that the particular 
official channel t.hrough which Govenunent 's orders issue is inm1aterial. 
we think that Government would be well advi:sed to remo\'e the suspicion 
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,that these courts are in any sense subordinate to the executive. by placing 
lihem in the same position as all other courts in this respect. n is true 
.that the Labour Department ia never a party to any of the proceedings 
in these courts, but in arbitration cases the dt>partrnent must have dealt 
:with the dispute at an earlier stage. and have got poasession oi the facta 
and perhaps expressed its own reaction to them thro~h its offict>rs. If 
.the Labour Courts and Industrial Court are placed undt>r the Secretariat 
department in charge of Justice. the latter might consult the Labour 
Department unofficially regarding persons to be appointed as judges, 
~but beyond that we feel that the Labour Department llhould have no 
concern with them. 

285. The same considerations apply to the Commissioner for Work· 
men's Compensation who performs judicial functions und£>r the Work
men's Compensation Act and the Payment of Wages Aet. He too 
should b~ removed from the Labour organisation and plact'd under the 

;department which deals with Justice. 

286.' We were surprised to leam that in the recent reorganisation 
'the Director of Labour Welfare was appointed Labour Officer for 
Bombay City, and the district labour officers were placed under him. 
At first sight this appears a peculiar arrangement, and we were not able 
'to ascertain the reasons for it from any of our witneSSt'B or from the 
'papers made available to us. The Director, Labour Welfare, waR to be 
·given a deputy director to relieve him of the Labour Officer's work in 
'Bombay City, and the district labour officers were also ranked as dt•puty 
·directors. The natural arrangement would be for all these officers to 
be under the Director of Labour Administration. Perhaps the reason 

·'for placing them under the Director, Labour Welfare, was that the other 
'director would be over-worked, or it may have been related in some way 
~o the original duties of the Labour Officer under the Bombay Trade 
Disputes Conciliation Act of 1934, which were to watch the inurest.s of 
workmen and represent their grievances to employers. These duties 
have undergone considerable change since then, and we recommend that 
Government should review the position and place the~~e Jabou1· offirera 
under the directorate or branch appropriate to their work, whkh seems 

to us to be that of administration rather than welfare. 

287. As regards the Factory Department, we have little to aay beyond 
noommending that more attention should be paid to the inRpt"Ction of 
le&Sonal factories. It is well known that in these factoriee there ia 
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flngrnnt violation of the rf'gulations goveming the fpncing of machinery. 

snf,,t.y in gpneral, Pmployment of children, l10urs of work and so on. 

The ditfieulty of courRe is that the working p<'riod of all t.hese factories 

i.e; t.he RIUne, ju!'lt after the harvesting st•a~on, and no doubt it is for that 

rflll.'ll)ll that the clepart.mf'nt is unahle to arrange for adequate inspection. 

Tlail\ would rw.rhap~ invoh•e the employment of temporary staff, which 

mny W•lll be impracticable. We would however recommend that 

Govemnwnt examine the position and, if necessary, divert a sufficient 

numlwr of inspectors from other duties during the working period of 

sraMonal factories, so that the latter may receive proper attention. If 
it beC"Iltno necessary to increar.;e the permanent inspec'tomte staff on this 

account, we ft!el that it would he justified. 

IX --Industries. 

288. This department was organised after the first World War as 

a result of represt'ntations urgi'lg Govemment to devise measures 

whereby Inuinn industries could take advantage of the openings created 

by the war. During the lust thirteen years there has been consiuemble 

expansion of the activities of the department, with consequent 

aeccsNion to the strength of its stuff. But Fisheries which formed a 

seut:ou of t.his depnrtnwnt were in Hl45 formed into a separate 

dt•partment and Village Industries have recently been tmnsferred to 

tho t'o-operntive Depn.rtment. The Industries Department is now left 

chidly with the task of promot.i.ng small scale and mediwu-sized 

inclust.rit>s in urhnn areas. We are of the opinion that fGr this purpose 

the pr•·St·ut. distrid-wise orgnnisat.ion of the department is on the whole 

Wt•ll suit.t•d. It will be ne(·essary to see t-hat its st~df is under present 

(JOJulitions confirwd to those plnc.e.s where it has sufficit•nt. scope apart 

from tht~ tlt•ld covor·ed by tht~ villngt'o indust.ries organisation. 

:!~m. Among t.lw functions pt•rfornwtl by the dt•p!trtmcnt is that of 

giving din~et. finmwiul nid to intlust.rit•s in the shnpe of loans. \Ye 

consitltlr t.lmt., while the Dirt•etor shouhl express an opinion on the 

finnneinl pro."Jll'et.s of a husim·ss or irulustry fur the promotion of whi(·h 

a loan is 11 pplied for, tHrnngt•ments for gmnt.ing t.he loan and seeuring 

it.s rt'}mymcnt should--ns we luwe recomuu.•nded in the section of this 

report •lt>nling wit.h Co-opemtion-be left to institutions like co-operative 

banks and socit•ties which are better fit.ted to administer sueh 

loans. An e~ceptiou may be made in individual cases in which small 
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loans may be advanced directly by the department to applil'ants 
-of limited resources wishing to set up a new business, when seeuritv is 

lacking and the prospects are uncertain, while to deal with ('a!lt•s wi
1
ich 

are too large to be handled by co-operative institutions there will in duo 

course be the provincial and all-India industrial finance corpornt.ions . 

. 290. The Industries Department is at present rntruste1l with tho 

enforcement of the 'Veights and Measures .Act. As we have prnpo~wtl 
in paragraph 22G, this function should be transferred to the market in•• 

'"' section of the Co-operative Department. 

291. The department does considerable research work in tcclmicnl 

problems relating to industries. It is needless to point out t.hnt ~;u<·h 
work, if it is to be of any profit, should be in competent hands. For this 

purpose it may be necessary to convert some of the pennnnrnt post11 

into contract posts so that efficient specialists may be obh1ined arcording 

to the requirements of a particular problem or industry. Whether n. 

post is on a permanent or contract basis, the terms offered sl1ouht be 

such as t-o attract the services of a really capable expert. In the cour11e 

of the evidence tendered before us we have, for instance, been infonn{\d 

that the· pay attached to the post of industrial engineer is £'ntirt>ly 

inadequate and that in consequenc:e it has not been possible to fill tho 

post for some time. Considering the importance of the post, we 

recommend that the service conditions attaching to it should be improvrd 

so as to attract au able, versatile and experit>nced officer. 

292. The department collects statistics under the Intlu:o;trial Htatist.it~ 

Act and such other information as has a betning on the progress of rx.i:-~ting, 

and the prospects of new, industries. We consider that the !!tope of 

this information should be widened as much as possible and thtlt every 

facility should be offered to make the results k~own to interested partit!!l. 

If necessary, information should be specially obtained for tha benefit 

of any prospective producer who may stand in need of it. In partic:ulnr, 

information regarding the availability of raw materials in the Province 

should be carefully compiled, and to this end much closer co-oprration 

than exists at present should be established with departmen~~ like those 

of Agriculture and Forests. 

293. The work which the dopar11uent does in connection with thl' 

central purchase of stores for all provincial depart•uent!l should remain 
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with it, as it is actively in touch with industries and has knowledge of 
the products manufactured in the country which it is the object of Govern
ment to encourage. It also has competent staff to carry out the necessary 
inspection. Some witnesses have suggested that local purchases should 
be permitted on a much larger scale than is done at present. \\rule we 
agree that there may be special cases where such purchases may have 
to be permitted, as a general principle we do not favour them as we feel 
that central purchase is more economical and efficient. 

294. We find that it is the intention of the department to set up a 
test house for enforcing proper standardisation of goods produced in the 
province. This is no doubt a very desirable and important activity 
calculated to ensure the ordered and stable progress of local industries. 
But as there is an all-India scheme for a similar purpose, it will be necess
ary to see that the provincial scheme fits in with the work · of 
the Indian Standards .Institute when it is fully organised. 

295. The Director of Industries has shown us a copy of the reports 
of the various sub-committees of the Provincial Industrial .\dvisory 
Committee which was appointed in 1945. The policy to be adopted in 
consequence of the recommendations of the committee is a matter for 
Government to determine. We noti~e from the resolution on industrial 
policy recently adopted by the Indian Parliament that for at least ten 
years the Provincial Governments are not expected to undertake direct 
industrial responsibility on any large scale. In any case in its present 
form the Industries Department is not suited for undertaking the highly 
responsible functions involved in State direction of major industries 
which will have to be performed through special a.sencies like public 
corporations. The department can cater only for small-sized industries 
including village industries which, as we have recommended elsewhere 

' should eventually be tran~ferred to it as part and parcel of its permanent 
responsibilities. 

X-Fisheries. 

296. The Fisheries section of the Industries Dapartment was 
constituted into a separate department in 1945 as a result of the 
recommendation of Dr. Baini Prasad, Fisheries Development Adviser 
to the Government of India. The new department has undertaken maAy 
schemes such as deep sea fishing by trawlers, which can only be organised 
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<>n a large scale and require modern technical equipment right from the 
-catch to the market. While these schemes are vital in developing the 
food supply of the people, they are not within the capacity of individual 
fishermen or their small co-operative societies. The department should 
-do everything possible for the uplift and welfare of the fishermen commu
nity and should give due attention to procuring proper equipment 
for them and giving them technical assistance when required. 

297. It appears that the department has not yet made up its mind 
-on the question whether refrigeration plant and insulated transport 
should be managed on a co-operative basis or left to private enterprise. 
No commercial concern would be ready to unde·rtake this activity 
without subsidy from Government. If therefore Government decide 
to encourage this industry by way of subsidy, then it would be desirable 
to entrust it to a co-operative society of fishermen. But if this is not 
found possible, then it would be better for Government to maintain these 
refrigeration plants departmentally on a self-supporting basis . 

. 298. We find that there is no adequate provision for research in the 
department, which has all this time been mainly concerned with the 
-expansion of its commercial activities. This deficiency will be remedied 

• to a large extent with the constrUction of the aquarium in Bombay, 
which ·will provide up-to-date facilities for scientific work. It would 
be desirable to conduct this research in collaboration with the scientific 
ta.lent available outside the department, as for instance in the Royal 
Institute of Science, as the number of persons really qualified to direct 
this kind of research is limited. If the Government of India start a 
research scheme of their own, then the Government of Bombay would 

no doubt co-operate with it. 

299. While dealing with the finance of rural industries, we have 
stated our view that a department is not a suitable agency for granting 
loans. A banking institution, whether co-operative or otherwise, is in 
a better position to assess the needs and creditworthiness of the borrower. 
We are informed that during the l~st three years the Fisheries 
Department has given loans amounting to Rs. 3 lakhs to fishermen 
a"ainst the mortgaae of their boats and nets. Though we are assured 

0 0 

by the Director of Fisheries that recoveries are being made regularly 
without any difficulty, we feel that such loans should preferably be made 
throu()'h the medium of co-operative societies or banking institutions. 

0 
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XI-Excise. 

300. When the prohibition policy of Government takes full effect in 
April 1950, excise will cease to be a source of revenue to the province,. 
and excise activities, as distinguished from p ohibition, will be confined 
to the control of bonded goods, the distribution of denatured spirit to 
private house-holders and of industrial spirit to manufacturing concerns 
and supervision over Government and private distilleries. These 
funct:ons are neither so numerous nor so important as to justify the 
retention of the Excise Department in anything like its present form. 
They could be conveniently attended to by a small staff attached to the 
Revenue Department. It may no doubt be urged that a large number 
of the excise staff should be retained to assist in prohibition work. But 
we do not think that the Excise Department, with its past history and 
tradition, is a suitable agency for carrying out the prohibition programme. 
An organisation well suited to implementing the prohibition policy has 
therefore to be built up independently of the present structure of the 
Excise Department and irrespective of the question whether it would 
be able to absorb a large number of the excise staff. We propose that the 
Excise Department should 1::e wound up ,as soon as total prohibition is 
enforced. Any tendency therefore. to allot prohibition Juty to an exci~e 
officer, whose work and responsibility will decrease with· the gradual 
introduction o{ prohibition, should be discouraged. 'Ye recommend 
that such decrease in excise work should be accompanied by a correspond
ing reduction in the staff. 

ExciSE CmiMISSIO~ER. 

301. With prohibition even partially enforced, the duties of the Excise 
Commissioner qua Excise Commissioner have in our opinion already 
become less onerous and responsible than hitherto and do not require 
the attention of an officer of commissioner's rank. The Thomas 
Committee in fact stated* that they would probably have recommended 
the substitution of a senior collector for the commissioner, had they not 
proposed the transfer of excise work to a member of the Bo~d of Revenue 
the formation of which they had suggested. We accordingly recommend 
tkat the post of Excise Commissioner should be abolished forthwith, anll 
that a post of Director of Excise in the senior time-scale of the Indian 
Civil or Administrative Service with suitable special pay should be created 
in its place and continued until prohibition becomes absolute. The Excise-

*Report of the Bombly Reorganhation CommitteE', 1933, para. 28.3. 
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Commissioner is also ex-o.ificio Sales Tax Commissioner, but hi: duties 
are largely formal and supervisory. We would suggest that the D~puty 
Commissioner, Sales Tax, should be then renamed Director of Sales Tax. 
In our chapter on Divisional Commissionen we have proposed that Sales 
Tax should be transferred to the Board of Revenue. Supervision over the 
office of the Director of Sales Tax would then be exercised by a member 
of the Board of Revenue. For the performance of the Excise 
Commissioner's statutory duties there should be no difficulty in notifying 
the Director of Excise and the Director of Sales Tax as Commissioner of 
Excise and Commissioner of Sales Tax under the Bombay Abkari Act and 
the Bombay Sales Tax Act respectively. 

PROIDBITION PROGRAMME. 

302. The prohibition programme of Government consists of the 
following activities :-

(1) Enforcement of prohibition, including prevention, detection 
and prosecution for offences against prohibition ; 

(2) Propaganda, including education of public opinion so as to make 
the public prohibition-minded ; and 

(3) Ameliorative activities which include the provision of substitute 
• 

amenities through recreation cetitres and the formation of thrift 
wcieties, etc. 

303. In the section on Police we have stated that there should not be 
a parallel organisation of police for the enforcement of prohibition and 
suggested its transfer to the provincial police. When prohibition was 
first introduced in 1938, it was enforced in the city of Bombay by the 
Bombay City Police, and in the city of Ahmedabad by the Excise 
Department. At present, with the exception of the city of Bombay 
where prohibition is being enforced by the Bombay police, enforcement 
in the rest of the province is the responsibility of the excise staff. The 
Commissioner of Excise stated before us that even with the additional 
staff sanctioned for the above purpose, his constabulary numbered 3,500 
which was totally inadequate. This question was recently examined by 
a. sub-committee appointed by the Provincial Prohibition Board, 
consisting of the Commissioner of Excise, the Inspector General of 
Police and two non-officials. We endorse its view that enforcement 
should be transferred to the regular police and recommend that such of 
the excise sta.ff as is suitable or specially trained for this work may be 

absorbed in the Police Department. 
xe-n Bk H 2<»-11 
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304. The social welfare side of the prohibition programme could in 
our o:;_Jinion be best carried out through a non-official organisation wi.th 
an adequate official ell'ment in it. A Provincial Prohibition Board 
consisting of thirty non-official members,· with the Minister of Excise 
.as its president, ha<> already been set up to advise GovE'rnment on 
the measures to be adopted for furthering prohibition, to create 
favourable public opinion in its favour and to control propaganda and 
ameliorativa activities. Each district is represented on this board 
through a local member of the Legislature or a social worker interested in 
prohibition, and the Commissioner of Excise and the Secretary to 
Government, Revenue Department,· are ex-officio members. This board 
f11nctions through exec~tive committees, whose work is correlated by the 
·Co-ordinating Executive Committee. If at all Government think it 
necessary to appoint a whole-time senior Government officer to deal 
with the prohibition programme, he could be made chairman of the 
Co-ordinating Committee and may be given direct access to the )Iinister, 

:so that he may understand Government's policy correctly and execute it 
without delay. There is a chain of district committees in the mofussil 
to advise the Provincial Board on matters of prohibition and to carry 
-out its orders. Prohibition officers, who ·are full-time GovernmE'nt 
:S~rva~ts, work as secretaries of these c;.mmittees. '\Ve feel that this 
province-wide organisation can be trusted to implement the social side 
·of the prohibition programme. 

_ 3Q5. We hope that while organising propaganda, recreation centres 
.and thrift societies, etc., the boa~d will ~ork in co-operation with such 
other agencies as the Adult Education Board, Labour '\Yelfare Officers 
.and the Co-operative Department. l\Iuch valuable propaganda can be 
-carried out by linking it with the adult education programme of the
Adult Education Board. Wherever welfare centres conducted either 
'by the Labour Department or private employers exist, substitutes for 
liquor such as nira may, be made available, so that it may not 
be necessary to open new centres at these places. The help of district 
-co-operative officers may be taken to form thrift societies. 

SECRETARIAT DEPARTl\IE:YT FOR PROHIBITIO:Y. 

306. We submitted an interim report on the question of appointing 
the Excise Commissioner ex-officio Secretary to Government. It seems 
to have been felt by Government that if the Excise Commissioner were 
:Secretary for his department, he would have direct access to tl1e 
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)linistrr, and being thus apprisl'd of Govt>rmnent policy at first. hand, 
could speed up its t>xecution. In the chapter on Secretariat 
Organisation we have indicated the difft>rence between the work of 
a secretary and that of the hl'ad of a department and proposed that no 
i.lt'part.mental head should be given secretariat duties. :\Ioreover excise 
work in the Secretariat is dealt with in the Revenue Department by 
only one branch, whicl1 is too Rmall a unit to justify the s£>tt.ing up of 
a sl'parate department. The social welfare activities of the- Prohibition 
Boa.rd will not at any time entail, either by themselves or wh£>n 
combin£>d with excise in thE' interim period, sufficient work for a separate 
-tlt>pa.rtment in the Ser.retariat. \Ve accordingly. do not recommend 
its creation. 

XU-Backward Classes. 

307. Some important changes have taken place recently in this 
(lt>partment. The administration of the Bombay Children Act, ~9:U, 

allll the Bombay Beggars Act, 1945, has been transferred to the ~~f 
Inspector of Certified Schools under the control of the Home Depart
nwnt. The Backward Class Officer is therefore now only in charge of 
the Backward Class Department and the Criminal Tribes Settlements. 
With regard to the latter, Government have already decided to repeal ,. 
the Criminal Tribes Act. Tlie Bombay Habitual Offenders' 
HPstraint Act, which was passed in a recent session of the Assembly. 

-<·ontains a provision that within two years from the date of its enactment 
the Criminal Tribes Act will cease to be in force. The object of Govern
nwnt in repealing this Act is to remove the stigma of criminality which 
a taehes to certain tribes and castes and, by improving their conditions, 
tn reabsorb them into society. Government have already issued execu
tive orders n•laxing the application of the Criminal Tribes Act, and the 
proeess of winding up the settlements has already started. 

303. The Habitual Offenders' Hestraint Act provides for the restraint 
oft hose who are proved to be confirmed criminals by having five or more 
<'onvictions in a court of law for offences against person and property. 
It is proposed to hand over the administration of this Act and three 
sctt Iements to be opened thereunder to the Juvenile and Beggars Depart
ment. There are at present three large and nine small settlements and 
four colonies. Even supposing that the three large settlements may 
l1ave to be continued for restraining the activities of the habitual 
,offenders, there is an obvious case for retrenchment of the staff employed 
in the nine small settlements and the four colonies. 

KO·U Bk H 20!-lla 
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309. The activities of the Backward Class Department would then 
consist solely of welfare work among the three sections of backward 
classes, the scheduled castes, the aboriginals and hill tribes and certain 
castes which were not included within the fust two categories, to which 
would now be added the criminal tribes. In this work the Backward 
Class Officer is assisted by five assistant. backward class officers, whose 
duty it is to go round the villages, to ascertain the needs of the backward 
classes and to see that the necessary relief is administered through the 
other departments of Government. It is now proposed to set up a 
district ·organisation by the appointment of district backward class 
welfare officers. In the post-war reconstruction scheme Government 
have already sanctioned the creation of twelve posts of such officers,. 
and the Backward Class Officer's idea was ultimately to have one office 
for every district .. 

. 310. We do not see any justifiction for setting up a district organisa
tion for a department, whose main function we conceive to be welfare 
and ameliorative work through other departments, and not the direct 
administration of relief. The Backward Class Department was the 
outcome of the recommendations of the Starte Committee appointed in 
1930 to inquire into the conditions of the scheduled castes, aboriginals 
and such other backward classes. It was clearly stated in the Govern
ment Resolution constituting this department that it was not the 
intention of Government to set up a parallel administration for catering 
to the needs of the backward classes or granting them any particular
form of relief. The needs of the backward classes were to be met by the 
departments already functioning under Government or which would be 
set up thereafter to look to the needs of the whole public. The depart
ment was . created to keep in contact with the backward classes and 
impress upon the other departments the necessity of making suitable 
provision, in their day-to-day working and particularly in their nation
building activities, for the benefit and welfare of the backward classes. 
Thus from the very inception of the department the Backward Class 
Officer ~as intended to be a sort of liaison and welfare officer, whose 
function was only to bring the needs and grievances of the backward 
classes to the notice of the proper departments or officers. 

311. · We are glad to be assured that this essential role of the depart
ment is not changed. But we are at the same time told that it would 
be difficult to maintain contact with the backward classes except throug~ 
a well or~anised district machinery. 'Ye may point out in this regard 
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that excepting scheduled castes who are spread over the province, the 
<>ther classes are localised in particular areas, and the assistant backward 
.ela.ss officers should not find it difficult to establish adequate contacts 
with them, though we should have no objection if district officers were 
appointed in these areas. The scheduled castes, who have now become 
keenly aware of their importance in the national life, can be expected 
increasingly to look after themselves and present their needs and grie
vances to the Backward Class Officer or his assistants through the 
branches of their organisations such as the Harijan Sewak Sangh and the 
Scheduled Castes Federation. 1\Ioreover a. semi-official organisation 
Already exists in all districts for bringing to the notice of the Backward 
Class Officer the needs of the backward commuruties. A semi-official 
.eommittee has been formed in every district with the collector as its 
.ehairman. On this committee are nominated three of the local members 
<>f the Legislature and all the members of the Legislature of the backward 
classes, and one backward class worker from each ta.luka of the district 
.recommended by the collector. In addition there is provision for the 
.appointment <>f two social workers who, though not.belonging to the 
backward classes, are interested in their uplift and welfare. Th~ 

Assistant Backward Class Officer concerned is an ex-officio member. 
There are also registered associa~ions which devote their time to the 
Amelioration of various sections of the backward classes such as the 
Harijan Sewak Sangh and the Adivasi 1\Iandal. We have been told that 
these bodies have been useful channels of information to the Backward 
Class Department, and have been helpful in propaganda. In addition to 
this, the Backward Class Officer, while on tour, summons the leaders 
<>f backward classes and other persons who are interested in social 
reform and welfare work in order to obtain first-hand information from 
them regarding the conditions and needs of the backward class 
.eommunity. If this practice is followed by his assistants, the 
department should find no difficulty at all in maintaining contact 
with the backward classes. 'Ve are, therefore, not in favour of setting 
up a district organisation for the department. 

312. The Backward Class Department gives scholarships and lump 
sum !ITa.nts for books and stationery and examination fees to deserving 

0 

ba.ch.-ward class students. The Director of Public Instruction also grants 
scholarships to the students of this community. In regard to the grant 
o()f scholarships, there is therefore a. division of responsibility between 
the Backward Class Officer and the Director of Public Instruction. In 
view of our opinion that administration of relief is not the proper function 
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ofthe Backward Class Department, and in order to avoid duplication,. 
we recommend that the responsibility for giving scholarships and lump
sum grants should rest with the Director of Public Instruction, who
should, however, select the beneficiaries in consultation with the Back
ward Class Officer: 

XIII-Prisons. 

313. We had an oportunity of seeing a copy of the report of the Jail 
Reforms Committee appointed by the Government of Bombay in 1946. 
As this Committee has made detailed recommendations on the various.· 

questions connected with jail reforms, we deal only with a few 
outstanding points such as the staffing of the department, pay scales. 
and convict labour. 

314. In the past recruitment to the posts of superintendents was. 
mainly confined to the Indian Medical Service, only one post being held 

b;r a non-medical officer. The Indian Medical Service has now been 
abolished, and the employment of medical officers to be in charge of 
jails has ceased. -There is n~w only one superintendent who is a medical 
officer, but he has also been relieved of his medical duties by the appoint
m~nt of a separate medical officer. Thu.s it has already become necessary 
to reorganise the jail service. The Bombay Reorganisation Committee 
of 1933 favoured the idea of constituting a separate medical service for
the- staffing of the ]ails. The present century has witnessed a radical 
change in outlook towards prison systems in all advanced countries. 
Modern thought on penology regards all crime as due either to mental 
aberration or to maladjustment with environment and emphasizes. 
the reformatory aspect of prisons. The chief object of prison life is. 
now to educate the prisoner and make him fit for re-entry into society
Contemporary opinion is therefore in favour of putting men with 
so~iological training in -charge of jails. We therefore endorse the
recommendation of the Jail Reforms Committee that the jail service 
should be recruited from persons who have received training in sociology. 

315. There are at present three groups of jailors. Recruitment to
group III is made by a board consisting of the Inspector General and 
two superintendents nominated by Government. Out of three 
vacancies in group II two are filled by promotion from group III, and 
one vacancy ·is filled by recruitment through the Public Service
Commission. Group I and superintendents' posts are filled partly 
by promotion and partly by direct recruitment. For group III persons. 
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with sufficient academic b10wledge, say u. pa>s degr ~e, sh)uLl Lc 
selected and gh·cn training in a sodological course, either departmentally 
or through an institution like the Tata Institute of Social Sciences. 
For direct recru!tment to group II an honours degree should be 
required. But recruitment to posts of group I jailors and 
superintendents should be made from among persons who have received 
a diploma or degree in social sciences after a good honours degree. 

316. The Inspector General of Prisons recommends that the scales 
of pay of the jail staff should be at least equal to those of the police 
officers of corresponding status, while the Jail Committee of 1920, we 
understand, recommended even higher pay scales than in the Police 
Department on the ground that the jail staff h·~d to perform more 
arduous duties and work in an uncongenial atmosphere. 'Ve propose 
that the group I jailors should be constituted into a class II service o:ri 
the standard scale and that all the superintendents should be placed 
on the revised class I scale, a special pay being attached to the posts 
of superintendents of central jails. 

317. In view of the fact that there will be a separate non-medical 
jail service, it will be necessary to appoint a medical offficer of suitable 
status drawn from the medical serv~ce in each jail. We have carefully 
considered the question whether a· separate medical service should be 
formeJ for the jails, but do not recommend it, a'l these posts would 
be too few to constitute a cadre of medical officers. But even if such 
a cadre was possible, their experience of disease and treatment would 
be limited by the four walls of a prison and they would easily lose contact 
with modern developments in medical science. The medical officer 
attached to a central prison should therefore be drawn from the Bombay 
~Iedical Service class II. For the smaller jaih, an officer from the 
subordinate medical service shoulJ suffice. In order to make jail service 
attractive, it would be desirable to grant a special allowance to these 
officers. The civil surgeons may be required to attend to cases of serious 
illness a'> part of their ordinary duties. The services of a psychiatrist. 
should be made available to a jail, whenever possible, in an honorary 

capacity. 
318. "'"e are in general agreement with the recommendations of the 

Jail n~forms Committee, 1946, in regard to convict labour. When the 
main ohjects of punishment were deterrance and retribution, hard labour 
whieh inYolved "dull, wearisome and disgustful exertion" was prescribed 
{or condcts to make prizon life as unpleasant and tiresome as possible. 
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With the present emphasis on the reformative aspect of prison Ufe, 
it is urged that the prisoner should be given some useful employment 
and taught a craft or trade which will ena?.le him to earn a decent living 
after his release and to be absorbed into society. The Jail Reforms 
Committo:le accordingly recommended that convicts should be given the 
kind of employment to which they were accustomed before their 
imprisonme:tJ.t so that they could take to their previous calling after 
release. It is accordingly proposed to train prisoners belonging to the 
peasant class in improved methods of agriculture at the model farm 
which is to be formed at Visa pur and in the extra-mural gardens attached 
to jails, according as their imprisonment was for a long or short period. 
The urban prisoners are to receive training in factory and mill work so 
as to enable them to find employment on their release in factories and 
mills, 11nd for this purpose it is proposed to set up power units in jails. 
'Yhile we generally approve of these schemes, we hold the view that jail 
industry should not compete with trade and should not be made so profit
able as to expose Government to the charge of exploiting jail labour. 
The number of power units to be created in jails should therefore be 
limited to Government's own needs, and care should be taken to see that 
a due return is obtained on the capital expended. We were informed 
by the Inspector General of Prisons that private contractors were 
occasionally allowed the use of jail labour. While we have no objection 
to the utilisation of jail labour by Government departments like the 
Public Works or by contractors within the premises of the jaiJ, we 
strongly disapprove of the practice of giving jail labour on hire to 
contractors outside the jail, as such public display of the prisoners' 
humiliation must be damaging to their self-respect. 

XIV-Judicial. 

319. Under section 242 (4) of the Government of India Act, 1935, 
and by virtue of the powers vested in him by the Letters Patent, the 
Chief Justice makes appointments of the staff attached to the High 
Court. Although he is the appointing authority, service in the High 
Court is none the less service of the State, and the reasons which justify 
selection by the Public Service Commission in the rest of the services 
apply with equal validity to appointments in the High Court. Just as 
the Governor makes appointments in consultation with the Public 
Service Commission, we think that the Chief Justice also should, when 
making appointments within the High Court, avail himself of its advice. 
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We accordingly recommend that the ('J'azetted staff in the Hi«h Court 
0 0 

should be appointed on the J.d. vice of the Commission. Section 242(4)(a) 
gives the Governor discretion to bring any appointment in the High 
{;ourt within the scope of the Commission. We further propose that 
when a competitive examination is hela-for the recruitment of clerks in 
all Government offices in Bombay, as suggested by us in the chapter on 
the Services, the derical staff in the High Court should also be recruited 
through this channel. 

320. The question of selecting civil judges for promotion to assistant 
judges' posts has been specifically referred to us .for advice. Under 
section 254 of the Government of India Act, 1935, appointments of 
-district judges including assistant judges are to be I~.a.de by Government 
in consultation with the High Court. Under rule 33 of Appendix C of 
the Bomhay Civil Services Classifi.cationandRecruitment Rules, a select 
list of subordinate judges who are considered fit for appointment as 
.a.->~istant judges is to be prepared annually by Government in consultation 
with the Chief Justice and judges of the High Court. We are informed 
that when the High Court sends its recommendations for the approval of 
Government, the grounds for the supersession of those who are passed over 
~rt> not made known to Gove:rhment. This procedure virtually 
.atuounts to leav-ing the selection entirely to the High Court. We are 
told that the High Court is unwilling to make the. confidential reports 
-on judicial officers available to Government. But if Government are the 
appointing authority, it stands to reason that they should have sufficient 
information to enable them to see whether the selection has been propei:Iy 
made. We think, therefore, that full reasons for superseding senior civil 
judges, when this occurs, must be furni~hed by the High Court. In 
the alternative it is suggested that a member of the Public Service 
Commission should be associated with the judges of the High Court in 

preparing the select lis~. 

321. The establishment of itinerant district courts has been 
.advocated by some with the view of bringing justice to the door of the 
-citizen. With the separation of the judiciary from the executive, 
practically every taluka will have a civil and criminal court. But with 
~view to bringing the sessions court nearer to the public, we suggest that 
wherever the sessions court has an additional or assistant judge, he 
~hould hold his court from time to time at the headquarters of each sub-

-division. 
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322. With the s~pa.ra.tion of the judiciary, all judicial function~ 

relating to criminal ca<>es and appeals will be transferred to "judicial 

magistrates" under the control of the, sessions judge. \Ve haYe

considered whether civil and criminal duties should be p~rformed by the 

same or by different judges. The appJintment of a "judge-magistrate"' 

in every taluka. to attend to both civil and criminal work would not entail 

extra cost to Government, as there are already 146 posts of civil judges. 

and 64 pc>Sts of resident magistrates a'> against 169 talukas and 24 petas_ 

The only objections that we can foresee to this arrangement are that the 

resident magistrates, who have been drawn from the mamlatdars' cadre 

and have no knowledge of civil law, would have to be reabsorbed in the 

revenue line, and that there might be some difficulty in obtaining court 

buildings in some talukM. But these difficulties can be overcome in time,. 

and we suggest that the ultimate objective should be to provide a court 

in every taluka for both civil and criminal work. Such "judge

magistrates " would be eligible for promotion to assistant and district 

judges' posts, whereas if there is a separate service of judicial 

magistrates, who would lack experience of civil law and procEdure'" 

the latter could not a<>pire to higher rank. 

323. The Thomas Committee recommended the reduction of the 

vacations enjoyed by the civil courts to six weeks in the case of the High 

Court and to one month in other cases.* It thought that such a 

reduction would result in a substantial addition to the working time 

of the judges and would help to remove congestion and delays. Ko 

action seems to have been taken on the abo\-e recommendation. Under 
the Letters Patent a chartered High Court has the power to fix the 
vacations and holidays for itself and for the district and subordinate 
courts. We doubt whether in view of the changed conditions and in 
view of the fact that Government have already curtailed the holidays 
enjoyed by their officers there is any justification for the continuance of 
the privilege of court vacations. We do not see any reason why t:1e 
courts should enjoy a vacation when it is not allowed to other departments 
of Government and when the rules governing the grant of leave are
sufficiently liberal. · \Ye feel that it is essential to the public good that 
courts should be in continuous session: 

* RPport of th£> Bombay Reorganb;ation CommittH•, I !J33, pam. 201. 
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XV -Statistics. 

3:?!. As stated earlier, the agency for the collection of primary data. 
relating to revenue, agricultural and vital statistics is the village officer 
of the Revenue Department. Various village forms filled in by the 
tala this or kulkarnis form the basis of most of the statistical information 
required in the Departments of Revenue, Agriculture and Public Health. 
Whether on account of other pressing duties or owing to failure to realise 
its importance, the information collected by these village officers is often 
inaccurate and perfunctory. In paragraph 184: we have stressed the 
need for training them in the careful collection and compilation of 
statistics. It would also be desirable to impress upon·.higher officers like 
mamlatdars the importance of these returllli. For some time to come the 
Departments of Agriculture and Public Health will have to depend 
on these village agencies for their basic data. But since both these 
departments will soon have their officers in the districts and talukas. 

' they should be in a position to collect and compile statistics which they 
require through their own officers in a more efficient way. In any case 
the -data collected by them would serve as an independent check on the 
information supplied by the village officers of the Revenue Department• 

·' 325. Besides the Economics and Statistics Bureau attached to the 
Finance Department, there are statistical sections in the Departments 
of Agriculture, Industries and Labour. The last War, which brought 
in its wake many problems connected with food and prices, led to an 

increasing realisation of the importance of accurate statistics. A 
statistical section was added to the Civil Supplies Department, and the 
branches of statistics in the Agricultural, Industries and Labour Depart
ments were strengthened. The Agricultural Department alone possesses 
a qualified statistician, who conducts crop cutting experiments by the 
random sampling method. Valuable statistical information regarding 
capital, production, employment, etc., in the factories is collected in the 
Industries Department. The statistical branch in the Labour 
Department collects data regarding wages, trade unions and trade 
di"putes and compiles the cost of living index. While these 
departments would not require the services of a highly paid statistician, 
we feel that the statistical work done by them would be greatly improved 
hy the appointment of statistical assistants. This object could also be 
achieved by deputing some of the officers from the departments fo~ 
a course in statistics in the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research or 
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at the Statistical Institute at Calcutta. We recommend that a small 
statistical section may also be attached to the Public Health Department 
for the compilation of vital statistics. 

326. It is essential for Government to organise a Provincial Bureau 
<>f Statistics to co-ordinate and guide the statistical work done in these 
departments and to provide a liaison between the Central and the 
Provincial Governments. Government have already created an 
Economics and Statistics Bureau for this purpose, but before it can 
undertake any considerably important socio-economic inquiry, it will 
have to be strengthened by the appointment of an experienced and highly 
qualified statistician. The Bureau should then be organised into two 
sections. One section would deal with the compilation of official statistics 
and publication of the statistical abstracts. The other would consist of 
a technical staff qualified to design experiments for any socio-economic 
survey or inquiry by the random sampling method and to carry out 
a statistical analysis of the data collected through a trained field staff. 
In paragraph 75 we have indicated the desirability of conducting surveys 
<>f the sources of income and patterns of expenditure of the public and 
their taxable capacity. These could be carried out by the Bureau only 
if it is reorganised as suggested by us. 

XVI-Sales Tax. 

327. At present the Commissioner of Excise, who has also 
been appointed Commissioner of Sales Tax, controls the department with 
the assistance of the Deputy Commissioner of Sales Tax, who is an 
<>fficer of the Indian Civil Service on the senior scale of pay, drawing in 
addition a special pay of Rs. 200. In the section of this report relating 
to Excise we have recommended that the Sales Tax Department should 
in future form a separate entity and be placed in charge of the Deputy 
Commissioner of Sales Tax, who should then be designated Director of 
Sales Tax and work under the control of the proposed Board of Revenue. 
Immediately below the Deputy Commissioner of Sales Tax there are at 
present three assistant commissioners, one for Bombay and the Bombay 
Suburban District, another for Gujarat and the districts of Thana and 
Khandesh and the third for the remaining districts. The assistant 
commissioners supervise the work and hear appeals from the decisions 
of the sales tax officers who are at the head of the district sales tax 
organisation. The sales tax officers are given the status and pa;· of 
deputy collectors. Each sales tax officer has under him a staff of 
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inspectors who are Class III Government servants on the pay scale oi 
Rs. 80-4-120-5-170. 

328. This being a revenue collecting department of increasing 
importance, we have given careful thought to its organisation. We con
sider that in the interests of Government revenues the district portion 
of the department requires to be strengthened. For this purpose we hava 
a two-fold suggestion to make. In the first place we are strongly of 
opinion that, having regard to the nature of the operations of the sales 
tax stafi in a district, it is necessary to place it in some way under the 
general supervision of the district collector. To secure this the collectors 
may be appointed ex-officio assistant commissione-r:s (deputy directors} 
of sales tax for their districts. The departmental ass~tant commissioners 
(deputy directors) will do their appellate and other work as at present. 
but when they go out on their inspections, they should consult the 
collectors in matters relating to the district sales tax staff. Next we have 
been informed that the number of registered dealers is going up, and that 
in order to ensure regular and prompt assessment a ·considerable increase 
iothe staff of the districts will be necessary. We suggest that in effecting 
this increase a new cadre of assistant sales tax officers should be created 
on the pay scales allowed to second grade mamlatdars. The assistant 
sales tax officers will be able to take over some of the touring duties of the 
sales tax officers and also attend to urgent work at headquarters when 
the latter happen to be out on inspection. These assistant sales tax 
officers should be eligible for promotion to the cadre of sales tax officers 
in which we consider it desirable to provide a promGted element as in 
the case of deputy collectors. The cadre of assistant sales tax officers 
may itself be built up partly by direct recruitment and partly by 

promotion from lower ranks. 

329. The Sales Tax Tribunal which at present hears final appeals 
in sales tax matters will be tendered unnecessary when the Board of 
Revenue is established, as the Board will be the final appellate authority 
in reaard to all revenues of Government. e 

330. We understand that there is a good deal of evasion of sales 
tax, because the Sales Tax Act does not make certain essential require
ments like the issue of cash mema and maintenance of accounts 
compulsory. We recommend that these shortcomings in the Act 
should be removed, so tli.at the public revenues may be ·adequately 

safeguarded. 
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XVII-Town Planning. 

331. We are· impressed by the need for furthE>r strengthening the 
hands of Government and of the Town. Planning Department in the 
matter of timely guidance and direction of growing suburbs and new 
town areas.· In view of the probable extension of electrical supply 
to rural area'>, it may bJ expected that dispersed industrial development 
as well as locally intensified agriculture will become possible. Problems 
of layout, planning, communications, water-supply, drainage, etc., will 
therefore have to be dealt with as they arise, and better still, anticipated. 
ThP- Town Planning Department must be equipped for t hi.'> function. 
Tbe amendments to the 'J'own Planning Act which are now on the anvil 
.app:lar to be well d:lsigned for meeting such situations and should be 
expedited. 

332. There appears to us to be room for better co-ordination between 
the Housing Department and the Town Planning Department in reg:ncl 
to lay-out and location of housing schemes. The Town Planning 
Depa.rtment has b:len engaged on such schemes and investigations for 
.a numb:lr ot' years, and it is desirable that its accumulated experience 
should be fully utilised by the officers who are engaged in providing 
new housing accommodation. 

XVIII-Motor Vehicles. 

333. In the chapter on State Trading we have a.d\·ised that 
Government should not proceed with the scheme of nationalising 
transport before they are in a position to appoint a statutory 
transport board. We therefore feel that the l\Iotor Vehicles DE>partment 
"f!hould confine its activities to the administration of the )lotor Vehicles 
Act, 1939, an:l petrol rationing so long as the latter is in operation. 
Before this Act came into · effect in· 1940, the previous Act was 
administered by the Police. The Transport Advisory Council 
recommended that the work should be withdrawn from the Police, as there 
were many complaints of corrupt practices against them. ·while, as 
admitted by the Provincial l\Iotor Transport Controller, the officers 
of the l\Iotor Vehicles Department are themselves not altogether free 
from the same taint, the bifurcation has proceeded to such an extent 
that it has lowered efficiency. The Provincial l\lotor Transport 
Controller stated that with the inadequate staff at his disposal it was 
.not possible for him to chE>ck eva<;ion of tax or breaches of the conditions 
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d license. The Police are already co-operating with tl1e l\Iotqr 
Yehides Department in checking payment of tax, and we feel that they 
should with equal readiness offer further co-operation in checking fitness 
-certificates of vehicles and breaches of the conditions of licence such as 
nverloading. 

XIX -Stamps. 

334. The evidence before us has disclosed that there is no proper 
machinery for assessing probate duty and preventing. its evasion. It 
has been suggested that a valuation officer should be appointed for this 
purpose. This work, we understand, was formerly done by an officer 
of the High Court, but it had to be given up as the Court Fees Act did 
not empower such an officer to examine the correctness of the annexures 
attached to a petition. for prohate. The valu~tion is not done 
~;a.tisfactorily at present, as it has been entrusted to the .\.ssistant 
i3uperintendent of Stamps, who has to attend to many other dutieil. 
We do not tl1ink that this work would provide full-time occupation 
f.,r a valuation officer. The obvious course would be to legalise the 
previous practice under which an officer of the High Court made the 
,;:\luation, by amending the Court Fees Act suitably. As the Act is 
:mall-India measure, the practice followed in other provinces may be 
ascertained before deciding what co.\lrse to adopt. The levy 'of an estate 
·duty on large properties will, of course, necessitate a. more systematic 

method of valuation. 

XX-General. 

:~35. Although we examined each department on its own merits, 
our suggestions for their reorganisation are based on certain principles 
applicable to all. We now propose to discuss these principles briefly 
so that they may serve as a guide in future reorganisation schemes. 

U::-;ITARY CoNTROL. 

336. A common danger against which any Government or business 
-organi&'l.tion has to guard itself is excessive departmentalism. The 
~mh..Jivision of Government business into a number of self-dependent 
sections is inevitable and also desirable, not only on account of the 
volume and complexity of the work involved, but also because many 
-of its activities are of a specialised nature. Carried to a limited extent 
such sub-division generally promotes efficiency, provided there is 
.atlequate co-ordination at all levels. But when it goes too far as in the 
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case of the Agricultural and Labour Departments, which have been 
divided into several directorates, it can only result in unco-ordinated 
action and in either disputes regarding jurisdiction or neglect of over
lapping functions. 

337. The provincial departments should in our judgment be s~ 
organised as to group together those activities which pursue common 
objectives or render si:nilar services, and to place them under the unified 
control of a single administrator. Such a unitary control is particularly 
iJ?.dicated when field . work is integrated on a district basis through_ 
a common subordinate staff. 

338. The Public Works Department may serve as an illustration. 
Although field activities are carried out on a divisional basis (with the 
exception of a few irrigation divisions), we have at the top two chief 
engineers, one for Irrigation and one for Roads and Buildings. In the 
section relating to Public Works, we have suggested that the direction of 
the whole department should be entrusted to one Chief Engineer, wh~ 
would be assisted by two deputies for its two main branches. It is 
a sound administrative principle that executive responsibility for running 
a Government department should be undivided, so that there is neither
confusion regarding the authority which issues orders nor difficulty 
in fixing the onus of mismanagement, if any should occur. 

ExPERT ADVICE AND SuPERVISION. 

339. While laying emphasis on the need of unified control of 
a department, we recognise the importance of providing for expert advice 
and assistance in the office of the head of the department. In these 
days of specialisation many departmental activities demand specialised 
treatment and expert direction. It would be difficult for example for
a director of agriculture, however broad his training and experience~ 
to guide such varied and specialised activities as , soil and moisture 
conservation, mechanical cultivation, improvement of seed and live
stock and dairy development without expert assistance at headquarters. 
A conscientious departmental head will also find it impossible to exercise 
single-handed any real supervision over tbe detailed working of his 
department and to impart guidance to the subordinate staff scattered 
through a province of this size. Expert advice should therefore be 
provided for in the head office by the appointment of specialist 
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deputies, who should tour periodically and supervise the work of district 
officers with respect to their own subjects. 

340. Supervision over the district activities of a department can be 
provided for functionally as indicated above or territorially. We are 
generally in favour of a functional supervising staff, but we feel that 
it is desil'able to have supervision territorially organised in those 
departments where the district officers belong to a lower grade of service 
or where the pattern of diatrict administration is not well established. 
While therefore we have recommended the abolition of commissioners 
in the Revenue Department and superintending engineers in the Public 
Works Department, we have suggested a territorial. supervisory staff 
in departments sul:h as Agriculture and Co-operation where the district 
officers belong to Class II Service. We have also retained the territorial 
organisation in the Police and Forest Departments for special rea.sons 
as explained in paragraphs 259 and 242 respectively. 

DISTRICT 0RGANISA TION. 

341. We have proposed that the numerous activities of a department 
should be integrated through its district officers. There should be no 
wasteful multiplication of subordinate officials for separate kinds of 
~work in the same department. Only when an activity is so specialised 
\ 

·that it cannot be undertaken by the distriet officer through his normal 
; staff, he may be given special assistance, but the responsibility for all 
~the departmental activities of the district should rest with him. 
~A similar principle should be followed in the talukas. 

LOANS THROUGH DEPARTMENTS. 

342. We are opposed to the system under which financial aid is 
·granted through departments. Such loans are given by the Industries 
Department, the 'Village Industries section of the Co-operative 
Department and the Fisheries Department. While dealing with these 
departments we have proposed that loans, which are recoverable in 
'instalments spread over a fairly long period, should be made through 
isome bankinO' institutions. A bank is in a better position than a 

0 
1department to assess the needs or creditworthiness of the borrower 
~and to make recoveries To the extent to which such loans have to i. • 
'be given on insufficient security Government may guarantee repayment ; 
~but in no case should the function of lending form part of the activities 
;;of a department. · · · · · 
, :110-m Bk H 204-12 



CHAPTER XI. 

THE SERVICES. 

343. We are specifically required in our terms of reference to comicler 
methods of increasing the efficiency of the administrative machinery. 
In earlier chapters we have suggested such reorganisation of the 
machinery as is needed to promote efficiency. But we are conscious 
that no machinery, however well designed, can work efficiently unless 
the human agency which has to operate it is properly recruited, suitably 
trained and adequately paid. In an interim report we have indicated 
the broad principles on which rates of pay and allowances attached to 
them should be revised. We deal in this chapter with such questions 
connected with services as recruitment, promotion, reabsorption of 
retrenched personnel, training and the employment of women. As the 
reorganisation and status of the Public Service Commission have 
important bearing on the methods of recruitment advocated by us, we 
have offered a few suggestions regarding its future. 

RECRUITMENT. 

344:. The competitive examination, combined with the nm roce, 
has stood the test of time as an impartial and objective method of recruit
ment. "\"\'bile the written examination is designed to test the candidate's 
general ability and intelligence, personality and suitability for the post 
are judged by means of an interview. Wherever the method of recruit
ment by open competition through an independent body such as a 
public service commission has been introduced, it has eliminated the 
abuse of patronage and the spoils system and has produced an efficient 
civil service. "\Ve accordingly recommend the adoption cf competitive 
examinations as the most suitable method for recruitment to higher 
administrative as well as subordinate services. We are glad to note 
that Government have already accepted our alh'ice in respect cf clerical 
posts and have decided to hold competitive examinations in Bombay 
and at Poona, .Ahmedabad and Belgaum or Dharwar. The Public Sen·ice 
Commission has prepared at our request a scheme for holding competitive 
examinations for recruitment to clerical posts, and we generally approve 
of it. As regards the administrative sei"Yices, we feel that the ProYinci.1l 
Government should institute their own competitive examinations for 
executive appointments such as those of deputy collectors and mnmbt-



dars. The standard of these examinations should be fixed in consulta
tion with the Public Service Commission. The standard of the tests for 
deputy collectors' post may be somewhat lower than that of the 
competitive examination for the Indian Administrative Service. 

345. Even for services which require technical qualifications and, in 
which a large number ofrecruits is taken up every year, we feel tb,at 
selectiiJn should be made by competitive examination. This would ,be 
especially desirable if the province has, as it is likely to have in the near 
future, more than one university, whose examining standards may 
differ. But when recruitment to technical services is only occasional, 
a scrutiny of actual technical qualifications and attainments 
together with an interview by the Public Service Commission 
should suffice. We also feel that the selection· of a professor or lecturer 
can be suitably made on the basis of an interview, as his aptitude for ~he 
post can be judged by his academic record or his research work. 

PROMOTIONS. 

346. It is a salutary practice to reserve a few posts for promotion 
so as to keep the way open to subordinate officers to rise higher in the 

services by dint of exceptional.merit. According to recent Government 
orders greater weight is to he attached to seniority than was done 
hitherto and the seniormost officer is not to be superseded unless found 
(_lefinitely unfit to hold the higher post. While it is recognised that 
promotion out of turn given on merit stimulates interest in work, 
it has been objected to on the ground that it leaves the door open to 
favouritism, and perhaps the recent change in Government's policy has 
bern influenced by this objection. But on the other hand, negative 
srlrction which depends upon seniority, with an occasional supersession 
of the obviously unfit, tends to destroy incentive to good work and to 
promote mediocrities. It not only presupposes an equal capacity in 
all officrrs to learn by experience, but produces an undesirable 
psychological effect on subordinate officers. While we agree that 
nrgative selrction is preferable in the case of ordinary promotions, 
po;,itive selection is indicated as the method for posts involving high 
rrsponsibilitirs. \Ye, therefore, recommend that Government should 
prepare a list of posts in each department, promotion to which will 
1lefinitely be made by positive selection. All promotions, for instance, 
to administrative rank and from Class II to Class I should, we suggest, 
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be included in such a list. This should remove any sense of grievance 
from the minds of officers of average ability who are not selected for the 
posts in question. 

347. · What proportion of posts in Class I services should be filled by 
direct recruitment and by promotion is a question to which we have 
given considerable thought. Though it is not possible to lay down a 
uniform proportion for all the departments, we feel that as a general 
rule at least fifty per cent of the posts should be filled by direct 
recruitment. In particular we recommend that fifty per cent of the 
posts in the cadres of mamlatdars and deputy collectors should 
be filled by open competition, and that fifty per cent should be reserved 
for promotion by positive selection. We note that twenty-five per 
cent of the superior posts (on the senior time scale) in the Indian 
Administrative Service have been reserved for the deputy collectors. 
We suggest that when selecting officers for these posts no distinction 
should be made between directly recruited and promoted deputy 
collectors. 

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS. 

348. In order to ensure that positive selection will not result in 
arbitrary choice, we suggest that the confidential report of an officer 
should contain all information referred to in the various Government 
orders ending with Government Resolution, Political and Services 
Department, No. 2263/34 of 23rd October 1947. To ensure that in all 
cases full reports are prepared, we recommend that a standard form be 
introduced, which will include all the specific points and will also provide 
space for a general estimate of the officer reported on, and for any 
points which are peculiar to the department in which he is working. 
To guard against arbitrary condemnation of a subordinate officer, 
reporting officers should be required to specify briefly the grounds for 
their opinion when unfavourable. If the confidential record is carefully 
maintained, it will also provide sufficient material for rigid enforcement 
of the efficiency bars, which we consider to be very necessary. 

SHORTAGE OF TRAINED PERSO~'NEL. 

349. During the post-war period Government have experienced 
some difficulty in recruiting suitable personnel for various administrative 
and technical posts. While on the one hand there was a considerable 
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emnsion of Government's functions, resulting in the creation of many 
posts requiring special qualifications or training, on the other the transfer 
of power to Indian hands led to the premature retirement of the Euro
pean personnel. This shortage was further accentuated by the 
fact that the education of many young men, who were attracted 
to the forces, had been interrupted. But this is only a pn.ssing phase and 
will no doubt disappear with the return of normal times. In fact 
extended and improved facilities for general, technical and professional 
training, together with the influ..'t of refugee trained staff from Sind and 
other parts of Pakistan, have already eased the situation considerably. 
We have seen a copy of the suggestions made ·py the Public Service. 
Commission in this regard. In the light of these, we recommend that 
the following methods should be adopted by Gove~nment to meet these 
temporary shortages : 

(1) Much time is at present wasted by the practice of Mking the 
Public SerVice Commission to recruit candidates with special qualifi
cations and previous experience, as on many occasions persons answer
ing to these descriptions are not available. For such posts the 
minimum qualifications should be laid down, and the Public Service 
Commission should be asked to·'give preference to candidates having 
particular qualifications and experience. In ca.se it is not possible 
to secure candidates with such special training and experience, 
Government should select candidates possessing the minimum 
educational qualifications and then arrange to give them special 
training. 

(2) As during the war normal opportunities for entering Government 
service were restricted, we suggest that for a period of five years the 
maximum age limit should be raised by five years so as to allow for 
wi(ler selection. 

(:3) In technical services persons having experience in business and 
other private concerns may be taken up. This may, in some cases, 
necessitate the relaxation of the age limit and the grant of advance 
increments. 

330. We have also been told that one factor which keeps good men 
away from Government service is that .the pay of a recruit during proba.~ 
tion is lower than the starting pay of the time scale. We accordingly 
suggest that an officer should be paid the minimum of his tiine scale 
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during the probationary period. Government should also issue a 
pamphlet showing the mo!'e important posts to which recruitment is 
likely to be made during the next few years And the qualifications and 
experience required for them. An Information Bureau may also be set 
up at the office of the Public Service Commission from which such parti-
1ars could ·be obtained by prospective candidates. 

REABSORPTION OF RETRENCHED STAFF • 

. 351. We were asked to submit an interim report on the principles 
which should govern the reabsorption of retrenched temporary staff 
in the Secretariat. We propounded the following two principles for 
their re-employment :-

(1) In case of the clerical staff, those who had rendered more than 
one year's service on the 1st April1947 should be confirmed, provided 
_their qualifications were approved by the Public Service Commission 
. and the prescribed age limit did not require to be raised by a period 
greater than the period of continuous service rendered by them in the 
Secretariat up to 1st April 1947. 

(2) In the case of posts to which recruitment was not made through 
the Public Service Commission, the employment exchanges should be 
asked to maintain separate registers of the retrenched staff. Govern
ment should then give preference to retrenched personnel in making 
appointments. Such candidates should, for purposes of the prescribed 
age limit, be allowed if necessary a deduction from their age at the 
time of re-employment of a period not exceeding the period of their 
continuous service under Government at the time of retrenchment. 

These principles should also apply to the re-employment of retrenched 
staff in the Civil Supplies Department and other departments of 
Government. 

EMPLOYMENT OF WoMEN. 

352. During the war and post-war period many upper and middle 
class families with fixed incomes found it difficult to make ends meet. 
:Many women of these classes had therefore to seek employment under 
Government or in private firms. Thus the question of women's 
employment and the cognate questions of pay, leave, etc. will have to be 
considered by Government on more systematic lines in the immediate 
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future. Though aa a fundamental right of citizenship sex should 
not be a bar to any service under Government, we consider that for 
natural reasons women are generally unsuitable for employment in 
services where strenUOU3 work under trying physical conditions has 

normally to be done. Except in such services women sh~uld be 
considered eligible for employment equally with men, while in cei:tain 
departments like education, medicine, stenography and library work, 
for which they have shown a special aptitude and liking, it will be 
advantageous to Government to encourage women to take up employ
ment. 

333. Special facilities v.ill have to be provided for women who take 
service in the mofussil. Insecurity and lack of ~menities are mainly 
responsible for making service in rural areas unpopular with women. 
Wnerever there is a fair number of women employee~ -some kind of hostel 
arrangements should be provided for them, and if both husband and wife 
are in service, it may be possible to arrange their postings so that they 
may live together. Our recommendation that sub-divisional centres 
in districts should be developed as the headquarters of sub-divisional 
.officers may help to improve matters in this respect. 

EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL \YORK • 

• 354. A case for differential tl"eatment to women in respect of pay 
has been made out in the past on the ground that the sum total of service 
rendered by women is generally less than that of men, as for physical 
rPasons they have to be given more leave. We feel that the following 

principles should be observed when fixing pay for women:-

(1) For posts specially reserved for women, such as that of 
Inspectress of Girls' Schools, the pay should be so fixed as to attract 
suitable. recruits. _But if there are corresponding men's posts with 
comparable duties, then the scales of pay for the women's posts should 

be the same as those for the men's. 

(2) In services for which both men and women are equally eligible, 
the principle of equal pay for equal work should be accepted. 
The only consideration which justified the fixation of a lower 
maximum pay for women was that their effective service to the State, 
by reason of absence from service for maternity etc., was less than 
that of men. We think that any discrimination on this score would 
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be unjust to those women who make Government service their career, 
and is indefensible on social grounds. 

TRAINING. 

355. A potent cause of administrative inefficiency is the inadequate 
attention at present given by Government to the training of their staff. 
Recruitment by open competition will no doubt secure entrants with 
the requisite standard of intelligence and ability. But they can 
become skilled administrators only if they are made to undergo a course 
of training and a period of apprenticeship. Refresher courses too 
are obviously needed for technical officers to brush up their knowledge 
periodically. The need of such training courses has never been so urgent 
as at the present time, when owing to the paucity of trained men 
during the war, standards of admission to Government service had to 
be lowered and subordinate officers were promoted to positions which 
they would have attained in normal times only after long years 
of experience. This has undoubtedly resulted in a lowering of efficiency. 
It is therefore necessary to organise intensive courses of training 
and to depute officers for special studies in other parts of the country, 
and abroad if there are no facilities for such training in this country. 
Study leave may therefore be freely given to officers during the early part 
of their career for receiving such training as is likely to increase their 
usefulness to the State. 

356. The experience of the last World War, during which special courses 
were held almost continuously for training defence personnel, should be 
a valuable guide in organising civilian courses in peace time. In view 
of the growing complexity and extent of the functions of Government 
departments for social and economic purposes, the need for initial training 
and refresher courses for all grades of Government services ought to be 
self-evident, and yet the normal departmental mind is so accustomed to 
the age-long tradition of haphazard acquisition of knowledge by contact 
with old hands and by making mistakes, that it shuns the idea of a 
training programme. The following extract from a note supplied by 
the head of a department is typical of the present departmental 

. outlook:-
"No special provision for training of clerks exists at present. 

Clerks acquire a working knowledge of departmental rules and regula
. tions and of the general procedure as they get into touch with other 
experienced clerks and officers." 
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357. We are firmly of opinion that the efficiency of the administration 
·can be increased only if all its officers, superior as well as subordinate, 
are properly trained before they take up their duties. The need for 
such training is recognised in the case of the Indian Administrative and 
Police S~rvices and provincial police and forest officers. 

· 358. We would draw Government's special attention to the paramount 
need of training the large body of clerical staff employed in the Secretariat 
and other offices of Government. This training will have to be organised 
at Bombay, and also at divisional centres on account of the differences in 
regional languages and problems. The course should cover the general 

' duties of a clerk, e.g. precis, drafting, typing and a basic knowledge of 
accounts and procedure which are common to all offices. In addition 
to this common group of subjects, each department and office is interested 
in promoting a knowledge of its own requirements. For this purpose 
special experienced staff may be attached to the divisional training schools 
on a tenure or deputation basis as may be necessary. While special 
training in the regulations and procedure of tLe office in which the trainee 
is employed is obviously necessary, the advantage of imparting knowledge 

1 of tl;te rules and procedure of other offices or departments, with which 
I the trainee will have to deal, should not be overlooked. 
I 

i 359. Acting on our recommendaticm made in an interim report, 

1Government have already instituted a training course for Secretariat 
~lerks. One such course we understand has already been finished. 
[The proposal to organise similar courses for clerks in revenue offices has 
been considered by the divisional commissioners and is being finalised. 
The heads of other departments should also be asked to frame such 
courses for the clerical staff in their offices. A certificate should be 
given to those who have satisfactorily undergone these courses. These 
certificates should not be awarded on the result of a stereotyped exami
nation~ but should be based on tests held from time to time during the 
courses. Wherever subordinate departmental examinations are at 
present ~cessary for the confirmation of clerks in Government service, 
~uch as the sub-service departmental examination in the Revenue Depart
lllent,.. these newly instituted tests should be substituted for them, and 
~ll clerks before confirmation should be ~ . possession of certificates 

awarded., at the training centres. 

360. Whe~e· the .instruction- is not' primarily:•Bdministra.tive and 
~lerica.l, but.- technical a~ 'm the case' of ·vaecin&tors or agricultural. 
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kamgars, training will have to be arranged departmentally as is done 
at present, but on a more systematic basis. While the subjects to be 
taught in suchcentres, general as well as special, are for the departments 
to consider, we would only emphasize t~e urgent need for Govern
ment to extend such training to all departments and to keep ~t on a 
practical basis. 

361. To facilitate such instruction and study, all available aiu'3 
should be utilised. Manuals of Acts and departmental procedure 
should be brought up to date and made available on an adequate scale. 
In some cases new compilations will have to be prepared so as to suit 
each course of training. We should regard the expenditure on the 
preparation of these texts, as on the provision of training staff, premises 
and equipment as money well spent. 

362. The training of officers, which is properly organised in the 
Police and Forest departments, is much neglected in the others. We 
feel that hardly any department can now hope to carry out its work with 
the requisite efficiency, understanding and enthusiasm unless special 
training is provided for its officer staff. In the Education Department 
the large number of supervisory, administrative and inspecting 
officers for primary education will, we trust, be more efficient 
workers if they pass through an appropriate course. Periodic-al 
conferences of departmental officers are no substitute for such a course, 
though we realise that these also have their uses. Education is however 
only one illustration. New policies are being adopted in several 
departments and considerable extensions of staff and other items of 
expenditure are being sanctioned to carry these out. To ensure the 
successful implementation of these policies training courses for 
supervisory and executive staff are essential. Not all these need a 
school or an elaborate permanent establishment. Such a training 
course would be necessary not only in the spending and beneficent 
departments of Government such as Education, Co-operation, Public 
Health and Agriculture, but also in taxing departments like those of 
Revenue and the Sales Tax. Very often the tax and the service aspects 
of a department's functions are so interrelated that incomplete 
comprehension of the purpose of his functions by an official leads not 
only to inconvenience for the public, but also to loss of revenue to 
Government. The following extract from the evidence of Mr. M. J. 
Desai, C.I.E.1 I.C.S., who has considerable e~erience of · the 
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aclministrative system of this Province and who is now Principal of the
Ail-India Administrative Training School at Delhi, will speak for 
itself:-

" Another point which has struck me is that everybody is doing 
a limited job without understanding the why and how of it. Wnen 
[ was a collector, I asked a tagavi clerk why he had not disposed of 
an application for tagavi. He said the delay was due to rush of work. 
lie did not realise that this would result in the cultivator not 
obtaining a pair of bullocks or seed for that particular season, which 
meant not only less produce for the community but also loss ofrevenue 
to Government. Immediately after recruitmen~ there should be 
a pennanent agency in the districts for the training of the subordinate 
staff, and the recruit should be instructed why he is. doing a particular 
job and how it is to be done." 

3G3. It is, therefore, essential that training in procedure should be 
ccmbimd with training in objectives. The latter has not only to be 
learned but absorbed, and training and refresher courses are the 
arrroved methods of imparting it. "In civil life generally too little 
attention bas been paid to training as a factor in efficiency, and where 
attention bas been given, it has tend\d to concentrate on the instruction 
(Jf the rank and file in technical skilis or of the subordinate supervisory 
group in the elements of leadership. This rather patronising 
attitude towards the subject has overlooked the importance of training 
for officials of all grades, not primarily in order that they may learn new 
tricks, but that, in studying methods in common they may attain the 
~;imilarity of outlook and of attack on problems which are essential to 
true co-operation."* 'Ye are conscious that a Government pressed 
for funds and faced with a shortage of experienced staff is likely to grudge 
Loth the expenditure of money and the diversion of services of its 
competent staff for these training schemes. But the ultimate advantage 
both by way of economy and efficiency expected from a well-designed 
scheme of training is so great that we place the provision of adequate 
training facilities in the class of urgent and crucially needed improve
ments. 

l\IORALE OF SERVICES. 

3G4. To keep up the morale and efficiency of public officials it is not 
enough to assure them of satisfactory conditions of service. An 

• L. Urwick: The Elements of Administration, page& 69-70. 
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atmosphere has to be created in which they can feel that they 
are contributing their mite towards a better society. In an earlier 
chapter we have stre~sed the need for co-operation between the popular 
and official elements of a democracy for its successful working. 
The relation between the popular government and the permanent 
services should be marked by mutual trust. The State is no doubt 
entitled to the undivided allegiance of a public servant at all times 
and should be strict in punishing disloyalty. But a clear line of 
distinction should be drawn between disloyalty after a particular policy 
is accepted by Government, and honest criticism or opinion when policy 
is being shaped. 

365. " That is why the greatest. crime the administrator can commit 
is to be too authoritative, too impatient of criticism and discussion, 
too quick to resent as disloyalty frank difference of opinion as to policy. 
Disloyalty _arises when decisions have been taken, in lack of energy of 
implementing them, never in the processes through which they are 
formulated. To treat opposition as something to _be crushed or swept 
aside is to start the insidious process by which candid officials 
are turned into 'Yes-men', creatures who just inquire what will be 
'liked' by their superiors before formulating their own views, who have 
lost the taste for honesty when thinking about the affairs of the 
organisation. Once that process is started it will corrupt a whole 
undertaking like a leprosy. The direction will be robbed of the greatest 
contribution the personnel can make to the undertaking, unbiassed 
and fearless statement of the best thought of which they are capable. 
Enthusiasm will be stifled, ability frustrated and energy turned inwards 
to concentrate on self-seeking. The administrator who gives way to the 
temptation to use his authority to suppress rather than to develop the 
views of his subordinates is committing the sin against the Holy Ghost."* 

366. In the recent past distinguished service to the State was often 
rewarded by the grant of a title. With the abolition of titles a powerful 
incentive to public service has disappeared. While the prospect of 
selective promotion would to some extent encourage an officer to take 
more than ordinary interest in his work, a stronger incentive could be 
provided by some form of recognition of meritorious services. Several 
democratic governments, including those of France and the United 

• L Urwick: The Elements of Administration, page 811. 
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States of America where no titles are awarded, award different forma of 
recognition of distinguished service. These may serve as useful guides 
to similar action by our own Government. 

TRADITIONS OF PuBLIC SERVICE. 

367. We recognise that the administrative services in Bombay had 
built up high traditions of public duty in pre-war days. We therefore 
notice with regret a fall in the standards of integrity and honesty, largely 
due to the impact of the War. In so far as this has been caused by the 
phenomenal rise in prices and the greater opportunities of money-making 
which war conditions afford, we hope that with the return of normal times 
and with the grant of more reasonable wages to the lower staff, the former 
traditions will be restored. The provisions of the Prevention of Corrup
tion Act, 1947, are far-reaching and we have no suggestions to make in 
this regard. But the evil of corruption can be uprooted only if the 
public is made to regard a bribe as twice cursed, corrupting him that 
gives as well as him that receives. It is also the duty of a public servant 
to guard his honour jealously and so to order his private affairs and his 
public duties as to keep them above suspicion. 

PROTECTION TO THE SERVICES. 

368. A Public Service Commission was appointed in Bombay in 1937 
on the introduction of provincial autonomy with the object of freeing 
arpointments and promotions from political influence and nepotism and 
of affording adequate protection to the Services. This duty does not 
arise from any conditions peculiar to this province, or indeed to India. 
Wherever democratic institutions exist machinery akin to the Public 
Service Commission ha~ been found necessary, and whenever it has been 
nrglected an inefficient and corrupt civil service has been the result. 
The personnel of the services requires protection from victimisation and 
injustice on the one hand, and favouritism on the other, so that it may 
function impartially as the instrument whereby Governments, of what
ewr political complexion, can give effect to their policies. But as the 
Simon Commission pointed out, the establishment of Public Service 
Commissions 11·as also to the benefit of Ministers themselves, since it 
n·lieved them from embarrassing demands from their supporters and 
~hielded them from the charge, however ill-founded, of using their posi
tion to promote private interests at the expense of efficiency. According
ly we recommend that the Provincial Public Service Commission should 
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be enabled to extend to the Provincial Services the same degree of protec
tion as will be available to the Indian Administrative and Police Services 
from the Federal Public Service Commission. This will necessitate a 
convention that in disciplinary cases the advice of the Commission will 
()rdinarily be ace epted. 

PUBLIC SERVICE Co~:mssiON. 

369. If the Publi~ Service Commission is to serve the two-fold purpose 
·Of maintaining a high standard of recruitment and of protecting the 
services, it would be necessary to remove the members of the Commission 
from the ambit of political influence. This was ensured under the 
previous regime by two statutory provisions. In the first place, further 
employment under the Crown in India was barred to them except a higher 
office in the Commission itself or an appointment on the Central Public 
Service Commission. Secqndly they were to be appointed by an authority 
independent of all party interests, namely by the Governor acting in his 
discretion and they were also removable by him. The Draft Constitu
tion provides for the appointment of the Commission by the Governor in 
his discretion as at present. '\nile we think that the Commission should 
retain its advisory character as provided by the Government of India 
Act, 1935, it is essential to give its members statutory protection in regard 
to-security of tenure and pay similar to that enjoyed by a puisne judge 
of the High Court. During their tenure of office, which should be five 
years, no member of the Commission should be liable to be displaced for 
reasons other than those for which a judge of the High Court is remova
ble from office. As the Commission will have to perform fairly strenuous 
duties in future, we propose that the tenure of office of a member should 
be subject to an age limit of sixty-three. Our original intention to 
propose an age limit of sixty had to be given up, as it would ha \·e narrowed 
the :field of selection in the case of members having administrative 
experience. Only serving officers or officers on the verge of retirement 
would have been eligible, and experienced and otherwise suitable officers 
who had retired one or two years previously would have been 
excluded. 

370. In view of the importance of these appointments and of the 
responsible nature of the work entrusted to the members of the Commis
sion, we recommend that they should be given the same salary as will 
be admissible to a High Court judge in the future constitution. The 
Chairman of the Commission should be given a special pay of Rs. ~30 
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a month. When a pensioned officer is appointed on the Commission, 
his pay should be reduced by an amount equivalent to his pension. 

CmtrosrTION. 

371. Ewn with the expanded functions which the Commission will 
h:we to undertake as recommended by us, we do not foresee any need for 
increase in its membership in the immediate future. As the main function 
of the Commission is to recruit officers for the civil services by open 
competition or otherwise and to advise Government on matters of promo
tion and discipline, it is essential for it to comprise both administrative 
and educational experience. Subject to the. above condition, the 
appointments should be made strictly on merit and suitability, and 
Hhould not be entirely confined to serving or retired officers. In the case 
of a Commission consisting of three members the proviso to section 265 

of the Government of India Act, which requires that at least one half 
of the members should be ex-Government servants,· in effect makes the 
otlicial elenwnt two-thirds. It should, we think, be modified so as to 
provide that in the case of a Commission consisting of only three members, 
at lt'ast one should be a serving or retired officer. We notice that the 
prcs('nt practice of appointing the entire personnel of the Cornn1ission 
for five years entails loss of cont;ihuity and experience. This is unsatis
factory, es~cially as the appointment of the secretary to the Commission 
also is coterminous with the Commission's life. To assure an automatic 
elenwnt of continuity, we would suggest that the appointments to casual 
vacancies in the Commission clue to the death or resignation of a member 
or any other cause should be made for the full period of five years, and 
not only for the une:l'..-pired portion of the Commission's tenure~ 

JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY. 

:H2. Undl'r S('Ction 2G6 (3) of the Government of India Act, 1935, 

all appointm('nts in connection with the affairs of the Province have 
nonnally to be maue on the advice of the Commission. The authority 
of the Commission is thus theoretically co-extensive with the Govern
ment's power of appointment. But in practice it is qualified by the 
discretionary power vested in the Governor to exclude specified posts 
from the purview of the Commission. We agree to the view of the 
~.'ommission e:-.-presscd in its lctt('r No. 16/716, dated the 8th June 1943, 

to the Government of Bombay in th~ Home Department, that for reasons 
~~r auministrat.ive convenience appointments in the subordinate non-
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gazetted services, the appointing authority for which is an officer subor
dinate to Government, may be made without consulting the Commission. 
We note with approval that Government have already adopted the conven
tion of ·consulting the Commission before exclu<ling any post from its 
purview. But this is not enough. To shield Government from political 
pressure and to prevent a possible suspicion in the mind of the public 
that any particular appointment has been excluded on grounds other than 
the public interest, it is desirable to confine such exclusions to the follow
ing types of appointments :-

(a) Appointments made by the Governor in exercise of discretion 
enjoined by statute ; 

(b) Appointments like that of the Director of Publicity which are 
essentially political in character and involve advice or assistance to the 
:Ministry in office in conformity with their own political principles and 
programmes. The period of such appointments would, on that 
account, normally not extend beyond that of the Ministry which 
makes them. 

373. The posts of Solicitor to Government, Assistant Solicitor to 
Government, Public Prosecutor for Bombay, Assistant Public Prosecutor 
for Bombay, Government Pleader High Court, District Government 
Pleaders, and Principal and Professors of the Government Law College 
have been excluded, though they do not fall under either of the classes 
mentioned above. 'Ve .are also not enlightened as to how appointments 
of Small Causes Court judges came to be excluded. The appointments 
of civil judges subordinate to the district judge, which term is defined 
to include the Chief Judge of the Small Causes Court, have to be made on 
the advice of the Commission under section 266 of the Government of 
India Act. Similar considerations would seem to apply to the posts of 
presidency magistrates. We therefore recommend that the Commission 
should be consulted in making the above appointments. 

AccEPTANCE oF ADviCE. 

37 4. The order of preference which forms an integral part of the 
Commission's recommendations, should be adopted by Government 
save in exceptional cases. Even in such cases the Commission should be 
invariably informed of the reasons for .which Government is disposed to 
differ from its advice and given an opportunity to have a say in the 
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matter before the appointment is made. 1\Ioreover we find that the 
following devices are often employed to circumvent the usual procedure 
of consulting the Commission in making appointments. The 
appointment is made without reference to the Commission and then 
justified either on grounds of urgency or on the ground that the appoint
ment required such high technical qualifications and ability that persons 
answering to that description would be few and might not care to respond 
to a public advertisement. We regard this as very incorrect pro~edure, 
and on one or two occasions the Commission has rightly declined to 
acquiesce in such appointments. Another device is to make a temporary 
appointment for a period of one year, for which consultatio~ with the 
Commission is not necessary, and then to send the incumbent of the post 
before the Commission with an almost certain·.chance of selection on. 
account of his one year's experience. We agree·~hat purely temporary 
appointments for a period of one year or less should not go to the Commis· 
sion. But it should be possible to foresee when a permanent post is 
likely to fall vacant and make arrangements for filling it in proper time 
in consultation with the Commission. Even in filling a temporary 
post which, in all probability, will be made permanent, the advice of 
the Commission should be taken. We consider that in such cases the 
advantage of obtaining the Commission's advice more than justifies the 
time taken in consulting it, and t.hat the natural impatience of heads of 
departments to get vacant posts·· filled should be curbed to the extent 
Decessary for the Commission to make a selection with due care, 

xo.r Bk H 204-13 



CHAPTER XII. 

LOCAL SELF-GOVERN~IENT. 

" Local self-government is to democrac.y, what a primary 
school is to university education."-Tocqueville. 

375. 'We are not required by our terms of reference to examine 
the internal organisation of local bodies or to suggest any improvement 
in their constitution and working. Our main interest in them lies in 
the extent to which they function as an instrument of decentralisation 
and relieve the· Provincial Government of a large mass of functions 
which have primarily local interest and appeal and can only be 
efficiently carried out with local co-operation. Once the local bodies 
are established, problems of local finance, supervision and staffing 
assume more than local interest, as the Provincial Government are called 
upon to allocate suitable sources of revenue and to supplement their 
funds by grants-in-aid, to provide an adequate machinery to supervi:oe 
a::d. guid3 th'lir activities and to safeguard the rights of the local services 
-against local intrigues. We propose briefly to examine these wider 
a<~pects of local self-government and then to suggest methods by which 
it can be made a valuable agency for de~entralised administration. 

EDUCATIVE VALUE. 

376: There has been widespread criticism that the working of local 
self-governing bodies in this province has been inefficient and wasteful 
.and has belied even the modest hope of Lord Ripon that "in course 
~f time, as local knowledge and local interest are brought to bear more 
freely upon l?cal administration, improved efficiency will in fact 
follow." The view has also been gaining ground that with the attain
ment of freedom it is no longer necessary to arrange for " exercises 
in local self-government." '\>nile sharing the impatience of these 
()ritics at the inefficient management of some of our local bodies, we 
are unable to subscribe to the latter view. Local self-government serves 
at once as an instrument of political education and as an effective 
means of decentralisation. That responsible local administration 
provides a training ground for the budding politician and enables him 
to start public life in a limited sphere and to learn the art of public 
administration by making mistakes of small consequences, is undoubted. 
'This is demonstrated by the fact that many of our politicians, present 
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an ::I of the immediate past, received their training iri politics in the school 
()f local self-government. It also imparts education in citizenship to 
the unskilled elector "who can learn to judge things a far off only by 
.accustoming himself to judge fir.st of things near at hand." Another 
€qually important object of local self-government is to decentralise 
.administration into local channels. With the present growth of 
Government's functions it would be physically impossible for any 
&overnment to handle the numerous details. of local administration 
without an army of officers dispersed over the whole province and 
without a considerable burden on its financial resources. As a short 
t ~rm measure Government may undertake such local activity as 
pri'muy education to promote literacy on a province-wide scale. 
But in the long run Government will have to encourage the public to. 
manage as wide a range of civic affairs as possibk,_ with funds raised by 
local taxation, and to develop in course of time . a .. capacity for self
help and self-rule. 

CAUSES OF F AlLURE. 

~77. Whatever the objects of local self-government, it cannot be 
.Jenied that the apathy of the electorate,_ lack of civic spirit in the 
-elected, inadequate financial resources, ill-trained and low paid staff, 
.anrl above all, want of timely guidance and control by the Provincial 
Government have combined to ·~revent any substantial achievement 
in the sphere 'of lpcal ad~inistration. Public indifference to the exercise 
of the vote is almost proverbial in this country. It was marked in the 
rPcent elections of the premier civic body in the Province, the 
~Iunicipal Corporation of Bombav, which at least can boast of a highly 
d '\"eloped civic consciousness, when only· about 33 per cent. of the 
elt•etorate went to the poll. Active interest in public affairs is still 
confined to a small section of the people, which also is not sufficiently 
alive to the need of holding their elected representatives to account and 
Pxrrcising a continuous control over them. This is but natural in 
a country in which the stan-lard of literacy is low and where the publi~ 
i~ traditionally imbued with a sense of fatalism which accepts things 
a~ they come and waits Micawber-like for better things to turn up . 
. \•ltled to this apathy of the electorate is the irresponsibility of some 
of the elected members who accept office not as a trust, but for the 
h·,tterment of their own material prospects. It is therefore surprising 
that under coPditions such as these things are not worse than what thev 
.arr. 

)10-I Bk H 204-13a 
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LocAL FINANCE. 

378. That the financial resources of the local bodies are inadequate 
even for the discharge of their obligatory functions has been stressed 
ad nauseam by every committee appointed~ by Government. The 
principal sources of municipal revenue are house tax, octroi, termind 
tax, taxes on professions and vehicles and special cesses for education, 
drainage and water supply, if these particular services are rendered. 
The local fund cess at the rate of two annas in the rupee of land revenue 
and water rates realised in the district (which Government can raise 
by request of a district local board to a maximum of three annas) forms 
the chief source of revenue of district local boards. This income is 
supplemented by taxes on professions and tolls. With these 
comparatively inelastic sources of revenue it has become increasingly 
difficult for the local bodies to meet the high cost of labour and 
materials, and their already slender resources have been taxed to the 
utmost by the revision of pay scales and the payment of dearness 
allowances to the staff. Government's recent orders allotting to them 
15 per cent of the land revenue realised within a district excluding 
villaged which have panchayats will undoubtedly grant the~ some 
relief. But there are other independent sources of revenue which 
could be allocated to local bodies, and we would recommend that 
Government place at their disposal funds adequate for the duties they 
are expected to perform. 

379. The failure to employ a well qualified and trained staff by local 
bodies is partly due to this lack of funds. Their limited resources are 
further attenuated by the reluctance of the elected members to impose 
new taxes and to take legal steps against defaulters for fear of losing 
party support and alienating the sympathies of their constituents. 
Nothing better could have been expected under a system of limited 
franchise which returned the propertied gentry to the municipalities 
and landholders to the district local boards ; such members could hardly 
be expected to tax themselves and their kind to provide greater 
amenities for the poorer section~ of society. Though adult franchise 
may improve matters to some extent, no substantial results can be 
achieved unless Government make a determined effort to increa~e 

civic consciou<;ness among the public through the spread of literacy 
and exercise proper control through grants-in-aid and audit. The 
surest way to promote :financial irresponsibility in the local bodies 
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is to make unconditional grants without any attempt to correlate them 
either with the imposition and co1lection of adequate taxation or the 
maintenance of a minimum standard of efficiency. Moreover it is not 
enough to lay down statutory conditions; arrangements must be 
made for regular inspection to ensure that these conditions are fulfilled. 
Another disturbing feature in local finance is the misme of public 
funds for ends not sanctioned by law. There is provision to prevent 
it in the loca~ Fund Audit Act, 1930, which empowers the auditor to 
JiRe.llow items of expenditure which the local l,.odies cannot legally 
incur and surcharge it on members and officers who are responsible 
for it. But we find that recovery is, . not enforced properly, as the 
proces~es imolved are too lengthy to produce any tangible results. 

wANT OF GOVERNMENT CONTROL. 

380. Some witnesses have rightly ascribed the deterioration in local 
.administration to the failure of Government to realise the importance 
of proper supervision over local bodies. Even in countries where local 
11elf-government is well developed, the necessity of such central control 
is recognised. Broadly speaking, such control takes one of two forms, 
which we may call the British and the Continental. In Great Britain 
central control is enforced througk a system of grants-in-aid which are 
made conditional on the right of Government to insist upon a minimum 
standard of efficiency in local administration through inspection, audit 
and advice. In France however such control is exercised through an 
official who, while acting as chief executive of the local administration, 
is also the mouth-piece of the Central Government. Before the 
Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms local administration in India was 
moulded somewhat on the F,rench model, as the collector of the district 
was both the ex-qfficio president of local boards and the agent of Govern
ment. The Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms however with the object of 
giving local bodied "the largest possible independence of outside 
control", tried to bring local administration in India into line with 
what was mistakenly thought to be the British system. While 
1h-priving local bodies of the services of an officer of the status of a 
collector, they left no machinery specially charged with the task of 
supt>rvising and guiding the affairs of local bodies. 

381. It has been rightly contended that the powers with which 
Government have armed themselves in respect of local self-government 
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institutions are more in the nature of a "pole-axe when rein and 
spurs are needed." The three Acts under which the local boards and 
the district and borough rinmicipalities have b.een constituted in this 
Province contain specia) chapters through which Government have taken 
powers to order the performance of certain duties in the event of 
default by Jocal bodies, to enquire into local administration, 
and to impose the penalty of supersession in case of gross mis
management. AddEd to these are the emergency powers of the collectors 
to suspend the execution of the decision of a local body which is likely 
to cause injury or annoyance to the public or lead to a breach of the 
peace, or is unlawful, and to provide for the immediate execution of 
works necessary for the health and safety of the public which a 
particular local body has refused to perform. There is no machinery 
provided through which Government can wield a wholesome influence 
on the local bodies by way of timely advice and correction. Owing t(} 
overwork in connection with their mu1tifarious duties rather than lack 
of interest, the collectors have been prevented from devoting much 
attention to local self-government affairs: \Ve have carefully considered 
whether thi_s want of day-to-day supervision and guidance should be 
supplied by a Government agency under a Local Self-Government 
Commissioner or through a statutory non-o:fEcial board representati,-e 
of the local bodies themselves and commanding their confidence and 
co-operation. \Ye recommend to Government the latter course, as 
external control, however helpful and beneficent, is likely to be 
resented by the local bodies and would not be so effective as &elf
imposed discipline. 

THE LocAL SELF-GovERNMENT INSTITUTE. 

382. But instead of setting up a new ad lwc body Government 
should consider whether they could utilise the services of the Local 
Self-Government Institute which has already done valuable work in 
the cause of local self-government. \Ye have been told that even 
though membership of this Institute is voluntary, all the local bodies 
in this Province, ·with the exception of a few district municipalities, 
have become members of the Institute by paying the annual subscrip
tion. The membership of the general body is ah:o open to public 
institutions (other than local bodies) and to individuals interested 
in the problems of local self-government. Though no public 
institution has so far become a member of the Institute, there are 
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about a dozen individual members who are interested in such matters 
and have experience of local administration. The governing body 
of the Institute is known as the Provincial Council, on which 
representation is on a territorial basis, the Gujarat, the Konkan, 
the ::\Iaharashtra, and the Karnatak Divisions being represented by 
three members each. In addition to these, important local bodies 
like the municipalities of Poona, Sholapur, Ahmedabad and Surat 
have been given special representation of one member each, while 
the school boards are represented by two members. The' Provincial 
Council elects an executive committee which is charged with the day
to-day administration of the Institute. The· objects of the Institute 
as given in clause 3 of the constitution are:- · 

(a) to further the growth of local self-government, institutiom; by 
training people in the principles and practice of local self
government ; 

(b) to promote the study of problems connected with· local self
government and act as a centre: of information and advice :for 
local self-government bodies; 

I 

(c) to strengthen and improve local self-government institutions 
by co-operation and other mea-hs and to bring them together for 
common endeavour by organising periodical conferences; 

(d) to undertake on behalf of the local bodies any services such 
as purcha"le of stores, book depot, printing press, etc. ; and 

(e) to adopt any other measures necessary for the furtherance 
of the interests of local self-government and the promotion of 
efficient administration. 

383. Thus the objects of the Local Self-Government Institute are 
comprehe:1sive enough to include all the duties that Government may 
think fit to delegate to it. In fact, our proposal is so to modify 
the con~titution of that body as to make it an instrument whereby 
it can more fully achieve its object of promoting efficient administra
tion in local bodies and advise Government in Local Self-Government 
matters. The Institute will continue to perform · all the activitiu; 
which it is at present conducting, in addition to those recommended by 
us, and we think it would not be necessary to alter the constitution 

of the gene~al body except to the extent mentioned below. 
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384. We feel that the objects we have in view will be promoted 
by making the ~Iinister for Local Self-Governmwt the ex-rrfficio 
president. and the Chief Engineer and the Director of Public Health 
ex-rrfficio members respectively of the general body. The vice

. president should, however, be elected, and provision may be made 
for the appointment of an honorary secretary, in which case the 
assistant secretary will have to be a paid servant. It will be necessary 
to call at least one meding of the general body annually, and 
provision should be made for the holding of special meetings if called 
by the Executive Committee, whose constitution we advocate in the 
succeeding paragraph or on a requisition signed by one-fourth of 
the members. 

385. With this altered constitution it should be possible for the 
Local Self-Government Institute to exercise adequate supervision over 
the local bodies through an Executive Committee which should be 
constituted as follows :-

Th~ district local boards, the dist;rict municipalities and the 
borough municipalities should be represented by two members each 
on this committee, and the Chief Engineer and the Director of Public 
Health should be ex-Qfficio members, so that their experience anJ 
advice may be available to the executive committee. 'With a view to 
giving to the executive cmrmith.e the benefit of outside t'Xpuience and 
knowledge, it would be desirable to have one of the individual membHs 
of the Institute on the executive committee. The executive commi
ttee should be p;resided over by an officer more or less of the rank at 
present held by a divisional commissioner, who will thus be the chief 
executive office;r of the Institute in respect of its administrative duties of 
supervision and inspection. The chief executive officer will have to 
be given a suitable staff, both for his own office and for the several 
divisions of the P;rovince. For every Revenue division the Institute, 
which may be given legal status as the Local Self-Government Board, 
should form a small committee, of which a divisional o:fiicer will be 
appointed the chairman. This officer, advised by his committee and 
assisted by a divisional staff, will be responsible for the day-to-day 
supervision and inspection of the local bodies. The gazetted staff of 
the board will be appointed by the executive committee and will be 
under the cont:rol of the. chief executive officer, while for the non
gazetted staff the chief executive officer will be both the appointing 
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and controlling authority. It will not be possible to finance the scheme 
through the membership fees which are now charged by the Institute. 
In order not to place a financial burden on the local bodies, at least 
to start with, by asking them to share the full expenditure incurred on 
the maintenance of the major portion of the staff, we recommend that 
the cost of the administrative staff should be substantially l::cme by 
(}overnment. The Institute should be able to finance .its educative 
and propaganda activities by raising subscriptions and by obtaining 
voluntary contributions. 

CADRE FOR OFFICERS. 

:386. The question whether the principal services of the local bodies 
should be provincialised is one which has aroused controversy in the 
past. On the one hand the officers of the local bodies feel that the 
provisions of the Municipal Boroughs Act and the Local Boa;rds Act, 
which require a two-thirds majority of the total membership of a local 
body for their removal or punishment, are no adequate protection 
against party intrigues. On the other hand the local bodies allege 
that the above provisions make these officers almost irHmovable 
as the more adroit among them can always manage to obtain the 
minimum support by playing ,t>ne faction against another and, if need 
he, by showing fav:our towards some of the members. While we have 
no desire to enter into this controversy, we feel that the efficiency of 
local administration will not improve unless a clear distinction is 
drawn between the spheres of policy and action, and the snvicEs are 
ensured the freedom to act without fear or favour within the terms 
of the policy laid down by the local body and are given security of 
tenure which would not depend upon uncertain party fortunes and 
local influences. "We admit the force in the argument that complete 
provincialisation of services would weaken the control of the local bodies 
over the staff and make it difficult for them to enforce discipline. But 
a cadre or cadres for officers of the local bodies, to be cont;roll( d by 
a provincial board representing the local bodies themselves, should 
be free from any such objection and will have conside:rable advantages. 
By removing the control of such appointments beyond the scope of 
local influence, it will ensure the necessary independence to the 
officers. While the prospect of promotion to a more important post 
unucr a larger body would provide an incentive to work, it would also 
Le easy to transfer an officer whose relations with a local body were 
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stuin~d before the breach had become too wide. . It has been argued that 
diversity of language and the differences in the size of the local bodies 
and in their capacity to pay their executive officers would make it 
difficult, if not impossible, to work such a cadre: 1Yhile we appreciate 
these difficulties, we do not feel that they are insurmountable, and 
recommend that the chief officers, health officers, engineers and chief 
accountants of the borough municipalities and the district local board:;:, 
and the chief officers of the district municipalities should form suitable 
cadres on a divisional basis, so that the language difficulty may be over
come. The control of these cadres should be vested in the executive 
committee of the Local Self-G-overnment Board. We find that 
a similar scheme for controlling such cadres through a provincial board 
elected by the local bodies as a possible alternative to complete provin
cialisation was formulated by the Local Self-Government Committee, 
Bombay, 1939, at the request of Government.* Our scheme has the 
added advantage that the same body will also be :responsible for the day
to-day supervision of, and guidance to, the local bodies. 

387. While the qualifications prescribed for these posts are suffi
ciently high, the selection is not infrequently influenced by party or 
sectional considerations. To avoid this, we suggest that recruitment to 
these posts should be made in consultation with the Public Service 
Commission. We understand that this will necessitate the passing of 
a provincial Act to enlarge the functions of the Commission under section 
267 of the Government of India Act, 1935, !!O as to bring recruitment 
to the lucal services within its purview. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE PROPOSED BOARD. 

388. As our recommendation relates to a major change in the 
machinery for regulating the affairs of the local bodies, it is not 
necessary for us to define the functions which should be handed over 
to the Local S-?lf-Government Board. If Government accept the 

·principle of colkctive self-regulation of local bodies, it should not be 
difficult to outline a detailed scheme of allocation of functions. There 
are, however, certain powers which cannot possibly be delegated to 
a nOI'.-official budy, such as Government's power of supersession and the 
collector's emergency powers. Final powers relating to changes In 

*Report of the Local Self-Government Committee, Bombay, 1939, para. 179. 
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the constitution of local bodies, taxation and sale of property should also 
be retained by Government. When the posts of commissioners are 
abolished as proposed by us, such of their powers as cannot be 
delegated to the Board, will, according to their importance, have to be 
distributed between the Board of Revenue and the collector. We 
recommend that the present practice of audit of local accounts through 
a Government agency should be continued, but the power to enforce it 
may be delegated to the Board. 

ALTERNATIVE AGENCY OF CoNTROL. 

389. The'se recommendations have been made in the hope that 
both the Local Self-Government Institute and· the local bodies will 
co-operate with Government. in making this scheme a success. It is 
intended to be a compromise between the demand of the lo.::al bodies for 
complete autonomy and the proved, nec~ssity of central control. It 
has the added advantage that the powers entrusted to the Board 
could be withdrawn or increased according to the degree of success 

· attained by it. But if for some reason or other the required co-opera
tion is not forthcoming o;r if after giving this scheme a trial for a period 
of, say, five years it appears t~?.• Government that not much progress 
has been made, then it would be open to Government to appoint their 
own agency for the guidance and supervision of local bodies. A ~ucleus 
for this will already have been provided by the Chief Executive Officer 
of the Board with the divisional staff under him, who would have 
acquired by that time adequate knowledge and experience of local self
government problems. This would also entail the provincialisation 
of the higher local services to be administered and controlled by 
Government through the Chief Executive Officer, who could then be 
designated as Local Self-Government Commissioner. 

GRADUAL EcLIPSE oF LocAL BoARDS. 

390. We have noted with regret that the recent trend of Govern
ment policy is calculated to bring about a gradual elimination of the 
District Local Boards from the field of local self-government. Even 
Class III roads, which are of purely local importance, continue to be 
administered by the Public Works Department in spite of the recom
mendations of more than one committee to transfer them to the Local 
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Boards not only with a view to economy but also as a measure 
of decentralisation. By the Primary Education Act, 1947, Government 
have taken upon themselv~s the responsibility of primary education 
from the local bodies which are now to functiOn in a purely advisory 
capacity. The public health activities of the Local Boards also, we 
understand, have been substantially taken over by Government. The 
Local Boards have thus been gradually divested of a large portion 
of their primary functions. Though questions of policy are outside 
our scope, we cannot but express the hope that these extreme steps are 
the result of the keen desire of Government to force the pace of 
their programme of development on a province-wide scale and will be 
reversed as soon as the desired objectives are fulfilled. 

RuRAL DEVELOPMENT BoARDS. 

391. With the general object of associating the public with admini
stration, Government have established in every district a Rural Develop
ment Board side by side with the District Local Board. "\Vhatever may 
have been the justification for such a parallel body in the past, we 
think there is no further need for this dual organisation, and that only 
one of these bodies should remain. This should clearly be the District 
Local Board, which has a statutory basis and, being elected, is more truly 
representative than the District Rural Development Board can be. The 
latter body consists entirely of nominated members and is thus likely 
to be predominantly influenced by the political supporters of the 
Government of the day. We have heard complaints that public spirited 
men who do not happen to belong to the party in power find no place 
on these Boards. We therefore recommend that the District Rural 
Development Boards be abolished, and their flillctions in connection 
with post-war development schemes be transferred to the District 
Local Boards. 

392. We.think that the usefulness of the Di::;trict Local Boards could 
be enhanced by the inclusion of a few nominated members, to be selected 
from the ranks of social workers and others who have evinced a genuine 
interest in public affairs, but who for one reason or another have been 
unwilling to stand for election. One or two district officials in charge 
of Government's social and economic activities may also be made 
ex-officio members of the District Local Boards. 
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393. In the talukas after the abolition of the taluka local boards in 
1938, no non-official agency exists which can be conveniently associated 
·with the taluka administration. We suggest that the local members 
of the District Local Board in the taluka, with perhaps one or two more 
nominated members from the locality, should form a taluka committee. 

394. As regards the Provincial Rural Development Board, if Govern
ment feel that, over and above the normal channels of communication 
with the rural public, this institution serves a useful purpose, we see 
no objection to its continuance. 



CHAPTER XIII. 

l\IISCELLANEOUS. 

OFFICE PROCEDURE. 

395. Messrs. Ibcon Ltd. have recommended the fonnation of an 
Organisation and Methods Department to exercise a continuous watch 
on the procedure of Secretariat departments. w· e feel that the time is 
not yet ripe for this development, and in our chapter on th~ Secretariat 
we have proposed that a committee of assistant secretaries should 
periodically examine any suggestions for improvement in office procedure. 
Similarly in the case of district offices we think that before committing 
themselves to any elaborate and costly establishment like an Organisation 
and Methods Department, Government should detail some officer with 
district experience to examine the procedure in a few typical Government 
offices. He might begin with some offices in Bombay city and Poona 
where he could, if necessary, be given the assistance of experts. On receipt 
of a report from him, Government, should decide whether it is worth while 
to establish a permanent organisation to scrutinise office procedure 
throughout the Province. 

PERSONAL STAFF OF 1\IL'l"ISTERS. 

396. "\Ve understand that the personal staff l)f l\Iinist<Jrs and 
Parli~.mentary Secretaries, other than those drawn from the permanent 
establishment, is engaged for a period of five years. The idea underlying 
this arrangement presumably was that the period of employment of this 
sta:fi should be coterminous with the life of the ~Iinistry, Sl) that the 
success~'r ~Iinistry could make a fresh selection acconling to the Ieqnire
ments of the individual l\Iinistef3. Such an armnge:uent would work 
satisfactorily in the case of staff which was engaged i:umeJ.iately thil 
l\Iinistry took office. But in the case of the numerous typists, steno
graphers and so on, who have been taken up subsequently, the five-year 
period would extend beyond the life of the present l\Iinistry, and in {·ase 
the new l\Iinisters do not desire to employ them, Government will haw to 
pr~vide them with other work or else co;.npensate them for premature 
~lischarge. To avoid this difficulty w~ suggest that all staff directly 
recruited for the personal offices of Ministers and Parliamentary 
Secretaries should be engaged only during the pleasure of the Minister 
or Parliamentary Secretary in question, so that Government may be 
unrler no obligation to continue it;; services after the employer demits 
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()ffice. It follows from what has been said above that the personal sta:fi 
~f Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries, other than permanent hands, 
would not enjoy pensionable status. 

AMENITIES IN DISTRICTS •. 

397. To make service in the districts more attractive and les~en the 
desire among district officers for a posting in'Bombay I we think that some 
amenities could be provided in official residences throughout the Province. 
Such amenities would include a piped water supply v.~here this is lacking, 
to be followed by modern sanitation with a septic tan'k if there is no 
~lrainage system. The, question of pr9viding official residences with 
l1a . .;ic articles of fumitur~ has often been c,onsidered~~ut.the pr~posal ha~ 
been rejected on the score of cost aile~ also on account of various difficulties 
in regard to ~1aintenance of ~he fumitu1~~ •• and ~he ppj~~t~ons of. office~ 
who already possess fumiture.of ,their own an4 wo:uld pe u~~lling tq pay 
hire for Gov..!rnment furniture which they do not require .. These 

' I . ' 

·ohje~tions could n '> doubt be overcome, and we suggest that the~uestion 
he examined once more. It would be a great convenience to, ?fficf);rs on 
transfer to be relieved 'of the necessity of taku;g,he~ry fu~~iture ~ith 

, , , ~· . , , , • · . · I - 1 • ,~ 1 

· them, and this would to snme extent meet the complaint that allowances· 
on tral!sfer are i~ad~quat~:' ' ' · , . . . .. . 

398. In connection with touring, it would be a great advantage to 
officers if kllansamas were al?pointed at the more importa~t district 
lmngalows. Government have rightly. made . it known :that they vie'Y 
with disfavour any tendency on the .Part of officers to accept, hospitality 
while on tour, but the result is .that officers depending on their own 
resources find it increasingly difficult to arrange for their food. If 

· J.:/wnsamas were attached .to, say, two or three of the .more important 
bungalows in each district, as is done in some other provinces, thi~ 

~liffi.culty would be removed to some extent. 

MECHANICAL Ams. 

~!)9, We have suggested the possibility of introducing franking 
machines in the Secretariat instead of. service stamps, and if this 
experiment proves successful it may be extended to other large offices 
also. Much time is spent in all offices in the maintenance of service stamp 
accounts. Thus time and labour could be saved by the use of franking 
machines in consultation with the Postal Department. 
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400. In general we would recommend the use of up-to-date
mechanical aids like calculating machines-and cash registers wherever 
the volume and nature of business transacted in Government offices 
justify it. We are not able to specify the exact type of machines which 
would be useful in different offices, but in 'general we think that 
expenditure on such up-to-date appliances, and even on a sufficient supply 
of typewriters, should not be grudged or regarded as waste of money. 

401. In the Secretariat a system of electric clocks, governed by 
a master clock, would be an improvement over the miscellaneous collection 
of time-pieces now to be seen on the walls and desks in the building. 

402. We also recommend that telephone communications among 
a larger number of offices and places, especially in the mofussil, should be
established. We are aware of the paucity of telephone materials 
prevailing at present, but some progress towards quicker means of inter
official communication is essential if a modern standard of efficiency is 
to be attained. 

PEONS. 

403. The allocation of peons to offices and officials has been made 
in the light of the Thomas Committee's recommendation, and except in 
one case we cannot suggest any reduction until such time as the use of an 
internal communication system may lessen the need for messenger 
service. 

404. But in the case of the peons assigned for duty at secretaries• 
residences, we think there is scope for reduction. Each secretary has 
two peons detailed for duty at his house or flat, the intention being that 
each man should remain on duty for twenty-four hours alternately. 
The -result is that they come on duty every other day. We are not sure. 
whether in fact these men do remain on duty during the night, and in any 
case we think there is no need for it. Alternatively,since these peons 
are not supposed to do any private work, there is no need for them to be 
on duty at the residence during office hours when the secretary is away 
from home, and their attendance should be required only during the 
remainder of the twenty-four hours. In either case there· is no 
justification for giving these n1en a day's rest every second day, and in 
fact no need for more than one peon at the residence. One of our 
members, Sir Ivon Taunton, has told us that his experience as Chief 
Secretary was that the peons at his residence came on duty only for an 
hour or two in the mornings and evenings and were not in attendance 
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either during the day time when he was in the Secretariat, or during the. 
night. He could not recall any instance of interference with Government 
work owing to the absence of a peon during the night time. If this was 
the experience of the Chief Secretary, we presume that the case of other 
secretaries can hardly be different. To call such duty "work" is 
a misnomer and, when rendered ·only every alternate day, it becomes 
a farce. 1\Iost of the secretaries live on 1\falabar Hill within easy reach 
of the Ministers' bungalows, and with telephone communication 
available, we think that the chance of any detriment to Government 
business arising from the absence of a peon during part of the 24 hours 
is too remote to justify the cost of maintaining two men in semi-idleness. 
Accordingly we recommend that only one peon ~hould be detailed for 
duty at secretaries' residences. 

PETITIONS. 

405. Some district officers have informed us that much of their time 
is taken in reporting upon petitions received direct from Government, 
although th~ subject matter in many cases could have been dealt with 
hy them."!elves or even by ~ubordinates without the intervention of 
Government. We have examined the rules and orders relating to the 
f uhmL;;~ion of petition'! to Government and find that, if duly observed, 
they provicle fully for the disposal tSf petitions in such a way that neither 
Government need be troubled with comparatively trifling matters, nor 
n~ed district and departmental officer3 be put to the necessity of making 
reports to Government on matters which lie within their own competence. 
We would therefore r commend that when Government receive petitions, 
whieh according to the rules should have been first submitted to some 
lower authority, they should forward these for disposal and not require 
r~ports until a stage il'l reached in which the intervention of Government 
has lwen provided for by. the rules. 

GE::><ERAL ADMINISTRATION REPORT. 

406. We have received a special reference from Government on the 
desirability of continu:ng the annual publication of the General 
Administration Report of the Province. It has been suggested that, in 
view of the periodical survey of the activities of departments by the 
Director of Publicity, the continuance of this annual publication is not 
necessary. We have ~iven careful thought to the suggestion, but are 
unable to agree to the view that the publications issued by the Director 
of Publicity are an adPquate substitute for the objective and statistically 

:.to-n Bk II 204-H 
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supported information contained in reports published under Government 
authority. A publication like the Annual Administration Report of the 
Province is very useful not only to Government departments but also to 
the publ'c which is interested in the various·activities of Government. 
The need for such a publication, objective and informative, was never 
so great as it is at present when the public as a whole is anxious to 
acquaint itself with the working of Government departments and has 
been empowered to influence it by criticism and suggestion. The 
publication of the report should be entrusted to an officer specially 
appointed for the purpose as was the practice previously. We do not 
consider that the Director of Publicity, who is mainly concerned with 
propaganda and current information, is an appropriate agent for the 
publication of such a report. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS. 

407. While the Rules of Business and the instructions thereunder 
require reference to the Finance Department of alllegislath·e proposals 
affecting the finances of the Province, there is no provision for explaining 
to the Legislature the financial implications of measures which 
Government propose to introduce. In this respect the practice followed 
in our Legislature differs from that of the British Parliament. The 
Statement of Objects and Reasons appended to bills introduced in our 
Legislature is neither so detailed nor so specific in regard to financial 
effect as is its British counterpart, the "Explanatory and Financial 
Memorandum". It is necessary that both Government when 
preparing legislative proposals and the Legislature when considering 
them should acquaint themselves fully with the immediate as well as long· 
term financial implications of each measure. As noted above the Rules 
of Business, if properly observed, would ensure scrutiny by the Finance 
Department, but to enable a similar scrutiny to be exercised by the 
Legislature the more systematic practice prevalent in the United 
Kingdom should be followed in our province. We therefore recommend 
that the statement of objects and reasons attached to a bill should be 
amplified so as to include a brief explanation of the financial issues 
involved. Any modification in the Rules of Business that may be found 
necessary should be undertaken at an early date. The need for such 
careful scrutiny of financial effects was never so great as at the present 
moment, when new legislative measures affecting both the revenue and 

. expenditure of Government are being passed at an unusually rapid pace. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

CONCLUSION. 

408. We thu~ conclude our survey of tke administrativ" machinery 
of Bombay Province and our recommendations· designed to make it 
more efficient and economical. As desired in our term~ of reference 
we have taken into account the special bearing that the Reconstruction 
and Development plan~· of Government have ~on both these a..<~pects 

of administrative reorganisation. Qur appointed. task was to suggest 
methods not only of curtailing expenditure but also of increasing 
efficienr.y, and hence we have not been deterred from making suggestions 
which in a. few ca<>es may add to public expenditure, a'> we felt convinced 
tha.t ,;uch additional expenditure would not only promote efficiency~ 
but would ultimately make for real economy. ·. Our detailed recom.:. 
menda.tions regarding recruitment, training, c~nditions of service 
and retrenchment of staff, where this last has been found· necessary, 
will we hope supply the means of maintaining a high level of efficiency 
and economy in the administrative machinery of the Province. 

409. Amongst the persons and a'!sociations who have supplied us 
with their views there was a preponderant element of non-officials. 
On th~ other hand, among those whom we invited *o tender oral evidence 
before us departmental officers holding· responsible positions were in 
a. large majority. This wa'l no a.tcident.·. In appraising the working 
of the existing administrative machinery and in ·suggesting ways of 
making it more economical and efficient, we sincerely desired to derive 
the maximum possible benefit from the views and experience of those 
on whom would fall the re.'!ponsibility of implementing our recom~ 

menda.tious. Wbile we could not be unmindful of the new political 
situation created in the country after August 15, 1947, and while we 
have made the best possible use of administrative experience here and 
ehewhere, which was a\·ai1able to us, we have been at pains to reconcile 
the somewhat loose and unin.+'ormcd concepts of laymen with the 
practical experience of administrators. Thus we have arrived at what 
appJars to us a scheme of a1ministrative reorganisation whicb can be 
put into effect forthwith. 

FINANCIAL EFFECT. 

·HO. In so far as economy, as distinguished from efficiency, was the 
object of our enquiry, the measure in which we have succeeded in 
attaining it must depend on action taken on all parts of our report. 

liiO-li Hk H 2(H-14a 
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In respect of our suggestions for a limitation of recurring burdens on the . . 
provincial revenues and a restriction, for some time to come, of 
reconstruction and development activities mainly to productive schemes, 
the economical effects can only be judged in prospect. But their effect 
on the tax"colle::ting machinery of Government ought to lead more 
clirectly to increa:Jing the yield of existing sources of revenue. With 
more efficient administration the actual outturn of service to the public 
for the same cost ought to be greater, thus securing economy in cost 
per unit of service rendered. Ev~n so we find that if all our 
recommendations are accepted, an immediate s~ving of about 
twenty-five lakhs of rupees per year would, ensue even in existing 
condition!! of financial policy and administrative efficiency. The long· term 
financial effects, taking revenue with expenditure, capital investment with 
current charges and cost of administration with the yield in servi·:e, 
will of course be of a very much higher order. 

biPLEMENTATION. 

411. The principal reason fo~ confining ourselves to practical 
suggestions, capable of immediate applicati~n, was the consciousness of 
urgency. Things all the world over are moving so fast that unless we 
act in the present moment, we may have no opportunity to act at all. 
"\Ve therefore take leave to urge on Government the extreme importance 
of early consideration and implementation of our report. Only next to 
speed is in our opinion the need for bold action on the highest level. 
Not _only by the composition of our personnel, but by our deliberate 
intention, the last thing to escape our notice would be a really significant 
practical difficulty. But those who are accustomed to the established 
order of things are bound in many cases to imagine the existence of other 
difficulties in the way of adopting our recommendations, especially if 
any of these work to their own disadvantage. We know that this factor 
has militated against effective action on many a report of committees 
like ours. While we fully and freely recognise that it is for Government 
who appointed us to decide whether they will accept our report, we 
cannot but enter, in the light of past experience, a caution that if the 
opinion of departments concerned is ultimately to prevail in the sphere 
of action on recommendations that are unpalatable to them, this report 
need hardly have been written. Delay and departmental obstruction 
have been the lot of most reports which aimed at far-reaching reform 
in existing institutions. It is for Government to decide whether 10 
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the fast changing complex of internal and international events, it l.s. 
not now necessary to cut resolutely through these two traditional blocks. 
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APPENDIX A. 

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE. 

I. What is your general opinion of the present administrative 
machinery in this ProYince ? Is it efficient and economical ? ·If not, 
in what respects i'l it not so and what remedies would you propose? 

2. In view of the contemplated extension of the Reconstruction and 
Development activities of Government, do you consider that the present 
organisation of Govern~ent departments satisfies the tests of efficienc! 
and economy 1 If not, m what respects would you suggest a modification 
of the same 1 

.Note.-If a modification is suggc8ted, a detailed workinr. oPt of the suggested scheme 
would be welcome. 

3. Have you any special interest in or knowledge of r.ny particular 
departments? If so, have you any detailed suggestions to make for 
their improvement in the matter of efficiency or economical administra
tion 1 Have you ~>..ty change to suggest in regard. to the policies followed 

. by those departments ? 

4. Do you consider that the present expenditure on salaries, 
allowances and pensions is entirely necessary and calculated to provide 
efficient service ? Jf not, caR you suggest modifications 1 

5. Do you consider that the present methods of purchase of stores 
and construction and maintenance of works are economical and efficient 1 
If not, can you suggest improvements 1 

6. Do you consider the growth of expenditure, temporary and 
permanent, on administrative machinery generally or in any particular 
departments, since 1938-39, justified 1 If not, what exactly are the 
reasons for your opinion and how do you think the growth should now 
be arrested and to what extent 1 

Nole.-In r.nswering this question, the increasing cxtl'nt ami varil•t,y .of Government 
functions Hhould be takt>n into account. 

7. What is your opinion of the administration of the various controls 
in force at present? Would you advocate any modifications? 

8. Have you had Jealings with any of the new departments of 
Government, such us the Civil Supplies Department, including its Food1 

Textile and Milk Branches 1 
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1f so, do you consider that any improvements can be effected in the 
working or organisation of those departments 1 In what respects can 
auch improvements be made ? 

1n particular, what is your view regarding the suggestion that the 
functions of the Civil Supplies Department should be discontinued or 
transferred to the trade ? Please give reasons for your answer. 

9. Is the organisation of the several departments of Government in 
the rural areas in sufficiently living touch with the needs of the people ? 

Does it suffer from any special defects, such as overlapping, undefined 
responsibility, inaccessibility, excessive formalism or lack of responsive
ness 1 If so, can you give instances in support of your judgment and 
suggest reforms 1 

10. Is the district organisation of the revenue, judicial, police, puHic 
works and other departments such as to ensure prompt, efficient an.d 
honest service 1 If not, in what directions do you find it defective? 
Can you suggest any remedies 1 

11. Does the present system of general and departmental 
administration in rural areas and in district headquarters utilise, to the 
maximum possible extent, the services of public-spirited citizens, either 
individually or through institutional ch?,nnels 1 If not, can you 
recommend any improvements calculated to bring suitable non-officials 
and institutions nearer to the administration of the Provincial 
Gove~nment, with due regard to the initiative and responsibility to be 
exercised by the officers concerned 1 

.12. Do you think that there Is any scope for the grearer use of 
mechanical aids to efficiency in Government offices 1 If so, please 
make detailed proposals. 

13. Are you satisfied with the present relations of local self-governing 
bodies and other non-official bodies like the co-operative societies with 
the administrative departments of Government 1 If not, what reforms 
have you to suggest 1 

14. Do you consider that the divisional commissioners perform any 
essential function in respect of the district administration on the one 
hand and the · Provincial Government on the other in respect of 
the people of the division in general ? Have you any modification of 
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the system to suggest ? 

15: Have you any suggestions to make regarding officers similarly 
situated in other departments such as superintending engineers, deputy 
in11pectors general of police and conservators of forests 1 

16. Do you think that the divisional commissioners and· collectors 
can be utilised as agents for integrating the administration of the 
important departments of Government ? If you see any desirable 
possibilities in this direction, please suggest details of reform. 

17. Are you satisfied with the present Secretariat organisation in 
respect of (a) efficiency of disposals and {b) its relations with (1) the heads 

of departments and (2) the public? If not, what. particular changes 
would you desire 1 

18. Have you any specific suggestions to make regarding curtailment 
of staff in any departments ? 

19. Have you any proposals to make regarding the re-employment 
of surplus war-time staff of Government departments either in the existing 
departments or in any additional activities that you may consider 
suitable for Government to undertake ? 

20. Do you consider the present methods of recruitment followed by 
Government satisfactory 1 If not, what modifications would you 
suggest? In particular, are you in favour of the system of competitive 
examinations ? 

21. Do you think that the dearth of candidates for employment, 
particularly technical employment, which has been experienced in 
several departments during the last few years is likely to continue 1 
If so, what measures would you propose for ensuring a better 
supply? 

22. In your opinion, are the present facilities for the training of 
prospective recruits for the various departments of Government 
sufficient ? If not, what measures would you propose for the expansion 
of these facilities 1 If you so desire, you may confine your reply to any 
particular department or a section of a department. 

23. Do you consider that any system of departmental training after 
recruitment is desirable ? If so, what kind of training and what agency 
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for such training would you recommend 1 

24. Do the existing permanent pay scales of Government servant11 
in their several classes and grades require revision 1 Jf so, wha~ should 
be the general lines on which the revision sh~uld be carried out ? 

25. Should the pay scales be varied from time to time according to 
the cost of living ? · If so, in what manner ? Or would you advocate 
stable pay scales based on a long-term view? In the latter case, should 
the present dearness or war allowances be continued and, if so, at 
what rates? 

26. What is your idea about a minimum wage for Government 
servants? 

27. What are your views on the employment of suitably qualified 
women in Government service on the same terms as are giv3n to men ? 
Do you think that there are any particular departments in which the 
employment of women should be (1) encouraged or (2) discouraged? 

. 28. Have you anything else to state or suggest regarding matters 
covered by the Committee's terms of reference 1 



APPENDIX B. 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

1. ADVANI, MR. P. B., O.B.E., 

Electrical Commissioner with the Government of Bombay. 

2. ADV ANI, LT.-CoL. R. T., 1.1\LS., 
Inspector General of Prisons. 

3. BAKHLE, MR. D. S., O.B.:E., I.C.S., 
Secretary to Government, 

Civil St~pplies Department. 

4. BAPAT, MR. R. S., 

Assistant Engineer (Retired). 

5. BARFIWALA, MR. C. D., 

Director, Local Self-Government Institut~, 'Bombay. 

6. BARVE, l\1&. S. G., I.C.S., 
Collector of Poona. 

7. BASU, MR., 

Messrs. Ibcon I.imited, Bombay. 

8. BAVDEKAR, THE HoNOURABLE MR. JusTICE R. S .• I.C.S. 

9. BENJAl\UN, KHAN BAHADUR s., 
Collector of Surat. 

10. BHANDARI, LT.-CoL. M. G.; C.I.E., J.M.S., 

Surgeon General with the Government of Bombay. 

11. BHANSALI, MR. M. D., I.C.S., 
Commissioner of Excise and SalQS Tax. 

12. BIIAT, MR. M. D., C.I.E., I.C.S., 

. Chief Secretary to Government 

13. BHIDE, MR. V. S., C.I.E., I.C.S., 

Chairman, Bombay Port Trust. 

14. BHUJPURIA, ?IIR. K. M., · 
President, The Indian Grain Dealers' Federation,' Bombey. 



)5. BOUCH, MR., 
Messrs. Ibcon Limited. 

16. CHOUDHARY, !\IR. T. M., 
Collector of Kaira. 
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17. DEHEJIA, MR. V. T., I.C.S., 
Secretary to Government, 

Home Department. 

18. DESAI, MR. M. J., C.I.E., I.C.S., 
Principal, All-India Administrative Training School. 

19. DEVDHAR, ~s. INDIRABAI, . 
President, The Maharashtra Branch of the All India Women's 

Conference. 

20. DEVJI RATANSEY, MR. 

21. DHARMA VIRA, MR., O.B.E., I.C.S., 
Textile Commissioner. 

22. DIAS, MR. A. L., I.C.S., 
Director of Civil Supplies. 

23. FERNANDEZ, MR. S. H., 
Assistant Controller of Rationing. 

24. GANDHI, DR. K. A., 
Director of Public Health. 

25. GANDHI, MR. RATIL.AL M., M.L.C., 
President Indian Merchants Chamber, Bombay. 

26. GHATGE, ~. S. A., 
Collector of Sholapur. 

27. GIDWANI, MR. V. L., I.C.S., 
Deputy Commissioner of Sales Tax. 

28. GODBOLE, 1\IR. Y. A., C.S.I., C.I.E.,- I.C.S. (Retired). 
Chairman, Bombay Public Service Commission. 
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29. HAMMETT, MR. R. H., C.I.E., I.S.E., 
Secretary to Government, 

Public Works Department. 

30. HAMPTON, 1\'IR. R. K., 
Superintendent, Bombay City Polic('l. 

31. HEBLE, MR. M. N., 
Backward Class Officer. 

32. HOLT, MR. E. H., I.C.S. 

33. JOGLEKAR, MR. v. K., 
Executive Engineer, Poona Irrigation 'Division. 

34. JOSHI, MR. D. s., I.C.S., 
Joint Secretary to Government, 

Education and Industries Department. 

35. JOSHI, RAo B.o\HADUR N. S., 
Executive Engineer, Nira Ca,nals Division. 

36. JOSHI, MR. H. c., r.c.s.~·· 
Collector of Ahmednagar. 

37. JOSHI, MR. s. V. I 

Director of Labour Administration. 

38. KALE, MR. C. G., C.I.E., I.S.E. (Retired}, 
Chief Engineer, Public Works ·Department, 

39. KALYAN RAMAN, l\lR. A., I.A.A.S., 
Director of Civil Supplies (Accounts). 

40. KAMATH, RAo SAHIB,.K. B., 
Deputy Secretary to Government, 

Ht'alth and Local GovernmeJJ.t Department. 

41. KAl\lTE, l\1R. N. M., 1\I.B.E., I.P. 1 

Inspector General of Police, 

42. KANGA, Ma. M. P., J.P., 
Director of Industries, 
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43. KARANDIKAR, MR. S. K., tS.E.; 
Superintending Engineer, Central Division. 

44. KHAN, 1\lR. HABIBULLA, 

Consulting Surveyor to Government. 

45. KHURODY, MR. D. N., 

Deputy Milk Commissioner. 

46. KILLEDAR, MR. M. M., 1\I.L.A. 

47. KIRLOSKAR, MRs. YAMUNABAI, 
Secretary, The Maharashtra Branch, All India· ·women's 

Conference. 

48. KULKARNI, :MR. D. D., 

Assistant Superintendent of Stamps. 

49. LAD, MR. P. l\1., I.C.S., 
Se<;retary to Goverli.ID.ent, Legal Department. 

50. 1\fA.D~, SIR JANARDAN, C,S.I., C,I.E., I.C,S. (Retired). 

fH, MA.SCARENHAS, MR, W. X., I.S.E., 
Director of Agriculture (Engineerin~), 

o2, 1\lATHRA.NI, l\1&, K, P, I.C.S., 

Deputy Secretary to Governmen~ 1 
Finance Department, 

M. MEHTA, DR. J. N., 
Director-General of Health Services. 

54. MIRCHANDANI, 1\IR. T. K., M.B.E., 
Conservator of Forests. 

55. 1\IONANI, MR. l\1. G., I.C.S., 
Joint Secretary to Government, 

Political and Services Department. 

56. MOORE, ~IR. J. l\1., 
Generall\Ianager, Ibcon Limited. 
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m. :\1ULEKAR, MR. M. J.l 
Assistant Secretary to Government, 

Health and Lqcal Government Department. 

58. 1\lURTI, l\1R. N. V. S., I.S.E. 
Housing Conunissioner. 

5!). NADKAHNI, RAo BAHADUR S. N., 

S~>cretary, Provincial Prohibition Board. 

GO. NAIK, 1\IR. A. S., I.C.S., 
Collector of Bijapur, 

61. PATEL, l\1R. BABUBIIAI J., l\I.L.A. 

G2. PATEL, MR. B. P., I.C.S., 
Hegistrar of Co-operative Societies. 

G3. PATWARI, MR. P. B., 

Chairman of District School lloard, Ahmedabad. 

G4. PAWATE, MR. D. C., 
Director of Public Instnwtion. 

' ·' 
G5, PHADIIAN, l\IR, D. H,, I:C.S,, 

Secretary to Government, 
Health and Local Government Departme~t .. 

GG, SALDANHA, MR. C. J,, 
Supcrintcn<lcnt, Government Printing and Stationery. 

67. SAMAHTH, MR. R N., O.B.E., 

Controller of Rationing. 

68. SANKAPAL, MR. G. M., M.B.E., 
Director, Economics and Statistics Bureau. 

69. SAHAIYA, MR. R. G., O.B.E. 

iO. SARDESAI, MR. V. N., I.C.S., 
Secretary to Government, 

R:::venue Department. 

i 1. SATHE, l\ln. D. D., I.C.S., 
Provincial l\Iotor Transpmt Controller. 
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72. SA1'HE, Du. V. L., IL\I.S. (Retired). 

73. SETNA, D&. S. B., 
Director of Fisheries. 

74. SHAH, MR. 15. A., 
.Joint Hegilltrar for Village tndustries, 

75. SHIWESHWARKAR, M&. 8. W., M.B.E., I.C.S., 
Deputy Textile Commissioner. 

7(). STIU~ATFIELD, .M&. T. E., I.C.S., 
~lilk Commissioner. 

77. SUHBARAYUDtJ, HAo BAHADUR M. V., 
Deputy Direetor of Civil Supplies (Accounts). 

78. THANAWALLA, 1\l&. R. P., 
A,Jditionul Director of Civil Supplies (Enforcement). 

79. THA TTE, l.\'1&. V. l\l., 
Officer on Special Duty, Stamp Office, 

80, UPPAL, Du. B. N., M.B.E., 
Dirt~l•tor of A~rieulture, 

(J<;Jueat.:on and E~tension). 

81. VAS, l\lu. E. T. C., I.F.S., 
Chief ConsN·vator of Fore::~ts. 

82. VENKATAPPIAH, l\b. B., I.C.S., 
Sec:ret.ary to Government, 

Fina.n.ce Department. 

83. VINCHOOHKAR, SA&DAR N. G., C.B.E., li.L.A. 

84. VYAS, l\IR. B. S., I.S.E., 
Seer, tary to Government, 

Publi" Works Department. 

~5. WAGLE, l\IR. N. M., I.C.S., 
Food Cont-roller. 



APPENDIX C. 

LIST OF I~TERDI REPOHTS. 

•1. Recruitment to Higher and Suhonli-

nat.e Services 13th Mnrr.h 1947. 

2. Enforcement Branch in Civil Supplies 

Department 1Hh April l9i7. 

3. Revi~ion of the }Jay ~eale!' of the Pro-

vinriul Gowrnnwnt St>rvants 8th May 1947. 

4. .~ge of Hctirt'lll('Jlt of Government 
Servants 14th July 1947. 

5. Housing Organisation e;et up un(ll·r 
Provincial Housing Board 24th May 1947. 

•6. Creation of Under Secretary's Post in 
the Health and Local Government 
Department 

•7. Absorption of Temporary or Re-

28th June 1947. 

trenched Staff :nst July 19-17. 

8. Civil Supplies Depnrtmt>nt 

"'9. Scheme of SuhsiJisnl Medi<·al Prnrti

tioners 

10. Strength('ning of the Finance Depart
lll('llt by adtlitiou of a Cost 

Accountant 

11. Srh('lllL' for the Ab!lorpt.ion of Section
writPrs in .Jtulit·inl Drpartment into 

Oov · rnment Service 

l:!. 

6th Augut~t Hl47. 

1st September 1947. 

11th Septcmb~>r 1947. 

22ntl Septem her 1947. 

lteorcranisntion and Strengthening of 
"' ('ontwl OrdN:! l'olil·e 5th Novt>mher 1947. 

• :\ot printPd. 
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*13. Question whether new Posts in Govern
ment serVIce should be initially 

. sanctioned on a temporary basis 

14. Secretariat Typists 

*15. Que.;;tion of setting up of a separate 
Department of Excise and Prohibi
_tion· 

*16. Special OrganiEation for technical and 

Dates of submission. 

18th November 1947. 

5th January 1948. 

lith February 1948. 

industrial education. 13th February 1948. 

•Not printed. 



APPENDIX D. 

INTERHl REPORTK 

!-Enforcement Branch in the Civil Supplies Department. 

I. We have examined the working of the Enforcement Branch on 
the basis of paragraph 8 of the "Review of Administration of th~ CIVil 
Supplies Department" and paragraphs 55 to 72 of the Civii Supplies 
Department Retrenchment Committee's Report, as supplemented by 
the oral evidence tendered before us by the Supply Commissoner, the 
Additional Director of Civil Supplies (Enforcement) and the Superin
tendent of Police, Crime Branch II. 

Z. The functions of the Branch are three-fold-

(i) Detection and investigation; 

(ii) Prosecution ; and 

(iii) Legal advice to the Civil Supplies Department. 

3. For the purposes of (i) in the foregoing paragraph, Bomby City 
and th11 Suburban District are divided into sections, more or 'less 
corresponding to Police divisions, earh in charge of an Inspector. These' 
sections pick up information relat·i~g to breaches of the various control 
orders and pass it on to the Police with whose aid further steps are taken, 
like seizure of goods, making of '' panchanamas" and making of test 
purchases. ·wherever this prelimina.ry material indicates that a case 
for prosecution exists, the necessary papers are prepared by the 
Enforcement Branch and. the prosecutions launched mainly by the 
police. The in\tial information is collected by the watchers who number 
90 in ?Jl and communic2.ted to the inspectorial staff which numbers 110. 

These watchers belong to the most ordinary class of society and are 
therefore expected to use that class as their source of information. 
It seems to us that there is a two-fold defect in this part of the system. 
For one thing, these watchers are not in a position, except very indirectly, 
to keep an eye on the doings of the higher strata of society, and, even 
though the im>pectors themselves might to some extent be able to make 
up for this, it is obvious that the arrangement does not go far enough: 
the bigger and more important class of offenders does not receive due 
attention, and to this extent the work of the Branc:h cannot be regarded 

Rk H~04-15a 
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as in any way satisfactory. For another, the number of watchers being 
• smaller than the number of inspectorR, the information obtained 
cannot be suffi~icl!tly extensive. One would have expected that, as is 
usual in such cases, there would be several 'Yatchers attached to each 
inspector in order to provide ade<1uate material for the latter's activities 
and those of the higher officers. Generally, such organisations are like 
a pyramid-broader at the base. 

4. We have carefully reviewed the operations of the Enforcement 
Branch as a whole. So far as what may be termed the'' field staff'' 
goes, it would appear that the 'York done is much less than what might 
be expected of the organisation. During the years 1945 and 1946, the 
total number of prosecutions launchod was 2180, while the number of 
cases investigated but not pursued was about 1720. This gives less than 
ll as the number of c;1,ses picked up every month by a membt>r of 
the inspectorial staff. The corresponding figure of convictions is half 
a case. The record is clearly disappointing in view of the known general 
disregard of the control orders. Altogether, in the field of investigation 
and pr~secution we think that the results produced by the organisation 
are not commensurate with the cost involved. This was admitted by 
the Supply Commissioner in his oral evidence given on the 23rd March 
1947. In the course of the evidence he stated as follows-

" I have been looking into the question whether the expenditure 
on the Enforcement staff is jutified and whether from the efficiency 
point of view the existing arrangements are the best and my own 
conclusion is that it is not, and that both questions must be replie<l 
in the negative. First of all, the nforcement staff haG not got 
police powers. Even a man borrowed from the Police, as soon as 
he is deputed to us, loses those police powers, because there is a lrgal 
hitch to our Inspectors being given police powers. All that 
happens now is that we pick up cases, do the preliminary investigation 

·and then hand them over to the Police: During the riots we could not 
do this to our satisfaction, because the Police were not available being 
otherwise engaged on riot duty. There is some duplication of work, 

' because when we pick up cases we have got to hand them over to the 
Police and they have to carry out their own investigations again 
under the law as it stands, and thereafter the cases are brought to the 
courts of law. The nun1ber of prosecutions which we have initiated 
ourselves is very small, only 7 cases in ·1944. These were mostly 
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cases of non-declaration or wrong declaration of stocks. Also our" 
Enforcement police in fact actually detected a small number of cases 
in 1944.'' 

These remarks of the Supply Commissioner entirely bear out the 
conclusions arrived at by us independently after hearing the evidence 
of the Additional Director, Civil Suppli~s (Enforcement) tendered on 
the 4th March 1947. 

5. We have been in particular much impressed by the fact that the 
essential work of the Enforcement Branch, being divided between that 

Branch and the Police, has, by reason of the dual :responsibility, suffered 
a great deal. As usual in such cases it has become ri?body's responsibility 

and each party has worked-or not worked-under· the feeling that the 
responsibility is mainly that of the other. It seems to us that, if only 

for this reason, the arrangement should be terminated as soon as 
possible. 

G. The Enforcement Branch is at present concerned with. the 
enforcement of some 70 to 80 orders. We understand that a large 
number of these orders will either be soon withdrawn or allowed to lapse. 

The Hoarding and Profiteering... Prevention Ordinance and the 
Consumers' Goods (Control of Distribution) Order lapsed on the 
1st October 194G. The work relating to these two Orders was 
transferre1l to the Enforrernent Branch when the office of the Controller

General of Civil Supplies of the Government. of lnclia was wound up at 
the brginning of 1946. These two Orders were the most important of 
the orders calculated to put a check on the rampant evils of profiteering 

and black markets. \Vith the lapRing of these Orders, therefore, the 

work of the Enforcement Branch has lost a great deal of its previous 

importance. 

7. In the course of his eviaence, the Additional Director of Civil 

Supplies (Enforcement) mentioned the following as the reasons for 
which the work of his Bnuwh has not been more effective : 

(a) His staff has no powers to seize goods and documents or to 
make " panchanamas " For this, it has to depend on th3 

Police. 

(b) There is a great deal of delay in the disposal of cases by the 
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courts, even by the three special courts which have been established 
by Government to deal with control orders. Even where powers of 
summary trial have been conferred, the .Magistrates are reluctant 
to use them. 

(c) The courts are reluctant to inflict deterrent or even adequate 
punishments. They gener~lly inflict :fines and even these are in most 
cases relatively small .. Experience has shown that offenders are not 
afraid of such sentences. 

(d) Magistrates follow the prescribed procedure of throwing the 
onus of proof on the prosecution. This makes the work of the 

· prosecution difficult. 

8. By way of remedy, the Additional Director of Civil Supplies 
(Enforcement) has suggested that his staff should be given the necessary 
police powers, that Courts should be advised to avoid delays in disposing 
of cases and to inflict deterrent punishments and that, if possible, 
special provision should be introduced in the cotton cloth and yarn and 
other important control.orders to throw on the accused the onus of 
proving their innocence in circumstances similar to those contemplated 
by section 53 of the Bombay Abkari Act, 1878 and section 7 of 
the Bombay Prevention of Gambling Act, 1887. 

9. We are convinced that the staff of the Enforcement Branch, 
which after all is temporary, cannot have the training and discipline 
necessary for the exercise of police powers. Whether it is practicable 
to shift the burden of proof from the prosecution to the accused in the 
manner suggested is for Government to consider. 

10. That part of the duties of the Enforcement Branch which relates 
to giving advice on legal matters to the Civil Supplies Department is, 
in our opinion, a useful function. Occasions, we are told, often arise 
in which the various officers of the Civil Supplies Department require 
legal advice on points of comparatively minor importance with which 
it is not considered expedient to trouble the Remembrancer of Legal 

Affairs. Reports of offences against the control orders are also frequently 
received by officers of the Civil Supplies Department. It would appear 
that there is a tendency on the part of the public to make such reports 
to the Civil Supplies Department and not to the Police. Such reports 
are, we believe, very helpful, and we do not think it advisable to take the 
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risk of losing the information thus obtainable· by requiring the· public 
to resort against their will to the Police. 

11. For the discharge of these two functions the Enforcement Branch 
may well ·continue in an attenuated form · as. recommended. in 
paragraph 12 (2) below. 

12. As we have mentioned, the most important part in the enforce
ment proceedings belongs to the Police. For this purpose a special 
branch has been created in the Police Department under a Deputy 
Commissioner, designated Crime Branch II and a similar branch exists 
for the Bombay Suburban District. In the circll}Ilstances explamed 
abov~, it seems to us that the Enforcement Brancho'f the Ci~il Supplies 
Department is really not an enforcement branch at all. it is merely 
an intelligence agency carrying information to the. Police and that too 

' ' 
not ,very efficiently. The only real service it . is doing is that of 
helping the Civil Supplies Department with legal advice. The essential 
work which it was intended to do, namely, actual enforcement of the 
various control orders, it is not doing at present. We accordingly make 
the. following proposals-

(!) The work at present done itpthe Enforcement Branch relating 
to investigation and prosecution should be handed over entirely to the 
Police Department which should be adequately staffed for the 
pur.Pose. That Department should be ask~d to take c:;ver' th~t pa~ 
of the staff of the Enforcement Branch for which it may have use and 

. . . 'I 

on terms appropriate to the Police service. The rest of the staff 
should be immediately disbanded. , 

(2) In our opinion, for the work of legal advice which will still 
remain, the large staff at present employed, particularly the highly 
paid Additional Director of Civil Supplies (Enforcement) ·and his 
gazetted Assistants, is not necessary and should be' retrenched: 
We consider that for the purposes of giving legal advice to'the Civil 
Supplies Department and for passing on to the Police whatev~l' 
information is received by the former as also for the: purposes bf 
sanctioning prosecutions,· the following staff is sufficient : 

(a) An officer with sufficient legal qualifications and experience 
and with some knowledge of the Police courts. He should act us 
a liaison officer between the Civil Sup~lies Department and· the 
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l>o1ice ~nd w,ork directly under the Supply Commiss~onet. 

(b) A sufficient number of inspectors not exceeding six. These 
inspectors are intended for the wo.rk of verificaticn of stock 
declarations anu periodical statements, which should remain with 
the Enforcement Branch. 

(c) Clerical and inferior staff according to the standard 
prescribed for a branch of the Secretariat. 

(3) Special measures are required for ensuring that the magistracy 
fully appreciates the policy of Govemment in passing the various 
ordinances and enactments. Government should therefore take up 
with the authorities concerned the question of impressing upon the 
~a~stracy the necessity of expediting cases of offences against the 
control orders and of inflicting deterrent punishments. In particular 
the punishments inflicted should take the form of imprisonment 
wherever possible. Considering the class of offenders usually 
involved in the big'ger type of cases mere fines are not likely to have 
the desired effect, whereas imprisonment is, we consider, the most 
effective kind of punishment in such cases. The imprisonment 
should also be of a substantial nature and should not, as often happens, 
t&lce the form of imprisonment " until the rising of the Court "_ 

13. e were informed that, under the present arrangements, the 
enforcemt>nt of textile control order is a responsibility both of the 
Central and the Provincial Governments. This duality of control iM 
very undesirable. Under it the officers of the Provincial Gov.::rnment 
are not permitted by the Textile Commi~sioner to take any cognisance 
~f brt:aches of the t~xtile control orders upto the point of distribution 
of cloth to provincial license~s. Such an arrangement leaves the whole 
field of te:Jtile production virt'Q.ally uncontrolled, as we understand from 
t4e Te~tile Commissioner that he himself has no machinery at his 
dispp!J~l either for investigation or for enforcement. This duality of 
adm~tration has to be terminated forthwith, if the control orders are 
tQ produce any desirable results. Defects in such a duality of control 
would have been minimised, if adequate co-ordination of the activities 
of the officers of the two Governments charged with responsibility 
in this respect, had been established .. from the very beginning. We 
understand that co-ordination of this type has been, for the most part, 
lacking. That such an obviously unsatisfactory state of affairs should 
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have been allowed to continue for several years without steps being 
taken to get over this important lacuna in Government machinery 
responsible for the administration of the control orders, making it 
extremely difficult for various irregularities practised in textile 
production to be detected and for convictions to be brought home to the 
perpetrators of such irregularities, seems to us to be incomprehensible. 
We would therefore recommend that steps be taken forthwith to have 
the entire responsibility for the enforcement of textile orders within the 
limits of the Bombay Province placed in the hands of the Bombay 
Government. The enforcement of these orders would then be a special 

responsibility of Crime Branch II to which the whole task of enforcement 
of the provincial control orders ahould be allotted in accordance with 
the recommendations above. For the discharge of these special duties 
it may be necessary to give that Brar:ch the asli~tanJe of a suitable 
n'llmber of persom with textile txperim~e. We may here draw the 
attention of Govemrr·cnt to the Government of lndir, Deprtmmt of 
l11du~t1ie.> and Supplies, Notification No. 73 TA/46, dated the lit March 
1947, under which Provincial Controllerf. have been ~uth<>rised to 
ex·.•rci~e control over textile production and ~>upply in the Madras 

Province. 

II- --Revision of Pay Scales of Provincial 
Government Servants. 

1 t. One of our terms of reference reads as follows-

" The detailed revision of permanent pay scales will be a matter for 
separate consideration by Government, but the Committee is not 
precluded from suggeRting the broad principles of such revision." 

15. With a view to enable us to make our suggeRtions in regard to 

this matter, we obtained from the Financial Adviser to Government, 
being the officer entrusted by Government with the task of submitting 
proposals for the revision of pay scales, a statement of the general 
principles on which these proposals would be based. With his 
Memorandum No. 6567 J33, dated the 31st l\Iarch 1947, the Financial 

Adviser forwarded a set of notes indicating his original proposals as 
tentatiHly approved by Government and the changes he desired to 
make therein m new of further material which had become 

available. 
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M. We have carefully considered the notes of the Financial Adviser. 

We find ourselves generally in agreement with him subject to the 
observations made immediately below and to the recommendations 
which we may have to make later after the completion of our whole 

enqurry. 

17. To begin :with, it seems to us desirable to indicate the general 
principles which, in our opinion, ought to guide Government policy in 
regard to salaries to be paid to its servants. These principles may be 
briefly stated as follows : 

(a) Pay scales now fixed will dominate public expenditure for at 
least a generation. 'V e are on the threshold of a new order of things. 
The pay scales should be fixed with reference to the basic consideration 
of our social and economic policy. Neither scales :fixed at a time when 
State service was in its highest rungs predominantly foreign nor 
passing vicissitude~ of price levels. should influence the mam 
characteristics of the pay structme. 

(b) Central and"provincial scales cannot be identical. The scales 
ought to have relation to the resources of the Governments concerned 
which differ widely. The supply of talent aho varies from province 

to province. 

(c) Government is even now the most important single employer of 
educated personnel. Its importance in this respect is bound to 
increase with the all-sided expansion of public activities now planned. 
This should make the State less apprehensive of private competition. 
The large scale expansion of education now contemplated is bound 
to affect favourably the supply of candidates for Government 
service. Exceptional talent of whatever kind earns its own price 
and no scales can be fixed for the_ same. Government ought 
to avoid framing pay scales on the basis of offering inducement to 
the best talent and then applying them to the generality of Government 

servants. 

(d) Existing and prospective national income has a far closer 
relation to the scales of pay than to what may be regarded as 
a minimum wage. Payment of less than the latter by the State to 
its employees would amount to bweating or exploitation. 
'\'bereas payment of scales higher than are warranted by a just system 
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of taxation and public .expenditure is only feasible by way of puttiiJ€ 
unjust burdens on the poorer sections of the community. 

(e) Between the lowest and the highest salaries paid by Government 
the difference should not be as wide as it is at present, and a steady 
attempt must be made at narrowing it down. 

18. Both ~dministratively and financially it is a sound policy generally 
to maintain the existing classification of services into Class I and 

Class II, provided that persons directly recruited to the Class I services 
are require.d to possess qualifications definitely higher than those 

required of candidates recruited to Class II or that they are selected 
on the results of a competitive examination conaucted by an authority · 

like the Public Service Commission. In departments, however, in 

which the differentiation between the two classes is not necessary or 

possible, either because of the mode of recruitment or because of the 

difficulty of distinguishing between the importance and responsibility 

of the duties respectively performed by Class I and Class II officers, 

the two-fold classification may be dispensed with and the two groups 
·treated as one gazetted service. · 

19. In departments in which the superior posts are divided into two 
' .• 

classes of services, there should be a single scale of pay for each class. 

Junior and senior scales should, however, be provided in departments, 

if any, in which such posts are to be constituted into a single class on 

the grounds indicated above. 

:w. Having regard to the general economic condition of the country 

and of the Bombay Province and the necessity for Government to take 
the low national income into accou.nt in setting a standard of payment 

for services, the range of the typical revised scales for Classes I and II 

should, in our opinion, be from Rs. 350 to Rs. 1,000 and from Rs. 220 

to Rs. 650 respectively, with in either case a suitable lower rate of pay 

during the probationary period as at present in force. 

21. Similarly, we consider that the pay of heads of the important 

departments should not go beyond Rs. 1,600. The pay scales for the 
Official Assignee and the Administrator General should be fixed at 

a suitable figure within this limit of Rs. 1,600. 

22. In view of wl..1t we regard as a. m.inimum wage for workers in 
his Province, the general scale for peons .all over the Province should 
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4:>e from ns. 30 toRs. 50 per month, appropriate incr~.ases being allowed 
in the case of their petty officers. 

23. The scales for " r1ualified " derks all O\'er the Province should he 
subject to a minimum of Rs. 60 and a maximum of Rs. 300 per month, 
corresponding adjustments being made in the scale for non-ministerial 
staff in the subordinate services. "Non-qualified" clerks shoultl start 
at a lower level, the minimum being placed at Rs. 45 per month. 

24. The scales for part-time servants should be fixed proportionately 
on the basis suggested for comparable whole-time servants: 

25. In the subordinate services, the existing practice of gmng 
higher starting pays to ordinary graduatt-s and honours graduates should 
continue. "Double" graduates should be placed in one of these two 
categories according as they hold an ordinary or honours degree, and 
there should be no further discrimination jn their favour. 

26. A house rent allowance should be granted to all employees with 
certain restrictions as regards pay limits and areas on the lines indicated 
in the following table :-

Pay of 
Oftiet•rs. 

Below l:s. 55 

Citicd with 
population O\'er 

1 lakh. 

R~. 

5 

Below Rs. 55-100 7 

Below Rs. 101-~50 10 

Over Rij. 250 *5~~ of pay. 

Cities with 
population oYer 

5 lakhs. 

H~. 

7 

10 

15 

*i!% of pay. 

Bombay. 

Rs. 

10 

15 

~0 

*to~~ of pay. 

•To eoYer the actual rent pnid in excc~s of IO% of pay but limited to 10~~ of pay 
for reMitltmtial aecommodntion approved by competent authority. 

Government servants who are liable to transfer between the mofussil 
and Bombay (including Salsette) should, when posted at the latter pla.~:e, 
receive in addition a compensatory allowance. The amount of this 
allowance should be approximately equal to the rates at present pre~cribed 
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for Sah;••ttR, so that with the addition of house rent allowance as proposed 
above it will be more or less equal to the compensatory alfowanc; 
preRcribl'd in appendic.es XV and XVII of the Bombay Civil Servict>s 
Rules for Bombay City. Considering the <'Oflt of living in Bombay 
City and f!alsette, we are of the opinion that there is .no longer any 
justification for discriminating against those whose place of work 
happf'ns to be in 8alsette. This compensatory allowance should! be 
admis8ible to both gazetted and non-gazetted services. 

~7. We agn•e with the Financial .Adviser that in big cities other than 
J> om bay there is no need for giving compensatory cost ofliving allowance : 
the pr<iposed house rent allowance should S¥ffic.e for Government 
~:erv11nts stationed in these cities. 

~~-~- The pr~·Rmt J.earnt>ss and cost of living (war) allowances at tl1e 

rates laid down in the orders now in force should be continued. We do 
not agree that officers drawing above Bs. 1,000 should no longer receive 
an allowance for the high co&t of living consequent on the war. For the 
pmposes of the cost of living allow&nce, however, we would replace 

·by the limit of Rs. 1,600 the present limit of Rs. 2,000 after which that 
allowance is given only for the purposes of margi11al adjustments. 
We Ul'derstand that in the matte}:' of these allowarccs the Government 
of Bombay have so far been largely guided by the orders issued by the 
GoYernmt>nt of India for Central servants. Should the Government of 
India make 111 BUbstl.mtial change in theil' rat-es, particularly in regard 
to the lower income groups, the question of making a corresponding 
ehange should be considered by the Provincial Government in regard 
to the rates rr,comm<>nded aboYe by us for their servants, subject always 
to the maintenance of the limit of Rs. 1,600. 

29. All allowances and concessions introduced during the war to 
meet the high cost of living such as temporary increB.fle ini pay and' 
temporary additional pay will cease on the introduction of the post-wa!' 
revised pay scales together with the new dearness allowance. 

30. In Yiew of the increased pay scales recommended for the lower 
salary groups and the Government. policy of extending free and 
compulsory primary <>duca.tion in this Province, we consider that there 
is no case for instituting any children's education allowance for 

Government servantfl. 
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·~ue not llabie to transfer between Bombay and the mofussil but ate 
always stationed in Bombay should, as at present; be continued on 
consolidated Bombay rates of pay and not ~e brought on the general 
scales with compensatory and house rent allowances. This proposal is 
based chiefly on grounds of expediency. It would be a difficult task 
to fix on new general scales the pays of existing men who are drawing 
consolidated rates of pay. In ar.y cal'e, the majority of the Government 
servants concerned would probably elect to remain on their existing 
consolidated Bombay scales. This would mean continuance of and 
addition to the multiplicity of pay scales which it is one of the objects 
of the present revision to abolish, as the maintenance of such scales leads 
to a large amount of avoidable work all over, particularly in the 
Secretariat and the audit offices. We are of the opinion that logically 
it would be better to have general scales for the whole Province with 
special provision, in the case of Government servants employed in 
Bombay, for local compensatory allowance. In view, however, of the 
practical difficulties mentioned by the Financial Adviser, we recommend 
the continuance, in the case of establishments permanently stationed in 
Bombay, of the present system of consolidated Bombay scales which 
~hould be based on the addition to the general scales of amounts 
comparable to the house rent and local compensatory allowances 
~tdmissible under our proposals for the several groups. 

III-Age of Retirement of Government Servants. 

32. We haveearefully considered the question of the age ofretirement 
of Government servants and the recommendations of the Central Pay 
Commission thereon and have come to the conclusion that the existing 
rule, viz., Bombay Civil Services Rule 161, should continue unaltered in 
its essential provisions and this for the following reasons. The present 
rule fixes the age of compulsory retirement at 55 years for the majority 
of Government servants, both ministerial as well as executive. We are 
of the opinion that this is sound in practice. It is no doubt true that 
many public servants at the age of 55 years are, generally speaking, very 
useful from the point of view of experience and judgment; but on the 
other hand they are usually wanting in th ~ matter of phrsical energy 
and are thus often not fully equal to the re:ponsibilities of their position. 
Some of them indeed may be more useful at that age in some other 
employment of a less strenuous character which, while utilising their 
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experience and insight, does not put a heavy strain on their energies. 
In the wider interests of the country also such persons had better be-set 
free for such work which may often lie in the field of social service and 
the like. 

33. As a connected but integral part of the above recommendation, 
we suggest that Government should amend the present leave rules so 
as to permit a Government servant, who has attained the age of super
annuation, to avail himself without restriction of whatever privilege 
leave or corresponding leave on average pay or earned leave may be at 
his credit at the time of retirement. 

IV-Housing Organisation set up ~nder Provincial 
Housing Board. 

34. Paragraph 3 of the Finance Department letter dated 26th April 
1947 reads as follows:-

"The Committee's advice is sought on the following points:

(i) pay and status o( the Housing Commissioner, 

(ii) pay and status of the .Assistant Housing Commissioners, 

and 

(iii) any allied matters." 

35. With a view to enable us to make our suggestions in regard to 
this matter, we went carefully through the annexures to the Finance 
Department letter, a note containing the observations of the Housing 
Commissioner on the comments made by the Public Works Department 
and a connected note on the Housing Organisation submitted by the 
Housing Commissioner at our request. Both the Housing Commissioner 
and the Secretary, Public Works Department, also tendered oral evidence 
before us. We further had an opportunity to appreciate by personal 
discussions the respective view points of the Honourable the Ministers 

for Labour and Public Works. 

36. We wish it to he specifically understood that our present 
recommendations concerning the pay and status of the Housing 
Commissioner and the assistant housing commissioners should be 
received without prejudice to the general principles of pay scales which 
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have already been recommended to Government by us and to the findinrrs 
• 0 

of the general review of all the departments of Government which we 
are undertaking as our main task. 

37. We are not at this stage called upon to make any recommenda
tions regarding the structure of the Housing Organisation. This has 
already been set up as distinct from the Public Works Department and 
as part of the Department of Housing and Labour. In deciding upon 
the appropriate status and pay of the senior posts of the department, 
therefore, we have to be guided by the nature and importance of the 
functions attached to them. In doing so it is natural to expect that the 
status and pay attached to the newly created posts should be comparable 
with similar posts in the established departments of Government. 

38. The functions of the Housing Organisation are partly of an 
engineering and partly of an administrative or organisational character. 
Within each one of these two classes of functions there are speciali~ed 
functions for which the Housing Organization will have to employ the 
services of specialized staff obtained from the existing departments of 
Government or recruited freshly for the purpose. '\nile, therefore, the 
Housing Commissioner and the assistant housing commissioners will 
have to discharge some organizational and administrative functions 
along with their engineering and constructional functions we do not 
consider that these are exceptional either in their nature or importance. 
Considering the present stage and immediate prospect of the tasks that 
the Housing Organization is called upon to perform we recommend that 
the status and pay of the Housing Commissioner and the assistant 
housing commissioners should conform respectively to those of 
a superintending engineer and executive engineer in the Public Works 

Department. 

39. 'Ye do not favour the proposal to make the Housing Commissioner 
secretary to Government. There is a manifest need for separating 
technical from administrative scrutiny. While the former may be left 
exclusively to the Housing Commissioner, the latter must, in our opinion, 
continue to be the responsibility of the appropriate secretariat staff 
attached to the Labour and Housing 1Iinistry. With a view to expedite 
the activities of the Housing Organization which is callPd upon to meet 
an urgent social need we propose that final powers of technical sanction 
should he conferred upon the Housing Commissioner, subject to such 
general conditions as may be laid down by the Housing Board. In view 
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of this added responsibility of the Housing Commissioner we recommend • 
that he should be given a special pay of Rs. 200 per mensem. 

40. While our fuller review of this and other allied departments can 
only be undertaken at the proper stage of our general inquiry we feel 
that, in view of the general shortage of technically trained men which 
is being acutely experienced at the present moment, it is essential that 
all available staf_f should be utilized in such a manner as would best serv~ 
the overall needs of Government, So far as engineering staff is concerned'\ 
we suggest that recruitment of new staff for all departments an~ 

transfers of staff already in Government service should be co-ordinate~ 
by a Committee of the Cabinet. 

41. Our recommendation with regard to the status and pay of the 
Housing Commissioner and assistant housing commissioners has been 
made on the basis of the present activities of the organization and of 
their probable extension during the next couple of years or so. If. as 
a result of increasing supply of material and men on the one hand and 
of growing co-operation on the part of employers' organizations an~ 
local bodies on the other, the activities of the Housing Board were to b~. 
considerably expanded in point of }he magnitude of works and of the 
area covered it may beco'me necessary to reconsider the question in the 
light of the altered situation. 

V-Civil Supplies Department. 

42. We are asked in Finance Department letter No. 6384/33B, 
dated 16th December 1946 to give priority to the consideration of the 
question of retrenchment in the Civil Supplies Department. It has not 
heen found possible to submit this report earlier, as a large amount of 
material had to be collected and a number of witnesses had to be exainined 
before we could arrive at any definite conclusions on the problems placed 
before us. We have also had to devote considerable time to the many 
special references made to us by Government. We have already 
submitted our interim report on the Enforcement Branch of the Civil 
Supplies Department. We submit below our interim report on the rest 

of that Depart'ment. 

43. It will, we think, be readily understood that the field for 
retrenchment and reorganisation in the Civil Supplies Department is 
restricted. In so far lis the Department is a temporary one, a measure 

Bk H 204-16 
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•or ·contraction takes place almost automatically whenever particular 
controls are relaxed or withdrawn. Moreover, as a result of the special 

enquiries made by Khan Saheb R. K. Josh!, Officer on Special Duty 
(Organisation a~d Method) and by the Civil Supplies Department 
Retrenchment Committee, which were of a detailed nature, m~st of the 
obvious po3sibilities of retrenchment had been brought to light and large 
reductions made before we were appointed. In so far as the Civil 
Supplies Department organisation in Bombay City is concerned, we found 
that action on the recommendations of the Retrenchment Committee · 
had already been taken ; but, in so far as the organisation in the districts 
is concerned, several recommendations have not as yet been carried out. 
We pointed this out to the Supply Commissioner in our letter 
No. 6745/33-X, dated the 30th May 1947, and we were informed that 
the questions were still under consideration. We suggest that these 
should now be finally decided. 

44. The problem of maintaining essential supplies for the community 
assumed enormous magnitude since the year 1942, and Government had 
to assume control over the collection, distribution and even consumption 
of not only food grains but many other commodities such as cloth, sugar 
and kerosene. Control of supplies involved large purchases and 
systematic inspection and storage of food grains on Government account 
both under the basic plan of the Government of India and under the 
system of local procurement. In order to enable Government to 
cope with these new and pressing problems the Civil Supplies Department 
had to be created and rapidly expanded. The functions of this Depart
ment have been fluctuating from time to time, and this makes it necessary 
to have a safety margin of trained staff which can immediately be made 
available when a new control has to be brought into operation. The 
prospects of permanency of most of the activities of the Department 
are very uncertain; but there seems no doubt that in view of the 
expanding responsibilities of Government some of them have come 
to stay. 

DuRATIO~ OF CoNTROLs. 

45. The examination of the Civil Supplies Department with a view 
to retrenchment and reorganisation at this stage presupposes the further 
continuance of the Department over a fairly long period. The first 
question t.hex:efore to which we addressed ourselves was how iong the 
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present controls are expected to last. · We understand from the Supply 
Commissioner that the position with regard to the controls is briefly as • 
indicated below. 

46. Some of the controls lapsed on 30th September 1946 on the expiry 
of the Defence of India Act and the Rules made thereunder and other 
emergency legislation. These are :-

(i) The Hoarding and Profiteering Prevention Ordinance, 

(ii) The Consumer Goods Control Order, 

and 

(iii) The Sulphuric Acid Control Order. 

As regards the remaining controls it is difficult to form any idea as to 
their continuance and duration. The only data which can be used for 
making an estimate are:- . 

(1) The provisions of the Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) 
Act, 

(2) The Bombay Essential Commodities and Cattle (Control} Act 
and 

(3) Executive decisions reached by the Central and the Provincial 
Governments and authoritative expressions of opinion on the 
subject. 

47. The Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act has been made 
by virtue of the India (Central Government and Legislature) Act, 1946, 
and applies to the following essential commodities coming within the 
scope of the Civil Supplies Department-

(i) Food-stuffs (including edible oil and oil-seeds); 

(ii) Cotton and woollen textiles; 

(iii) Paper (including newsprint) ; 

(iv) Petroleum and petroleum products ; and 

(v) Coal. 

The duration of the legisl~tive powers under the Essential Supplies 
(Temporary Powers) Act, which is determined by section 4 of the India 

Bk H 204--IGa 
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(Central Government and Legislature) Act, 1946, will in the first instance 
~e only one year from 30th September 1946, but the Governor General 
is empowered to extend the period by a further period of two years. 
On an estimate of economic conditions as .they obtained when the 
measure was enacted, the Central Government had taken power to them_ 
selves to extend it to a period ofthree years allowing for a further period 
of two years' extension by the legislature if found necessary. This would 
indicate that the regime of control in some form will in the case of 
foodgrains continue for a fairly long time, 

48. In view of the overall position in regard to cotton textiles, control 
over them is not likely to be abrogated in the immediate future. The 
same seems to be the position in regard to sugar, paper, kerosene and coal. 
The control over woollen textiles has been withdrawn. 

49. The Bombay Essential Commodities and Cattle (Control) Act, 
1946, applies to essential commodities such as cattle feed, charcoal, 
drugs, firewood, milk, cotton, ready-made clothing, non-ferrous metals, 
brass, copper and aluminium utensils, matches, rags, waste-paper, jute, 
hemp, ice, rice-milling machinery, gunnies, twine and cattle of various 
kinds, The Act will remain in force for a period of two years from the 
first day of October 1946. It is unlikely that control over cattle and 
milk will be withdrawn before the expiry of the Act. In fact the 
~overnment's Milk Plan would require the continuance of these controls, 
though in another form, for a much longer period. Controls over drugs , 
non-ferrous metals, brass, copper and aluminium utensils and cattle 
feeds other than hay and gram-chuni have been removed from the 1st 
Apri.l1947.. Subsequently, control over rags, waste-paper, jute, hemp, 
gupnies and twine has been removed. With regard to the other 
~ommodities covered by the Bombay Essential Commodities and Cattle 
(Control) Act,.l946, it seems that the control is not likely to be removed 
before the expiry of the Act, i.e. before 1948. 

50. We have thus come to the,conclusion that the Civil Supplies 
Department will have to be in existence, though on a progressively 
shrinking scale, for the next few years. In fact, we feel that the 
Department may have to be continued permanently, like any other 
Secretariat Department, since it is likely that in future Government 
.will have to control or regulate several of the trading activities of 
the community either directly or indirectly. We have therefore 
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recommend.ed in a later part of this report that the structure of the Civii, 
Supplies Department should be brought in line as soon as possible with 
that of the permanent Departments of the Secretariat. 

SUPPLY ADMINISTRATION AND THE TRADE., 

51. Before going into the details' of the ~taff with a view to effectin'g 
retrenchment by means of purely internal reorganisation and :readjust
ments, we addressed ourselves' to the basic and· fundamental q~bstioh 
of policy, viz., whether the' time has now 'come when the functions M' 
the Civil Supplies Department could be handed o-yer to the trade. with 
or without Government . control or supervision .. · .. The present : positi9~ 
is that the trade channels are entirely excluded at the procureme~t and 
storage stages though they are largely associated. 'at. the distribution 
stage through the authorised retail dealers .. In . view: of , the generf!.l 
feeling among the public and particularly the' trading cqmmut;tity, that . 
things could be better managed if the normal trade channels were 
restored we considered it necessary to look closely. into' this 4uestion. 
For assessing the relative merits of the case on either side we invited 
both officials of the Civil Supplies Department and selected individuals 
from the trading community to give evidenc~ .. We also issued a SpeciaZ 
Questionnaire on the subject and ~x~mined 1 

the r~plies teceived: " · '' 

' . . I 

PuRCIIASE AND PRocuREMENT OF FooDGRAINS. 
: l 

52. The present position with regard to the purchase of foodgraina 
is as follows. This province has to obtain the l;mlk of its foodgrains 
from outside. The Central Government allot quotas in respect o~ 1the 
various foodgrains and also specify the areas from which they shoulq. 
be obtained. The procedure at this stage , varies from province! tq 
province. In some provinces, as in the Central Provinfes, the. loca~ 
Government do all the procurement work and make the sto~k availabl~ 
to the Bombay Government from their own god9wns; They even )oaq 
the wagons themselves. The representative of the Bombay Gover~en~ 
nwrely holds a watching brief and can only protest if he spots a .serio1;1~ 
liPfeet. In other provin'ces like the Punjab, they have an intermed~a.~e. 
system. The Punjab Government buy from their ~erchants on a tend~~ 
~rstem. The selection of the tenderers and conditions arc all decided 
by the Punjab Government, but the agent of the Bombay Government 
takes over from the traders' godowns or rather accepts deliveryat t~~ 
railway stations. Up to the last year, the Bombay Government's 
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. representative had the right to inspect the consignments before they 
left and to charge rebates. At present the Punjab Government have 
themselves appointed an Export Inspecting Agent and have withdrawn 
from the Bombay Government the right to appoint an agent. The only 
check the purchasing adniinistration can exercise is to reject a 
consiinment on receipt. Yet another variation is illustrated by the 
system prevailing in Sind which generally follows the Punjab system, 
but purch&ses are made through the Sind Purchasing Board whose 
representative deals with th8 agents of thi11 Government. 

53. In certain Indian States su@h as Gwalior, the Statei appoint 
purchasing agents who purchase the grains under or at ceiling rates on 
behalf of the recipient administration. These purchasi.g agents are 
themselves merchants. They beat down prices so as to get the recipient 
administration the best prices, but the latter cannot protest unless the 
ceiling price is exceeded. 

54. It is thus clear that on the whole there are no really free 
purchases·. The quantities, quality and prices of foodgrains are mostly 
determined for this provinc.e by other administrations. In the present 
condition of an acute overall shortage the question has necessarily to be 
dealt with on an all-India basis. 

55. So far as procurement of food-grains is concerned, we are 
emphatically of the opinion that iii is neither practicable nor de11irable 
at this stage to hand over that function of the Civil Supplies Department 
to private traders. There are strong reasons for this view. In so far 
as procurement within the province involves an element of compulsion 
with the ultimate sanction of Government behind it, it must continue 
to be in the hands of district officers. The effectiveness of any 
procurement plan must necessarily depend on the vigour and speed 
with which coercive measures are taken against fi.ose who seek to infringe 
the re'gnlations. This cannot be ensured if the work of procurement is 
entrusted to the trade. The merchants would first have to report cases 
of infringement to Government for action, and this would involve delay 
and a duality of administrative authority, both of which would be fatal 
to the success of any procurement plan. As regards imports from the 
other province!! or from abroad in accordance with the quotas allotted 
by the Central Government, the work involves dealings and negotiations 
which can best be handled by departmental officers who can authorita-
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tively act on behalf of the Provincial Government. 

56. It was suggested to us by a non-official witness that a corporate 
body consisting of well known merchants with or without Government 
nominees should be formed to take over the work of procurement 
We are not in favour of such a body whose activities would have to b~ 
restricted to procurement within the province while the extra provincial 
supplies which constitute by far the greater bulk would have to be 
obtained by Government. During the last completed year, 1945-46, 
whereas the total amount of grain procured within the province amounted 
to 4,33,500 tons as much as 6,46,000 tons had to be imported to meet 
the requirements of the province. Moreover, if the corporate body is 
not to become the preserve of some vested. interests, it would be 
necessary to give representation to all the interests concerned such as 
Government, producers, tradesmen, consumer~ and transport. This 
would make the body unwieldy. 

57. We do not feel convinced that handing over of the procurement 
work to the .• trade or a corporate body would in any way lead to 
an improvement either in the quality or quantity of foodgrains. . This 
province is at the mercy of other provinces and has to take what they 
give. \V e are therefore definitely in favour of the: continuance of State 
procurement. Considering the··conditions uader which a Government 
system works and the stake involved, the cost is not excessive, though of 
course at every point as much economy as is possible should be practised. 
We, however, recommend to Government the setting up of a committee 
in each district which would consist of representatives of the Civil 
Supplies Department, Revenue Department, Agricultural Department, 
the medical profession and the producers to advise on problems 
relating to procurement in that area. 

STORAGE. 

58. The next stage after procurement is storage. The following 
improvements on the storage side were suggested by members of the 
trading community who gave evidence before us : 

(1) The godowns should be utilised to their fullest capacity. 

(:2) The foodgrains which are likely to det(!rior&.te early ahould be 

disposed of flrst. 
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(3) The stocking of bags must be done in such n manner as to 
minimise loss due to deterioration during storage. 

(4) Standardisation of bags should be do~e at the source of supply 
and not· at the gouowns. 

(5} The loss due to refraction shoul<l approximate to the normal 

4% allowed by the trade. 

59. We have gone carefully into these suggestions and find that there 
is not much scope for further improvement on the lines indicated. In 

regard to the first suggestion our examination revealed that the godowns 

are in fact utilised to the best advantage in accordance with seasonal 
needs. In this connection it must be remembered that unlike private 
traders who first take in stock to fill their godowns to the maximum 

capacity and then distribute it, grain is constantly coming in and going 
out from Government godowns, particularly in Bombay where supplies 

·intended for other provinces have to be temporarily stored. There 
is· also the ciiCumstance that Government storage is done in a manner 
which allows abunda.nce of light and air in the godowns, which are 
periodically disinfected thus minimising weevil infestation. 

60. The second suggestion too is actually followed by Government 
consistently with· the necessity to issue as far as possible the various 
kinds of foodgrains required by the community. So far as the stacking 
of bags in the godowns is concerned we found that this is being done 
on a scientific basis and in actual fact storage losses have now been 
considerably reduced. The advice of the Government of India experts 
is also availed of by the officers in charge of storage. We would here 
suggest that the system now obtaining in Bombay whereby an Advisory 
Committee consisting of officials of the Civil Supplies Department and 
experienced men from the trade inspects storage arrangements and gives 
advice in connection therewith should be extended to other places where 
large stores are held and where similar arrangements for consulting 

experienced persons from the trade do not exist. 

61. As for standardisation of bags at the sources of supply this is 
not possible since the purchases there are by weight and the retail 
distribution here is by measure. The refraction losses are kept within 
the marains laid down in the Government oflntlia schedules for different 

!:> ' 

food grains. The 4 per cent margin adopted by the traLle ,for all food 
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grains is really an ad hoc ratio mainly meant for accounting purpose~ 
and not the margin of actual loss. 

DISTRIBUTION. 

62. Coming to the final stage, namely, distribution to the consumer, 
we find that at present this is being done mainly through Government 
grain shops and authorised retail distributors. The suggestion of 
increasing the number of authorised retailers and their margin of 
profit is not acceptable to us, and we do not recommend it to Government. 
The Government grain shops have played usef~l part in the present 
food crisis, and it would be dangerous to dispen8~ with them altogether 
in favour of the private trader. Th~se shops have served as fair price 
shops for unrationed articles like vegetables and cocoanut oil and as 
focal points for distribution of articles like dalda and match-boxes when 
they swl<lenly become scarce. During the disturbances Government 
shops were the only shops that were functioning in certain areas. They 
have also been useful in introducing new kinds of food-stuffs such as 

· dehydrated potatoes and vegetables. In these circumstances, it is 
necessary to continue Government grain shops in the interest of the 
general public except of course wh~re they can be replaced by consumers• 
eo-operative societies. The formation of such societies should be 
mcouragNl by Government by means of grants-in-aid to cover initial 
expenses. The Co-~perative Department should, we feel, take an active 
part in organising such societies and in aiding them with their expert 
knowle<lge and guidance. 

63. We ht>VP received some complaints reg11rding the impolite 
trel'tment received by the public at the hands ofth9 staff of Governrr.ent 
Grain Shops. We sugg.~st that these compl9int~ r,hould le inv~stigated 
and suitable rNueuial ret ion taken. 

GRADING AND PRICES. 

G4. In the cour~-.e of our investiga-tions we found that, except in the 
<'UH\ of rice, the commoditi('s handled bv the Civil Supplies Department 
are not grade<! according to quality. If this were done it would be 
po~sible to fix higher prices for the better grade supplies to be sold to 
those who being keen on quality would not mind paying more for it. 
Thi~o in its turn would enable Government to reduce the price of the 
lowt>r graues to tht· advantage of tlJC poorer sections of the community. 
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.At pre&ent the rich and the poor are treated alike in this matter. Within 
the short time at our disposal it was not possible to go closely into the 
question and work out datails. We recomm~nd that further inv~stiga

tiona along thes3lines should be carried out by Government. 

BLACK MARKETS. 

65. Black market,< in rationed artieles are attributed to the following 
reasons:-

(a) The W11tch and Ward organisation in the Port Trust area is 
ineffective and leav€s much 8COpe for pilferage. The provincial 
Government have no control over this organisation, 

(b) Existence of a large number c.f bogus ration card& 8ecuted by 
impersonation and falsification and 

(c) Illicit imports. 

We recommend that Government should take whatever steps may be 
possible to arrango for an improvement in regard to (a) and to eradicate 
(c). The general check up of ration cards now being done by Government 
will, it is hoped, eliminate (b). 

CLOTH CONTROL. 

66. It is an admitted factthat cloth control has been a practical 
failure. This is chiefly because such control as is contemplated by the 
scheme is exercis.od both by the Central and Provincial Governments 
without proper co-ordination between their respective agencies. We 
are emphatically of the opinion that the remedy for the serious cloth 
shortage in the country does not lie in decontrol but in more effective 
control. We are conscious of the fact that in view of the overall needs 
. of the country any scheme of control must be formulated on an all-India 
basis. But for the enforcement of any scheme thus formulated it should 
be possible to set up a machinery by which more effective and continuous 
co-ordination beween the officers of the Governments concerned is 
ensured. We recommend that steps should be immediately taken 
towards this end so that the present position of a virtual lack of any 
control would be terminated. We have already recommended that the 
enforcement of all control orders whether issued by the Central or Pro
vincial Government should be in the hands of the Provincial Department 
chargtd with the responsibility for enforcement. 
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MILK DEPARTMENT. 

67. We next come to the Milk Organisation which is at pre~nt a part 
of the Civil Supplies Department but which, we consider, should 
eventually be attached to the Agricultural and Rural Developme~t 
Department. From the official evidence tendered before us and the 
materials placed at our disposal we find that the Milk Department has 
been mainly organised for solving the milk problem in the urban areas 
on the b&sis of a more or less permanent plan. In the meanwhile certain 
short-term milk distribution schemes have been put into operation for 
the City of Bombay. We consider that for both the long-term as well 
as the short-term schemes the post of Milk Com~issioner is unnecessary. 
The Supply Commissioner stated that over and above an expert some 
person with administrative experiencE: is necessary to control the Depart
ment. We are not convinced of the necessity of a full time officer of 
the status of Milk Commissioner for the purpose. There are several 
departments of Government such as the Forests, Agriculture, Veterinary, 
Medical and Public Health which are managed by experts under 
the control of the administrative· departments ' of the Secretariat. 
Following this basic structure .. 'Of permanent departments we recommell;d 
that the Milk Department should be looked after by an expert under the 
normal administrative control of the Secretariat Department, for the 
present of the Civil Supplies Department. To this end we suggest that 
a Director of Civil Supplies may be added to the superior staff of the Civil 
Supplies Department. This officer should be in charge also of the Textile 
and Food Controller's Branches. The present post of Milk 
Commissioner should be abolished, and the post of Deputy Milk Com
missioner transformed into that of a Milk Cont~oller ~n the analogy of 
the Textile Controller. No addition should be made on this account 
to the present incumbent's contract pay which in our opinion does not 
err on the low side. 

68. 'Ye also recommend the constitution at an early date of a statu
tory Milk Board representing all interests on the lines of similar Boards 
operating elsewhere. It should look after the ac~·uisition and distribu
tion of milk in Greater Bomb&y. The production end representing the 
dairy section should then form part of the normal activities of the 
Agricultural Department which might be expe.}ted to w~rk . in 

co-operation with the l\Iilk Board. 
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DFFICEltS '\VITH. SEettET.A.:R.IAT STATUS IN THE CIVIL 

SuPPLIES DEPARTMENT. 

69. We have. examined the question whether it is possible to reduce 
the number of officers in the Civil Supplies Department invested with 
the status of Secretariat officers and also whether some of the Indian 
Civil Service Officers in that Department can be released for their normal 
duties elsewhere. After weighing very carefully the material placed 
before us, we recommend for th~ immediate future that there should be 
only three Indian Civil Service officers at the headquarters, viz., 

(1) The Supply Commissioner, 
(2) The Director of Ci'\il Supplies (Districu) as at present and 
(3) Another Director of Civil Supplies for the Milk, Textile and 

Food Controller's branches as proposed in paragraph 67. 

Further, the present post of Director of Civil Supplies (.Accounts) held by 
an officer of the Indian Audit and Accounts Service ~hould continue. 

70. In addition to the Supply Commis&ioner, therefore, there will be 
three Directors of Civil Supplies. The distribution of wvrk may b~ 
roughly as indicated above, but the Supply Commissioner may have the 
discretion of making any other distribution which he may find more 
convenient and conducive to efficiency. 

71. We consider that an Indian Civil Serviee officer is no longer 
necessary to hold the post of Food Controller. The post of Joint Footl 
Controller was created in view of increa&ed inspection work and procure
ment of pulse quotas under the basic plan on Government account. The 
work of making direct purchases in other provinces has now practically 
ceased with the introduction of the basic plan and allotment of quotas to 
deficit areas, and the purchases are now usually arranged through the 
administrations of the areas concerned. The post of the Joint Food 
Controller therefore appears to be superfluous and should be abolished. 

72. · 'Ve considered the question whether it was necessary to continue 
the post of Grain Furchase Officer and whether it should as r.t present 
be held by an Indian Civil Service officer. With the co-operation of the 
district officers the maximum quantity of rice has to be procured on a 
voluntary basis from the coastal areas of the Kolaba, Thana and Bombay 
Suburbim districts where levy measures are not prevalent_ In view of 
this, we do not think that the existing position need be disturbed. 
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73. In the )lilk Department there are three Assistant Directors of 
Civil Supplies. The long t€rm plan is still to take shape. Control ov:r 
cattle-feeds has been lifted to a considerable extent. We therefore • • 
recommend that the separate post of Assistant Director of Civil Supplies 
(Cattel-feeds) should be abolished and his work distributed among the 
two remaining At~~>ist.ant Directors. 

74. Corresponding reductions should be made in the establishments 

attached to the posts of various officers the abolition of which we have 

recommentled above. 

PuBLICITY. 

75. We are of opinion that information regarding new or amended 

orders of rationing should be supplied simultaneously to the Public 

Relations Officer and the Rationing staff so that the latter may not be 

at a disadvantage in explaining the orders in good time to the public. 

76. Convenient means of p~~paganda like radio broadcasts and 

cinema slides should be freely employed for giving wide publicity to all 

rationing matters. For the smooth and efficient administration of a 

scheme of controls it is necessary that the public should be kept correctly 

informed about the situation and the reasoM for relevant orders of 

Government. 

SuPPLY AccoUNTS. 

77. The position in regard to supply accounts is at all times very 

important because of the huge amounts involved and the rush condi

tions in which they are spent assume serious significance as the time for 

winding up the various supply schemes draws nearer. 'Ye have enquired 

into the present system of supply accounts in the Province. We have 

been assured that the position in so far as the city accounts are concerned 

is satisfactory. The same, however, cannot b_e said of the district 

aiTOUnts which suffer from the lack of co-ordinated and energetic 
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su;ervision. In regard to this we would make the . following 
recommendations-

(1) The supply accounts officers or supply accountants in the 
various districts should be of the following rank :-

A Class District (As classified in paragraph 2 of the Finance 

B Class Districts 

C Class Districts 

Department (Supply) Resolution No. 725-
Estt., dated 7th December 1945). 
Junior huzur deputy collectors. 

Senior mamlatdars. 

Junior mamlatdars. 

Every attempt should be made to fill all the sanctioned posts so that in 
a crucial matter like this, the collectors may be able to count upon the 

assistance of experienced.an~ permanent servants of Government . 

. ·(2) The accounts supervisors should be used for the purpose for 
:which they are mainly intended (as described in Finance Department 
(Supply) letter No, :{.. 42/2354, dated 20th October 1945), and some 
means should be found by which the Director of Civil Supplies 
(Accounts) can keep himself informed of their activities and 
movements and of the results produced by them. 

(3) The inspection parties of the Director of Civil Supplies (Accounts) 
should, as a rule, visit each district at least twice a year. To this end 
the number of inspection parties should, if necessary, be raised from 
2 to 3. It should then be possible to divide inspection work on a 
regional basis, so as to save time spent in transit and minimise 

expenditure on travelling allowance. 

(4) The Director of Civil Supplies (Accounts) should make arrange· 
ments for the periodical training of the Accounts Supervisors .. 

(5) One and the same person should in no case be appointed as 
a fair-price shop keeper and a godown keeper at the same time. This 
practice seems to be prevalent in one or two districts. H should be 
discontinued forthwith. 

(6) Civil Supplies Department vouchers for transactions recorded 
in talukas should as a rule be filed in the offices of the collectors. 

(7) Godown keepers should not receive payments for supplies issued 
from the godowns, 
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(8) With a view to avoid frauds the payment of transport. charge~ 
should be centralised in district supply offices which should exercise 
the necessary administrative and accounts scrutiny before sanctioning 
paym<>nt. 

We are coneious that some of these recommendations will slightly 
add to the cost of the administration of the Accounts Section of the Civil 
Supplies Department. We are, however, convinced that this increase 
in direct coRt will bJ more than made up by more efficient working of 
the subf.tantiYe part of the activities of the Supply Pepartment .and will 
ultimatt>ly result in a more economical administration. 

TR.Al:\'1NG OF STAFF, 

78. We find that, though the staff in Bomb:>.y City is given some sort 
of training, there is no provision for imparting systematic training to 
the staff in the districts. It is hardly necessary to emphasise the fact 
that prop('r training not only leads to higher output but also makes for 
more efficient and smooth working of the whole machinery. No doubt 
in the initial stages when the problems were new and had to be tackled 
at short notice, it was not possi~Je to put the staff through a course of 
training; but now that the work has become more or less standardised 
it should be possible to evolve courses of training for all categories of 
Rt aff. This will result not only in increase of efficiency but may in some 
cases lead to the employment of smaller staffs than at present. We 
accordingly recommend that training schemes be formulated for the staff 
employed by the Civil Supplies Department both in the city as well as 
in the di~trictR. 

').'HE BoMBAY GovER:t-.TMENT SECRETARIAT CANTEEN. 

79. For the last two years Government have been running a Square 
Meal Canteen for Government servants. We consider that this serves 
a useful purpose as it is n.ot only a model to other em.ployers but also 
meets a real need of the subordinate staff, particularly those coming into 
the city for work from the outlying suburbo. We therefore recommend 
that the Canteen should be continued, Government bearing as at present 
the overhead cha~ges on account of establishment. Care should, 
however, be taken to see that there is no net loss to Government on its. 
working. The tariff should accordingly be adjlL"ted from time to time 
Ko ag to secure thiR end. 
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• 
80. The Government Grocery Stores too serves a useful purpose, and 

we do not recommend that the concern should be discontinued so long 
as it pays its way. 

NUTRITION OFFICER. 

81. The Nutrition Officer and his establishment are at present 
attached to the Civil Supplies Department. In our opinion this staff 
should find a perman€nt place in the Public Health Department; but 
so long as the Civil Supplies Department lasts and continues to be 
responsible for the supply of food-stuffs, the services of the Nutrition 
staff should be at the disposal of that Departnwnt. 

MACHINERY FOR CONTiNUOUS SCRUTINY. 

82. In a department like the Civil Supplies Department which 
employs such a huge army of temporary staff and in which the work 
is of a fluctuating nature, it is desirable in the interests of both economy 
and efficiency to have some standing and continuous arrangements for 
reviewing the rise or fall in work and for adjusting the strength of the staff 
accordingly. As we have already mentioned, two enquiries have so far 
been conducted, one by the Special Officer (Organisation and Method) 
and the other by the Civil Supplies Department Retrenchment Committee. 
·we have also been informed that the Establishment Officer 
scrutinises all proposals for additional staff from the point of view 
whether the requirements cannot be met by internal readjustments. 
Wben controls are relaxed or abolished, contraction of the staff dealing 
with these controls takes place, we are told, almost automatically. There 
is, however, no agency whose duty it would be to look into possible 
sources of economy apart from the :-;pecific type of cases mentioned above. 
For example, it may have been necessary to engage a large staff in the 
initial stages because of the novelty of the work and lack of experience 
on the part of the personnel employed ; but in course of time the work 
tends to become so routinised that the same ·volume can be handled by 
a smaller staff. Again a slight alteration in a printed form used by, 
say, the Rationing Department or an alteration in the procedure or 
method of work may result in substantial economics. At present there 
is no agency or authority, with the exception of the Supply Commissioner 
himself, whose function it is to be continuously on the look-out for such 
cases. We, therefore, recommend that such an agency should be set 
up either in the form of a committee of departmental officers or a special 

full-time officer, 
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VI-Strengthening of the Finance Department by addition 
of Cost Accountant. 

83. We are concerned only with the first point in paragraph 4 of the 
Finance Department note which raises an important questio~ of 
principle, namely whether any of the officen' posts in the Finance 
Departm~nt should be filled with persons having an expert knowledge 
of commercial or cost accounting. We consider that the actual method 
of recruitment to the post .is a matter entirely for Government to decide 
in consultation with the Public Service Commission. 

84. We have given careful consideration to th~ note and the depart
mental files placed before us. We had also an opp'ortunity of discussing 
the matter with the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary, Mr. Mathrani. 
A statement showing the increase in the volume of references in the 
various branches of the Department was also perused by us. ·We are 
Ratisfied that from a quantitative point of View the activities of the 
department have expanded considerably owing to the post-war 
·reconstruction schemes of Government coming up for financial scrutiny 
and that the immediate requirement of the department is an additional 
post of under secretary. 

85, We, however, feel that the new post of under secretary should be 
filled by an officer having general administrative and :financial experience 
and not by one whose principal qualifications are in the commercial or 
cost account.ing spher('s. Anything like a regular scrutiny of technical 
details from the accountancy or cost accounting angle would not only 
go beyond the scope of the normal activities of the department but would 
tend to impair the responsibility of the heads of departments in putting 
up schemes for administrative sanction. The main objects of keeping 
cost accounts are to ascertain the costs with a view to reduce expense 
rates by better organization, economy in ~esign and elimination of waste 
and to supply records of past work as a valuable guide for future estimates. 
The need of appointing a cost accountant should arise, in 
our opinion, more appropriately at the time of the execution of a scheme 
1han at the stage of preparing estimAtes, and accordingly it would be 
more appropriate to have posts of cost accountants attached. to the 
ofiices of technical d<>partments dealing with schemes of a commercial 
or semi-commercial nature. If at any time the expert advice of a cost 
accountant is considered necessary by the Finance Department in the 
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e_xamination of any particular scheme the advice of a cost accountant 
from the Audit department or of a professional consultant having 

experience in that particular branch of trade or industry may be obtained 

preferably through the head of the department concerned. 

8Q. Though we feel that the officers' posts in the Finance Department 
should not be filled by specialists, we are of the view that such specialised 
knowledge should be made available to the department at the assistants' 
level. . We would, therefore, recommend that some posts in the latter 
class should be earmarked for persons·· having commercial and 

accountancy qualifications. 

VII-Scheme for Absorption of Section-writers of the-Judicial 
Department into Government Service. 

87. · We took as the basis of our deliberations an important statement 

made by the Honourable the Home Minister on the floor of the Assembly 
in February 194 7 in reply to a resolution of l\Ir. B. J. Patel on the subject. 
The Honourable Minister gave an assurance that Government would 
have no objection to incorporate the section-writers in Government 
service, provided this did not entail any burden on the public revenues 
and a scheme was worked out so as to make the service self-supporting. 
After careful consideration of the various issues involved, we accept 
the principles that (1) as many of the section-writers as possible :;:hould 
be absorbed into Government service keeping in view the requirements 

of the district and civil courts and that (2) the service should be made 
self-supporting by increasing~ the surcharge on the copying and 
comparing fees. 

88. We think that the incorporation of section-writers into Govern
ment service would be a step in the right direction. It should certainly 
remove an anomalous position under which the section-writers at present 
have to submit to the usual official discipline without enjoying any 
privileges conferred on public servants. They have to be regular in 
office attendance even when business is slack, have to take leave of 
absence from work and are subj-3ct to transfer within the district 
according to the requireme!lts of thJ civil courts. It has also come to 
our notice that they have been expected to do part-time Government 
work without payment, when arrears of work accumulated in the courts ' 
require early disposal and even to loan their typewriters for Government 
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work occasionally. This irregular practice persists even to this day in 
spite of the clear orders of Government and the High Court to the 
contrary, as the distriet judges' request for increased staff in district and 
civil courts was rejected by Government under Home Department. letter 
No. 1820/4-III-B, dated the 26th September 1940. 

89. The number of erection-writer,;; to be absorbed in Government 
service should; in our opiniollt be 526 as recommended by the Judges' 
Committee and not 450 as suggested by the Home Department. The 
Judges' Committee has arrived at the former figure by assessing the 
requirements of the district and civil courts on the basis of work which 
an average section-writer can be reasonably expecte~ to do. They have 
taken the normal daily output of a typist to be 5000 word'.'!, which is 
below the Secretariat standard, namely 7500 words and appears to us 
to be a low estimate even allowing for the difficulty of transcribing 
ill(>gible hand-writing, time lost in striking additional copies and the 
extreme pressure under which they have to work in season. We have, 
however, considered the fact. that the work of copying in district and 
civil courts is likely to increase as a result of the transfer of the functions 
of the Debt Conciliation Board.f to the district courts and. will 
considerah ly increase if the separation of the judiciary from the executive'· 
for which a Committee has been appointed by Government, is effected. 
If the latter reform comes into 'effect in the near future it is expected 
that the control of the magistracy will be transferred to the district 
judges and the copying work in criminal courts, which is now done by 
candidates for revenue clerical posts, will be transferred to the section
writers, thus providing enough work. for them. We suggest that the· 
scheme of retr~nching 118 section-writers proposed by the· Judges': 
Committee should he accepted, and the retrenched section-writers should 
have a prior claim to the vacancies which may arise h~reafter in that 

cadre. 

90. There are overwhelming grounds in our opinion why the service 
of the section-writers should be kept separate from the district judicial 
cadre of clerks. Out of a total of 644 !lection-writers at present working 
in the district courts, only 158 are matriculates and thus posE-ess the 
minimum educational qualification required for a clerical post in Govern~ 
ment service and 179 are non-matriculates. Th& rest have no 
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knowledge of English and of these only 198 have passed the Primary 
•school Certificate examination. The amalgamation of these section
writers in the district clerical cadre will not only bring down the efficiency 

in the district courts but will also create complication in fixing their 
seniority with regard to the clerks already in service. Government will 
also have to increase the number of upper grade clerical posts in the 
district cadre in order to provide chances of promotion to these section
writers without affecting those of the regular clerks. But there is a more 
fundamental reason why the ·section-"\\-riters should form a separate 

cadre by themselves. The nature of the work done by the section
writers is of a mechanical type, and their responsibility is. not only leEs 
than that of a dealing clerk, but also does not increase with the passage 
of years. It is for this reason that we recommend the restriction of the 
maximum of the pay scale for the English section-writers to Rs. 105 
in the post-war pay scale Rs. 46-3-85-E.B.-4-125-5--130 which 
is being proposed for clerks. We are, therefore, of the opinion that the 
section-writers should not be interchangeable with the district staff and 
should form a separate cadre. We further recommend that future 
recruiment to this cadre should be confined to qualified persons only, 
namely those who have either passed the l\Iatriculation or the Primary 

SchoolCertificate Examination. 

91. In suggesting a suitable pay scale for the section-writers we had 
to reconcile two opposing considerations. As the increased cost of the 
scheme owing to the proposed revision of pay scales was to be borne by 
the litigant public in the shap~ of an increase in copying fees, the pay scales 
had to be limited so as not to throw an mmecessarily heavy burden on 
the litigant public and increase the already heavy cost of justice. On 
the other hand we had to bear in mind not only the increased cost of 
living b~t also the pay scales proposed for Government servants 
possessing equivalent qualifications and doing similar work. We note 
that the section-writers in the Prothonotary's Office in the High Court 
get the clerical scale. It should, however, be noted that copying and 
comparing fees in the original side of the High Court are nearly double 
of what they are in the Mofussil Courts and that the total income of the 
High Court from this source is appreciably higher than the expenditure 
involved in granting the clerical scale to the section-writers. In view 
of this practice prevalent in the High Court and the fact that the general 



post-war scale proposed for clerks in the mofussil is Rs. 46~---B5-lt13. ' 
-4-125-5-130, we recommend that the English section-writers should 
be given the pay scale Rs. 46-3-85-4-105 ... The , maximum 
is limited to Rs. 105 for reasons ·explained in paragraph 90. Their 
average pay in the proposed scale works out to Rs. 77 and . co~pares 
favourably with the average earning of Rs. 60 calculated by the Judges' 
Committee. For the regional language section-writers we recommend 
the scale proposed for upper grade talathis in the Revenue Department 
namely Rs. 40-3-85. The average pay in.this case comes toRs. 66 
as against the average earning of Rs. 45 worked op.t for them by the. 
Judges' Committee. These scales should prove satisfactory in view of 
the fact that the section-writers will not only get de~rness allowance to 
meet the increased cost of living but will also enjoy the usual benefits 
of Government service, namely security of service, regular pay and 
pension and provident fund benefits. 

92. The cost of the scheme inclusive of leave and pension charges and 
dearness allowance comes toRs. 7,82,000 approximately. The cost also 
includes the house rent allowance which will have to be given to section
writers working at Ahmedabad, Poona, Sholapur and Surat and com
pensatory local allowance at Ahmedabad. A deficit of Rs. 3,29,000 has, 
therefore, to be made good by raising the surcharge on copying and 
comparing fees. The surcharge necessary in this case has been worked 
out to be 85 per cent and 28 per cent with and without the dearness 
allowance and including the 25 per cent surcharge already sanctioned 
by the High Court on the lOth July 1946. \Ve, however, feel that there 
i~ a justification for charging part of this cost to the general revenue, 
as the services of the section-writers, when they become Government 
servants, would be legitimately available for part-time Government 
work in disposing of accumulated arrears or in making paper-books in 
eriminal and civil matters for appeal and revision applications made to 
the High Court. We are informed that the value of the part-time service 
rPndered by the section-writers in the past was estimated in the year 
Hl!O at Rs. 80,000 per annum by the High Court. Government can now 
IPgitimately expect similar kind of service from these section-writers in 
future, the present value of which can be safely put at Rs. 1,20,000 in 
view of the increased pay scales recommended for clerks. \Ye, therefore, 
recommend that the surcharge on the copying and comparing fees should 
be raised only by 55 per cent (including the surcharge of 25 per cent 
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already levied by the High Court) and that the remaining cost of the 
scheme, which is approximately Rs. 1,20,000, should be met by Govern
m.ent from the general revenues. The surcharge on copying fees to be 
borne by the litigant public is not unreasonably heavy in view of the very 
steep all round· rise in prices and costs. 

93. We think that the following questions can more appropriately 
be dealt with by the Home Department in consultation with the Finance 
Department according to rules already obtaining and in the light of 
precedents : 

(1) The rate of compensation to be granted to section-writers, whose 
services will be dispensed with ; 

(2) Whether full pensionary benefits should be given to those who 
have only a few years to go before superannuation ; and 

(3) The fixation of the initial pay of section-writers to be absorbed 
in Government service at an appropriate stage in the pay scales 
proposed by the Conunittee. 

VIII~Reorganisation and Strengthening of Control Orders Police. 

94 .. Our advice has been sought by Government on the following 
points:~ 

(i) The necessity of constituting a special police force for the enforce
ment of Control Orders ; · · 

(ii) Strengthening of the special police staff already sanctioned by 
Government ; and 

(iii) Rate of special pay to be granted to the staff on the above force. 

95. We are not generally in favour of any scheme of constituting a 
special police force for a special class of offences, which relieves the 
ordinary police of their normal duties of detection and investigation in 
respect of such offen~es. Whenever such a special force is created to deal 
wl.th any special class of offences, it is common experience that there is 
an undesirable tendency on the part of the ordinary police to regard the 
detection and investigation of such offences as no part of their normal 
~ork. · Any such scheme is therefore fraught with two dangers, firstly 
that the spe~ial force, with a limitedstrength, may be unable to cope 
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with all the work connected with that special crime, this being scattered 
all over the province and, secondly, such a force with its limited number 
is more likely to be infiuenced by the vested interests than the ordinary 
police. We, however, see no objection to the creation of such a special 
police for the investigation of any special class of crime, provided this 
does not absolve the ordinary police from responsibility at all stages for 
keeping watch, giving intelligence and conducting investigation 
in respect of such crimes. The special police will only reinforce the 
ordinary police and assist it by taking over the investigation of only 
such cases which, either on account of speci~~:lised tech~que being 
required to unravel the crime or on account of i~s complicated nature, 
cannot be expected to receive justice at the hands of the ordinary police, 
which are already full with other activities. 

96. It is seen from the record that the original proposal of the 
Inspector General of Police was not free from the objections raised above~ 
According to the scheme suggested by him, " the local police stations 

·would be relieved of the duty of registering, and unless specially deputed 
for the purpose, of investigating all such offences, and the local sube 
divisional police officers would hfl,lld over the supervision of such easel 
to the Control Orders Branch Deputy Superintendents of Police ". 
Under this arrangement the ordinary police would only be in charge of 
prosecution of the offenders in control orders and have custody of the 
muddemal (property) connected with them. The Inspector General cJ 
Police has, however, assured us in our personal interview that he has no 
intention of absolving the ordinary police of their responsibility to 
detect and investigate offences under the control orders. He stated, 
in fact, that without their assistance it would be physically impossible for 
the Control Orders Branch Police in a district, even when augmented as 
proposed, to detect offences and enforce controls in any effective manner. 
We note that the continuance of the Control Orders Police has, moreover,. 
been recommended by the Collectors' Conference held on the 8th 
February 1947. Subject to the stipulation, therefore, that the ordinary 
police should share with the special force the responsibility of detecting 
and investigating breaches of control orders, we agree that the Control 
Orders Branch Police may be continued. 

97. In respect of the proposed increase in the strength of the Spe~ial 
Branch, we feel that the proposals of the Inspector General of Police are 
necessary for improving the efficiency of the Branch. 
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M. 1n regard to the rates of special pay for the Control Orders 
•Branch Police, the Inspector Qeneral of Police explained that the nature 
of work of the special police was similar te that done by the Criminal 
Investigation Department Police and pressed that the allowances should 
be the same for the staff of both these forces. The special pay proposed 
by his predecessor for the Control Order Branch Police is, however, less 
than that admissible for the Criminal Investigation Department Police 
but higher than that given to Intelligence Branch Police. In view of the 
somewhat specialised nature of the work done by the Control Orders . 
Branch Police, we think that the rates of special pay recommended by 
the former Inspector General of Police are not unreasonable. 

IX-Secretariat Typists. 

99. This reference has arisen out of a representation made by the 
Secretariat typists to Government that they should not only be given 
a special pay for typing, but also that they should be allowed to 
participate, along with the Lower Division clerks, in the promotion to 
every fourth vacancy in the Upper Division which is reserved for the 
Lower Division clerks. The grievance of the matriculate typists, that 
notwithstanding the fact that at the time of their recruitment they have 
not only the minimum educational qualification for recruitment as Lower 
Division clerks but also an additional qualification of knowing typing, 
they are debarred from promotion to the Upper Division, seems to be 
well founded. The ground on which they are so debarred seems to be 
that typing is mechanical work, and that they have seldom opportunities 
of picking up any knowledge or experience which is likely to be useful 
for work in the Upper Division. We feel that the same considerations 
would apply to the Lower Division clerks who also, according to the 
present practice, are given only such' mechanical work as searching, 
finding previous references, etc., and are not generally given any noting 
work. It is for this reason that we have decided to recommend that the 
Lower Division clerks should be given simple noting work and should 
be tried in officiating vacancies, in order to enable their superior officers 
to judge their fitness for promotion to a vacancy in the Upper Division. 
\Ve are of the opinion that an amalgamation of the separate cadres of 
lower Division clerks and matriculate typists in the Secretariat under 
the conditions specified below would not only remove the grievance of 
the matriculate typists, but should also proYe advantageous to 

Government. 



100. tf for recruitment to this new combined cadre typing is made 
a preferential qualificatiort, it will be possible to have in the Secretari~t 
a bigger pool of clerks knowing typing. A special pay of Rs. 10 for 
typing work should provide the necessary incentive to such of the clerks 
as know typing to work in the typing branch. Matriculate typists 
should be freely interchangeable with searchers and when working. a~ 
searche:r;s they should be given simple noting work. With th~ 
experience they should be eligible for being tried in an officiating vacan.cy 
in the UJ?per Division along with the searchers. We underst~nd · that 
the system of interchanging clerks and typists has worked satisfactorily 
in the Accountant General's office, and there is"-no reason why it should 
not do so in the Secretariat. It is also expected that this chance of 
further promotion to a vacancy in the Upper Division will attract suitable 
and well qualified typists to the Secretariat, of whom there is such 
a dearth now. 

I 01. We are of the opinion that non-matriculate typists should not 
be recruited as far as possible, and if at all recruited, they should not be 
held eligible for special pay and promotion to an Upper Division vacancy. 
We therefore recommend that : 

I .•' 

(a) The two cadres of typists and lower division clerks in . the 
Secretariat Departments sho':lld be amalgamated into on~ cadre. 

(b) In recruiting persons to this combined· cadre ~owledge of 
typing should be made a preferential qualification. 

(c) In order to induce persons who are matriculates to work as 
typists, a special pay of Rs. 10 per month, in addition to, the. common 
scale of pay for typists and lower division clerks in the Secretariat, 
should be sanctioned to clerks working as typists, provided they have 
passed the Public Service Commission test in typing. 

(d) All matriculates on the combined cadre should be held eligible 
for promotion to Upper Division of the Subordinate Secretariat S~rvice. 

(e) Non-matriculate typists should not be recruited as far as possible, 
and, if recruited, should be debarred-

(i) from being posted as clerks, 
(ii) from the special pay suggested at· (c) above and 
(iii) from promotion to Upper Division. 



APPENDIX E. 

REPORT OF MESSRS. IBCON LTD. 

At the invitation of the Bombay Government Administrative Enquicy 
Committee, an investigation has been made by this Company in respect 
of the "·Health and Local Self-Government" and the "Education and 
Industries" departments of the Bombay Government Secretariat. 

The purpose of the investi~ation was-
(a) to demonstrate the. approach and functions of an "Organiza

tion and Methods (0. & M. ) Department, " as a potential new unit 
in the Bombay Government organization; and 

(b) to disclose to the Committee the existing effectiveness of selected 
departments. 

On the basis of these findings, the Committee would consider a recom
mendation to Government as to the desirability, or otherwise, of establish
ing _an .. " 0. & M. Department" 

GENERAL FINDINGS. 

Effectiveness of the Dealing Staff.-By dealing staff is meant the dealing 
superintendents, ·dealing clerks and typists, all of whom are concerned 
with direct productive work. These categories comprise 66 workers 
in a total personnel of 122 in the two departments. 

The work performance or " loading " of these groups was found, by 
time study, to be about 80 per cent of standard. Although some room 
for improvement does exist, these findings compare very favourably 
with other Government and business organizations, which have been 

studied. 

Ratio of non-productive to Productive workers.-This ratio is far too 
high. For 66 workers directly concerned with cases, there are 56 non

productive attendants as follows :-
- Production workers. 

Dealing clerks 
Dealing Superintendents 

Typi~ts 

39 
12 

15 

66 

s~rvict workers. 

Receipts clerks 

Issue sections 

Filing section clerks 
Confidential clerks 

Cashiers 

Searchers 

Superintendents 

2 

H 
21 
2 
2 

13 

2 

56 
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If the peon staff were included as service workers, the total non -proauc
tive staff would be 87 for 66 direct operatives. 

While it is appreciated that there may ·he unavoidable limitations ·in 
Government procedure, it is nevertheless thought that herein lies very 
considerable scope for improv~ment. · 

Filing operations are a major problem in that there are five registra
tion, filing and searching clerks for every ten dealing clerks. Another 
way of indicating the position is to observe that there are 34 clerkS in 
these categories to handle 300 receipts per day. It is not intended at 
this stage to enter into a detailed discussion;· but it is evident that a 
thorough rev·iew of the present procedure is warranted. 

A second major problem is the issue sections, comprising 14 clerks in 
l I • \I 

the two departments, whose primary functions are examination, regis-
tration and despatch of outward mail.. We would ~ecomme~d that the 
0. & M .. Department investigate th~ practicability of ce~tralizing 
despatch for the Secretariat, with printed envelopes, franking machines 
and compound despatches fo't common addresses. 

Period of Disposal.-Studies were made to ascertain the n'~Wlber p~ 
days required to dispose of a receipt, a temporary control sheet b~ing 
introduced during the period of study for this purpose. The average 
period obtained was 127 hours, equivalent to 18 full 'Y'orking .days. 

This figure is high ; and compares with an average figure of four days 
which we discovered at General Head Quarters Delhi. The condition is 
possibly surprising in view of the excel~ent standard of performance of 
the dealing groups; and is mainly attributable to the very large number 
of steps through which a receipt'passes before final disposal. A. seco~d 
factor is that of infrequent and irregular clearances, resulting in delays 
not only in transit but also in receiving attention due to bulk despatqhes 

at each stage. 

It is thought possible (a} to reduce the number of steps from 30 .to .13, 
and (b) to reduce the period of storage at each stage by more frequ~nt 
clearances. With these meas~res, and with suitable production controls, 
the tentative objective should be an average o~ not more than six days 

per receipt. 



4llocatiort of Responsibility.-It is to be noted that there are twelve 
superintendents in the dealing branches for thi~y-eight dealing clerks ; 
representing approximately one superintendent for every three clerks. 
This ratio is high, a more reasonable figure being 1 to 8. 

The reason for this condition is that the superintendents, who 
basically are supervisors, are actually doing direct case work. This 
practice is questioned in that it not only entails a high supervision ratio, 
but also affects the superintendent's capacity in respect of his primary 
function of general supervision. The tendency is for the superintendent 
to assume the more difficult cases, thus overloading himself and possibly 
un~erloading his staff; and depriving himself of the opportunity for 
training his junior staff. 

The present dealing branches are comprised of a superintendent and 
three dealing clerks or assistants. It is considered that the objective 
should be a much larger group, namely a basic branch organization of 
eight clerks and a superintendent, with the latter relieved of direct case 
work and concentrating on the supervision and training of his 

staff. 

D,ivision of W ork.-Individual branches are now dealing with 
particular sets of subjects. This is good as it leads to specialization. 
However within the branches there is no specialization, the tendency 
being for all papers to circulate to each clerk in the branch with a view 
to familiarizing each assistant with all branch subjects. 

This practice creates unnecessary movements with resultant delays; 
and it is considered advisable to specialize within the branches as far as 

possible. 

Officer Loading.-It was our observation that the officer staff is over 

loaded. 

The work of an Assistant Secretary, by actual study, was found 
to be an average of 33 cases per day. This work alone occupied 
practically his full time and left little scope for consultations and 

supervision.. 
The primary factor is that Government rules require all d:sposals, 

of whatever natUie, to be signed by an officer. By examination it was 
found that between 30 per cent and 40 per cent of the tJtal receipts 
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were of a purely routine nature and could be disposed of at the 
superintendent level. Examination of this policy is suggested. 

EQUIPMENT FACILITIES. 

Internal Telepllones.-To reduce. delays in transacting routine work, 
to curtail peon traffic, to eliminate as far as possible the very large volume 
of floating notings and memoranda, and to economise the time of both 
officers and assistants ; the installation of an internal telephone system 
is strongly recommended. 

Filing Cabincts.-The present filing cabin~ts are wooden almirahs 
with fixed shelves. A second factor is the inadequacy of storage facilities 
for active and pending cases within the branches. 

The introduction of standard steel, vertical suspension, drawer type 
filing cabinets would not only improve the appearance of the offices but 
also reduce the time now spent in "searching" 

Minor Items of Office Equ£pment.-In an office of this size there is scope 
for the use of simple mechanical devices, such as envelope sealing machine, 
franking machines, automatic receipts stampers for incoming mail 

" (to eliminate manual posting) ·and visible card records for ready file 
references ; which would both facilitate the work of the departments ,as 
well as economise in respect of labour. 

DEPARTMENTAl. LAYOUT, 

The departmental layout should be such that the A~sistant Secretary 
is in direct contact with the superintendent or superintendents, who are 
functioning as his foremen. For this re.ason . it is desirable . that the 
Assistant Secretary be located at the head of the branch room, and that 
the flow of work be in production channels originating at his desk. ' 

CONCLUSION. 

The ultimate objective, and the basis for judging the efl"ectiveness, of 
the 0. &M. Departmant would be a 20 per. cent reduction in thA 
total wage bill, and an improvement in the " disposal period " froru 
18 days to 6 days maximum. 

In the subsequent section of the report we describe the organization 

and functions of an 0, & M. Department. 
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· In the addenda we have included a typical case of methods alteration 
ba~ed on motion study. 

THE ORGANIZATION AND METHODS (0. & M.) DEPARTMENT_. 

·' Constant improvement· of methods and facilities is essential, and to be 
ekpectedl ifi any progressive organization. However if thera is to be 
pt()gtess, management mtlst: be given· an instrument of progress. The 
Q, & M. Department is that Instrument 

· The·depa~tment wouid he a. permanent utilt in the Secretariat, designed 
not for sporadic enquiries, but rather for constant and progressive 
studies aiming at more efficient· operation of all the departments, . 

, '\Ve have indicated in the foregoing the broad approach to potentia1 
i~-\rest~gations.. Mote specifically, the functions of the 0. & :M:. Depart
fueht inay be defined as-fo1l0ws :~ 

1. 'Method' investigations, based on time and motion study; 
atid super~isioil of the implementation of procedure modifications. 

lncludes simplification of routing ; determination of the best divi
sion -of duties between ·branches ; elimination of duplicate working, 
particUlarly as concerns the Secretariat and its external departments, 
Am~lgariiation of duties where :possigle ; and fundamental changes in 
procedure, 

2. Office layout and facilities. 
S, Standardization or' for~s ; as for instance simple routine issues 

-calling .. for ,r~pp:rts, administrative . approvals, orders to cqllectors 
printed envelopes, etc. 

4.: .Establishment of work .lo~d standards and progressive assess
ment .. of staff requirements. r 

5. · Collec~ion and presentatjon of control statistics, with . reference 
to the clerical ' index of performance ' and the ' disposal period,' both 
as regards the Secretariat and its external agencies. 

6. Control of the 'central despatch' and 'central messenger, 
- •• • •• ' • • J • • • 

system_s,_. if iiuiugurate~ .. 
7 .. Ddinition and supervis!on of a clerical training scheme and 

a 'staff ' ·~uggestion ' schein~. '· . . 

ORGANIZATION OF THE 0. & :M. DEPARTMENT. 

1. The department should be headed at secretary level, to pro· 
vide suitable authority for inter-departmental relations. 
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2. Under the Secretary are proposed two time and motion _study 
officers at Assistant Secretary level. It would be desirable that a.\ 
least one of these officers be an engineering graduate. 

3. The subordinate staff would be approximately three typist 
clerks for control duties. 

The total cost ·of the 0. & M. Deparment woql<l l;le, Rs .. 31600 
approximately per mensem1 

SUPPLEM~NTARY Non~. 

The foregoing report was discussed,' in draft, -\yith the Administrative 
Enquiry Committee on 30th August. F.urther particulars • on three 
points raised by the Committei are given below :-

1. The basis of classification of work-

From the point of view of work done in the Secretariat, receipts 
fall into the following categories of cases : 

(a) Non-actionabie.-i.e., receipts on which no action is 
necessary. e.g., copies for information, tour programmes, 
interim J;eplies ~:r{which no immediate action is required. 

These are initialled by the Superintendent or Assist~tnt 
Secretary and filed. 

(b) Routine.-i.e., receipts, action on which is simpl~. _and 
stereotyped. These can be disposed of by a simple notE} 
or draft and do not go beyond the Assistant Secretary, 
e.g., requests for supply of stationery. 

(o) Average.,-i.e., those which need a detailed note and draft 
to be put up. The similar types are disposed of by the.
Assistant Secretary but the majority of these go up to 
Deputy Secretary level. These may be called the normal 

actionable cases. 

(d) Dijficult.-i.e., cases involving questions of policy, 
co-ordination of various view points calling for 
discussion at higher levels-e.g., discussion on draft 
bills, consideration of reports of expert committees etc. 

The number of movements, and average dealing times, increase 

progressively from categories (a) to (d). 
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II. Nature of an average of 33 cases which an Assistant Secretary 
handles per day-

Of the 33 cases handled by an Assistant Secretary 30 are disposed 
of by him and 3 are passed on to the Deputy Secretary 
with comments. The majority of the 30 cases disposed of are of 
a. routine character, while the 3 sent up would fall into the 'average ' 
category. In addition to this, the Assistant Secretary 

(a) examines and notes instructions on 80 letters 'in post.' 
(b) passes down 18 cases from higher officers to the Branch 

after noting action taken. 
(c) examines and signs 40 outgoing letters. 

III. Details of the total cost of the Organization and l\Iethods 
(0. & M.) Department-

Ca.tegory of staif. 

1. Secretary 

2. Assistant Secretary 

3. Assistants 

Total 
number. 

1 

2 

3 

Average 
Salary (plus 
.Allowances) 

per mensem. 

Rs. 

1,500 

i50 

200 

Total 
expenditure. 

Rs. 

1,500 

1,500 

600 

Total expenditure per meDflem .•• 3,600 
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ADDENDA 

fresent set-up desigt?.ed to s~it the Maxwell system-l\faxwell 
separates the pur_ely_routi.ne. work from case dealing and all routine work 
is centraliz~d ui th~ Fili~g Se~ti?n· .. I_n practice this has led to the Filing 
S~t'ion as~~g-an iiDpo~ce in .. the scheme·:(;( thmgs'out of'".all 

proportion to its usefulness: 'E~~ry "time a receipt passes into or out of 
a dealing brailch it goes via the Central Filing Section: ·In additiox{ to 
a ~rd inde~ of files1 movement cards p.re maintained for eich>receipt. 

)IOilil:lk II ~04-IS 

flow .of papers, as follows: 

--St1g1 I~. R~u,pt to Action. 
~, .. - ... n-~./lcrion'flllfpprovil/!) 

" ill - Approv11l to lssvil. 
" IV - /ssv11 to Filing. 

0 -Oillf't"sint 1t s't11g1s ,,,,.lrltl tnvs. 
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, The diagram illustrates the movements of a single actionable case. 
The various stages are rxplained below. 

1. Rece£pt Clerk 

2 ... Assistant Secretary 

. 3. Superit,tendtmt, 
Section. 

4. [nil,~ Clerk 

5. Diarist 

(R)-Receive, stamp date, sort by 
bran~hes, mark branch on receipt, 

. send up to Assistant Secretary. 

(A~)-Peruse, note instructions, sene! 
to File Section . 

Fi~ (lf)-,Receive, distribllte to inde.Jt 
clerks. 

, , , (I)-Find relevant indeJC card, (ma.ke 
out new card if necessary), note tile 
number on receipts. 

(D)-Record particulars in Register, 
give serial number, note serid 
number on receipt. 

6. Mooement Clerk (l\1)-Find movement card, if one 
exists, or prepare fresh card, note 
movement, pass on to Branch. 

7, Branch Superintendent. (S)-Peruse, mark to Assistants, 

8. Assistant 

9. Searcher 

10. Assistant 

11. Searcher 

12. Assistant Secretary 

13. Superintendent 

14. Assistant 

circulate-(note own cases in work 
sheet). 

(A)-Peruse, note own cases in work 
sheet, pass to searchers. 

(Sr)-Diarise, note Assistant to whom 
marked and date, pass on to 
Assistant. (find file if necessary 
and attach). 

(A)-Take action-simple note and 
draft for approval-pass to searcher. 

(Sr)-Mark movement in Register, 
send to Assistant Secretary. 

(AS)-Approve draft, send to 
branch. 

(S)-Note action and orders, send to 
Assistant. 
-Note instructions to issue, pass 
to sE:archer. 



16. Novemen.t Clerk 

17. II cad of I SSt#Je s~nti~ ... 

18. /ssve Clerk I II 

l9. Tvpi~;t ". 
20. Examiner ". 
21. lsB'Ile Clerk ... 

II ead of Issue Sect wn ... 
~3. Assistant Secretary , .. 
u. 11 ead of Issues .. , 

25. ]sb'1te Cle-rk 

26. Despatclter 

27. Assistant 

28. Searcher 
29. Movement Clerk 

30. Compiler-

Criticism-

27'~ 

-Copy instructions to issue m 
Register, hand over to movement 
Clerk. 

(.M)-Ma.rk movement, pass on to Head 
of Issue Section, 

(}:I)-lnspect, give dp.te, note iqstrqc. 

t;ions to typi~t. 

(JC)-Enter p&rticula.rs ill Register, 

p~ss on to typi&t, 

(T)-Type issue! pass on to exg.mi.Jler, 

(E)-Check typed· matter, 

Counter check · attached enclosures 1\nd 
arrange papers in order and pass to 

Head. 

Inspect, send to Assistant Secretary, 

. Sign, return papers to Issue Section, 

Check to see everything is signed and 
•· .-' is in order. 

Mark date of issue in Register, pass to 

despatcher, 

(Des)-Enter Despatch Register, des

patch fair copy, stamp office copy 

and send case back to Branch. 
N otc and pas.'l on to searcher for 

filing,. 
l\Iark off Register, pass to File Section. 

Note movement on card, pass case on 

to compiler. 
(C)-Arrange papers in the relevant 

file, return file to shelf. 

A. Too many small ''movements" retmlting in-
(i) large 'storage time '-(e.g. assuming an efficient messenger 

sy~;tem clearing papers every half hour from each stage, 

minimum disposal time is 15 hours, i.e. nearly 3 working 

days). 
(ii) difficulty in tracing papers. 
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(iii) as· ' stages ' are inter-dependent, there is more likelihood of 
·stoppages and delays due to any one of them not function
ing properly or breaking down (due to absence etc.) than 
in. a system with,a· smaller number of such,' movements.' 

B. 5 registrations (1) Diarist. 
(or recording of movement.) (2) l\Iovement Clerk. 

(3) Searcher. 

{not . :to mention . wor~ 
'•, 

Assistants.) 

( ~) Issue clerk. 
(5) Despatcher. 

f!heets kept by Superintendents 

C. Much more . difficult to control than one in the fewer stage(:!, 
, ' 0 < I' ,, • o,o 1'' ' 

Against this,' we recommen4. the. jlow outlined below :-

Present Proposed 

~Iain stago: 
·.•' 

Step. Move:· Step. Move· 
ment. meqt~ . 

1. Pre-action· . .. 10 9 5 4 
2. Action 4 4 4 4 
3. Type and issue" ... 12 12 3 3 
4, Filin~ . - ... \ ·:··· 4 4 J l• ..... : 

:rota.) .. 30 29 13 12 

Registration l 5 .. 1 
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The movements in this flow are as follows :__. 

1. Receipt Clerk (R)-Receive, stamp date, sort by 
Branches, pass to Branch. 

2. BraMh PrOfll'esB Clerk . . • (PC)-Sort by groups, enter register 
strip, place strips on control. boards, 
pass dak on to· Assistant Secretary. 

3, Assistant Secretary (~.\.8}-Peruse, note instructions. 

4, Superintendent (S}-Peruse, mark assistant, distribute. 

5, Assistant (A)-Get file, if necessary, consulting 
carde~ and/or Central File Section, 
take action. 

6. Superintendent Pass action. 

7. Assistant Secretary Approve, send to typist. 

B. Typist (T)-Type 2 copies, send to ·Assis-

9. Assistant 

10~ Assistant Secretary 

11. Assistant 

12. Despatcher 

12a. Central File Section 

MO.U llk H 20!-19 

taJlt. 

Check (date fair copy) put up to 
Assistant Secretary. 

Sign, send case back to Branch. 

Send fair copy to Despatcher, docket 
and :file office copy, send :file back to 
Central File Section. 

(Des)-Despatch fair copy. 

Receive file, extract information on to 
Index Card, place :file back in 
Cabinet. 



APPENDIX F. 

SUMMARY· OF: RECO:\lMENDATIONS.· 

Fignrr~ in br~tck~ts refer to paragrii.J•hs of the Report, 

CHAPTER IV. 

PUBLIC EXPEXDIT'l'RE. 

. .1. .. An order of priorities in public expenditure should be instituted. 
(67.) . . . 

2. · · -'fsome ·delimitation of the field of reconstruction· activities' and 

.!)on1e· slowing down of their pace are D?-a.de necessary by- t_he· reyenue 
position and by the continuing inflationary trends. (70) . 

. : 3 •... , With a view to evoke from the people the highest measure of self
help in local self-government. activities, a policy of maximum possible 
decentralisation, financial as well as administrative, should be followed, 
(71). 

4. In deciding priorities among reconstruction items of expenditure, 
their: productive nature s~ould be taken note of. (72). 

5. Expenditure on commercial investment should be undertaken by 

~?V:ernme~t ; in tim~s of incipient ~epression, and not .. in , times of 
continuing inflation. (73). 

6. Government should arm themselves with a i.urvey of the sources 

of income a:n:a pattern of expenditure ot the people whou't they tax and 
seek tobenefit, · It w=Jl also be necessary to maintain the results ofthe 
Sl}rvey.up to date for facilitating long term budgetary planning. (75). 

7. It is necessary to uridertake a systematic plan for reducing the 
burden of tempor_ary . staff. . Departmental enquiries should be 

instituted for that purpose. (76). 

CH.-\.PTER Y. 

STATE TRADING. 

8. No schemes proposed to be entrusted to statutory boards should . 
be started on departmental lines before such boards ~re appointed, 

(82). 



... 9: .. I;>li?tributio~ ~nd rp.ar~e~ing ,of milk. sho~~d.\>e, org!mls~d,)?~.3- ~~~
supporting basis by public corporations which shoufd functioQ _ ~ 
close co-operation with the dairy development section of · the 
Agricultural Department. (83). 

10. A public corporation is the best instrument of state, tra{iing. 
(85). 

il. The governing body of a corporation should be a small functional 
board appointed by the Minister. (86). 

12. Ministerial control over ~ public corporation should.' as a.' rule be 
limited to matters of general policy .. Int~rference · in · interriaJ 

organisation or administrative d.etail !Jhould be,• ~voidecJc , ~~m. 

13. The corporation should be given the benefit of cheap borrowing 

on Government ll?Count. or with Goyernm~nt guarant~e. ,,(8~): 

14. There should be ·statutory provision for previous c6nsult~tion 
·with the advisor,r committees where they. exist l:Jefore thEl.li!Wts of .rate 

variations are al.teroq., 1• (~9), 

. l5. _ S_ervice under a corpo~atlqn should pot be tr~at~d,. ~s .. seryice 

undc~ Government,·, (9.0). 

I G. The corporation should select its. technical '.staff . thrbiigh 

cqnur).itteel! of experts ~.et ~1p for that purpqse. \· ,(90), 

CHAPTER V!. 
~ . 

SEcR~TARI4-T O&GA...."i'ISATIOS,, , 

· 17. The regrouping or· Secret~riat ... departriients __ "should., b'el" •. in' 

ac~o~ilance with "the'. prfuciple 'of h6m:og~rie'i£j:"- (9G). 

] ~>; ~~~. -~~~alt~ , a~~ , ~~e~I. G~.v~~n~~~t._, p~pa,~tn~~~~ ifRd }~e 
E1_luc~?-~n .a.~d._ .~nd~~}rt~~ .~ep,~~-~~~.nt. ~ho!J_l~ .. ?~ s~l.1~ ~p .~,n,~~ r.:f?.~Yr 
rlepartments, namely, Public Health ... Local Self-Gov~mm..enct, 

Education and Trade and Industries. (97) . 

.~ 1 ~-:. "rt,.·_ p~r~~t,~s~t. of, 1~a~<1 rnd. J.~~J~s.W.?~J 1\h.?q~tl._re ._c.re.~!fUcM~e.!1J.J 
with the· Industries and, Fisheries .. s~Gtioi;l.s p~ the . .Educat:wn_c. A.nd,. 
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jnd.ustries Department. and with the trading activities of Government. 
(98). 

20. To the Department of Trade and Industries should be transferred 

Electric Grid, Motor Transport, Distilleries, Government Printing Presses 
and the Distribution of Milk. (98). 

21. Minor Irrigation should be transferred back to the Public W'orks 
Department. (98). 

22 •. Forests should be transferred from the Revenue to the 
Agricultural Department. (98). 
' 

' 23. Sales Tax should be dealt with m the Revenue Department. 
(98). 

24. Justice should be transferred from the Home Department to the 
Legal J?epartment. (98). 

25. · A separate Bureau of legislative drafting should be constituted 

under an officer having special qualifications in drafting. (98). 

' 26: Three pos~s of legal assistants borne on the cadre of the Legal 
Department should be sanctioned each in the Revenue, Home and Local 
Government Departments. (98). 

27. The allotment of housing accommodation should not .be made 
in the Secretariat, but should be entrusted to an officer under the Housing 
Commissioner. The Accommodation branch should then be transferred 
to the Labour and Housing Department. (93). 

28. The Chief Secretary, having been relieved of a number of 
miscellaneous subjects, should co-ordinate the business of all 
depart.~ents and function as Cabinet Secretary on the British rnodill. 

(101·102). 

29. , All Secretari~s to Government, including the Secretary Public 
Works Department, should be drawn from the Indian Civil or 
Administrative Services. (116). 

30. The posts of secretaries, deputy secretaries and under secretru:ies 
should be tenure posts for three years. The term of a secretary Iray be 
extended to five years for speeial reasons. (118). 
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3i. N' o secretary, deputy secretary or under secretary not promoi"ed 
from th~ Secretariat establishment who has completed his tenure should 
be re-employed in the Secretariat in any capacity unless he acquire~:~ 

fresh district experience. {1.18). 

32. Twenty-five per cent of the posts of under secretaries should be 
earmarked for deputy collectors. {120). 

33. Se.:retaries should draw pay according to their time-scale plus 
special pay of Rs. 250 per me~m, subject to the guarantee given to ex
isting members of the Indian Civil Service.' {1~2-123). 

34. Routine cases and matters governed by set.rnles should be :fi.ru!.lly 
disposed of by secretaries. {125). 

35. Executive functions should not be transacted''in the Secretariat 

ab initw. The advice of the head ofthe department Phould not be 

questioned by the secretary or his deputy on technical grounds. (126). 

36. Joint or additional secretaries are unnecessary. {127). 

37. Deputy secretaries should ye replaced by under secr~taries except 

in the Finance Department and possibly the Revenue Department. 

(127). 

CHAPTER Vll 

SECRETARIAT PROCEDURE.' 

38. Assistant secretari~s should primarily attend to office supervision, 

control of sta:fi and accounts and should not ordinarily note on filet<. 

(130). 

39. Assistant secretaries should form a committee for handling .the 
Organisation and Method work of the Secretariat. (131 ). 

40. Superintendents should be relieved of original noting work and 

should confine themselves to supervision. (133). 

41. Branches could then be increased in size and those that are dealing 

with allied subjectc; should be amalgamated. {133). 

42. \Vhen a reference concerns n:ore than one branch, the initiating 

branch should send a complete typed note specifying the points on which 



th'e. opinion :o£ oth~r branches is· required. ·The . .case .should ultimately 

b~J.raeeived and submitted by the initiating b~anch after ret;·:oving any 

intionsistency. · (136) .. 

43. A similar practice should be followed when cases are sent to other 
'aep~rhnents·. (137):". 

44. Personal discussion should be more frequently resorted to m 
preference . to cont'iriued' noting .. (137). 

45. "Urgent·~ ;tn<l:~'-Very Urgent" labels should have the name 
of the department printed or stamped on them. Every officer affixing 
thetrrtshould ihitial and· date them. Supe~intendents should be held 
responsible for· seeing that these labels are attached and ·removed at 

pr,~pe~ s.t~ges., . (13.8),, 

4& ..• ,dnde:x:ihg and recording of movements ·of cases should b~ done 

bj'.the. general duty clerk ·in.the branch itself. (139). 

47. The :ij.l~g _se~tion should consist of one receipt clerk, two filing 
clerks and one general duty assistant-cum-librarian. There is no need 
for separate•posts :of issue clerk~ whose- work should be done' by: the 

examiners./ ·~ ( 140). 

48. The Registry should be placed in charge of a senior assistant. 

(140). 

49. Files should be classified according to the decimal system adopted 

in libraries for numbe:r;4tg ~nd l<;>catin.g Looks, .. (141). 

50.:! 'General duty Clerks- should. be given simple noting~ work. and 

tried 1in ·officiating. ·vacancies· ' before promotion to . the• Upper 

Division. (142). 

·51; .. r. Matriculate typists and clerks should form a· combmed cadre. 

Knowledge of. typing. should· ·be made. a preferential qualification foi 
recruitment .. (143). 

52. Non-matriculate typists should not he recruited .. : ' Those- al'rt>.ady· 
encr11cred should not he promoted to the Upper Div,ision. (143) . 
. 0 0 . • . . . 

53. Establishment Pr0posals of the Finance Departniei1t shO.uU be. 

referred . for scrutiny to the Political and Services Departme~1t. 

(H4), 
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54.' Notes of 'other departments .. should gerieraJly· be· rertwv'e\1 before 
a fi1e .. is' sent' outside the 'sec~etariat. (145) •..• 

55. Pending construction of a modern building, the Elphinstone 
College building should· be utilised :to hori;e ·som~ ·ot tlie 'Sebretariat 
departments. (146).' 

56:'· -A departme~t should be loc~ted as a homogeneous unit'<ffi a floor 
of the· building.· :Jts layout should b~ such that 'tlie assistant' ·secretary 
can supervise the work of the staff. (146). 

57.· Such. ~echanical· devices ,.,··as ··intet~epartmetttal:·telepho.ne 
connections, frankins machines and steel· fi(ing eabin~ta ·ehould 1 be 
introducecl (147). 

-58.· The Secretariat should have a: caritrar library .and ~t~ading;'f0.on\ 
in charge of a trained librarian. (148). 

CHAPTER. VIII ' 

DIVISIONAL CoMMISS.IONERS .AND Bo.ARD oF REVE:NUE.' . 
• •' • I : o ~ • ' ~ • • ' 

59. Divisional Commissio-:1ers . should be replaced by a Board . of 
• . • · · · · · ' . · ' f : 1 J ; • , . ~ i , ' . I 

Revenue ctnsisting of three members from the Adniirustrative Serv:ice. 
• . ' . ' ' . . ' . J ; 't ... ·_. .•. i ~;; - ·- ::. 

The Board should act individually for routine .matter!! and collectively 
for important subjects. (157).· . . . 

GO. The Board should advise Goverm;nent in matters involving 
a change in policy or aff~cting general administration". ' (15(). . . 

61. The Board should function as the chief. executive .. authority of 
revemie-e~rning' dep~rtments and admi.niste~ ~II provm:ci~I 'ta:xes: · It 
.should replace the Revenue. and Sales Tax Tribunals .. :{158:-:159).:. 

CHAPTER IX 

DISTRICT ADMI~"'STRATION. 

G2 •.. The deveiop~e~tal' activities of; Govei:nme~t in. I a dis~ri~!. sh_o'uld 
be co-ordinated by' the collector who should. hold peiiodic meetmgs of 
district officers.. To these meetings some members of the district local 
board should be invited, (167}. 
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63. District officers should J.'emain in regular touch with the collector 

an<l keep him posted with important activit~es in their departments. 
(168). 

64. District local hoards should }>e the principal non-official ~gency 
for association with the district administration. (169). 

65. After the separation of the · judiciary from the executive 

''· exeoutiTe" magistrateR - should continue to conduct ''chapter" 
prooeed.ing'3. (173). 

: .,. 66. Some of the collector's treasury functions should be dele~ated 

to treasury officers. (17 4). 

67. Where there are no branches of the Imp~rial Bank, 

trea,'.lury work may be entrusted to ba.nb approverl by Government. 

(17 -!). 

68. A separate accounts service should be constituted for district 

treasuries. There should be a separate cadre of treasury officers who 

should be trained by the Accountant General and controlled by the 

Board of Revenue. {176). 

· · 69. To a~sist the collector in the disposal of routine work, personal 

assistants should be appointed in smaller districts. In bigger districts 

like Poona and. Ahmerlabad additional 'collectors should b.) appointed, 

(178). 

70. Collector's power of sanctionin.s contingP-nt expenditure shoulrl 
be raised. (180). 

71. A sqb-divisional officer should reside in his sub-division. (181}. 

72. · The collector shoulcl not res::irv6 to himself any powers unless 

particular circumstances so require. (182). 

73. There should not be more than two sub-diYi.'3ions in a diatrict. 

(183) . 

. 7 4. Village officers should be given training in the collRction of 
accurate information and its correct tabi.llation. (184). 

75. To conserve village economy rea~onable wages may be granted 

to petty village officials. (185), 
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CHAPTER X 

PROVINCIAL DEPARTMENTS. 

!-Education. 

76. The Director of Public Instruction shouid not be given the status 
of a s~cretary to Government. His office should neither be amalgamated 
with the Secretariat nor formed into an attached office. It should 
remain in Poona. (186-187). 

77. Educational officers b;ling technical men should not normally 
b;l employed in the Secretariat. (i88). 

78. The appointment of an Educational Advise~ outside the structure 
of the department is not ordinarily desirable. (189). 

79. Cla3s I posts in the collegiate branch should be replaced by 
professorships on a tenure ba.sis. (193). 

80. Professors' posts should b3 filled by direct recruitment and be 

. held on contract for a period of five years. Lecturers in Clsss II will 
b~ eligible to compete for them, bJ.t will have no claim to th'3m by reason 

of seniority. (196). 

81. The selection of professors should b~ made by the Public Service· 

C'.ommission with the help of an assessor. (197). 

82. The Director of Public Instruction should be an officer of the 

administrative branch. (203). 

83. Collegiate officers should be allowed to apply for transfe.r to the 
administrative branch after about ten yea~s' service. (203). 

84. As college accounts are simple, a separate service' of college 

accountants is not nece~sary. Clerks in charge of college accounts 
may be given training in the Accountant General's office, if necessary. 

(205). 

85. When appointing co1lege principals unnecessary transfers should 

be avoided, even though this may mean the passing over of the most 
senior professor in the department. The special pay of principals should 

be converted into a compensatory allowance. (206). 

86. After sufficient progress is made with its development, primary 
education should be entrusted to the control of local bodies who should 

be given sufficient sources of revenue to meet the cost. (207). 
MO-ll Bk H 20!--20 
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87. Posts of administrative officers should be abolished. (208). 
~ 

88. Before assuming control of secondary schools in too much detail, 
Government should decide whether they are in a position to meet 
:eventually a larger proportion of their cost. (209). 

89. All control of technical education should be unified and should 
:ultimately be placed under a Deputy Director of Public Instruction. 
Pure trade schools may remain with the Director of Industries. (210). 

90. Officers of technical departments should supervise the teaching 
.of technical subjects. (211). 

II -Co-operation. 

· '91. The promotion and direction of producers' societies such as 
-co-operative farming societies, industrial co-operatives and co-operative 
_fisheries should be under the appropriate technical department. (213). 

92. The village industries section should ultimately go to the 
Induskes Department. (213). · 

93 .. The status of the Registrar should be raised so as to place him 
.On a footing of equality with the Director of Agriculture and the Director 
.of Public Instruction. (218). 

94. The Registrar should be styled the Chief Registrar of Co-operative 
:Societie3. (225). . 

95. The Registrar 'should be relieved of work in connection witn the 
Money-le~ders Act. Pending this action, such work under the Act 
as falls to the Registrar should be distributed between him and his 

subordinates. (225). 

96. The two posts of Joint Registrars, one for the Co-operative 
Department proper and the other for Village Industries should be 
·converted into posts of Deputy Chief Registran (224-225 ). 

97. The marketing organisation should administer the Weights and 
Measures Act. (226). 

98. The marketing organisation should eventually be separated 
from the Co~operative Department and organised on a provincial basis 
under the Trade and Industries Department of the Secretariat. (226). 
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99. The supervision of the deputy registrars should extend to all 
sections of the department. (227). 

100. The duplication in the functions of the village industries section 
and those of the Provincial Industrial Co-operative Association should 
cease. (228). 

101. Posts of assistant registrars should be abolished. (228). 

102. Each district should be put under a district co-operative officer, 
either of senior or junior grade, according to the importance of the 
ilistrict. They should supervise the marketing inspectors and district 
village industries officers wherever they exist. (228-229}. · 

103. The responsibility for audit and supervsion of urban 
.co-operative societies should be transferred either to the reorganised 
Provincial Co-operative Bank or to the Co-operative Banks Association. 
{230). 

104. Financial assistance in the shape of loans to village industries 
should be given through banks rather than through the departments. 
(231). 

105. The assistance of recognised non-official bodies 'like the 
Provincial Co-operative Institute should be taken in ~rganising new 
societies. (232). 

III-Agriculture. 

106. All the activities of the Agricultural Department should be 
under the control of a single Director. (233). 

107. There should be a Joint Director for the Animal Husbandry 
and Veterinary branch. (234). 

108. The Deputy Director for Land Development and the Agricultural 
Engineer should be under the Director. (234). 

109. The design and construction of minor irrigation works should be 
retransferred to the Public Works Department. . (237). 

110. Lift irrigation, well-sinking, bunding; etc. should be administered 

by the Agricultural Department. (237). 

111. A Junior Civil Engineer should be appointed toassist the Deputy 

Director for"Land Development. (237). 
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112. The existing four permanent posts of functional deputy directors 
shQuld be converted into three posts of territorial deputy directors and 
one post of Deputy Director Administration attached to headquarters. 
(238). 

113. The Dairy Development Officer should be placed under the Joint 
Director, who should be responsible for milk production. (239). 

114. Multiplication of subordinate officers for separate kinds of 
agricultural activity shou1d be avoided. (239). 

115. Seniority of officers promoted to specialists' posts m class I 
should be determined according to their seniority in class II. (241). 

IV -Forests. 

. 116. The Chief Conservator in addition to his own duties should take· 
charge ,of one circle. (242.) 

117. No special cadre of Forest accountants is necessary. Accounts 
clerks should be trained in consultation with the Accountant General. 
(243). 

118. A survey of all forest resources should be made and maintained 
up to date. (244). 

119. Villagers shou1d be educated in forest matters. (245). 

120. Research connected with grasses suitable for growing in forest 
a eas shou1d be carried out in co-operation with the Agricultural 

Department. (246). 

121. Government should themselves cut and remove grass which 
villagers neglect to utilise. (246). 

122. A training school for rangers should be established within the 
Province. (24 7). 

r -Public Works Department. 

123. There should be one Chief Engineer assisted by two deputy 
chief engineers, one for roads and buildings and the other for irrigation. 
(2!8). 

124. Superintending engineer3' posts should be abolished. (249-252). 
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125. If minor irrigation works are urgent and the normal strength of 
a division is unable to cope with them, then special sub-divisions may 9e 
opened. (253-254). 

126. When in one district or in adjoining districts three or four special 
sub-divisions for minor irrigation are created, a new Public Works division 
may be opened. (253). 

127. The recommendations of the Irrigation Inquiry Committee in 
respect ·of concentrated intensive irrigation should be given effect to.· 
(255). 

128. The powers of sanction of Public Works Department officers 
should be liberalised. 256). 

VI-Police. 

129. The Police administration requires to be improved in three ways :

(a) The police should be relieved of some of their routine duties se> 
as to enable them to concentrate on serious crime ; 

(b) More scientific aids to de~~ction should be adopted; and 

(c) The general standard of education in the force should be raised.· 

(257). 

130. Matriculates recruited as constables may be given three years" 
seniority and candidates who have passed the First Year or Intermediate 
examination may be recruited as head constables. (257). 

131. The Inspector General of Police should be the administrative
head of the Bombay City Police. (258). 

132. Powers of sanctioning prosecutions and hearing app~a.ls from 
non-gazetted staff against the orders of district superintendents of 
Police should be finally delegated to the deputy inspectors general 

of Police. (259). 

133. The Inspector General of Police should issue a circular instruc
ing the ordinary police that they would be responsible for detecting 
all offences, including those for which special branches exist. (260). 

131. The enforcement of prohibition in the mofussil shoul:i be 
entrusted to a special branch of the provincial police for the first few 
years. A post of Deputy Inspector General of Police should be created 

to supervise the branch. (261). 
MO-l Bk H 204-21 
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135. Borough municipalities should be encouraged to organise a 
local police force .. (262). 

. 
136. Each village should be provided with a locally recruited but 

trained and unifo~med policeman. (263-264). 

137. Direct recruitment to posts of deputy superintendents should 
be stopped. Recruitment should ·first be made to sub-inspectors' 
posts, and the more promising sub-inspectors and inspectors should 
be selected and given, higher professional training for deputy superin
tendents' posts. (265). 

138. Promotion in the police force should be based on positive 
selection and tests administered by departmental boards. (265). 

139. The Nasik Police Training School should be so expanded 
as to provide training for all head constabled and refresher ?ourses for 
sub-inspectors. (265). 

VII-Medical and Public Health. 

140. The present Medical and Public Health Departments should 
be amalgamated and placed under one Director of Health Services. (266). 

141. The Director of Health Services should have the assistance 
of two deputies, one of whom may be dispensed with in course 
oftime. (267). 

142. Supervision by divisional officers should be enforced for at 
least some time. In addition to the· existing functional Assistant 
Directors in charge of Malariology and Epidemic Diseases, three 
assistant directors of health services (one for each division) should be 
appointed for supervising all activities except the working of divisional 
hospitals.. (268). 

143. All health service activities in a district except control of 
divisional hospitals should be under the district officer of health services. 
(269). 

144. A well equipped and fully staff~d hospital should be maintained 
in each division at the place where medical colleges have been or will 
be established. The administrative control of the college and hospital 
should be placed in the hands of a dean, who should be responsible to 
the Director. (270). 
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145. Special provision should be made for training and refresher 
·courses for the staff. The present arrangement> in Bombay for instruc
-tion in public health. should be reorganised into an Institute of Public 
Health, at which both serving officers and post-graduate students 
will be trained. The three divisional colleges should serve as training 
centres for the subordinate personnel of the Department. (271). 

146. Private pract.ice should be abolished, but regulations may be 
made to enable medical officers to visit patients at their homes in 
places where there are no other registered practitioners. (2_72). 

147. In making recruitment to medical se~vices and in applying· 
emciency bars increasing emphasis should be pia.ced on post-graduate 
training. In future recruitment possession of a public health diploma 
or degree should be insisted upon. (273). 

148. Honorary appointments should be distinguished from part
time service. The normal rules and procedure for recruitment should 

. be followed in making part-time appointments. (273). 

149. Speedie;r expansion of medical facilities should be achieved 
by giving grants-in-aid to privat~ hospitals, especially in rural areas. 
(275). 

150. Facilities for the medical education of women 'should be 
increased. (276). 

151. :Manufacture of drugs at the Haffkine Institute should be 
separated from research and placed under a competent manager. (277).· 

152. Government should bring home to local bodies their responsi
bility in maintaining local health units of all types. To the extent 
to which local bodies shoulder these responsibilities, overnment should 
withdraw from the field and give grants conditional on the maintenance 
of minimum standards of efficiency. (278). 

VIII-Labour. 

153. The independent post of Commissioner of Labou;r should be 
revived. {281). 

154:. The directors and deputy directors should then be styled 
·deputy and assistant commissioners respectively. (281). 

155. The Commissioner should himself deal with Labour 
Information; no separate post of deputy would be ~equired. (282). 

MO·I Bk H 204-2la 
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156. &ovemment should gradually withdraw from the field of la hour 
welfare, other than. social welfa;re activiti'es conducted by appropriate 
departments. Government should issue labour welfare orders and then.. 
transfer the ;responsibility for labour welfare to the hands of labour and 
management. The Labour Welfare Department should then be reduced 
in size. (283)~ . 

157. The Labour and Industrial Courts and the Commissioner 
for Workmen's Compensation should be placed under the Secretariat 
Departm~nt of Law and Justice. (284-285). 

158. The labou;r officers should be placed under the Deputy Commis-
sioner for Labour Administration. (286). · 

· 159. More attention should be paid to the inspection of seasonal' 
factories. l287). 

IX-lndustries. 

160. The district staff of the department should be confined to those 
places· where it has sufficient scope for activity _apart from the field. 
covered· by the village ·industries organisation. (288) .. 

161. Wo;r"' relating to the g;rant of industrial loans and their repay-
ment should be entrusted to co-operative banks. (289): 

162. The enforcement of the Weights and 1\Ieasures Act should 
be entrusted to the :Marketing section of the. Co-operative Depa,:tment. 
(290). 

163. The serVIce conditions attaching to the post of Industrial 
Engineer should be improved. (291). 

164. Industrial information collected by the department should 
be made readily available to inte;rested parties and its scope widened. 

(292). 

165. Information regarding ~vailability of raw materials in the 
province should be compiled in co-operation with the Agricultural 
and Forest Departments. (292). 

166. The provincial scheme for a test house and standardisation 
should be so designed as to fit in with the All-India scheme. (:.:!94). 

167. Village industries should ultimately be transferred to the 
Industries Department. (293). 
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X-Fisheries. 

168. The department should do everything possible for. the uplift 
.and welfare of the fishermen community and should give due attention 
-to getting them equipment and technical assistance. (296). 

169. Refrigeration plant and insulated t;ranspo;rt should be either 
entrusted to a co-ope;rative society of fishe;rmen or manag€d depart
mentally on a self-supporting basis. (297). 

170. Research should be conducted in collaboration with the . . 
scientific talent available outside the department. (298). 

171. Loans to fishermen should be granted · through the medium 
·of co-operative societies. (299). 

XI-Excise. 

172. The Excise Department should be wound up as soon as total 
·prohibition takes effect. Any tendency to allot p;rohibition duty 
to an excise officer should be·· discouraged. Decrease in excise work 
should be accompanied by corresponding ;reduction in staff. (ZOO). 

173. The post of Excise Commissione:r should be abolished forth
with. A post of Director of Excise in the senior time-scale of the Indian 
Civil or Administrative Service with special pay should be created and 
~ontinued until prohibition becomes absolute. The Deputy Commissione:r 
·Of Sales Tax should simultaneously be renamed Director of Sales 
Tax. (301). 

17 4. Enforcement of prohibition should be transferred to the regular 
police. Suitable or specially tra.ined excise staff should be absorbed 
·in the Police Depa;rtment for this pu;rpose. (303). 

175. The social welfare side of the prohibition programme should 
'be carried out through a semi-official organisation. (304). 

176. If the appointment of a whole time Government officer to deal 
with the prohibition programme is thought necessary, he should be 
made chairman of the Co-ordinating Committee of the Provincial 
Prohibition Board. (304). 

177. Propaganda and ameliorative work should be done in co-o:pera
tion with the Adult Education Board, the Labour Department and the 
·Co-operative Department. t305). 
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XII~Backward Classes. 

178. In view of the enactment of the Habitual Offenders Restraint 
Act, the staff employed in nine small criminal tribes settlements and 
four colonies should be retrenched in due course. (308). 

179. There is no justification for setting up a district organisation 
for the Backward Class Department, whose main function is welfare 
and ameliorative work and not direct administration of relief. 
(310). 

180. The responsibility for givin.g scholarships and lump sum grants 
should rest with the Di,rector of Public Instruction, who should select 
the beneficiaries in consultation with the Backward Class Officer. 
(312). 

XIII-Prisons. 

181. The jail service should be ,recruited from persons who have 
received special training in sociology. (314). · 

182. For group III and group II posts of jailors, persons with 
sufficient academic knowledge should be selected and given training 
in a sociological course, either departmentally or through an institution 
Recruitment to posts of group I jailors and superintendents should be 
made from persons who have received a diploma in social science 
after a good honours degree. Group I jailors and superintendents should 
be granted revised class II and dass I scales respectively. Special 
pay should be attached to the posts of Superintendents of Central 
Jails .. (315-316). 

183. A medical officer of suitable status drawn from the medical 
services should be attached to each jail. He should be given a special 
allowance. The civil surgeon should be called in for serious cases. 

(317). 

184:. The services of a psychiatrist should be made available in an 
honorary capacity. (317). 

185. Power units in jails should be limited to the requirements of 
Government. {318). 

186. The system of giving jail labour on hire to contractors outsidtt
the jail should be stopped. {318). 
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XIV-Judicial. 

187. The gazetted staff of the High Court should be appointed. 
on the advice of the Public Service Commission. When a competitive 
examination is held for the recruitment of clerical staff in all Govern
ment offices in Bombay, the clerks in the High Court should also 
be recruited through that channel.· (319). 

188. When recommending civil judges for inclusion in the select 
li'lt for promotion to assistant judge, the High ~ourt should also commu
nicate the ground3 for the supersession of those who are passed over. 
In th(' alternative, a member of the Pub"Iic Service Commission 
should be associated with the judges in preparing the select list, 
(320). 

18!). An additional or assi~;ta.nt sessions judge should hold his court 
from time to time at the headquarters of each sub-division. (321). 

190. Government should aim at providing a combined ci~il ~nd 
criminal court in each taluka. (322) . 

. . ·' 
191. Court vacations should be abolished. (323). 

XV -Statistics. 

192. Statit:itical assistants should be appointed in the Departments 
of Industries and Labour, or some departmental officers may be trained 
in a course of statistics. (325). 

193. A small statistical section should be attached to the Public 
Health Department for the compilation of vital statistics. (325). 

191. The Provincial Bureau of Statistics should be strengthened 
and re-organit>ed to co-ordinate and guide the statistical work done in 
all departments and to provide· a liaison between the Central and 
Provincial Governments. (326). 

XVI-Sales Tax. 

19::>. The district portion of the Department should be streng
thened by appointing the collectors as ex-officio assistant commis
sionen> (deputy directors) and by creating a new cadre of assistant sales 

tax officers. (328). 

1!.>G. Issue of cash memo and maintenance of accounts should 

be made compulsory by legislation. (330). 
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XVII-Town Planning. 

197. The Town Planning Act should be amended at an early tlate 
so as to strengthen the department in guiding the growth of su1urbs 
and tl)wns. (331). 

198. There should be better co-ordination between the Housing 
and the Town Planning Departments in regard to matters relating 
to layout and location of housing schemes. (332). 

XVIII-Motor Vehicles. 

199. The police should co-operate with the Motor Vehicles Depart
ment in checking fitness certificates of vehicles and non-compliance with 
the conditions oflicence. (333). 

XIX-Stamps. 

200. Steps should be taken to amend the Court Fees Act so as 
to validate the previous practice under which an officer of the High 
Court assessed the probate duty. (334). 

XX-General. 

201. The provincial departments should be so organised as to group 
together those activities which pursue common objectives or render 
similar serv'ices and place them under the control of a single adminis
trator. (337). 

202. 1llxpe;rt advice should be provi<!ed by the. appointment of 
specialist deputies. (339). 

203. Functional supervising staff is desirable genP-rally. Supervi
sion should, however, be organised te:r;ritorially in depa;rtments where 
the dist;rict office;rs belong to a lowe;r grade of service or the 
pattern of district administration is not well established. (34:0). 

204. l\1ultiplication of subordinate officials in a district for separate 
kinds of wo;rk unde;r one department should be kept to a minimum. 
Even when special staff is appointed, the responsibility of a district 
o.ffi.ce;r for all the activities of his department in the district should 
relllltin. (341). 

205. Loans recoverable in instalments spread over a fairly long 
pe;riod should be made th;rough banking institutions and not through 
departments. {342). 
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CHAPTER XI. 

SERVICES. 

206. Recruitment to the higher administrative and subo;rdinate 
services should be by open competition th;rough the Public Se;rvice 
-Commission. (344.) 

207. For technical departments also competitive examinations 
should be int;roduced if the scale of rec:ruitme11:t is large. (345). 

208. Gove;rnment should prepare a list of posts involving high 
;responsibility. P;romotion to these should be made by positive selection. 
(346). 

209. Fifty per cent of the posts in the cad;re of mamlatda~ and 
deputy collectors should be filled by open competition. (347). 

210. In selecting o:Bicers to fill the 25 per cent of the superio~ 
posts of the Indian Administrative Se;rvice reserved for deputy collec
tors no distinction should be 1 xb.ade between directly recruited and 
promoted of!ice;rs.. (34 7). 

211. A standard fo;rm for confidential ;reports as suggested should 
be introduced. (348). 

212. Shortages of staff should be met by the following 
methods: 

(1) Recruiting pe;rsons with minimum qualifications and training 
them; 

(2) Relaxation of age limit; and 

{3) Rec;ruitment of persons who have gained experience in p;rivate 
employment. 

(4) An officer should be paid the minimum of the time scale during 
probation. (349-350). 

213. For the reabsorption of retrenched staff age limit should be 
suitably ;relaxed, and a sepa;rate ;register should be maintained in the 
employment exchanges. (351). 

214. omen should be equally eligible with men for employment 
except where they are unsuitable for physical reasons. They should be 
encouraged to take service for which they have special aptitude such as 
teaching, medicine, stenography and libra;ry work. (352). 
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215. Special facilities should be provided fo~ women posted in the· 
mofussil. (353). 

216. For posts specially reserved for women, pay should be fixed so· 
as to attract suitable candidates. In other posts the principle of equal 
pay for equal work should be followed. (354). 

217. Intensive courses of training should be organised .. If there are 
no facilities in the province for training, ofti.cers should be deputed for 
special studies in other parts of the country and abroad. Study leave 
may be given freely to officers during the early pa~t of their career. 
(355). 

218. Efficiency . of administ~ation will increase if all officers are 
properly trained before they take up their duties. (357). 

219. Training of clerical staff in the Secretariat and other offices will 
have to be organised at Bombay and at divisional centres on lines 
suggested. (358). 

220. Heads of departments should be asked to frame special courses 
forth~ clerical staff in their offices. Confirmation of clerks should depend 
on certificates which should be based on test; held from time to time 
during the course. (359). 

221. Where technical instruction is to be imparted, training should 
be arranged departmentally on a systematic and practical basis. (360). 

222. Manuals of Acts and departmental procedure should be brought 
up to date and made available on an adequate scale. New compilations 
may be prepared where necessary. (361). 

223. Training in procedure should be combined with training m 
objectives. (363). 

224. An incentive to meritorious service should be provided by some 
form of public recognition. (366). 

225. A convention should be established that in disciplinary cases 
the advice of the Public Service Commi~>sion will ordinarily be accepted 
by Government. (368). 

226. Members of the Public Service Commission should be given 
statutory protection in regard to security of tenure. They should be 
given the salary of a High Court judge with a special pay of ~s. 230 
t o the chairman. The age of retirement should be 63. (369-370). 
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227. In the case of a Commission consisting of three members, it 
should be provided that at least one member should be a serving or ret~ed 
officer. (371). 

228. An element of continuity should be assured by making appoint
ments to casual vacancies for the full period of five years. (371). 

229. Only the following types of appointments should be excluded 
·from the purview of the Commission : 

(a) Appointments made by the Governor in his discretion, and 
(b) Appointments which are essentially political. (372). 

230. The order of preference recommended by the Commission should 
ordinarily be adopted. If Government differ, the reasons should be 
ommunicated to the Commission and its further advice taken before 
making the appointment. (374). 

CHAPTER XU. 

LocAL SELF-GOVERNMENT. 

231. Day to day guidance '··~nd supervision of local bodies ~hould 
be through a statutory non-official board representative of the local 
bodies themselves. (381 ). 

232. To achieve this object, the Local Self-Government Institute 
should be converted into a Local Self-Government Board by modifying 
its constitution a3 suggested. (383-385). 

233. Chief officers, health officers, engineers and chief accountant'!! 
of borough municipalities and district local boards and chief officers 
of district municipalities should be formed into suitable cadres in eacb 
divioion. The cont.rol of these cadres should ve3t in the executive 
committee of the Board. (386). 

234. Hecruitment to th~se posts should be made m consultation 
with the Public Service ·Commission. (387). 

235. Government should retain emergency powers, powers of super
session and powers in regard to changes in the constitution of local 
bodies, taxation and sale of property. (388). 

236. On the abolition of divisional commissioners, such of their 
pow{'rs as cannot be dele(l'ated to the Local Self-Government Board 

~ . 
should be distributed between the Board of Revenue and the Collectors •. 
(388). 
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237. Audit of local accounts should continue to be conducted by 
'~vernment, but its enforcement may be. delegated to the Local 
. .Self-Government Board. (388). 

238. In case the required co-operation is not offered by the local 
·bodies, or if after a trial of, say, :five years, it appears to Government 
that the Board has not been a success, Government should appoint 

·their own agency for the guidance and supervision of local bodies • 
. (389). . 

239. The district rural development boards should be abolished, 
and their functions should be transferred to the dist;rict local 
:board. \391). 

240. The constitution of the district local boards should be amended 
so as to include a few nominated and ex-officio members. (392). 

241. The m3mbers of the district local board in each taluka with 
one or two nomin\Lt3d members from the locality should form a taluka 
committee. (393). 

242. The Provincial Rural Development Board may continue. 
-~3 94). 

CHAPTER Xlli. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

243. An officer with district experience should examine the p;rocedure 
in a few typical Government o:Mces. On receipt of his report, Govern
ment should decide whether an Organisation and Method Department 
should be created. (395). 

244. All staff directly ree;ruited for the personal offices of the 
Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries should be engaged only during 
the pleasura of the Minister or Parlimentary Secretary concerned. All 
such appointments should be non-pensionable. (396). 

24:5. Amenities like piped water supply and septic tanks should be 
p.rovided in official residences in the mofussil. (397). 

2!6. The qu3stion of providing basic articles of furniture in official 
re3id.enc3s should be examined again. (397). 

247. Khansamas should be appointed in important district bungalo1rs. 
;(398). 
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2!8. More use of mechanical aids like franking machines, calculating 
machines, cash registers and typewriters should be encouragoo...._ 
(399-400}. 

249. A system of electric clocks, governed by a master clock, should 
be introduced in the Secretariat. (401). 

250. Telephone communication among a larger number of ofti.cers 
and places, especially in the mofussil, should be established. (402).-

251. Only one peon should be detailed for. duty at the Secretaries'
residences. (404). 

252. The general administration report should continue to be publish-
ed annually. Its preparation should be entrusted to a special ofti.cer 
as hitherto. (406). 

253. Bills introduced m the Legislature should invariably be
accompanied by a memorandum stating the financial implications,, 

if any. (407). 
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